
AN INTRODUCTION TO 
SOCIOLOGY 

MODULE -1 ' 
Sociology-Basic Concepts 

(Society is created by people, and it also provides space to those who create it. In 

day-to-day life, people think about human society in general and of a society in 

which they live in particular. Renaissance and industrial revolution in Europe 

questioned the traditional basis of construction of human society and re-stmctured 

it by focusing upon a new value system. What binds the people together? vdiat are 

the processes, which keep people a social entity? How does society survive? 

These are matters of the construction of society, which is, in fact, a web of social 

relations. This motivated the sociologists to think in adisciplined way about the 

structure and process of society. 

In this lesson, we wilt discuss the meaning of sociology i.e., definitional aspects, 

the nature of sociology, i.e., its character emerging out ofthe characteristics of 

social relatives, and subject matter of sociology, i.e., the topics, which we study in 

sociology. 
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After studying this lesson you will be able to; 

• explain the meaning of sociology, 

• deliberate upon the nature of sociology; 

• discuss the sociological perspective; 

• describe the scope and subject matter of sociology; and 

• state the relevance of sociology in our day to day life. 
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1.1 WHAT IS SOCIOLOGY? 

Auguste Comte was the first scholar to use the word ‘ sociology’ in order to refer 

to the science of human association. The word ‘sociology’ was derived troth the 

Latin word socius (association, and the Greek word ‘logos’ (theoiy) denoted, the 

theory or science of human association society. Comte wished to establish a 

science of society that would help to reveal social laws, vdiich he believed controlled 

development and change. Herbert Speifty developed his systematic study of 

society and fi-ankly adopted the word ‘sociology’. 

Sociology is, quite simply, a way of studying people. Sociologists want to know 

why people behave the way they do, why they form groups, why they go to war, 

why they worship, marry, vote, all such things that happen when people interact 

with one another. Thus, sociology can be defined as the scientific study of 
social relations, institutions and society. Various definitions of sociology have 

been offered by sociologists. Auguste Comte dealt with the problem of defining 

sociology as a discipline and delineating its nature. The later sociologists focused 

elaborately on the meanmg of sociology. Hobhouse explained how sociology studied 

the ‘interaction of human minds’. Park and Burgess beliefed that ‘sociology is the 

science of collective behaviour’. However, Emile Durkheim was more precise, 

and he said that ‘sociology is a study of social phenomena’. 

Max Weber defined sociology in a different way. He says that human activities are 

oriented to some action. Actiwis aim at that vdiich fulfills objectives. Individuals in 

the society engage in actions for realization of given goals/interests. Actions, 

according to Max Weber, constitute the subject matter of sociology. Right fiom 

the origin of sociology to the present day, social actions have been considered as 

the law of sociology. 

In brief, it may be viewed that sociology is the scientific study of the social aspects 

of human life. Moreover, sociology is the body of knowledge, complied by the 

scientific method, abouthuman interaction. I “interaction” we mean reciprocal 

contact between two or more persons, inter-stimulation and response. 

Sociologists, therefore, are concerned with man in society, with the human 
group. From these definitions, we gather that sociology is the study of 
human society and social behaviour as well as a studly of social relationships 

and its forms. 

1.2 NATURE OF SOClOLOfiV 

Sociology is scientific discipline. It is a science in the sense that it involves objective 

and systematic metlKxls of investigation and evaluation of s&ial reality in the light 

of empirical evidence and interpretation. But, it can not be directly modelled on 
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the patterns of natural sciences, because human behaviour is different from the 

world of nature. Among other differences, the subject matter of natural sciences is 

relatively static and unchanging wiiereas human behaviour as the subject matter of 

sociology is flexible and dynamic. “ 

INTEXT QUESTIONS l.I 

Write True or false against each stat^ent: 

1. Industrial revolution took plae in U.S.A. 

2. Auguste Comte is called father of sociology. 

3. Sociology is the scientific study of social relations. 

4. Sociology is not the study of human society. 

5. Human hehaviour is flexible and dynamic. 

Science refers to the application of objective methods of investigation, reasoning 

and logic to develop a body of knowledge about given phenomena. There are 

three goals of science. The first is to explain why something happens. The second 

is to make generalizations, that is, to go beyond the individual cases and make 

statements that apply to a collectivity. The third is to predict, to specify, what will 

happen in fiituie, in the light ofthe available stock of knowledge. 

The idea of scientific research is to acquire objective knowledge, fiee of bias and 

prejudice. This is why insistence in sociology is to achieve natural sciences. The 

proper method of science is to have constant test of explanatory propositions by 

matching them against facts - whether obtained experimentally or empirically. In 

this context, sociology is a science because it fiilfills the basic requirements of 

objective and rational knowledge of social reality and applies scientific method. 

Johnson viewed that sociology to some extent has the following characteristics of 

science: 

(a) It is theoretical: It attempts to summarize complex observations in abstract 

logically related propositions, which purport to explain causal relationships in 

the subject matter. Its main aim is to interpret and to inter-relate sociological 

data in order to explain the nature of social phenomena and to produce 

hypotheses whose final validity can be checked by further empirical research. 
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(b) It is empirical: It is based on observation and reasoning, not on supernatural/ 

speculative revelations, and its results are not speculative. In the early stages 

of their creative woidc, all scientists speculate, of course, but ideally atleast, 

they submit their speculations to the test of fact before armormcing them as 

scientific discovers. All aspects of sociological knowledge are subject to ' 

evaluation made about social behaviour or can be put to test for empirical 

evidence. 

(c) It is cumulative: sociological theories are built upon one another, extending 

and refining the older ones and producing the new ones. As such theoretical 

integration becomes a goal in the construction of sociological formulations. 

Thus, sociology is cumulative. 

(d) It is non-ethical: Sociologists do not ask whether particular social actions are 

good or bad; they seek merely to explain tfiem. It addresses issues. Study of 

human relations is the prime consideration in sociology. In the context, Morris 

6insberg observes that ethical problems should be dealt with neutrality. 

Objectivity and rationality based on a thorough knowledge of a situation alone 

can ensure scientific status to the discipline of sociology. 

In all these resp^ts, sociology is far fiom having reached perfection; but is being 

steadily made. 

1.4 SOCIOLOtiV OK PKRSPFX TIVKS 

Sociological pet^)ectives are broad assumptions about society and social behaviour 
that provide a viewpoint for the study of specific problems. There are two main 
descriptive perspectives in sociology. These are Positivistic(1he traditional scientific 

perspective) and Phenomenology, which can be described as ‘less scientific’ in 
that some researchers reject the idea of building theories by the application of the 

scientific method preferring to use more interpretative methods. In sociology, as in 
other disciplines, there are different ways of interpreting events. We do not ordinarily 
stop to think that one or the other of the above sociological perspectives operates 
all through in out day-to^jay life and behaviour. 

1.4.1 Positivism 

Positivism is the traditional method of sociology, which is generally associated 
with Auguste Comte. Comte’s emphasis on reporting of social facts is like what 
we find in natural sciences where accuracy and objectivity in understanding and 
analysis are core characteristics. Logic in recording of facts is an added element 
in scientific method. Comte has thus contributed to knowledge based on scientific 
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research. Verification and validation of collected &cts, including opinions, attitudes 

and feiths are the basis of understanding and analysis. Such a method is universal 
in its application and execution. 

Positivism stresses the need for neutrality and objectivity in research. It is based 
on the attempt to emulate the methods of natural science: 
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1. Identification of a problem, 

2. Collection of data, 

3. Explanatory hypothesis. 

4. Method to test hypothesis. 

5. Analj^is of results, 

6. Re-test if necessary, 

7. Interpretingresults: report. 

Implications: The overall implication of positivism is that there is an objretive 
world which is capable of being understood in objective and scientific terms. 

Within the Positivism school of sociology, there are two dominant theoretical 
perspectives, which tend to produce their findings finm scientific techniques. They 
are: 

I 

1. The Functionalist Perspective: Functional analysis aiso known as 
functionahsm and structural functionalism is rooted in the origin of soci ology. 
The founders of the fimctionalist perspective were Herbert Spencer and Emile 
Durkheim. They viewed society as a ‘self- regulating and self-maintaining 
social system’ with certain basic needs such as preserving social order, 
providing for the supply of goods and services and protecting the young ones. 
If these needs are met, they believed that society would remain in balance or 
equilibrium. In essence, the functionalist perspective focuses on the process of 
order and stability in the social system. 

2. The conflict Perspective; The conflict theorists stress inequalities and regard 
society as a system made of individual and groups which are competing for 

scarce resources. These groups may form alliances or co-operate with one 
another, but underneath the surface harmony lies a basic competitive struggle 
to gain control over scarce resources. Conflict theorists also focus on macro 
level. In modem society, Karl Marx focused on straggle between the bouigeoisie 
(owners of production) and proletariat (those who worked for the owners), 
but today’s conflict theorists have expanded this perspective to include smaller 
groups and even basic relationships. 
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1.4.2 Phenomenology (Interpretive Perspective) 

The second theoretical perspective is called Phenomenological. It stems most 

prominently from Max Weber. The phenomenologist is concerned with 

understanding of human behaviour from the actor’s own fiarhe of reference. The 

phenomenologist thus examines how the world is experienced. For him or her, the 

important reality is what people imagine to be. Thus, inthispaspective less emjAiasis 

is placed on the need to develop objective methods of study and mote on the 

value of seeing the world through the eyes of those being studied. Therefore, it 

stresses the need to understand the subjective interpretations of actors. 

ImpUcations: The overall implication of this method is that society is constructed 

through the view point and observations of the actors. There is no social world in 

the objective sense of the term. 

Each of the sociological perspectives described focuses on the different aspects 

of social reality; functionalism on social order and stability; and theory of conflict 

on social tension and changes and phenomenological perspective on the subjective 

interpretations of actors of the social reality. Each of these perspectives has a 

significant role to play in understanding and analyzing the nature of society. 

. INTEXT QIESTIONS 1.2 

Fill in the blanks with correct words: 

1. Application of objective methods of investigation is called _ 

2. Traditional method of sociology is_ 

3. Functionalism focuses on_ 

4. Sociogical perspectives ate broad _ 

b^viour. 

about society and social 

1.5 SCOPE OE SOCIOLOfiV 

Sociology is systematic and objective study of human society. Sociologists study 

indi^dtial’s social actions. Social relationships such as between husbands and 

wife, teacher and student, buyer and seller, and social processes, namely, co¬ 

operation, competition, conflict and organizations, communities and nations, and 

social structures (femily, class and state), are the basis of sociological enquiry. 

Interpretations guidedby norms and values give rise to social institutions. Sociology, 
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therefore, is the study of social life as a whole. Sociology has a wide range of 
concerns and interests. It seeks to provide classifications and forms of social 
relationships, institutions and associations, relating to economic, political, moral, 
religious and social aspects of human life. 

Thou^ there is no consensus about the subject matter of sociology, yet it is agreed 
that sociology studies the interaction systems, which shape social institutions, the 
state and the normative order. Therefore, we study in sociology about social 
organization, social structure, institutions and culture. 

1.5.1 Social Organization 

The terms social organization’, refers to inter-dependence of diHerent aspects of 
society, and this is an essential characteristic of all enduring social entities, such as 

groups, communities and collectivities. Herbert Spencer has used the term ‘social 
organization’ to refer to the inter-relations (integration and differentiation) of the 
economic, political, and other divisions of society. Emile Durkheim implies by 
social organization almost exclusively, social integration and regulation through 

consensus about moral and values. Currently, social organization is used to refer 
to the inter-dependence of parts of in-groups of all sizes, fiom a clique of workers 
in hospitals and factories to large-scale societies and organizations. 

1.5.2 Social Structure 

Social structure refers to the pattern of interrelations between individuals. Every 
society h^s a social structure, a complex of major institutions, groups, and 

arranganents, relating to status and power. It is said that the study of srxtial stnicture 
is comparable to the study of human anatomy, and that of social organization that 
of physiology. 

1.5.3 Social Institution 

A social institution is aprocedure, practice, and an instrument, hence a semblance 

of a variety of customs and habits accumulated over a period of time. In every 
society, people create social institutions to meet their basic needs of survival. 
Ifistitutions are instruments and tools ofhuman transactions. An institution is thus a 
stable cluster of norms, values, and roles. 

1.5.4 Culture 

Culture refers to symbols, signs and language, besides religion, rituals, beliefs and 
artiftcts. In feet, culture is a guiding force in everyday life. As such culture is social. 
It is an instrument of shaping and reshaping human life and its ramifications. Culture 
is transmitted fiom one generation to the next through the process of socialization. 
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'Sociology isasubjectwi*iinpottantptacticalrelevance incur life. It cancontribute 

to social criticism and practical social reform in several ways. These re mainly: 

us all a better cbance of controlling them. 

2. Sociology provides the means of increasirtg our cultural sensitivities, allowing 

policies to be based on an awareness of divergent cultural values. 

3. We can investigate the consequences of the adoption of particular policy 

programmes. 

4. Finally and perhaps most important, sociology provides self-enlighteninent, 
offering groups and individuals an increased opportumty to alter the conditions 

ofthrir own lives. 

Answer in 8 to 1 lines: 

1. What is the scope of sociology? 

2. What is the relevance of sociology in day to day life? 

3. What are the four characteristics of science. 

what you h.wk lf.aunt 

Sociology emerged as an intellectual endeavour with the early development of 
modem industrialized societies and the study of such societies remained its 

principal concern. 

Sociology as a discipline enjoys a distinct scientific status based on its basic 
concepts, approaches and classifications relating to the study of society and 

its variants. 

This is evident from the views and formulation of Comte, Spencer, Marx, 
Weber and Durkheim. Besides being a scientific discipline, sociology has 
concern ft)r understanding of human problems. 

The gamut of sociology is vast enough to encompass study of social 
relationships fiom the perspectives of individual and society in general and 

specific individual, groins and institutions in particular. 
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1. Science 

2. Positivism 

3. Social order and stability 

4. Assumptions 

I 

3. Theoretical; emperical; cumulative; non-ethical. 
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After studying this lesson, you will be able to: 
■'.j -:‘i; ■ '••■ ' 

• explainthe causesfortheoriginofsociologyasasubjectofstudyt .iitjf 
• describe the history of development of sociology in the West; md 
• ••deatfiBdfliShistoiyanddevelopment'ofsocio!ogyih‘Irtdia, 

2.1 EMEKGKNC'E OF SOC lOEOf.V IM THE WEST 

HifixW beihgithaw alwaj^bbeh ihteit^ed in knotvihg iaH thinking about their 

fddnd fitthht tritie. We dan say that thoti^' this discipline does not have along 
histoiy but it does have a long past. Some scholars trace the origin of socidrO^ 

fiw eppiipj^dcs of Kautjlyaand politics of Aii$totte, Fcff example the stateipf:^!: 
of .^risSodo Reflects that‘man is a poUtiraKhe. social anUDal’ sowed the,se^. 
ofsoctolQgyi,lSomeoth^straceitto the wirings of french scholars,especially 

Montesquieu, who offered a classification of soci^ies iooludiog the Poes 
of hunters and food-gatheiets. Thus, we take help of classical writings when we 
Waiit to understand artahcient society. Ho wet^i one should make a distinttibrt 

s&mtt&Gf' __ 

EMERGENCEAND 
DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 

ta the previous lesson, you have learnt about the nature and scope of sociology. ^ ^ 

In this lesson you will study the emergence and development of sociology in the 
west and its India. 
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Kmerjzt’iice and DLAclopnicnl (»rS4ici<»loi'\ 

between taking interest in understandmg society and its .afiaiis ^d the study of 

in understanding their society, but sociology as a subject emceed after the 

French Revolution of1789. 

TheFrenchRfiVolutionhroughtaboutatremendoussocio-poIitical 

change in society, leading to a disruption of 6mily life and odier 

social relations. 

Against this background, some social thinkers of that tune were concerned about 

building their society anew. Ctoe such thinker was Claude Henri de Saint-Simon. 

He said fliat for toinging about changes in society, we must, first ofall, study it in all 

its aspects so that wekneww^ieie the problem actually I^. This line of reasoning 

was firrther developed by Saint-Simon’s disciple, Augirste Comte (1798-1857), 

who is also known as the ‘father of sociology*. Comte argued that die methods 

used inphysics should be used forthe study of society. Such a study would reveal 

the laws of evolution and the laws of the functioning of soci^. Onto this knowledge 

iijgc gvflitflbtp wff wfii ltd he able to larild society sLitaitifi^llv. Thus, the tkogiaituiies 

of social reconstruction ^rould follow a scientific understanding of society. In the 

following pages we would like to discuss the ideas of classical and modem thinkers 

of sociology. 

Auguste Comte who gave sociology its name, identified three stages of human 

society; 

Theological-ln the first stage, the explanations of various phenomena were given 

in religious terms; this stage was called theological. 

Matapliysical-lts successor was the stage of met^hysics, where foe explanations 

were philosophical. 

Positivbm- The final stage in the evolution of human thou^t was of positivism, 

wberephenomena were explained in terms of the scientific ^>[»oachto the social 

world. 

The idea of evolution was canied forward in the woiks oftbe British sociologist, 

Herbert Spencer (1820-1903), who wrote a three-volume woric entitled 

Princes ofSociology(\i76,1882,1896), in wirichheargued forthe univrarsality 

oftheptindpl^fevoiutiotL 

Spencer was convineed that societies evolve in file same marmo; as ammal qsectes. 

society sutvive, while the less c^xtble die out Thu^^ver time socaelies become 

more (fififerentiated attd congilex. 

Spaencer called fiiis principle “file survival of fittest” Althougji ^MKer coined fiiis 
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phrase, it is usually attributed to his contemporaiy, Charles Darwin, who later 

pioposed'ffiatliviiig oiganistns evolve over time in order to survive the conditions 
oftheir environment Becauseofflieirsiniilatities.Spencer’sviwv!!nfthe evnlitfinn 
of societies became known as social Darwinism. 

The sociology of Ai^uste Camte and Herbert Spencer was best sepregented by 
fester word (1814* 1913) in the Lhuted States of America. He also made distinctirai 

between‘pure’md‘applied’sociology and argued that scientitic processes could 
bring about social bettoment 

The oedit fix developing sociology as an independent discipline and 
science also goes to Emile Durkheim (1858-1917), a French 
sociologist. He was the author of some well-known works, which 
ate still consulted, such as The Division af^bour in Society (\893), 
The Rules of Sociological Method (1895), Suicide: A Study in 
Sociology (1897), and The Elementary Forms trf the Religious 

, Uy^qgis). ___ 

Emile Durkheim said that sociologists study ‘social fects’, which are objective 

and exist in the consciousness of the collectivity. Examples of social fects are rules 
of mainage, laws, ritual performances and various kinds of social statistics, etc. 

Thi^ social tact is exterior to human mind and but it constraints on human bdtaviour. 
Hence, social fects do not have their origin in the individual. Further, they should 
be e^lainedby other social fiicts, rather than in temis of biological, psychological, 
erivironmental, or geogr^thical &cts. 

In his work on suicide, Durkheim showed that although suicide is an individual 
act, suicide rate is rwt The numbers of itxiividuals per one thousand, who commit 

suicide every year, constitute die suicide rate ofthat society. Suicide rate is a social 
fact and not the case of an individual suicide. A variation in suicide rate with the 
passage of time is an indication of changes in society. Therefore, a preceding 

social 6ct would explain another social feet In these terms, Durkheim showed the 
autononiy of a sociological explanation as different fiom explanations in other 
social science sulyects. The impact of Durkheim on British social anthropology 
was tremendous. 

In Germany, the most influential work was of Max Weber (1864-1920). He is 

known for the works titled Basic Concepts in Sociology, General Economic 

History, Hie Protestant Ethic and the Spirit ofCtgiitalism, and The Theory 

of^ial and Economic Organization. In comparison to Durkheim, Weber 

said that the sociologist states ‘social action’, which is an act an individual 

pcrfiinns to which he asSqpis meaning The job of the sociologist is to understand 
the subjective meaning of an act Weber was particularly interested in studying the 
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kto^sthatgaverisetocapitaUsmin^^stmEm)p^,Hea^ 

|)layed a central role in generating the work ethic. He also nBide an wport*^; 

^:ontribution to sociological methods. " " 

The ideas of the German social thinker. liaHMar* (18lM«83):i«^ 
inflt«ntial.insociology.In6ct,muchofW*er’ss^^ 
thoughts. Mamargued that every society beginnmgw«h^t^^^ 
two kses,oneof those who ownedland.iesotm:es.»«lttch»ol^, ^ 
other ofthosewhodidnothave anything to sellmthemartetekW^tftiar labour. 

pass wasarelevant factor inunde^^ap^’sb^^^^^^^^ 

M^bel“vIdthatconflict waste initurtorofs^c^ge^ 
Therefore, he has given central importance toteconcq)tofooiteJt8»te.posi^ 

like comtestrened the role of order - ’ ^ 

We have discussed the development of sociology in Ftancei^^ad^), 
Gcmrany(Mapc,Weber),England(Spencer).Tte-contributio.^of^ 

have exerted influence in sociology everywhere mte world. 
Mead TalcottParsons arfoC.WrightMaHwercisedgrealtolhi«whlaodoh»fI 

around the 1929 and 1930s in U.S.A. andoterpartsoftewprld. - i 1 

■fotheh^inningofthetweifoethcenwrymuiewesi. ' 
inNotfo Anierica opened 1892 atthe university ofChicago.M^lUpivOTtym, 

Canada gave its first department of sociolgy in 1922. Ifcrv^imivei^^pened ^ 

Its department of sociology in 1930, the university 
^950s. Pmeetan university in 1960s sollowed by ur»veis.he8rfYate. Ct>tote - 

etc. mU.S.A. StKtiologyasadisciplinestartedveylarei^tm^^ 

though a large number great sociologists contributed from U.K. Even 

khool of Economics started in 1960. 

. ■ INTEXT QUESTIONS 2.1 

Answer the following questions in one sentence. 

k Which statement of Aristotle is believed to have sown the seeds of socw^^ 

2. After V 



3. 'Whoisre^rdedasflie'fetiferofsociology'? 

4. O^nepDSitiviaB. 

.5, WstsreteyariwisstagraacctJrdingtoComtethrough'wtechhumansociety 

})as passed? > 

!6i i ^bHne the bacdc diat Sif Hertieit Spencer wrote. 

7, ^V^if tte audipiofthe book titled SuicjV/e, which was published in 1S97? 

8. Name any one book that Max Weber wrote. 

2.2 DI V 1 I ()I'MK\ 1 OK S(K lOLOGY IN INDIA 

The grctwtti of sociology in In^a can be divided into three phases. In the first 
phase, ooveringttie period fiom 1769 to 1900, the foundation of sociology was 
laid down. Socioiogy became apro&ssion, auniversity subject, during the second 
phase, fiom 1901 to 1950. The third phase, b^innii^ after India’s independence, 

WBSanaiked byptognunmes of planned development, increased interaction of 
ladiaBsociolossIss^ their ftxolgncountetpatts, availability of money forieseaich, 
andhaensificaiionof research and public^ions. 

2^.1 Foiuid»tioii8 of Sociolpgy in India 

Dnriitg the Coarse of exercising flieir rule in India, the British officials realized that 
fiH'smoodiadmihtilration, it was important that they acquired knowledge of Indian 
socidy and cultlite: Infoimation was also required about affluent families and their 
customs, wfairdi bould be used for revenue collection. If local societies were 
administrated accotdit^ to their laws and customs, it was thought, there would be 

peace and harmony. Hence, their laws and customs needed to be recorded 
meticulously in detail. This pmn^ited the origin of sociology in India. 

In 1774, William Jones founded the Royal Asiatic Society 
of Bengal, the aitn of which was to study ‘nature and man’ 

inbidia. 
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The first attempt in this regard was made in 1769, under ttie superviskm of Henry 
Verelst, the Governor ofBengal and Bihar. Francis Buchanan earned out a sutvo^ 

of people in Bengal in 1807. A French missionary in Mysore, Abbe Dubois, 
wrote the famous book titled Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies in 
1816, in wdiich he described the characteristics of caste system and die interaction 

between castes. In 1820, Walter Hamilton’s published a gazetteer, A 
Geographical, Statistical and Historical Description of Hindostan and 
Adjacent Countries, wherein an attempt was made to estimate India's populatioa 

These works prepared the ground formMeqfStematic studies that were undertaken 

in the second half ofthe nineteenth century. The British govcranciit cooducted 
the first all-India Census in 1871. The need for census was felt because 
infoimation was required for several purposes, such as famine relief, sanitation 
and control of epidemics, etc. Besides this, the need was also to collect details 
about people’s lives before ttiqr dis^jpeared because of social and culture change. 
Wth die efforts of colonial officials (such as Wilson, Risley, Baines, Biting TfaurstDn, 

O’Malley, Hutton, etc.). Census became an invaluable source of information for 

data on population, society, and cultural life. 

British administration was also interested in understanding the classical Indian 
literature, for many ideas acctmdii^ to uduchpeofdeledlheirhwafrMHefahtf^^ 
in it From the early days, they engaged schtdawon SanatoitaailAidlioilBiBBt 

their ju(^s in deciding cases involving religious practices, customs, and laws. 
With the help of Sanskrit scholars, a book on Hindu law in English was prepared 
in 1776 for British judges. The founder-president of the Royal Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, William Jones, had special interest in Sanskrit Ok of die main inttiesb of 

"Bis journal called J'oirrna/tjf.djid(rc5bcier)'<jfBeitgul(1784)wBSthepuhlication 
of articles based onastudy of Sanskrit and Ardiicliteratiiie. During the nineleatth 

centuiy, Max Muller, a German scholm, translated several classical Indian tncts 

into Gentian, wtuchwere later transited into English. 

The later scholars, writing in the last decades of the nineteenth century, made use 

of these writings. For example, Henry Maine, in both of his books, .dneient Law 
(1861) and Village Communities in the East and West (1871), referred to the 
writings on India. He had also visited India. Both Karl Marx and Max Weber, 
whose works were central to the development of sociology, as you have noted 
earlier, also made use of the information fiom India. 

2.2.2 Professionalization of Sociology in India 

During the initial years ofthis phase, the British officials continurriwidt the bulk of 

their investigations into the lifestyles, customs and laws of people. A number of 
volumes on castes and tribes were prepared under the siqiervision ofdiese scholars, 

such as Crooke, Sherring, Thurston, Russell, Hiralal, Ibbelson, and others. Each 

soaowar 
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volume consisted of a short description of each of these societies, its population 

and spread. The possibility of tribes transfimning into castes was also pointed out 
in some ofthesc volumes. In his Peopfe of India (1916), SirHeibert Risley was 
one of the first ones to take note of the tribe-caste continuum. 

Along side, jnofessional sociologists and anthropologists fittm Europe started 

working inhidia. Based on intensive fieldwork fiom 1901 to 1902, W.H.R. Rivers 
published his monograph in 1906 on a pastoral community oftheNilgiris,the 

Todas. He, then, sent his student, A.R. Brown, who later became A.R. Radcliffe- 
Brown, to do fieldwork with the Andaman Islanders. Brown spent two years 

(1906-08) with the Andamanese, but his monograph on these people ^tpeaied in 
1922. Rivets was dmsen to be the first head ofthe department of anthropology at 

Calcutta, but he could notjoin because ofbis death in 1921.The lectureshe had 

written fiir delivering at Calcutta were later published in 1924 undei; the title&cui/ 
Organiztttion. His influence on Indian sociology continued through file wi^rs of 
his disciples, G.S. Ohutye and K.P. ChattopadhyiQ'. 

During the first two decades of the twentieth century, L.K. Ananthakrishna 
Iyer and S.C.'Roy made the major contribution. Iyer wrote accounts of castes 
and tribes of Cochin and Mysore, besides carrying out a useful survey of the 

Syrian Christians of Kerala. S. C.Roy, who was a lawyer by profession, carried 
out studies ofitidian tribes such as the Oiaon, Munda, and Biihor. 

A fiiU-fledged department of sociology came into existence 

in Bombay in 1919. In 1921, a department of anthropology 
was established in Calcutta. 

During this period, steps were also taken to introduce sociology and social 

anthropology as academic disciplines in Indian univetsifies. In 1914, fite University 
of Bombay stmted the teaching of sociology at under graduate level. The first full- 
fledged dqiartment of sociology was started in Bombay university in 1919. In 
1917, sociology was introduced in Mysore University. In the same}ear,S.C. Roy 
founded file first journal ofanthn^logy and sociology titledAfan iaJndia. The 
Bombay sociology department flourished under the leadership of G.S. Ghurye, 

who sigiervised students fiom different parts of India, advising each one of them 
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to catty out fieldworic in hisorher tegioa In this way, Ghtaye was aWe to build a 
vast amount ofliterature on Indian communities. He fcundeddie Indian Sodological 

Societyinl95Iaadstaiteditsjoumalentitled,&)cio/ogica/fi«H«<in. . 

During this phase, Lucknow also emetgedasmimportantcenterof sociology airi 

anthropology. In 1921, acombineddepartment of ecrattanics and sociology was 

created under the leadership of Radhakamal Mukherjee, A yoar later, O.P. 
Mukherjijoined the department, and in 1928, D.N. M^umdar was ^pointed 

to teach ‘ primitive economy ’. Because of these three scholars, Lucknow em^ged 
as one ofthe prime places ofteaching and leseardi in sociology and apt^polo^. 

However, an independent department of sociology came into existence in 
1951, followed by a joint department of sociology and social worlt. 

Scholars of Indian and fereignorigin produced anumbcT of important workson 

Indiansociety during this phase. Besides S.C. Roy, 1 .H. Hutton and J.C. Mills 
produced detaUed studies oftribesinNaga Hills, in their studies VerrlefElwIn 

and Christoph von Furer-Haimendorf spent several years with Indian tribes 

and wrote monographs on them. Elwin also proposed certain approaches and 
ways through which the condition of tribals could be improved upon. D.N. 
Majumdar carried out his fieldwork in north and west India, producing several 

works of repute. He also founded in 1947 a journal titled The Eastern 
Anthropologist. NJC Bose was anoAer important scholar of this lime and is 

known for his work on the changes among tribes. Dunng Ae last decade of this 
one would place M.N. Srinivas’s work on Ae Coorgs, wWoh was first 

published in 1942, under the Ale Marriage and Family in Mysore . . 

223 Development of Sociology since India’s Independence 

After India’s independence, Indian sociologsts and aniluopologists came jn contact 
wi A Aeir counterparts m Ae Umted States of America. Emlira, Aeir acadCndc 
contact wasmainlyvriAthescliDlarsofAeUratedKingdoASsieEtfecaiabraative 

iniaeased. Mote teifcMiigtaid res^h positions were created, ^ sbciot# and 
social anaropolO^betame iHuyersity subjects and more and more of Aeir 

departmefSts wbfeopened In oAer words, Aere was a Aarp increase in Ae 

popularity of sociology and social anthropology. 

SocieiogUti were engaged actively in planniBg and 
• development programmes. The Census Or^niJJltlod, the 
Central Social Welfare Board, the Ofllce of AcSehedirtBd 
Castes and TMbes, the Tribal Research InstHntes, and 

instllatiOBS associated with the CommaaKy Devdopment 
Programmes, needed the expertise of sociologists and 

anAropologists._ ’ 
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The other re^n fta- the pc^ularity ofthese subjects was the beginning of planned 

develo(Hnentinlndia.'I^ need was not only to knowabout the social andeconomic 
problems of local cominiinities but also to suggest their probable solutions .With 

the coming of the Indian Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR) in 1969, 

there was a further expaison of sociology Besides the Indian Sociological Society 

established in 195I,as wermtedpreviously, the esher national fonnn for socblogists, 

which R.N. Saxenamgrmized in 1955, was the All-India Sociological Conference. 

Butin 1967,both these professional bodies were merged. Since then, this association 

organizes an annual conference for sociologists, which is an important professional 
event in the country. . ® 

During this phase, a number of village studies were undertaken. Several village 

monographs resulted from them, some of which are still oftremendous value, such 

as McKim Marriott’s edited volume titled Village /«rfcj (1955), S.C. Dube’s 

study ofa village in Hyderabad, called Indian Village (1956), and M.N. Srinivas's 

edited volume, India's Ullages (1956). Some other important works were 

accomplished after India’s independence. Kathleen Gough st-died aTanjote village 

and described the changes that had come in it because of British rale. RG. Bailey 

wrote on a village in Orissa, documenting the changes surfacing in it once its land 

came to the market Srinivas, from the study of a village in Karnataka, gave the 

concept of‘dominant caste’, the caste that controls economic resources as well 

as exercises decisive political dominance. S.C. Dube studied the inter-relationship 

between plarmed development programmes and social and cultural fectors in some 

villages in western Uttar Pradesh. From the study of a village in Tamil Nadu, 

Andre Beteille showed the changes that had come in the ranking system. 

In addition, several Indian communities, both tribes and castes, were also intensively 

studied. Srinivas re^worked the data he had collected on the Coorgs in the 1940s 

for his later book published in 1952 that proposed the coiKept of upward mobility 

in caste system (Le. sanskritization). Louis Dumont, a FreiKh sociologist, studied 

the Patam^KallarofTamilNadu and discussed their social organization, especially 
their marriage system. T.N. Madan studied the nature of kinship and family of 

Kashmiri Pundits. Sachchidananda carried out intensive studies among certain 

tribal groups of Bihar and Jharidiand. The impact of industrialization on the Santals 

was the focus of Martin Oran’s work. A.M. Shah studied the dynamics of femily 

and household in a village in Gujarat 

Beadescontributingto empiricalstudies ofindian society, Indian sociologists have 
also arrived at important ftieoretical insights from their works. We noted earlier 
that from his Coorg study, Srinivas gave the concept of sanskritization. Another 
work of theoretical signifrcance was of Dumont, who in his book called fforno 
Hierachicus, discussed the basic principles and characteristics of caste system. 

Notes 
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He also started one of the leading journals in sociology, Contributions to Indian 
Sociology. Several Indian sociologists examined in theoretical terms as the 
interaclionofttie Indian tradition with modernity e.g. the analysis is done by Yogendra 

Singh in his book on Modernization of Indian Tradition. In the last decade, there 
has been an increase in the studies dealing with the issues of ethnicity, gender, 
violence, development, stratification, etc. With all this, Indian sociology and 
anthropology have been able to make a markk the international level. 

INTF.XT QLKSTIONS 2.2 

Answer the following qiKStions: 

1. In how many phases can you divide the growth of Indian sociology? 

2. In which year was the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal founded and by wdiom? 

3 What was the contribution of Max Muller? 

4 Who wrote the book titled .fnc/cnriow? 

5 Which society did W.H if. Rivers study? 

6 Who studied the castes and tribes of Cochin and Mysore? 

7 When and where was the first department of anthn^logy founded? 

8 Who started the journal. Contributions to Indian Sociologyl 

9 List the names of a couple of the communities that sociologists have studied 

after the independence. 

10 Which professional society did G.S. Ghurye found in 1951 ? 
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• Human beings have always been interested in knowing and thinking about 
their society, but Ae subject of sociology came into existence after the French 
RevohjticM. 

• AugusteComtecoinedlhetermsociologyinl838. 

• Comte proposed a scientifie study of society because the knowledge thus 
gathered could be used for social bettennent. 

• BmileDukheimandMaxWebermadeaniajorcontributicmtotiedevelopment 
of sociology in France and Gennany respectively. 

• Asadiscipline,socioIogyhasdevelopedtremendouslyaflBrtheSecondWorld 
War. 

• In India, the development of sociology can be traced to the colonial rule. 

• With the founding of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, sociological 
researches received a tremendous boost 

collaboration oflndian sociologists with their American counterparts. 

• After independence, the number of sociology departments has increased in 
India and so is the increase in research projects. 

I I RMINAL K.XF.RCISi; 

1. Describe the contribution of Emile Durkheim and Max Weber to the 
^ development of Sociology. 

|2. Describe in your own words the development of sociology in India. 

3. ,Write the major contributions of S.C. Roy. 

4. Whatwerethenuyorcontnbutionsofsociologyafterlndia’sindependence? 

•1 1. Man is a social animal. 

3. Auguste Comte 

2. French Revolution of1789. 
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4. Where phenomena are explained in terms, of scientific app^ch. 

5. Theological, MetaphyacaljP^tivism 6»Pniidpie«iifSaieWlogy 

7. EmileDuricheim 8. Basic Concepts inSocfolo^ 

9 W.G. Sumner f' 

10 Thebasicideawasthatconflict,competition,aceominodatioB,etc.c^^^ 
be examined independently ofthe particular contexts in »*i(* th^ occur 

(such as schools, factories, churches, ete.) 

11 The tenn'fonnal sociology’is used for the writingsofSimmel. 

12. TalcottParsonsandC.WrigJitMills. s 

2.2 1. Threephases- 1769-1900 foundation of sociology 

1901-1950sociologybecameaprofi^ion,snd « 

after Independence—planned developmrsit » 

2. In 1774, William Jones founded the Royal Asiatic Society 

3. T»nci..teH several classical Indian texts into German, which were later ' 

translated into English. ^ 

4. HentyMaine. 

5. ApastoralcommunityoflheNiIgiris,theTodas 

6. L.K. Ananthakrishnalyer. 

7. lnl921,adepartmentofanthropologywasestablishedinCalcutta- , 

8. Dumont . ‘ ■'‘ 
• ' ' - n'* - 't 

9. Coorgs,Santhals,ParamalaiKallar. ‘ 

10. He founded the Indian Sociolopcal Society 
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SOCIOLOGY: ITS RELATIONSfflP 
WITH OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES 

In the firet two lessons, you have learnt about the meaning and scope of sociology 
and its bisfOEy. In this lesson, you will study the relationship between sociology and 
other social sciences. Sociology and other social sciences i.e. history, political 

science, economics, social woik, psychology, and anthropology are all autonomous 
because Of scope and subject matter. At the same time, they are also inter-dependent 
since they all deal with human society. 

015.1 rCTAFS 

Ator reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• tmderstand the distinctnature of sociology as a discontinue and 
• also comprehend the relationship between sociology and other social sciences. 

3.1 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIOLOGY 
AND HISTORY 

The relationship between sociology and history is also connected w itli another 
question, whether sociology is a science of society like one i it the iiatur.il and 
biologiqalSciences, or akindof lustoty writing (historiography). Sociologists of 
the nineteenth and early twendetii century thought that sociology was a 'natural 
science of society’. But later, the weaknesses of this view started surfacing, and 
sociologists felt that there was no doubt that their subject was a social science. 

sasi roLocr 
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Some of them believed that it was a kind of historiography. 

History is a study of the past, which people have already lived. 
Data for historians come in the form of records ftom archives, 
museums, libraries, and personal collections of people. 

Historians of ancient times also study insraiptions. Historical data may not be 

complete. Some mi^thave been destroyed, lost, stolen or inaccessible. Therefore, 
historians have to build up their interpretations of the past on the linritatiorrs of the 
material. 

HUtoriairs are concerned with specific societies. Thiy tdl about tbe system 
that prevailed in a society at a particular time. Whatever comparisons 
historians ntake are of lirmted scale. They may compare societies inhabiting flie 
same area, blit vast comparisons of societies different in scale and time are beyond 
the scope ofhistory. Therefore, historians rarely attempt to generalize about human 
^rety as a whole. They iwovide a detailed account of a specific social situation. 

By comparison. Sociology is principally concerned with the study of 

contemporary societies. Sociologists collect data methods. They do not base 
themselves on the data collected by others; they generate their owii data, for 

which the term ‘prirnary data’ is used. While collecting data, a sociologist kee^ in 
his mmd all the aspects. If answers to certain questions have not been found, he 
can always go back to his field area to fill in the missing information. As a result, 
collected data by sociologist are more comprehensive than the historian who has 
to content himself wiUi v^iatever is available. 

Although sociologists study the contemporary society, they always refer to thel 
historicalmatenalavailableonitfbrundetslandinpsncialinirinilhrratfffflup. Tli^ 
may also conduct a sociological study ofpast societies. In a nutsheU, a sociologist 
may study historical societies usirig the methodology ofhis subject and look at he 

mter-relationship between different institutions. When this perspective is extended 
for the study of historical societies, the branch of sociology that deals with it is 
IfTiniuniachisf/Mrvsl _ « . 

is that the former is concerned with the past, the latter is mainly wiflj 

present d^ srcieties. While history does not concern itself with contmnporay 
societies, sociology certainly extend its fiontiers to include past societies in its 
scope. 

societies, sociology attempts to generalize about human societies. In simple 
words, sociology studies at the micro-level, but aims at the macro-level. The 
sociologist also studies a specific society, in all its details, but he compares the 



society he has studied with the others with an aim to generalize. Sociologists say 
that the most important method in their science is the comparative method because 

it helps them move from particular to general. Sociology is an observational, 
comparative, and generalizing science. History bases itself on an analysis 

of documenls.'It tries to illuminate specific situations. Its conclusions are bound 
by considerations of time and space. 

3.2 THE RELATIO.NSHH* BETWEEN SOCIOLOGY 

AM) POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Political science is also known as the ‘scietjce of government’ or the ‘science of 

polity or politics’. It is defined as the systematic study of the state and other organs 

of power. It stirdies the nature of the distribution of power in a society, the rules 

according to which competition for power is carried out, and the nature of the 

government and its functions (such as legislative, executive, and judicial). 

Political science generally studies the complex, advanced, and modem srxieties; 

in other words, those societies that have the machinery of state and written law. It 

is concerned with larger systems, i.e. whole societies and their political states, 

rather than with micro-level units, for which sociologists are famous. Political 

scientists do not cany out pieces of intensive fieldwork with societies. Their data 

come from published documents, census and official reports, proceedings of the 

parliament and other political organs, surveys of opinions and election re; Its, etc. 

This implies that political scientists do not go to the field to collect data, lire data 

they interpret ate those that have been collected and compiled by others. Moreover, 
political science, as its name implies, isprinarilyooticetmxivviflipditical msHaitlonc’ 

i.e. those that deal with the distribution of power in a irciety and the maintenance 

of law and order. An important area in poUtical science is of political philosophy, 
pertaining to the emergence of state and the need for order. 

Sociology studies aU types of societies, irrespective of whether they happen to be 

classified as tribal’, ‘peasant’, or ‘urban-mdustrial’. It is comparative in nature. It 

gives information about the distribution of power in those societies (tribal and 

peasant) that political scientists do not study. In the 1940s, anthropologists also 

studied those societies that woe without the institution of state. They were called 

the stateless societies. One of the orrtstanding examples of t^diich was the Nuer of 

the Sudan. Anthropologists described how in stateless societies order was 

marntained. The absence of state does not imply the absence of deviance and 

confliet. Each society has its own pitxredures to handle fire cases of the laeakdown 

ofrules and customs. Sociology supplemmts the understanding of political scientists 



I - INTEXT QUESTIONS 3.1 

Find out if the following statements are true orfMse. Write T afterthetnie statement 

and F after the false statement. 

1. History studies the past societies. ( ) 

2. Sociology is an obgevationid science. ( i c i . 

3. l’olitic.!tsciei!cc'.ouducisa.studyolallins[itutionsofhumansociety.( i ) 

4. A study ofmid-term elections will be conducted by historians. ( ) 

5. Sociologislscollecttheird3tafn>marchh'es.( ‘ } 
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Today, economics is regarded as the most developed of all social sciences. It has 

been able to develop both the traditions of qualitative and quantitative research. 
One of the branches of economics is called econometiy, t^ch is concerned with 
aquantitativeassessmentofeconomicphenomena. Compared to the other social 
sciences, incIudingp^chology,modem economics is highly mathematical. 

MODULE -1 
Socwlogy-Basic Concepts 

Notes 

Economics studies the aspects of production, distribution and exchange, and 
consumption in society. It begins with the observation that resources are scarce 
and limited whereas human needs ate unlimited. Hence, there is a need to strike a 
balance betweoi limited resources and unlimited needs and wants. The strategy 
human beings adopt is to make the best use of the resources available with them, 
and at the same time, put a check on one’s needs. The process of striking a 

balance between the two, resources and needs, is called economi2ation, and the 
science of economic studies. 

Economics concentrates upon the study of economic systems in modem, complex, 
and urban-industrial societies. A similarity exists between economics and political 
science. Both focus upon a specific institution (economic or political) of modem 
sode^. Economics looks at modem economic institutions(finance, banking, market) 
in a compmative peis^e^ve, aiming to arrive at general propositions. Although it 

—'‘'ll^lfof30^ £ictois(3udi asidnshq), religion, values) in influencing 
leaseoyaDy'inational’, which tendto slow, or even 

retard the growth of economy. For developing economy, one has to take rational 

decisimis because they will lead to gains and profits. Each economic system is 
based on the principle of the maximization of gains and returns. Combining these 
aspects, we may say that economics is concerned with; 

• the relation^p between demands and supply in a society; 

• fterationaluseofresouicesforfulfilliugone’sneeds;and 

• theissuesofeconomicdevelopment 

For sociologists, economic institution is one of the several institutions of human 
society. Therefote, it does not give arty priority to its study over other institutions. 
It examines the functioning of the economic institution in relationship with other 

iiBtitutians. 

The contribution that social factors make to economics is examined in detail in 
sociology. Sociologists submit that social &ctors exercise a tremeixlous impact on 

the decisions people make with respect to resources, their use and distribution. 
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The faams that seem inational to ecnnnmigts are in fart ^ 

perspective of people. FnsndiOT studiesin tribal and pwantsockiBMnB^B^ 
have confitmed this point hi many societies, people indulge in \riiat is called‘wasteful 
expenditure’ but this is done knowingly to enhance one’s prestige and honour. In 
other words, wealth is expended for social purposes. Sociologists look at the 
social aspects of economy. In this term, their work is different ftom that of the 
economist, who is mainly concerned with die economic consequences of peqjle’s 
actions. 

There are some other aspects in vdiich these two subjects diffa. Eccmomists collect 
their data from government publications, census reports, proceedings of die bonking 

institutions, economic survey reports and balance sheets, etc. Thesedata pertain 
to macro-level situations. It is from a study ofthese institutions that economists 

attempt to make generalizations. Karely do they sturly the society at amiero-level, 
for instance at the level of a village or urban neighbourhood? Sociologists, by 
comparison, carry out their studies at the micro-level using the methodology of 
intensive fieldwork. The economist’s approach is deductive, i.e., he arrives at 

general proposidons from which specific statements can be made. The sociological 
approach is inductive. From particular studies, one tries to generalize about the 

whole, and these proposidons ate subjected to further testing Finally, sociology is 
not as quandtadve as is econonucs. 

3.4 THi: RtLATIONSHIl' IIF.TWKKN SOCTOLOf.N 
AND .SOC lAL WORK 

The relation between sociology and social woric is like the relation between a 

‘pure science’ and an ‘applied science’. Social work is concerned with the 

‘technology of application’ of ideas for improving human lot. 

Social work is essentially an American interest. It grew out of a concern for human 

welfare. In the early twentieth century, it was realized that social scientists were 

mainly concerned with acquiring knowledge about the working of society and 

leading a philosophical dialogue on it. The question of the ideal society also figured, 

but which technology should be adopted for building it up was not given a serious 
thought 

As changes were taking place in the society of the twentieth century, the gap 

between the poor and the rich was fast increasing. Groups of people who were 

leading the life of a destimte were also emerging. Against this background, the 

central question was how to improve upon the condition of people. Knowledge 

was of no significance unless it was put to use. Social work was a product of this 
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badcground. K cfaaiM out die statable technology for human upUfhnent 

But, for any type of action, it is essential to have a complete knowledge of the 

social situation, and sociology provided such knowledge. Therefore, social wo^ 

is dependent upon sociological insights. Sociology generates holistic knowledge 

about society. It also discusses the possibility of applying this knowledge. The 

blanch of sociology diat takes up the areas of application is called applied sociology. 

Between sociology and social work lies applied sociology. Let us now understand 

the difference between social work and applied sociology. The latter is an attempt 

to explore the areas where sociological knowledge may be put to use, but 

sociologists themselves do not carry outthe actioiL What should be the nature of 

action and how it should be carried out are the areas that interest sociologists. 

Social workers, on the other hand, not only plan action but they also cany it out. 

Therefore, social work, truly speaking, is an applied area; it is the ‘ technol^ of 

action’. 

IMFXT Ql IS HONS 3.2 

Answer the following questions in one sentence only. 

1. What is meant by social work? 

2. Whatisthe meaning of economics? 

3. Which types ofsocieties do economists study? 

4. Which methods do sociologists use for their study? 

5. What is ^lied sociology? 
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3.5 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIOLOGY 
AND PSYCHOLOGY 

The individual and society are the two main concepts in social sciences. Society is 

defined as an enduring set of relations between persons. It is an aggregation of 

individuals, which is different from a crowd. Each individual of a society has its 

own identity, autonomy, and mental makeup. This would explain why there is a 

variation between the behaviour of two individuals belonging to the same society. 

The knowledge about how one shouldbehave comes from society. The individual 

internalises this knowledge and behaves accordmgly. However, while putting this 

knowledge into action, the individual introduces the element of variation. Even 

when it is the same kind of situation, each individual will behave differently. 

The discipline that focuses upon the individual is known as psychology. It studies 

the mental structure of the individual, his memory, intelligence, deep-rooted 

complexes and psychological problems, etc. In other words, psychology tries to 

understand why an individual behaves in the manner he does. It studies psychic 

(or mental) facts. It addition to a qualitative assessment, psychology makes a lot 

of use of quantitative techniques, for it measures phenomena in precise terms. For 

understanding certain psycholo^cal phenomena, knowledge ofthe human (logical 

system is also required. Thus, psychology pays a lot of attention to the understandii% 
of human body, especially the nervous system. 

The branch of psychology that studies the behaviour of people in a situation of 

crowd or mob is called social psychology. Crowd behaviour is often called 

collective behaviour, which is the subjea matter of psychology, and is distinguished 

from behaviour that takes place in enduring groups and institutions (such as 

neighbourhoods, families). The latter is called social behaviour, the study of which 

is the subject matter of sociology. Social psychology lies in between sociology and 
psychology. 

If psychology is the study of psyehic facts, the facts that pertain to the mental 

stmeture of the individual, sociology is the study of social facts, which are of a 

continuing entity called society. They are the ones according to which people 

behave in relation to otheis. Language is an example of the social feet. Individuals' 

imbibe it during the process of socialization. But the specific way in which they use 

it depends upon their personality, psychological facts, likes and dislikes, and other 

personal factors. They do not, however, change the structure of the language, its 

grammar, vocabulary, and the rules of speaking, the areas with which sociologists 
are concerned. 

An example will clarify the distirKtion between sociology and p^hology. S^jpose. 
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a law court is in session, and the accused, lawyers, and judges are discussing the 
case. The rules according to which they would decide the case are of interest to 
sociologists. The rights and duties of each of the members involved in the judicial 
process ate also of sociological interest. In short, sociologists ate interested in the 
totality of the judicial process. Birt, of interest to psychologists is what goes in the 
minds of people engaged in the court proceedings. That is the reason why 
sociologists make a distinction between social and psychic facts, the former are 
studied by sociologists and the latter, by psychologists. 

Here, we should note that the concepts of status and role, about which you will 
read later, link the disciplines of psychology and sociology. Status refers to the 
social position which an individual occupies, and the behaviour he carries out by 
virtue of that is called role. Status is a bundle of rights and duties, which society 
gives and defines. Society allocates statuses. The individuals occupy them and are 
trained to carry out their respective pieces of behaviour. The individual performs 

the role, but the way in which he is expected to behave comes fi'om society. Thus, 
die conceits of status and'role link socie^ with individual, and in turn, they establi^ 
a link between psychology and sociology. 

3.6 Tin. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIOLOGY 
AM) AMHROPOLOGV 

At the outset, you should know that anthropology is a study of the biological and 

socio-cultural aspects of human beings. It is a scientific study of man in all its 

dimensions, both biological and socio-cultural. The branch of anthropology that 

studies the biological aspects of humankind is called physical or biological 

anthropology, while the study of social and cultural aspects is known as social 

anthropology. In the United States of America, this branch is, however, known as 

cultural anthropology. The third branch of anthropology is a study of languages in 

a comparative perspective. It is known as linguistic anthrr^logy or anthropological 

linguistics The branch ofantfaropology that studies the pre-historic past of mankind, 

before v/nting began, is called archaeological anthropology or pre-historic 

archaeology. Of the four branches of anthropology, sociology is most closely related 

to social anthropology. 

You know from your earlier lessons that sociology as a subject that came into 

existenceduring the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Social anthropology 

had its begiiuiings as a discipline during the second half ofthe nineteenth century 

but it came to occupy a respectable place in the first halfof the twentieth century. 

The division of labour that traditionally developed was that sociology concentrated 

on the study of complex, modem, and urban-industrial societies, whereas social 
/ 
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anthropology studied tribal, peasant, and pre-literate societies of the world, those 

societies that were largely untouched by the forces of civilization. In the beginning, 

sociologists studied the societies which were their own, vriiile anthropologists 

studied societies diat were diSerentfiomtheiis. This was the reason sociology 
came to be regarded as the study of one’s own society, while anthropology earned 

the reputation of being the study of‘other cultures’. Besides this distinction, the 

similarities between them woe important Both stadied human society in a holistic 

manner, and attempted to generalize. Both were comparative in nature. In fact, a 

French sociologist known as Emile Burkheim called anthropology as ‘comparative 

sociology’. Social anthropology was considered a branch of sociology, or better, 
as a ‘sociology of primitive societies’.' 

The distinction between sociology and social anthropology could be applied without 

much problem where the difference between the ‘our’ attd ‘their’ societies, i.e. 

between ‘civilized’ and ‘jwimitive’ societies, was huge and perceptible. It was the 

case in America, Australia, New Zealand, or Africa, where the native population 

was totally different from its white colonizers. But this distinction between sociology 

and social anthropology was not found to be of much use in India, because of the 

continuity between different populations. In many cases, it was not possible to 

distinguish between tribal and mn-tribal people or rural and urban populatiots. In 
such cases, the distinction between sociology and social anthropot^y was 
completely blurted. ' 

With the passage oftime, social anthropologists have included within their orbit of 

study to societies, such as urban and industrial, that were supposed to be studied 

by sociologists. It all happened because tribal societies were on their way to 

transformation because of urban-industrializatioa At the same time, sociology has 

increased its scope to include tribal and peasant societies. The outcome of all this 

is that in so far as the subject matters of sociology and social anthropology are 
concerned, there is hardly any distinction. 

Because at one time, sociology and social anthropology specialized in the study of 

different types of societies, they contributed to the development of different 

theoretical interests. Sociologists have made significant contribution to survey 

methods of data collection, whereas anthropologists’ contribution has been to 

fieldwork methodology. Anthropologists have contributed immensely to the 

tmderstanding ofkinship and religion, because these two have beeti institutions of 

crucial importance in silt^>le societies. To toe understanding of social stratification, 

education, md urban-industrial society, the contribution of sociologists is 

unparalleled, because these institutions are of primary importance in modem 

sodeties. These specializations ^lart, there ate more similarities between sociology 
and social anthropology than ate between either of them and other social sciences. 
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Fill in the Panics with an ^ipropriate word or words: 

1 Psychology is the study of_facts. 

2 Status refers to the_thatanindividual occupies. 

3 The subject that studies both biological and socio-cultural aspects of human 

beings is knowttas_. 

4 In the beginning, social anthropology studied_societies. 

5 has made a significant contribution to strrvev methodology. 

Notes 

W H.VI 'iOL 11AV I I KARNT 

• When we discuss the relationship faetwem sociology and other social science 

subjects, we should remember that each of these subjects has its autonomy, 
and at die same time, it enters intoameanit^ftiltelation^p with other disciplines. 

• Sociology is principally concerned with the study of contemporary societies. 
The sociologist’s data come fiom field study and survey methods. 

• ffistotianshavetobuUdupdreirinterpretationsofdiepastonthelimitationsof 

diematerial. 

• Thedatathesociologistcollectsare&rmotecompletethanisthecasewith 

the historian. 

• The essential difference between history and sociology is that the former is 

concerned widilhe past, the latter is mainly concerned with present day societies 

• Sociology studiesatthemicro-level,btrtaitnsatthe macro-level. 

• Sodologjstsalwaysre&rtotbehistoricalmaterialavrdlableforuixfecstanding 

social and cultural change. 

• Sociology is an observational, comparative, and generaliang science. History 

bases itselfon an analysis of documents. 

Political science generally studies the crxnpleic, advanced, and modran societies 

in other words, dxise societies that have the machinery of state and written 



law. It is concerned with laiger systems, i.e. wliide sooetiesaad ttieir 
states.ratherthanwithmicro-level-miits.fi>rv4iiKhBic»o<»^^-|l 

• Sociology studies all types of societies, iiTespectiveof\idieljber they happen 
to be classified as ‘tribal’, ‘peasant’, or ‘urban-industrial’. 

• Politicalscienceismainlyconcemedwithpoliticalinstitutions.Sociologydoes 
not give primacy to any institution. For it, all institutiais are equtdiy important 

• Economics studies the aspects ofproduction, distribution and exchange, and 
consumption in socie^. 

• Sociologists look at the social aspects of economy. Their woik is different 
from that of the economist, who is mainly concerned with the economic 
consequences of people’s actions. 

• The economist’s ^{xoach is deductive, i.e. he arrives at general propositions 
from which specific statements can be made. The sociological approa^ is 

inductive. Sociology is not as quantitafive as is economiss. 
. '9 ’■ 

• The relation between sociology and social wDik is like (fie r^MonfSwcen a 
‘pure science’ and an ‘^plied science’. 

• Applied sociology lies between sociology and social work. 

• Social work charted outthe suitable technology lor human tqilifhnent. 

• Social work is an applied area; it is the ‘technology of action’. 

• Psychology pays a lot of attention to the understanding of human body, 
especially the nervous system. 

• Psychology is the study of psychic &cts, the facts that pertain to the mental 
structure of the individual, while sociology is the study of social tos, which 
are ofacontinuing entity called society. 

• Anthropology is a study ofthe biological and sociocultural a^iectsofhuman 
beings. 

• The study of social and cultural aspects of human being is known as social 
anthropology. 

• Sociology came to be regarded as the study of one’s own society, wdiile 

anthropology earned the reputation of being the stutfy of‘otfier cultures’. 

• Of all the social sciences, sociology is closest to social andiropology. In inter¬ 
disciplinary works, researchers borrow methods, techniques, and per^rectives 
from other subjects. 
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1. How is sociology diiFerent from history and what is the similarity between the 
two subjects? Write in your own words. 

2. Describehowpoliticalscienceisdififerentfinmsociologyandstatethesimilarily. 

3. Howisthe sociological woik different from the woikofaneconomist? Discuss. 

4. What do you mean by ‘pure science’ and ‘applied science’? Explain it. 

5. What is the distinction between sociology and anthropology? 

MOWJLE-I 
Sociology-Basic Concepts 

Notes 

ANSWER TO INTEXT QUESTIONS 

3.1 

a) -T 

b) -T 

c) -F 

d) -F 

e) -F 

3.2 

a) Social work is concerned with the ‘technology of application’ of ideas for 
improving human lot. 

b) Economics studies the aspects of production, distribution and exchange, and 
consumption in society 

c) Economics concentrates upon the study of economic systems in modem, 
complex, and urban-industrial societies. 

d) The sociological approach is inductive. 

e) The branch of sociology that takes up the areas of a{q)lication is called applied 
sociology. 

33 

i) psychic 
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socialposition 

iiQ anthropology 

iv) tribal 

v) Sociologists 

SL'GCiESTED READINGS 

T.B. Bottmoie 

Anthony Giddens 

: Sociology (1922) 

; Sociology(1993) 

: Sociology 
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METHODS AND TECHNIQUES IN 
RESEARCH OF SOCIOLOGY 

iSocial science is concerned with the explanation of human behaviour. Data of 
some kind will play an important role in such explanations, and to this end social 

scientists have devised methods and techniques for the systematic collection of 
data. Methods are processes and principles by which we approach the problems 
and seek answers. Every method has its own techniques, and techniques are tools 
for data collection. Here, vre will discuss the most widely used research methods 
and techniques. 

OBJECTIVES 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to; 

• discuss the different research methods, mainly, historical, comparative, 
experimental, functional and empirical methods; and 

• explain the different techniques of data collection viz. observation, survey, case 
study Questionnaire, and interview. 

The concept of a scientific study of society is based on the premise that it.is 

impossible to gather objective, genoaiizabte data. Ackixrwledging this, sociologisls 

try to be as systematic as possible in cartying out their research. In this context, 
they have used many methods in studying society. .Although, sociologists may use 

difierent methods, the scientific approach is basic to all of them. We would like to 
discuss the following methods of social reseaich. 
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The analysis of social change in history is carried out with the help of several 

methods. One of the important methods is the historical method. The historical 

method engages in the evaluation of sources of information about the past to 

determine their authenticity and tlie analysis of authentic sources for detailed data 

about the period being studied. Sources of information used by historians include 

written records of all types, laws, public records, reports, business documents, 

newspapers, diaries, letters, genealogies, travellers’ accounts, and literature in all 

forms- as well as physical suivivals in the form of buildings and artifacts. The 

historical method involves the study of origins, development and transformation of 

social institutions. In this method, a sociologist uses infoimation pertaining to one 

or more societies over long periods of time. The main approach is to try to get 

some insights from the past experiences with regard to social behaviour. 

The historical method in sociology has taken t .vo principal forms. 

The first is that of the early sociologists, influenced by the philosophy of history 

and afterwards by the biological theory of evolution. This method involves a certain 

order of priorities in the problems for research and theory. It concentrates upon 

problems of the origins, development and transformation of social institutions, 

societies, and civilizations. It is concerned with the whole span of human history, 

with all the major institutions of society, as in the works of August Comte, Spencer, 
and Hobhouse. 

Yet another form of historical method is characteristic of the works of Max Weber. 

This is exemplified especially in his studies of the origins of capitalism, the 

development of modem bureaucracy, and the economic influence of the world 

religions. The main methodological features of these studies are that particular 

historical cltanges of social structures and types of society are investigated (and 

tliese are compared in certain respects with other types of changes in society). In 

this process, both causal explanation and historical interpretation find a place. 

The comparative method: The comparative method is used to study the 

different types of groups (large and small) and societies in order to determine 

analytically the factors that lead to similarities and differences in specified patterns 

of behaviour. The feature under examirration rttay occur in the same society, for 

example, a comparison of rates of mobility between different classes. They may 

appear different societies; for example, rates of mobility may be compared between 

Usually, the term comparative method includes both the historical method and the 

cross-cultural method. Some writers, however, prefer to equate the comparative 
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method with the historical method, and use the term crossHtultural method to refw 
to comparisons rf contemporaiy cultures. 

In sociological research, the comparative (or cross cultural) method is based on 

the idea that a society (or other social system) can not be fully understood without 

comparing it with other societies or systems. Developed most extensively by 

anthropologists, the comparative method is particularly use&l for explaining how 

social systems change and develop. It is tempting, for example, to conclude that 

the pattern of change in our own society reflects universal human tendencies until 

we compare it with other societies and discover the rich variety of patterns that 
characterize human social life. 

In his book on Social Structure, Murdock used cross-cultural research methods 

to examine the structure and function of the family. He found that some fonn of 

family existed in every one. In particular, he found the universality of the nuclear 

family ‘either as die sole prevailing form of the family or as the basic unit from 

which more complex forms is compounded’ 

In brief, the comparative method is used to gather data from different countries, 

different regions or different religions. An effort is made to see whether there are 

any common fiictors, which can explain patterns ofbehaviour. Thus, the comparative 

method entails the study of different groups and institutions in order to examine 
similarities and differences. 

The comparative method was for long considered the method par-excellence of 

sociology. The comparative method is one way of testing hypotheses. Much recent 

sociological research has concentrated on testing limited hypotheses by small scale 

comparisons, e.g. connection between urban living and divorce or delinquency 

rates, between femily size and social mobility between social class and educational 

attainment etc. Such studies have resulted in the kind of empirical co-relation and 
generalization. 

The comparative method v/as first used by the evolutionist sociologists, but 

Durkheim, in The Rules of Sociological method, first set out clearly the significaitee 

of the method. Durkheim drew up dassificationsofbehaviowffor example, s£^* 
rates) to make it possible to test hypotheses about the relationsliip between social 

phenomena. The typology could be used when making comparisons. This is ‘the s 

nearest to an experimental method in sociology’. Durkheim favoured the 

comparative-historical approach because sociologist could not carry ouf 

experiments atrd help to rely on the method of indirect experiment (The comparison 

ofsimilarcases in asystematic way.) 
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4.2 INK EXPERIMFMAL (LABORATORY) MLI HOI) 

The experiment is an operation in a controlled situation in which the researcher 
tries to discover the effects produced by introducing one new variable into tin 
experimental group and not into an otherwise identical control group. It the 
behaviour of the experimental group changes and that ofthe control does not, and 
then the change can be attributed to the introduction of the new variable. This a 
method favoured in the natural sciences. Laboratory conditions enable the 
experimenter to control all the variables excepting the one which is being 

experimented. However, there are examples in sociology of‘field-experiments’. 
These take place in die ‘real-world’ and not in a laboratory. Those wdiose behaviour 
is studied in response to ‘actors’ engaged by the researcher do not know that a 
study is being conducted. Some of these tjpes of research studies have certain of 
the characteristics of the comparative method. We may cite here some studies to 
illustrate our point. 

In his study of Racial Discrimination in England, Daniel wished to discover the 
extent of racial discrimination in Britain in 1965. He arranged for three applicants 
to seek jobs, accommodation and insurance cover. These were an Englishman, a 

West Indian and a Hungarian. Each was given ‘identical qualifications’, they were 
of similar age and had good command of English. The findings showed that it was 
the Englishman who did the best in every aspect of the test, followed by the 
Hungarian. The West Indi an always had the least success. 

Myerson (‘Experiments without Rats’) asks, ‘Have you ever walked into a cafe 
and noticed where people sit when they come in? Have you ever tried to see what 

happens when you try to share a table when there are other ones tree? If so, then 
you have been carrying out an experiment of the sort that has recently become 
popular within a particular area of sociology ’. She describes some studies which 
have been conducted to ‘invade territory’ in such public places and to ‘violate 
expectations’ of the unsuspecting public to uncoverthe rules of taken-for-granted 
life in libraries, cafes and so on 

4..4 FI \n lONALIST METHOD 

The functionalist method, in sociology and social anthropology, appeared initially 

as a reaction against the methods and claims of the evolrrtionists. The terms fuTKtional 
arralysis and functionalism are often equated. Therefore, we would like first to 

understand the meaning of these terms before we discuss functional method. 
Functional analysis requires fiom the researcher that he/she explains or analyzes 
his observations of recurring phenomena in terms of their consequences for the 
wider social system vrithin vritich they exist. In this context, functional analysis is a 
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method of sociological and aothiopologicai enquiry, which consists in examining 
social and cultural items by locating them in a wider context. These, usually, means 
showing how these items affect and are affected by others with which they co¬ 
exist over time vrithin the same social system. In other words, functional method 

refers to the functional analysis, which is also known as functionalism and structural 
functionalism. In sociology, the functionalist method is traced primarily to the 

pioneering work of the nineteenth-century French sociolo^ Emile Dutkheim and, 
in the twentieth-century, to the American sociologist Talcott Parsons and his 
students. Its anthropological roots extend to the work of Bronislaw Malinowski 
and A.R. Radcliff-Brown. The functionalist method focrrses on social systems as a 
whole, how they operate, how they change, and the social consequences they 
produce. Hence, functionalism provides aperspective from which to attempt an 
analysis of a society. The central concern is with the source oforder and stability 
in society. The foctrs is on: 

(a) The way social institution help to maintain order in social life; and 
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(b) The way srructural arrangements in society influence behaviour. 

In ftmctionalism, society is conceived of as a system of inter-related parts in which 
no part can be understood in isolation fiom the whole. A change in any part is seen 
as leading to a certain degree of imbalance, which in turn results in changes in 
other parts of the system and to some extent to a re-organization of the ^stem as 
a whole. The development of functionalism in the nineteenth century was based on 
the model of the organic system found in the biological sciences. Auguste Comte 

and Herbert Spencer used an otgarric analogy, analyzing societj’ as a kind of living 
organism. Just as a biological organism has inter-related tissues and organs that 
function together, they wrote, so does society. Like an organism, if society is to 
function smoothly, its various parts must work togetlrer in harmony. For example, 
just as the heart has the function of circulating the blood, so also do social instimtions 
have specific functions for society as a whole. 

Robert K. Merton dismissed the organic analogy but continued with the essence 
of functionalism. The image of society as a whole as he maintained composed of 
inter-related parts. Merton used the term functions to refer to the beneficial 

consequences of people’s actions that help to maintain the equilibrium of a social 
system. In contrast, dysfunctions are consequences that undermine a system’s 
equilibrium. 

Frcra the perspective of functional analysis, the group is a functioning whole, with 
each part contributing to the weltare of the vvhole. Whenever we examine a smaller 
part, we need to look for its functions to see how it is related to the larger unit. 
This basic approach can be applied to any social group, whether an entire society. 
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acollege, or even agroupas small as the family. Finally, wemay viewthatfimcticHial 
analysis is a method, which refers to fectors and forces of integration, equilibrium 
and also disequilibrium. At a given point of time inter-relation between difleient 
components of society can be studied from the functional point of view. 

4.4 THE EMPIRICAL METHOD 

The empirical method refers to the collection of data from the field. The fects of 
social life are studied and described as they exist. The techniques used in this 
method ate observation, survey, experimental, case studies. 

INTEXT QLESTIONS 4.1 

Write Tme or False against each question: 

1. A society can not be fully understood without comqtring with other societies. 

Ttue/False 

2. Murdock Cliduat use cross cultural methods to examine the structure and 
function of the &iniiy. TrueFalse 

3. Durkheimsetoutthesignificanceofeomparativemethod. True/False 

4. Experiment ispossible in sociology. Tnie/False 

5. What ate the sources of historical method? 

6. How many methods ofsocial research are there in sociology? 

7. What is the difference between functionalism and fimetionai analysis? 

8. What techniques are used in the empircal method? 

4.5 SOURCES OF DATA 

Sociologists make use of both primary and secondary data in research. Primary 
data are that which th^ collect themselves by means of interviews, questiotmaiies, 
observation and so on, directly finm respondents. Secondary data are that which 
they collect from other sources and which has already recorded (although not 

necessarily for public consumption. The sources of secondary data are: (a) 
biography, autobiography, letters, diaries, novels; (b) journals, quality newqr^rers, 
radio broadcasts, TV programmes; and (c) Census data, records from business 
firms, registration data; birth, death etc.; court records, social service departments 
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etc.; government records, relating to economy etc.; data from charities; pressure 

groups etc. 

It is important to remember that much of research, especially the social research, 
makes use of bo^ types. 
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4.6 Ti:(HNI(.)lIi:s OF DM A COLLECTION 

Sociologists use different types of techniques for data collection keeping in view 
the nature of the problem under study. We will discuss here the most important 
techniques of data collection, which are as follows; 

1. Observation 

2. Survey 

3. Case study 

4. Questionnaire 

5. Interview. 

4.7 OBSERVATION 

Observation is used as a tool of collecting information in situations where methods 
other than observation can not prove useful, e.g., voter’s behaviour during election 

time. The purpose of observation is to explore important events and situations 
capturing human conduct as it actually happens. The observation is possible in 

two ways: 

i Participant Observation 

iL Non-Participant Observation. 

Participant Observation: 

It is one of the techniques of data collection. In small and pre-literate society, this 
technique can be easily used. But its use becomes quite complicated, when socie^ 
is complex. It is possible to administer this technique with good results when the 
identity of the observer can be clocked, that he or die mixes with tlie inmates of 
the situation and look at it from inside. At the same time, a successful employment 
of this method requires a high degree of maturity, because quite often the observer 
may get lost into the nuances of the situation, so much as to lose objectivity. 

Non-Participant Observation: 

In non-participant observation, the observer remains detached and does not 
participate or intervene in the activities of those who are being observed. He 
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merely observes their behaviour. Sometimesthisplacesthepersonsbeiiigobserved 
in an awkward position and their conduct becomes unnatural. 

Non-participant observation is not dependent on C^seivation. 
However, it facilitates the standardization of ^Uhituittions to be observed and 
admits of a systematic plan ofthe whole observatiM process and the recording of 

results. ThisisbecatisetbeobsewerisiKiiiquindtoparticipitteactivelyinthe 
social processes ^wuik in Aesoeid Sdd he fabbservii^. ^loeheishdthimself 
immediately affected by the demands of the situation, he can concentrate his whole 

attoitionmore ea^ on systematic observadcai of the situatiem and what is htfrpoiing 
in it 

Sarantakos (1998) has discussed six more types of observation. These are as 
under 

Structured and Unstructured observation: 

Structured observation is characterized by a careful definition of the units to be 
observed, infotmation to be recorded, the selection of pertinent data ffar observation 

and standardization of conditions of observation. The unstnictured observation is 
diametrically opposed to the stmctured observation in hs ideal-typcal formulation. 
Structured observation, in so far as it is used mainly in studies starting wifli relatively 

specific formulations, nmmally allows for much less fieedom of choice with respect 
to the content of observation than is allowed in unstructured observation. 

Natural and laboratory observation: 

Natural observation is one in which observation is made in natural settings while 
laboratory observation is one in which observation is made in a laboratory. 

Open and Hidden Observation: 

Open observation is one in which the identity of the researcher as well as the 
purpose of study are known to the participants, hr hidden observation, both these 
remain hidden fiom the people under observation. 

Direct and Indirect Observation: 

In direct observation, the observer plays a passive role, i.e., there is no attempt to 
control or manipulate the situation. The observer merely records what occurs. 
Indirect observation is one in vdiich direct observation of the object is not possible 
because either the subject is dead or refuses to take part in the study. In most of 
the casra, it is used by criminologi sts to observe the situation of murder etc. 

Covert and Overt Observation: 

lncovertobsavation,subjectsareunawatethattheyarebeingobserved. Generally, 
the researcher in fliis type of observation is himself a participant in all the activities; 
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othowiseitbecomesdifficultforhimtoexplainhispresence. These observations 
are mostly unstructured. Sometimes this causes them to act differently than they 
do normally. For example, if a policeman in a police station knows that his 
behaviour is being vratched by a researcher, he will never think of using third- 

degree,mediods indeaiingwidi the accused persons; rather he would show that he 
is polite and s^patfaetic. 
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Social Survey: 

Social survQrisasystmnatic and comprehensive study ofapaiticular community 
with a view to analyze a social problem with a diagnostic purpose in mind, so fliat 
it is also accompanied by certain set of teconunendations. The purpose of survqr 

is to provide information. The more accurate and comprdhensive the information 
the better can be the planning. The goals of the community can then be achieved 
more folly. 

The techniques of survey are: mail questionnaire or interview to elicit infonnation 

an alternative to the experimental method or participant observation and is widely 
used in sociology. Surveys may use sampling in order that inferences may be made 
ftom the sample about a wider population with a known degree of accuracy, as in 
government surveys and investigation of public opinion. When the populations are 
small, sociological surveys may cover whole groups rather than samples. Even 
when talcing a sample ftom a wider population, sociologists may treat the sample 

asaself-cotttairKdvshole and may not attempt to generalize for foe wido-population 
from the sample. Surveys may be used in case study research. Sociologists use 
different types of survey in their research depending upon the nature of the study. 

The classiflcation of Surveys: 

1. Descriptive:todescribewhatexistsandtoidentifytheneed. 

2. Explanatory: to identify changes and their causes. 

3. Predictive’.topredictfututechangesandpossibleefifectsofnewpolicies. 

4. Evaluative: to evaluate foe results of the past policies. 

Case Study: 

Case study isamethod of studying social phenorttenaforou^ the analysis 
of an individual case. The case may be a person, a group, an institution, 
a classroom, an episode, a process, a society or any other unit of social 
life. All data relevant to foe case are gathered, and all available data are 
organized in terms of the case. The case study method gives a unitary 
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character to the data being studied by inter-relating a variety of facts to 
a single case. It also tattvides an opportunity for the intensive analysis of 
many specific details that are often overiooked with other methods, ^s 
approach rests on the assumption that the case being studied is typical 
of cases ofacertain type, so that throu^ intensive analysis generalizations 

may be made which will be applicable to other cases of file same type. 

In brief, case study is a closely-focused analysis of a single unit in which 
all behaviour is examined usingarangeofmethods. Some measurement 

is likely to be reqtured (for example, finquency with which males wash 
up in a household). The techniques of case study are: observation: 

The questionnaire: 

This must be caieftilly prepared and tested to check its value. Words and phrases 
must be familiar and rimple; questions must not be ambiguous; it should demand ' 
short and easy-to-analyze answers; it should be value-free and it should provide 
the data from which the hypothesis can be tested. The researcher must decide 

whether to use it in a face-to-face interview or to send it throu^ the post. 

Questionnaires are normally sent by post to the le^ndents 

Intervicvrs; ^ 

Interview is a conversation between an investigatar and an infiumant for the purpose 
of gathering information. A number of the social sciences use the interview as one 
of their techniques of data collection. The interview-schedule is filled by the 
researcher himself while engaged in the fece-to-face interview of the respondent. 
There ate two types of interviews: (a) the structured, formal interview follows a 
set pattern. All the qiKstions are decided beforehand and the exact wording remains 

the same in each one. It is standardized and controlled, (b) The informal, 
unstructured interview allovvs the reqxindents to expand and develop answers. A 
tape recorder may also prove very handy if allowed by the respondent. The 
interviewer must be skilled and able to direct the respondents in order to obtain 

information relevant to the study. 

The choice of the interview method depends on the aim of the study, the time and 
funds available and the skill of the researcher. The more standardized answers 
may help to provide a more specific picture of attitudes and opinions since 

comparsons can be made between answers. The trxrre cqren-ended answers help 
to provide a more detailed picture which is particularly useful in a case study. 

These methods are not necessarily exclusive. There can be combination of them. 
The purpose of all these methods, in a way, is to try to answer the question: ‘why 
do people behave the way they do?’ The sociological theories and concepts have 
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emerged as aiiesult of these studies. These methods are not necessarily alternatives: 
they can be used in conjunction with each other. It depends on what you wish to 
discover. One method may be more ^ipropriate than another for difiFerent aspects 

of the same study. A survey, for example, also requires observational detail to 

supplement it 

IN I EXT QI F.STION.S 4.2 

1. What are tbe types of data collection? 

2. Name five techniques of data coUecdoa 

3. What are two main types of observation? 

4. Can survey be used in case study method? 

5. What are the two types of interview? 

1. Explain the following methods: Historical, Comparative, Experimental, 

Functional methods. 

2. What is an empirical method? Discuss its techniques of data collection. 

3. Define observation and discuss its types. 

4. What is a case study? Distinguish between survey and case study. 

5. Define and distinguish between questionnaire and interview schedule. 

ANSW ER TO INTEXT QUESTIOiNS 

5. Ref 4.1 7. Ref 4.2 8.Ref4.4 
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SOCIETY, COMMUNITY, 
ASSOCIATION & INSTITUTION 

iSociology is a science of society vUch focuses on certain basic units to understand 
how human beings live and cany out their actities. These units provide the basis 
for understanding relationships between individual life and social ixocesses. In this 
lesson, we shall discuss certain basic concepts used by sociologists to understand 
social life. These are; 1) society, 2) community; 3) association; 4) institution. 

OBJECTIVES 

After studying this lesson you will be able to: 

• understand the concepts and definition ofsociety and community. 
• state the similarities and differences between society and community. 
• explain the concept of association and institution. 
• state the distinction and relationship between association and institution. 
• state the importance of these concepts in the study of social life. 

I 5.1 WHAT IS SOCIETY? 

Society is a term used in everyday life vrith a particular meaning. A layman often 
defines society as an aggregation or collection of individuals. But in sociology, fire 
term is used in a different sense. It is not just a congregation of collectivity of 
several individutds. It refers to the sum total of the relationships existing between 
them. In terms of common sense, socie^ is understood as a tangible object, where 
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as in sociology it refers to an intangible entity. It is a mental construct, w^ch we 
realize in evety day life but can not see it. 

In their book on “Society”, Mac Iver and Page define: “Society is a system of 

usages and procedures of authority and mutual aid, of matQ' groupings and divisions, 
of controlling ofhuman behaviour and of liberties. This ever-changing, complex 
system, we call society. It is the web ofsodalrelatianships. Ant it is alw^changingf’ 

This definition reflects that society isanetworkofsocial relationships. An individual 
is related to others through the ties of kinship, marriage, neighbourhood, caste, 
occupation, religions, political parties, and peers (inends groups). Thus, an 
individual becomes part and parcel of several layer groups through these different 
multiple relationships. These relationships do not occur at random. Rather these 
are patterned. Therefore, sociologists define society as the pattern of social 
relationships formed through interaction of its members. 

Attributes of Society 

The collectivity ofMvidual created society over a long period of time. Sociologists 
have identified certain attributes of society. They are: 

1. Likeness and differentiation 

2. Inter-dependence; 

3. Co-opeiation and conflict; and 

1. In the first place, there should be an aggregate of individuals who share the 
sense of likeness. No society can come into existence unless its members 

feel that they are like one another. Members of the fianily and kit^iotq), persons 
belonging to the same village or small town and members of the same caste 
generally have this feeling of likeness. However, the first likeness is that of 
physiognomy. Man along with other animals can not make a human society. 

However, we can not say that society is not marked by differentiation. The 
members of a society differ fi-om one another in terms of caste, class, 
occupation and education, etc. Even within the family, membets differ fi-om 
one another in terms of gender, age, personality, outlook and personal 
preferences. However, these differences complement each other in such a 
way that family stability is maintained. Similar piixfiple is also ap(flicable to 
wider socie^ where the differences are subordinated to likeness, which is 
quite essential fin maintaining social harmony. 

2. Inter-dependence is another attribute of society. The members of a society 
depend on one another for its smooth functioning. In a traditional village or 
your neighbourhood, members of different caste groups depend on each other 
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in every day life. For example, washerman, carpenter, cobbler, iionsmidi, bus 

conductor. Brahmin, sweeper are seen to be doing their own tasks yet 

dependingtqxrn each other. No individual can perform all functions on one’s 

own. Therefore, individuals depend on each other to live smoothly in society. 

3. Co-operation is another essential attribute of society. Nosocietycancome 

into existence or continue to persist unless the members co-operate wifli each 

other. Co-<^)eiation is obtained at every level of society such as inter-personal 

relationship like 

1) between husband and wife and other &mily members; 

2) between neighbours; and 

3) at the level of wider society. 

4. As you know that unless you co-operate vrith your brother and sister, you can 

not have your way in family matters. One the other hand, you also know that 

relationships also have an element of conflict. For example, you and your 

brother might like the shirt your parents have tecen*'.^ nought. You and your 

brother both argue to get it. However, your parents soon resolve the conflict. 

In the same way, co-operation and conflict mark relationships in society. 

Conflict as an essential attribute (feature) of society can also be explained in a 

wider sense. Groups can enter into conflicting relations if their interests are 

opposed to each other. The conflict between landlords and landless can be 

observed in this context. However, no doubt, co-operation is more important 

in all respects. 

i 

Notes j 

INTF.XT Ql ESTIONS 5.1 

Write answer in one sentence: 

1. Define society. 

2. Out of‘difference’ and ‘likeness’ which one has greater importance for the 

survival of society. 

3. Husband - wife form a social relationship. Do you agree with the statement? 

■Rl 
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5.2 

Society is an abstraction (notion, idea, thought) community is a concrete entity. 

According to sociologists, “vrfienever the members of any group, small or large, 

livetogetherinsucha way that they share the basic conditions of a common life, 
we call that group a commmify.” Thus, a community refes to agroup of individuals 
living in a geographical area. They share the same physical enviornment and the 
basic conditions of common living. A neighbourhood or a village are good examples 
ofacorrununity. 

5.2.1 Characteristic of Community 

(i) Coramunityieferstoanaggregateofindividuals. 

(ii) It is associated witha locality. 

(iii) Themembersofthecommunityhavestrongcommunitysentimentsorasense 
of belongingness or we feeling. 

(iv) Community as a group of people is created spontaneously over a long period 
oftime 

(v) Therefore, it has more permanence or endurance than those groups which 
are created with a purpose. 

(vi) Corrununity serves wider ends 

(vii) A community is usually associated with a specific name 

5.2.2 Similarity Between Society and Community 

0 Both are spontaneously created social groups, but a community can also be 
created with a specific interest in mind 

a) Both serve wider ends. 

iiO Membersofbothhaveasenseofbelongingness. 

5.2.3 Differences Between Society and Community 

Society 

1. It includes every relation, which is established between people. Th^ go beyond 
territorial boundaries. 

For example, Indians spread across the world feel that they are part of Indian 
society, demarcation ofboundary is meaningless here. 

socioLoar 
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2. Sense of belongingness is there, but it is less pronounced than in case of 
communi^. 

3. Society is anabstiact mental construct. 

Community 

1. Usually associated wifli a definite territory. 

For example, Indians inhibiting Southhall in London could be called an Indian 
community ofSouthhall. 

2. Sense ofbelongingness is stronger. 

They feel close to each ofiier. They react more sharps if any criticism is directed 
towards them as member of that community. 

3. Community is a concrete entity. 

However, it ean be said that though there are similarities and differences 
between them, in reality both are inter-connected. 

Notes 

. 5.2.4Types of Communities 

One of the German sociologists F. Tonnies had used two terms Gemeinschaft, 
which means community and Gesellschall means association to refer to different 
types of human groupings fotmd in human societies. There are many types of 
communities, out of those four could be clearly identified. These are as follows 

(i) village orrural 

(ii) city or urban 

fiii) nation 

(iv) world 

However, it can be said that though there ate similarities and differences between 
them, in reality both are inter-twined. 

5.2.5 Community Life in India 

India has been a country made up of village communities. These communities, 

historically, were characterized by: 

Q) Agriculture base of economy; 

(ii) Peace and simplicity, 

(iii) Tradition and custom bound conduct 
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(iv) Poverty and illiteracy 

(v) traditional panchayati structures 

(vi) caste based division of labour and inter-dependence 

Under the impact of British rule, population explosion, education, modernization 
and industrialization, etc., traditional community structures have weakened. ‘ We- 
feeling’ has been diluted to large extent. Influence of traditions and customs on the 
life of individuals has also undergone change. Village communities have no longer 
remained isolated in Indian context. Today even remote villages are connected to 
the world through different channels of communication like media, transport and 
market forces. 

IM EXT QUESTIONS 5.2 

Put a tick mark against the right answer: 

1. Which of the following is an element of difference between community and 
society? 

a) definite locali^ b) a group of people 

c) likeness of intoest d) sentiment of oneness 

2. Select the correct characteristics of community from the following, 

a) abstract b) dynamic 

c) concrete d)noneofthe above 

3 Which of the following is not an example of community? 

a) city • b) village 

c)town d) none of them 

5.3 ASSOCEATION 

An association is a group of people, who come together and get organised for 
fulfillment of specific goals or purpose. Sometimes limited number of goals exist 
behind such organizations. For example, you may have seen the working of Mohalla 
Sudhar Samities, or cricket club in your neighbourhood. There are also many 

other such associations like voluntary associations, music club and trade unions. 
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5.3.1 Characteristics of Association 

i) Itconsisteofagroupofindividuals. 

ii) The people are organized. 

iii) Therearecertainiulesandregulationsfortheconductof^vitiesofassociation 

iv) These people carry out activities to attain certain specific goals. 

5.3.2 Differences between Society, Community and 

Association 

Society and community 

1. They are spontaneously created social grouping. 

2. Both have more endurance, continuity and havea long past 

3. Society as a system of social relationship can exist. 

4. Functionthroughcustoms,tiaditionandunwrittenlaws. 

Association 

1. People organize with a particular purpose in mind. 

2. May be short-lived. 

3. Importance is attached to the group members and specificity of the goal. 

4. Mostly functions through written laws and rules. 

INTF.XT QUESTIONS 5.3 

a) Which ofthe following is an example of an association. 

i) Indian society ii) The Brahmin caste 

iii) Ladies club iv) Group of hippies 

b) One ofthe important distinctions between society and association is that the 

latter has: 

i) Unwritten rules ii) written rules 

c) Which of the following has territorial basis? 

i) Society ii) Community 
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iii) Association iv) Group 

d) Which of the following is created by people for a specific goal? 

i) Association ii) Society iii) Community 

5.4 INSTITUTION 

Do you remember that we had earlier tried to distinguish between the general and 
the sociological meaning of society. Similarly, when it comes to the concept of 
institution, we have two sets of meanings. 

i) By institution, people generally mean an organisation, for example people call 
hospitals and schools as institutions. 

iO However, in sociology the meaning of institution is different. Here, this term is 
used to understand the ways of doing things. 

Institutions refer to established codes of conduct for carrying out group activities. 
They refer to a set of rules and procedures, which provide guidelines for human 

activities. Institutions are blueprints for human action. Have you everrealized that 
why do you go to church/temple/mosque for worship. In fact, people unconsciously 
imbibe codes of conduct for worship, which the religious institutions lay down in 
society. You can not see them but they are there which provide do’s and don’ts for 
your behaviour. 

In every organization there are certain usages, rules and procedures. These forms 
of procedures are called institutions. These are recognized and accepted by society 

and they regulate the relations between individuais and group. If the rules and 
procedures are called institutions, then the individuds thei^Ives belong to 
associations. Therefore, one of the differences between institution and association 
is that if former represents the rules or procedures the latter refers to the human 
component. 

Husband and wife both fonn a &mily which is an example of an association. They 
have children and continue to fulfill social duties. But how does family function? 
This depends largely in terais of the institutional structure of society which provides 
meaning for what are the ways of doing things. Therefore, the conduct of members 
of family towards each other follows a pattern, which you observe in other families 
too. For instance how parents behave with children and vice versa. Now you can 
understand that how school is both an association and an institution. That is to say 
school comes into existence with specific goals but function and role of school in 
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society is tb^x^^ iostitukoii- It means thatHuough scbeel, we imbibe do’s and 
don’ts of society. 

Therefore, tbrough these examples we find that associations usually have forais 

and can take concrete shape. However,institutions do not have concrete |pns. 
They are abstractions. 

According to some sociologists, institutions are basic constituents of any society. 
They are found in all cultures and in all societies. Some of the institutions are basic 
to tire survival of any society. Some sociologists call them primary institutions. 
There are six primary institutions found in all societies. They are: 

(i) Economic institutions (e.g. agriculture, industry orany other occupation); 

00 Social institutions (e.g iamily,mamage and kinship) 

OiO Politicai institutions. 

Ov) Education or socialization 

(v) Religion; and 

(vO Expressive institutions such as music, dance, fine arts and literature, etc. 

They are found in all human societies 

Fig. 2 
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Finally we can say that institiitions lay down standard procedures of social living in 

all societies and cultures 

I IN I i \ r (^lil snONS 5.4 

1. Identifyanexampleofinstitutionfinmthefollowing: 

(i) Cricket club 

(ii) Ho^tal 

(iii) Jail 

(iv) Religion 

2. Tick the correct choicofrom the following Institutions represent 

(i) Rule and procedures 

(ii) Human aspect 

(iii) Concrete 

3. Institution regulates the social life. Do you agree with the statement or not? 

Yes/No 

4. Tick the correct choices. 

Following are examples of institutions and associations 

(i) School 

(ii) Political party 

(iii) Family 

(iv) Family and Cricket club 

• Society is a webof social relationships. 

• Society is a mental construct. 

• Likeness, inter-dependence, co-operation and conflict ate attributes of society. 

• Community is a group living in a particular geographical area. 
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• Membersofaconununityhaveastrongsenseofbelongmgness. 

• Unlike soci^, community is a concrete entity. 

• Association is a group of people organised for the fulfillment of specific goals. 

• Association functions through certain rules and regulations. 

• Institutionrefiistoestddi^coclesofcoaductforcanyingout-gioupactivities. 
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Notes 

GLOSSORY OF TERMS 

1. Abstraction - Idea derived fiom concrete to intangible forms. 

2. Social relationship - relation between two or more individuals in society. 

3. Pattern-occurrence of repetitive nature. 

4. Pre-requisites-things requited before creation. 

5. Social harmony - Peace maintained between groups of society. 

6. Co-operation-helpingandshatingbetweenindividualsandgroups. 

7. likeness-Similarities. 

8. Awareness-realization,consciousness. 

9. Inter-dependence - dependence between individuals and groups for various 

purposes. 

10. Customs - certain rules and norms laid down by society for the conduct of its 

members. 

11. Unwritten - social norms, not codified but exist to be conformed by people in 

society. 

IIRMIN Al 1 \i;U( ISK 

1. Was society created overnight? Describe in your own words. 

2. Distinguish between society and commuiuty. 

3. What is foe difference between association and community? 
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4. Whatareprni]aiyinstitutions?Explainwiththehelpofexaniples. 

5. Give an example ofsociety and describe its prerequisites in,100-200 words. 

ANSWER TO INTEXT QUESTIONS 

1. Society is a web of social relations. 2. Likeness 

2.b 3. b and c 

b)(ii) c)(ii) d)(i) 

2.(i) 3. Yes 4.iv 

SUGGESTED READINGS 

R. M. Maciver and C. H. Page 

Anthony Giddens 

H. M. Johnson 

: Society (1983) 

: Sociology (1998) 

: Sociology (1983) 
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SOCIAL GROUP 

In the previous lesson, we have learnt about concepts like society, community, 
association and institutions. It mu^t be clear by now that these terms refer to 
groupings that help us to make sense of ho w human beings live. However, we use 
die term social gioup specifically to convey how people live with each other as a 
coherent whole. Social groups are the basic units wh^ human beings live, lead 
their life and enter into meaningful interactions. Sociologisis use this concept in 
understanding the functkmingofhuman societies. 

You must have realiaed that human beings living in sod^ 4o not lead an isolated 
life. They need to have people around them with whom they can share their 
problems, ideas and eigieiiences.'IhQ'look for human company. Therefiire, human 
beings are social animals. They live in society. But we have said earlier that society 
is ‘abstract’. It can not be seen, it can only be realized through the existence and 
operation of various social norms, which regulate and orient individual behaviour. 
Therefore, the question before us is; if we can not ‘see’ society what meaning 
does it convey to us? It is in this context that the concept of ‘group’ assumes 

significance. 

OB.iKtnv r.s 

Afier reading this lesson, you will be able to; 

• define the concept of social group; 
• understand the characteristics of social group; 

• undfflstand the types ofsocial groups and 

•i'^^idistinguish groiqi fiom society, institution and community. 
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6.1 WHAT IS A GROUP? 

A social group is simply a number of people who interact with each other on a 
regular basis. It establishes social relationships among social beings-Groups are 
units of society, having all characteristics of the society, except for the feet that 
groups ate concrete erfeties. We live in groups such as femily; we belong to groups 
like lineage and clan and the like. Thereftxre, sociologists have also described 
sociology as a science of social groups. Persons in all societies, in feet are always 
involved in several forms of interaction (having meaning and purpose). These 
interactions appear in collectivity as well as these interactions take place between 
persons having collectivity linked identity. These identities play an important role in 
forming social groups. 

6.2 CHABACTF.RSTICS OF A SOC lAL (iROl P 

From the above description and definition of the social group the following 

characteristics may be pointed out: 

1. Number of person: At least two persons have to be there in a group. 

2. Membership Consciousness: Each member is conscious of his or her 

membership in his or her group. 

3. Organised structure; Every group is structurally organised. 

4. Interaction with a meaning and purpose: Interaction takes place between 
members with definite meaning and purpose. 

5. Sense of belongingness: There is a ‘we’ feeling in a group. 

6. Common goals and interests: Members of a group often share common 
goals and work together for their realisation, e.g. members of a cricket club 
are bound with each other to play the game of cricket to win a match. 

7. Group norms: Each group has its own rules or norms, which the iflembers 
are expected to follow. 

8. Comparative enduring character: Each group possesses relieve 
petmaneney 

9. Nomenclature: Largely each group is known by a name. 

10. Specific culture likes language and symbols: Each group possesses specific 
rules of behaviour, specific styles of interaction and language amL\ mbols to 
communicate. • 

11. Reciprocal Relations: The members ofa group are reciprocally related to 
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each other. For example in a family, all the members are bound with each 
otberthiough bonds of kinship. 

6.3 SOMI. RKI.ATF.D TERMS 

To understand social group, we have to know about some related terms, tithtch 

are as follows; 

MODULE -1 

Collectivity-Itisan aggregate of people, having lack of interactions, for instance, 
the people going on the road may be an example of collectiviQr. 

Crowd - It is an aggregate of people at a certain point oftime; for example, we 

often see number of people getting collected to watch a ^leet play being performed 
in our neighbourhood. This collection forms a crowd. Crowds could be of two 

types i.e. 

Active crowd: people clapping upon seeing some interesting episode during the 

time they watched the play. 

Passive crowd: Number of people shopping in the local market. 

Category - It is an aggregate of people possessing some common features, e.g. 

same sex or same income. 

Now, let us see how a social group differs from these above terms. 

A social group is an orgartised aggregate of individuals having membership 
consciousness united without any specificity of purpose. However, it is much more 
enduring than a crowd, a category and like. It has all the characteristics of “a 
society” but through this concept we refer to the society in a concrete way. It is a 
collection of social beings, which are bound to each other through social 
relations. Groups ate called ‘social bricks’ by some sociologists. This means that 

like bricks, groups build society. 

soaowar 



Every human being U a member of one or mo>e than one group like family, 

peer group, a club and neighbourhood, etc. Within each group human beings, 

interact. Sometimes they have common objects and they participate in similar 

activities. For example, a cricket team is one typ^ of gfoup and a political party a 

another type of group. Groip activities alw^ follow srane rules and norms whose 

knowledge is shared by every member. A social group is an entity where you 

clearly watch how individuals interact with each other. Members of a group are 

aware of their activities, and they share a common consciousness of their joint 

interaction 

A social group is a dynamic entity. 

New members join and old members leave thus changing the compsition of the 

group. A group may also become smaller or bigger depending upon changing 

circumstances. Sometimes the purpose for which a group was formed also gets 

altered and new changes are brought into the group to allow flexibility. Sometimes 

a group is formed for specific purposes, then it becomes an association but in 

most cases, its goals remain diffused. 

INTLXT QlihSTIO.NS 6.1 

Write answerin one sentence: 

a. What do you understand by a social group 

b. Can groups be called‘social bricks’.If so, why? 

c. Do you agree with the statement that society is made up of groups. 

d. Giveanexampleofgroup. 
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A society is made tip of groups, they are ofvarious types and they are both similar 
and different from each oflier. In order to understand the types of social groups, 
soCkdo^stsclassifylheni in various ways. Somegroi^ fmn naturally like children 
aoqCnting natural member^pinfranilyasagroup.Odiertypesofgroup ate fiirmed 

as a part of some chance developments such as formation of a cricket club which 
different individuals may form and become its members. We also need to keep in 
mind that each person is a member of various groups in society. However, there 

are some groups which fall within a private social sptere of an individual like 
family and kingroup, etc.,while others are part of public life of the person for 

example membership of a club and a political party, etc. 

FAMILY AS AN ASSOCITION IS A GROUP WHEREAS 
AS AN INSTITUTION FAMILY IS NOT A GROUP 

Some sociologists had suggested that size be taken as criteria for classilying groups. 
For example, even two people form a group, which is called a dyad, husband aitd 

wife form a group. On the other hand, we have other types of groups like triad 
that include three people and others, which consist of large number of people, an 

example being ayouthcluh- 

A German Sociologist, F. Tonnieyhas talked of two major types of groups into: 

GemehisGhafti.e. ‘community’ and 

Gesellschaftle. ‘association’. 

Based on the presence or absence of formal rules, groups could be defined as 
formal or informal group e.g. fotnily is an informal group while school is a formal 

group. 
1* 

have been classified into primary, secondary and tertiary, based on the 

nature of contacts. 

Primary 

GROUPS 

Secondary 
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Notes 

6.4.1 Primary Group 

Where there is face to face contact and intimate relationship such as in a 
family or in a small village. Primaiy group and otha groups (recently known 

as secondary groups) are parts ofbasic concepts. TItepninaty gioq) is an inqxxtant 
componait of social structure of any society. External features of primary groiqrs 
are: 

• Small size; 

• face to face interaction; and 

• jAiysical proximity 

Whereas internal features of primary groups are. 

• wefeeling 

• altruism-good wilt for the group 

• spontaneous growth 

• enduring character 

• relations as ends and as means. 

• dominanceofinfoimalsrKialnonnsandinter-peisonalteltttionswidiemotional 
bondage 

6.4.2 Secondary Group 

Where relations are impersonal, face to face contact is not present, it is called a 

secondary group, e.g. a political party, caste and trade unions. 

The external features of secondary group are: 

• Large in size-Red cross society consists ofmembersfiom all over the world 

• Indirecttelation-ThememberscommunicatewidieachodierfayirKlitectmeans, 
i .e. tetter, fax and telephone, etc. 

• Goal-oriented-The main function ofdiisgrotq) is to fulfill a ^recific need. 

• Impersonal lelation-The memhers need not meet tare tn face and «till j».rfnrp> 

theirjob. 

Option of membership- membership is not compulsory. One can become a 
member of Rotary club or Red Cross society. 

soaoLoar 
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Distinction between Primary and Secondary Groups 

FEATUHES Primaiy Group Secondary Group 

Size Small Large 

Duration of Interaction Persists overtime Short-lived 

Natuie ofproximity High; face to face Low 

Nature of interests E)i3used Specific 

Natuie of relationship Close Impersonal 

Found more in Rural soci^ Urban society 

MODULE -1 
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Notes 

6.4.3 Tertiary Group 

These groups comprise of many groups having similar characters and the contact 
or interaction is only notional in character e.g. Confederation of labour unions 
which comprise large number of unions. 

IMTXT Ql'ESTiONS 6.2 

Write answer in one sentence: 

1. Write the three classifications of groups based on nature of contacts. 

2. In which type of group do you find face to face relations? 

3. Inwhattypeofgroupapoliticalpartycomes? 

6.5 STKL CTLRE OF THE CROL I’S 

The following is die classification of groups depending upon its structure. 

Horizontal Group: Horizontal group is that organised ^gregate of individuals 

(members) who interact without giving significance to hierarchy. For example, a 

group of fiiends or peer groups. 

mm SOCIOLOGY 
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Vertical group: Vertical groupreferstothatoiganisedaggregateofindividuals 

(members) who interact with a conscious sense of hierarchy, for example class, 

caste and bureaucracy. In Indian society, castes ate often organised in a vertical 

lashion. 

In-groups and out-groups: A distinction has been made between in-group and 

out-group on the basis of feeling. In-group refers to that aggregate of members 

w4io interact with a sense of intra-group solidarity (solidarity within group). These 

members possess prejudices and superiority-inferiority complex toward several 

other groups, which are called ‘outgroups.’ In-groups always evaluate out-group 

based on own cultures. Therefore, superiority and inferiority dimensions occur. 

This consciousness is identified as ‘ethno-centrism’. 

For example, in a village u]q)er castes and lower castes are‘in groups’ inthemselves 

but for one another each becomes an out-group. In general sense in groups are 
called ‘we- groups* and out groups are known as ‘they-groups*. 

Thus two groups differ on the basis of feelings. 

Some sociologists distirguish between two types of groups based on the duration 
ofcontacti.e. ephemeral group or chance group. For example, a person who 

meets at a bus stop is an ephemeral group and the enduring group is one, which 

continues for a longer period of time, for example the peer group. 

In sociological literature, we also come across a concept called Reference 

which is used in coittrastto membership grot^. While dmhaterr^slO'diBg^i^i, 

a person belongs to, the former is one whose norms mi staiH&idsene raitdiC^' 

in his or her behaviour. It means that reference group is one which an individual 

looks up to as a model for his own actions and behaviour. He or she often wants 

to be a member of this group. For example, in a village, for a group of poOr 

agriculwial laboureis, those having ownership of land constitute a reference group. 

Similarly for educated unemployed, salaried class constitutes a reference group. 

Groups could also be of open and closed iii nature. 

Open groupsarethosewheremembershipis voluntaryaodmpbilityofwmbers 
is possible e.g. a soccer club , . 

The group is an important factor in shaping the personality 

ofindividuab 

In closed groups membership is restrited and mobility is relatively difficult 

e.g. a caste group. 
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IN ! [ A 1 OI I S riONS 6.3 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate words horn this section: 

1. AnexanqtleofHorizontolgroupsis_group 

2. Case, class and bureaucracy are examples of_ 

3. For uneducated unemployed, salaried class constitute a_ 

4. In open groups mobility of members is_ 

6.6 DIFU Rh NC FS BF.TWl I N (.ROI P A.M) 
SOCIKTY 

Group Societ) 

A collection of human beings A system of social relationsbip 

An artificial creation A spontaneous and natural growth 

Group is organized Society is loose collection of groups 

Group maybe temporary Society is permanent 

Group is a concrete aggregation Society is an abstract concept 
of people 

Group is marked by ‘we feeling’ A sense of belongingness 

6.7 DlIII Ri NCF.S BKTWFE.N GROUP AND 
INSI FFL FION 

Group Institution 

• Group is a collection of people It is a fimctioning enti^ based upon 

• Group may be temporary It is always permanent 

SOCIOLOGY 
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Notes 

6.8 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROl'P WD 
COMMUNITY 

Group Community 

• Group is created It grows naturally and is also created 

• Group may be formed for 
certain purposes 

Community involves tbe life of 
its members 

• Comparatively temporary Comparatively permanent 

• Group is a part of community Community consists of many groups 

Like this there are different fotms of social group in which we all live to achieve 
something, it is a medium through which we learn culture, useeultme and eiiange 
culture. . 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 6.4 

Tick mark ('^) the correct answer and put (X) against wrong answer 

1. We-feeling marks primaiy group 

2. Group is marked by a standard rules and norms. 

3. Group consists of many communities. 

• Groups are units of society, having all characteristics of society 

• Every human being is a member of one or more than one group like femily. 
peer group 

• Group is an organised aggregate of individual. 

• Each group has a sense of‘we feeling’ 
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There are fece tn face relations in primary groups 

Sociologists have identified many types of groups. 

n TERMINAL EXERCISE 

1. Distinguish between primary and secondary groups, 

2. Describe the characterstics of a social group. 

3. What is ditference between gtoupmd community. 

4. Describe in group and out group in your own words. 

GLOSSARY 

Altruism - sense for sacrifice for group interest 

Hierarchy - unequal relation 

Prejudices-biases 

ANSWER TO INTEXT QUESTIONS 

i. Social groups refer about basic units where human beings live 

i V. Family / political parly or such 

i. Primary, Secondary, Tertiary 

ii. Primary group 

■ Secondary 

MODULE -1 
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6.3 

i.peer 

iii. reference 

6.4 

il vertical 

iv. possible 
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SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND SOCIAL 
SYSTEM 

/n a high school, the students change every year; some students pass out and 
have entered a new class. A new student gets transferred fiom another school; 
someone drops out, being unable to continue study because offinancial difficulties, 
but the school as a social system continues to survive. We tend to take most 
patterns of behavior (bmshing our teeth, eating breakfast, going to school) so 
much for granted that we usually do not pay much attention to them. B at it is 

precisely these activities that provide clues to the structure of human societies. If 

we eicamine 017 daily lives, we will see the extent to \^ch social structure influQices 
our bdiavior. Our schools or employers determine when we ^ould sleep or wake 

up; or when we should eat or take rest from work or studies. Most often, our 
parents and the demands of the job maiket help to shape our goals or success in 

After reading the lesson you will be able to: 

• define social structure; 
• etqdainftieirchiefcharacteristics; 
• describe the bases ofsocial structure (need, role and status);. 
• explain the meaning ofsocial system; raid 
• explainthemeaningoftfaestructureofsocialsystem. 
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7.1.1 Definition of Social Structure 

Social structure allows potbrming most of the activities of eveiyday life with some 
efficiency. It spares us from hundreds the Ihimans perform of all those little jobs 
that would otherwise have to be performed before every, small act, and it also 
gives groups and societies a degree of stability and continuity. Social structure is 
basically the social reality, which influences our daily life. Or, in oflier words, social 
structure is the way a society is organized into expected relationships. Social system 

is closely related to sodal stracture. Every society or group has a system. Without 
a system no unit can fiinctioiL However, we have to remember that in sociology, 
there is no single agreed definition of social stmeture. Any particular definition of 
social sttucture is the particular sociologist’s way oflooking at reality. Many thinkers 
hr • c discussed the concept fiom many different points of view. Some sociologists 
explain and classify social structure on the basis of social values. Some other 
sociologists explain the achievement of goals in any structure like family or school 
or army as the every sou! of social strrrcture. Sociologists have often included the 
study of associations, institutions, and groups, in the analysis of social strocture. 
Simply put, the term structure refers to the way the parts of anything relate to one 

another. That is to say, ‘structure ‘ means an ordered arrangement of parts. In 
other words, it is a stable internal relationship among its parts. Structure refers 
generally to an arrangement, which, in some way, restricts or directs human 
behaviour. Sociologically speaking, therefore, sttucture refers to the patterns of 
organization, which dictate human behaviour. It also puts constraints on certain 

kinds ofhuman behaviour. 

Social structure refers to the way the units of a group or a society relate to One 
another. According to some sociologists, social stmeture is the term applied to the 
particular arrangement of the inter-related institutions, agencies and social patterns 

as well as the statuses and roles which each person assumes in the groups. It rsiay 
be said that social structure refers to the overall cortqxrsitioa of a sociefy. Its units 
are groups, institutions, associations and organizations. As we ktipw all men and 
women relate themselves to each other and they establish a structural form; it may 
be a group, an association or an organization. Social stracture is made up of these 
structural forms through which society fimetions. Actually, this stracture is there 
before we come into the world. It has influenced many a generation before us. It 
shapes our behaviour and attitude in a continuous process. This process, in turrr, is 
closely related to our status or position within the structure of society. 

sociowcr 
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The meaning of social structure can be easily understood if we take an example of 
the organic structure ofbody. Body is an arrangemerrt of different parts like hands, 
legs, ttiouth, nose and ears, etc. The body works through these inter-dependent 
arrd inter-related parts. Social structure also consists of many parts like families, 
schools, fectoties,of5ces,tjon-governmental organizations, jails, police and hospitals 

i\ 11 \T gi KSTlONS 7.1 

nek mark the correct answer: 

1. Social structure refers to: 

a. statuses and roles 

b. a value 

c. the way the units of a group or a society relate to one another 

SOCIOLOGY 
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2. Whichofthefollowingisaunitoflhesocialstructure? 

a. a status 

b. an organization 

c. all of the above 

3. An organization means 

a co-ordination of social relationships 

b. co-ordination of parts 

c. certain positions 

7,2 C IIAKACTliRIS I K S OF SOC IAL I Rl f TLUL 

Social structure is created fiom the inter-relationship and organization of human 

beings, who are organized for pursuing certain common objectives and aims. To 

fulfill the aim, social structure must be based upon certain principles. They are as 

follows 

1) Normative system: Normative qrstem renders the society with the ideals 

and values. The institutions and associations are inter-related according to 

these norms. The individuals perform their roles in accordance with the 

accepted nonns of society. For instance, old age home is not still that widespread 

in our society as it is in America. The difference lies in the nmmative structurej 

which inculcates different values. In Indian value system, sending a senior 

citizen to old age home is not quite a welcome concqrt compared to American 

society. Consequently, differences can be seen in the social structure of these 

two societies, 

2) FosHionsystan: Position system refas to statuses and roles of die individuals. 

The desires and aquations of the individual are varied. Proper funcdoiung of 

social structure depends upon proper assigninent of roles andst8tnsi|i.1^ 

example, when you hearthe word statisyouaKl3l^(D i^|jcd|§^^||^|ll 

sociology, status refers to the position that an individual ocd^nes. That position 

may have a great deal of prestige, as in die case of a judge or doctor, or it may 

cany less presdge, as may be the case with a bus ctmductor. hr addition, all of 

us occupy several positions at the same time. You may be simultaneously a 

son or a daughter and a student. Obviously, your statuses change as your 

particular positions change in life and society. 

3) Sanction system: For the proper enforcement of norms, every society has 

a sanction system. It may also be understood fiom the perspective rewards 
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and punishments orpenaltiesasQcie^piesciibes. Hie co-ordimtiQn ofdiffirait 
parts of the social structure depends iqxin the conformity to social norms. 

Non-cwfimnists ate generally punished. But non-conformily is also an essential 
feature of society, otherwise there would be no change. This is the striking 

conliadictitmof social process. The stability of social structure depends upon 
the effectiveness of the sanction system, which tells a great deal about the 

^ocialiuidpoliticalaivinniinentoftbecountty.Forinstance,inIndia,atpresent, 
diere is a htkly debated issue of the death penalty for rape. It is especially after 
Gigarat riots t^hete many incidents of tape have been repotted and also in the 
backdrop (d'the steep rising rates of rape in India. This debate has become 

hotter. Sanctions canbeeither negative orpositive. Getting an A in sociology 
isapositive sanction, getting anFisanegative one. Getting araise in your job 
is a positive sanction, being fired is a negative one. 

4) A qrstcm of anticipated response: Everyday we hear the words like “work 
ettucs”, or see the play cards, udiich read - “city is yours, keep it clean”. All 
ate supposed to be the functions of a system of anticipated responses. The 
anticipaled response system calls igion the individuals to participate in the 

social systera Icpoints to the feet feat individuals must realize their duties and 
should make effiKts to fulfill diem. Depending on this, a social structure can 
work successfully. 

" 7.2.1 Meaning of Social Organization 

The concept of social structure embraces the concept of social organization. Social 

structure is concerned wife'fee principal fimns of social organization, that is, types 
of grotgrs, associations and institutions. Now let us see what the term organization 
means. The term organization means an anangementofpersons or parts. Thus, 
churches, collies, play groiqis and political parties are examples of organization. 

In all these cases, there is an arrangement of persons or parts, which are inter- 
rtiated or inter-dependent We may take an example of educational institution or 
college. A college includes the principal, pofessors, clerks and students etc. It is 

nothing but an arrangement of parts or persons. Everyone has to perform a role 
and at fee same time a co-ordination of social relationships exists. 

There are marry kinds of organizations. A state is called a political organization 
because it is concerned with political matters. A factory is called an economic 

(Hganizatian becarrse it is crarcemed with production and distribution of goods. A 
church is a religious organization and takes cate of the spiritual issues. All these 
are the organizafiotrsofsociety. The words ‘organization’ and ‘social structure’ 
are closely related. But fee two concepts lay emphasis on two different points. 
Organization asserts on the co-ordination of social relationships, while social 
structure includes portions and some rules along wife social relationships. 
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INTEXT QUESTIONS 7.2 

Fill in the blanks with aj^ropriate words from the brackets; 

a) Role means_behaviour (assigned, expected, definite) 

b) Thepositionsanindividualhasinsocietyiscalled_(rank, 

positions, status) 

c) The members of a social structure are inter-related for pursuing a common 
_^(goal, rule, law) 

d) The stability of social structure depends upon the effectiveness of 
_system, (sanction, positive, negative) 

e) Being an elderly woman, an orphan child, a doctor, a lawyer is a 
_. (status, need, value) 

THE B.ASES OF SOC’IAE STRl'CTl RF 

We have discussed earlierthat social structure deals with the mter-connectedness 

of parts. As a result, the society is able to function.in a harmonious manna. 
Institutions, associations, groups, organizations and communities are all parts of 

social stmcture. 

To understand the function of social structure, let us analyze its bases. 

1) Need to pursue a goal - The main constituent of social structure is human 
being. Human beings have diverse attitudes and inteiests. Social structure 
develops on the baas of inter-relationship between its constituent parts. A 
pursuit of common goal lies at the root of such inta-ielationship^ Fof instance, 
fiunily or kinship system is a part of the social struchue. Here all member? ate 
inter-related to each other for realizing the fiunily happiness. 

2) Preparedness to accept one’s role and status - Every social structure 
bestows to its members a fixed status and a role accordingly. A status is 
simply a socially defined position in a groi^' or socie^. A role is the behavior 
expected of someone witha given status in agroup or society. A status may 
carry with it many related roles. English teachers are expected not only to 
teach English but also to meet anxious parents, advise interested students in 
their drama endeavour and also order books for the library. Statuses and 
roles are determined by customs, traditions and conventionsofsodely. These 
statuses give biith to different institutions, agencies, and patterns. When inter- 
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relatedaDdotganizedinaparticularmanner,all these build the social stracture 
of a society. In a social structure, every human being is allocated a particular 
status and role. With the death of the individual, there is no change in the status 
and role itself. The new incumbent who succeeds the deceased person is to 
perform the same role in accordance with the same status. If the status is new 
(e;g. the status of a divorced single woman in Indian society), the roles that go 
with it may have to be wotked (Hit. The roles connected with new statuses are 
usually slowly being ddineddiroi^the actions ofthosepec^le now occiqtying 
the new statuses. 

3) Norms and mores - Norms are the socially approved ways of behaviour. 
Norms define the role of an individual. Thus, norms play a very important role 
in allcxtating certain roles and position to the members of the social structure. 
This helps to make it sustained and stable. A family may have its specific 
norms. An educational institution has its own norms. All this help to maintain 
the inter-relationship of social structure. For instance, in a family, father has to 
perform his role; similarly mother and children have to perform certain roles. 
But important differences can be seen in the performance of roles by family 
members in Indian society and those of its Aiherican counterpart. In Indian 
6mily stmeture, usually mother is the key person to take care of all the family 
members, while in an American family, it is self-help fcnall the femily members, 
including children. Furthermore, the role expectation, i.e. society’s definition 
of the way a role ought to be played, does not always match the role 
performance, i.e. the way in which apetson actually plays arole. In the course 
of social interaction, role conflict occurs when opposing demands are made 
on an individual by two or more roles. For instance, in a male-dominated 
society.awoman who goes out to work often suffers fiom role conflict between 

the demands of her mother’s role and her worker’s role. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 7.3 

Choose the correct answers; 

1. Themainconstituentofscxiialstructureis 

a. groups 

b. institulions 

c. human bdngs 

2. Astatusisa 

a. socially defined position in a group or society 

b. socially defined behaviour expected of someone 

c. all of the above 
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3. Aroleis 

a. the behaviour expected of someone with a given status in a group ot society 

b. socially defined position in a group or society 

c. none of the above 

7.4 meanim; of sonai sv s i em 

It is necessaiyto understand the meaning ofthe word ‘^stem ‘ before analyzing 
the meaning of the term‘social system*. System means an orderly arrangement of 
constituent units. In brief, the main features of system ate- 

1. A system is made up of different parts. 

2. Theremustbeasystertraticrelationshipbetweenthepatts. 

3. Arrangement ofthese parts should create a pattern. 

4. There is a functional relationship among the parts of a system. 

5. Allthepartscreatearrewentitywdrentheyarefiinctionallytelated. 

After pursuing the meaning of systerrr, we can now analyse the concept of social 

system. A social system is an orderly and systematic arrangement of social 
interaction. Social system is made up ofa plurality of ittdividuals. Theyinteract 

with others according to shared norms and trreanirrgwidiin the social system. There 
are various sub-systerrrs of a social system (like political ^etn, religious systerrr, 
economic system, etc.). They interact with each other according to shared norms 
and meanings within the social system. 

7.4.1 Characteristics of Social System 

1) SocialsystemisbasedontheirrteractionofpluralityofinrhvidBals. 

2) The interactionmustcarryameaning. 

3) Social^emisaunity.Here,variouspatt5likeinsthutions,cust(ans,traditiotts, 
procedures and laws are arranged in an irrtegrated manner. 

4) There exists a iunctional relationship between parts ofthe social system. To 
understand this functional relationship, we cart take exan^le ofabicycle, wdnch 
is made up of hairdle, two tdreels, fiee wheel and drain, etc. But to move, the 
cycle wheels must be related to the fiee vdteel and chain etc. It means parts 

are inter-dependent and interactive. 

5) SocialsystemisrelatedwithcrjlturalsystetrLCulturedelenninesdienatuieof 
inter-relation and interaction. 
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6) Social system has an environmental aspect. It is related to aparticular age, a 
definite territory and a particular society. Environment has an impact over 
i^le activities of the life. 

QUESTIONS 7.4 

State whether the following statements are true or fiilse: 

1. Social system is not based on interaction. 

2. Socialsystemisunrelatedtocultiiralsystem. 

3. There is a functional relationship between the parts of a social system. 

7.5 H.ASES OF SOCl.AL SYS l E.M 

To understand the meaning of sociai system, we also need to understand 
the bases of social system. 

1) Belief and Knowledge: Any proposition about any aspect of the universe 
that is accepted as true may be called a belief. Belief is the basis for social 
actioiL 

2) Sentiment: Sentiments are closely related to beliefs. A sentiment denotes 
‘what we feel’ about the world. Sentiments are the productsofthe experience 
and cultural training. Sentiment may be of various types, i.e. intellectual, efeical 
and religious, etc. Sentiments also have a background ofhistraical and cultural 
legacy. As we know, it was the divide and rule policy of British which created 
such a strong and deadly religious sentiment among the Hindus and Muslims 
during the colonial times. Hindus had lived with Muslims for one thousand 
years without ever enecountering a deadly and explosive situation as was the 
case during the British period. 

3) Goal or objective: Objectives create social system. Members along with 
relevant social structures of a social system expect to accomplish a particular 
end or objective throu^ aptxoptiate interaction. The human needs, goals and 
ends determine tile nature of social system. Primarily, Kiiman beings are united 
to accomplish the basic needs of life, e.g. food, clothing and shelter. 

4) Norms: Norms are the standards for determining what is right and wrong, 
appropriate and inappropriate in social relationships. Every social system 
possesses norms, which the individuals are obliged to observe. 

5) Status and Role: In a social system each individual has a status. The status 
may be ascribed or achieved. The ascribed status is one, which is conferred 
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upon an individual by the group or society. It may be based on sex, age and 
caste, etc. The achieved status is one that an individual achieves by his own 
efforts. For instance, an individual may be of lower caste origin but may 
acquire a high status through a good economic achievement We ean also talk 
about an ascriptive-aehieved status. For example, a scheduled caste I.A.S. 
officer combines both ascription tuid achievement elemeate M hisstatBS. fa a 
socialsystem,theindividualsareexpectedtDpei!fomittiekiirfesiBaoeoidtoee 
with their statuses. The individuals may change but the statuses and roles remain 

unchanged. 

6) Ranks: Rank here is equivalent to ‘standing’. It ineludes the importance an 
individual has for the system in which a rank is accorded to him. An individual 
is given a rank on the basis of two factors. One is the evaluation made of him 
and the other is his act in accoidanee with the norms of the systOTi. For instance, 

a business corporate executive enjoys higher rank than a teacher in modeni 
society, whereas in ancient times the teacher oftoi enjoyed hitterraidtfbfflt 

even a king. 

7) Power: Most ofus often feel that even though we vote and send the politicians 

to power positions, we actually do not matter to them in case of many decisions. 
Power refers to the capacity to control and deprive others. State and policing 
systems are the expressions of such power. 

P) Sanction: It refers to the rewards and penalties given out by the members of 
social system as device for inducting conformity to its norms and ends. Sanction 

can be positive or negative. The negative sanction is, for instance, the death 
penalty whereas positive sanction is any rehabilitative effort for the convict 

9) Facility: A facility has been defined as a means used to attain ends mthin die 

system. It is necessary that the individuals in a social system should be provided 
with adequate focUities to enable them to perform their roles efficiently. Facilities 

should not only exist but should also be realized. The goals or objectives of a 
social system are realized only through the utUizalion of facilities. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 7.5 

State whether the following statements are true or false 

1. Norms are the standards for determining what is ri^t and wrong. 

2. Rank is not equivalent to standing. 

3. Power refers to the capacity to control and deprive others. 
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4. Sanction can only be negative. 

5. Statuses are ascribed and achieved. 

Social structure is the way a society is organized into expected relatianships. 

Social structure is concerned with the {Hinciple forms of social organizations, 

that is types of groups, associations and institutions. 

Chief characterislicsof social structure are normative system, positive qtstim, 

system of sanctions and a system of anticipated responses. 

The bases of srxtial structure ate the need to pursue a goal, preparedness to 
accept one’s role and status; norms and mores. 

System means an orderly arrangement of constituent "i^is 

Asocialsystemisanorderlyandsystematicarrangementofsocialinteractioa 

Characteristics of social system are based on the interaction of plurality of 

individuals. 

Social system is a unity. Its various parts like institutions, customs, traditions, 
procedures and laws are arranged in an integrated matmer. 

Social system is related with cultural system and it has an enviroomenlal aspect 

too. 

The elements of social system are belief and knowledge, sentiment, goal or 

objective, norm, status and role, rank, power, sanction and &cility. 

The structure of social system is based on the interaction of plurality of 

individuals. 

Social systemrelatesto the functional aspect of social structure. 

Social structure is the w^ a society is organised into expected relationships. 

Social structure refers to the way the units of a groig) or a society are related 

to one another. 

Social structure is concerned with the principal forms of social organization, 

that is types of groups, assrxtiations and institutions. 

The words organization and srreial structure are closely relalerl 
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TERMINAL EXERCISE 

-1. Describeinyourownwords^^tdoyoumeanbysociaIslnlCtuI:eandsociaI' 

organisation. 

2. DeiinethefoUcnvingconcq!6.9i^e^|ni^ksi(;(wUin>itIOA^ 

i a.Role,b. Status, c. Norm, d. Sanction, e. Power 

3. Explain the chiefchaiacteristics of social system. 

4. State the elements of social system. 

GLOSSARY 

1) Incumbent—^person holding a particular ofBce or position. 

2) Deceased—person who has recently died. 

3) Knowledge—^Knowledge, as the dictionary meaning goes, is the specific 
information on a subject. InSociolocy. there is a clear sub-division of Sociology 

of Knowledge. Its concern is with the relationship of knowledge to its social 

basis. 

4) Mores—moral rules or ways of behaving that most members of a society 
believe are essential for maintaining standards of decency. 

5) Ethic—^the concern with what ought to be. Even though the notion of value- 

neutrality is concerned with social sciences or sciences, but social science 
irrvestigation is also bound up with the ethical consideration. 

ANSWER TO INTEXT Ql ESTIONS 

7,1 1;C; 2:C; 3 A 

7,2 a. Expected b. Status c. Goal 

d. Sanction e. Status f. Values 

73 l.C;2.A;3.A 

7.4 l.F;2.F;3.T 

7.5 l.T;2.F;3.T;4.F;5.T 
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NORMS AND VALUES 

When teacher enters in the classroom, the students ate expected to show their 

respect by standing up. Drinking too much alcohol, cheating in a test are not 
accepted and considered harmful in almost all modem societies. On the other 
hand, children's obedience towards their parents is considered absolutely necessary 
in modem societies. In sociology, these are known an norms and values. In this 
lessons we will read about norms and values and dieir importance in understanding 

society. 

I OB,U:CHM.?r 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• explain what sociologists mean by norm and the process of their formation; 
• describe the importance ofnorms in society; 
• discussdiffetent^pesofnorms; 
• erqtlainiBiddesaibenormlessness; 
• exidainwfaatdosociologistsmeanbyvalues; 
• state traditumal and modem values and value conflict; and 

• describe relationship between trorms and values. 

S.l NORMS 

Norms atrd values are the necessary part of each and every society. We are not at 
all wrong, ifwe considerthem as the necessary pillars for social survival. Values 
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Norms and Values 

are ideas held by individuals or groups about what is desirable, proper, good or 
bad.. Values, differ ftom society to society. An individual's values are derived fiom 
the specific culture of vdiich he happens to be a member. For example, in India, 
most people still prefer to have sons, and in some cases, girl children are killed. In , 
hther words, we can say that male progency is valued. Norms, on the other hand, 
are generally known as correct or proper forms of behaviour. They are specific 
prescriptions ofhow an individual ou^to bdlave to be consistent with values of 
fee contemporary society. Thus, norms can be seen as the reflection of values. If 
fee students stand up when the teacher enters into the class, this particular norm 
reflects flie value of feowing respect to teachers. All human groups follow definite 
types of norms, which are always backed by positive or negative sanctions. 

How do we generally expect a doctor to behave? Doctors are generally expected 
to be calm, stable, sympathetic and responsible at all times. That is to say, we 
expect a certain kind of behavior fi^om a doctor, which we do not expect from 
other professionals. A norm is a rule or standard that governs our behavior from a 
doctor, which we do not expect from other professionals. A norm is a rale or 
standard that governs our behaviour in the social situation in which we act and 
operate. Norms are group-shared expectations. Such expectations are reflected 
in statements such as:" go^ citizen always respect lives", "younger one must always' 

respect elderly people". For example, in India, children touch the feet of their 
elders on social occasions. A norm is a pattern setting limits on individual behaviour. 
In this sense norms are unwritten laws. Norms determine, guide, control and also 
predict human behaviour. Now, it is clear that norms can be understood as unwritten 
rules and regulations that groups live by. Norms are the means through which 

values are expressed in behaviour. 

We can make a distinction between personal or private txrrms and social norms. 
Private norms are purely individual in character and they live wife individuals only. 
They may influence only the behaviour of the individual concerned. For example, 
an individual may make some resolutions on the New year's Day, say, he would 

stop smoking and decide to abide by it. 

But sociologists ate more interested in social norms. Social norms are rules 
developed by a group of people that specify as to how people should, and should 
not behave in various situations. For ©cample, children must take parents' permission 
to go out Social norms are always backed by societal sanction. Sanctions can be 
negative or positive. In case of negative sanction, the violators of norms suffer 
some penalties prescribed by the groups; while those who abide by the noons are 
reward as a result of positive sanction. For example, children vvho always obey 
feeir parents, do everything with their permission, are praised by everybody. But 
on the other hand, children who do not listen to their parents.are criticized by 
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family members, etc. A positive sanction at work place is the [somotion given to 
an employee for doing good work in the office. We can say that a sanction is a 
reaction from others to the behavior of an individual or group, vrfiich has the aim of 
ensuring that a given norm is strictly adhered to or followed meticulously. 

Sanction can also be formal or informal. Formal sanctions exist wdiere there is a 
definite body of people or an ^ency whose task is to ensure that a particular set 
of norms is positively followed. The main types of formal sanctions in modem 
societies are those involved in the system of punishment represented by agencies 
viz. Police, courts, and prisons. For example, most motoring offatces ate punished 
with fines or loss of license. Formal positive sanctions are found in many other 
areas of social life, for instance, the presentation of medals for bravery, degrees or 
diplomas to recognise academic success, etc. 

MODULE 
Sociology Baaic 

Notes 1. 

Informal sanctions, positive and negative, are routine features of every society. 
Those of a positive type, include saying 'well done' to someone, or giving the 
person an appreciative smile or a pat on the back. Examples of negative informal 

sanctions are insulting, scolding or physically shunning a given individual. Fcxmal 

sanctions ate of fundamental importance in ensuring crmformi^ to norms, to secure 
the approval of family, friends, neighbourhood, etc. and to avoid to be ridiculed, 
shamed or rej ected. People generally value both formal and informal sanctions. 

From the above discussion we may infer the following characteristics of norms: 

(0 Norms are parts of society. 

(ii) Norms are positive and negative both. 

(Hi) Norms are formal and informal 

(iv) Norms have situations 

(v) Norms are related to sanctions. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 8.1 

Tick mark the write answer: 

1. Which of the following would be an example of value? 

a. Nandini believes that it is wrong to cheat in a test. 

b. Rajesh believes that it is good for his children to read books. 

c. Sanjib believes that children should not drink tea or coffee 
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mi 
d. All of the above. 

2. Anexampleofapositivesanctionwouldbe 

a. a jail sentence. 

b. acashawaidfromagovemm^tforbeingagoodcitizen. 

c. someoneOTailingatyouforbeingkindtoalostchild. 

d. both b and c. 

3. Normsmaybe 

a. the nonnai behaviour in a gro^p. 

b. unwritt^laws. 

c. statements about what is believed to be good or bad. 

d. all ofthe above. 

8.2 IMI'ORIANt F. OF NORMS 

From the above discussion, it is clear that the concept of social norms constitutes 

the veiy foundation of social structure. Norms govern the behaviour of individuals 
and help in interaction that takes place between them. They add some amount of 
regularity and inevitability to our behaviour. They act as guides to our behavior. 
They help to mend our ways and regulate our daily life. No individual can ignore 
social norms without incurring the disapproval of others. For example, in a 
classroom, students are taught how to behave in front of a teacher. When the 
teacher comes into die class, the students stand iqi; when the teacher asks questions, 

they stand up and answer them; they must take permission to get into the class 

when they come late. If the students do not obey these rules, they must face 

disapproval of others or even punishments. 

Norms are an indispensable part of our li&. In our daiht U&, we do a kM wodc 
and interact vvithanumber of people. 1iafiiouttbeD0iB^teiii£vi^v«o«kibe 
fecedvridi the burden oftakingdecisirms at evsymomeiiL The following example 

reveals how norms can ease our daily work. For example: a college going student 
gets up early in the morning, brushes his teeth and ttdces bsrth, eats breakfast, 
wears dress, rides the vdiicle to die college, meets other friends, attends lectures, 
goes to library, plays or chats with friends and returns home in the evening, and so 
on. The students do not find it difficult or problematic to do all these activities. The 
reason behind this is that each of these activities is governed by norms. The students 

knowledge ofthese norms lias eased his woric 
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Norms Govern The Behaviour Of Individuals 

Nomis give cohesion to society. The collective and co-operative life of people is 
made possible because of nottns. The normative system gives society an internal 

cohesion, without which social Kfe is not possible. For example, in an office, all the 
employees including the boss have to follow certain rules regarding punctuality' 
and completing office work. These rules help in bringing them on a common, 
platform. Norms help to maintain social order. 

8.2.1 Types of Norms 

Social norms are numerous and varied. They asstane different forms. They differ 
in terms of sevoi^ and durability. Their influence and effect on individual and 
society have not been unifram. Therefore, there is no standard classification of the 

norms in the sociology texts and each sociologist has presaitedasomevhat different 
list We want to make two preluninaty observations. The first of these is that the 
norms are both prescriptive and proscriptive, Prescriptive norms dictate what 
people should do and proscriptive norms what people should not do. Frequently, 
the prescriptions and proscriptions come in pairs; that is, we are required to do 
something and forbidden not to do something we are required to wear clothes in 
our society and forbidden to go naked on the street. 

The second observation is that some of the norms pervade in entire society and 
others, less pervasive, prevail only in certain groups. We shall call the former 
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communal norms and the later associational norms. An example of a communal 
norm would be the custom of shaking handsuponmeetmganewaccpimiitance,a 

custom that appears throughout our socie^, in all groups and classes. The example 

ofassociatioiialnoimvTOuldbelhecustomofwearingsaraedihreadamraigHindus 

and it iqiplies to the members of upper castes but not to the all other castes. 

These two ways of classifying norms as prescriptive or jHoscriptive and as 

oommunai or associational represent categories that cross each other. However, 

all the norms may be subsumed under three major concepts - folkways, mores 

and custom - which we shall discuss here. 

Motes represent yet another category of norms. Motes is a term used to denote 

behaviour patterns, which ate not only accepted but prescribed. In simple words, 

vrhente&lkwt^cleariy represent the group standards, the group sense of what 

is appropriate, right and necessary for the well being, then they are known as 

mores. Mores m^ be positive or negative. Positive mores represent what should 

be for example, respecting elders, speakmg the truth, etc. While negative mores 

represent'dontsf, exan^les like do not steal, do not tell lies. Mores are tbe means 

by which individuals gain identificalionwiflidieir fellows. As aresult, mores bind 

people into one strong cohesive grotqi. In this way the mores help to maintain 

social Older. For exanqtle, students must wear uniform in school. It is not only 

atxepled but also prescribed foimofbehaviom.Thisprcscriplion creates pressure 

tm students, and they cannot deviate fiom this Title. And, this dress code 

larioubledfy gives dm student a common identifi^on in die school. 

Customs, another kind of social noims, are socially acjcqitedwaysmvriuch people 

H/>thipgftngether in personal contacts. Our accepted procedures or practices of 

>«ring meeting pei^Ie, pli^g, working, etc. can be called custom. Custom. 

pteseives our culture and tnosmits it to the next genetadem. For example, it is die 

cuatonitotoudidie feet ofddersbefcie examination or at different other au^ciotis 

and religioos occasions in India, but not in western countnes. People have seen 

dtoirddeisto maintmn this custom. Petrie have kamtdiis and they themselves 

UMBidJundiis. In diiswty this particutecustom has becomeapari of our culture 

fiom generation to generation. They have added stability and certainty to our 

social Bfc. Customs are found in all the communities of the world. No society can 

do wid»utdion.Thetefi)re, customs act as an effective roeansof social control, 

fiidividual can hardly esc^ their grip. Custransalsoprovide the background fix 

dto formulation and estaMishment of rules. Customs becfflne laws when die state 

enforces dienl as rules to be abided by the citizen. 
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Ntirins ansi \ 

8.3 NORMLRSS.NKSS 

Nornilessness is asoise of detachment ficnn existing social nonnsorniles, mostly 

society hinctions in an oiderly fashion. A good number of people confonn to the 

noims ofdieir reflective groifis unconsciously. Thus, ordinarily people do what is 

expected fiom than by society. This keeps the society running smoothly. But this 

is not always the case. In a state where existing social norms contradict each other 

or face a collapse, people feel detached fiom their own fellows. This is a state 

when there exists lesser consensus or a lack of certainty on values or goals. At 

those moments people have litde commitment to shared norms, and lack societal 

guidelines for personal conduct They ate inclined to pursue theirprivate preferences 

without regard to the interest of the society as a whole. Social control becomes 

ineffective. Hence the society is threatened witii disorganizaticm. This situation is 

called anomie. 

INTF.X r Ql'F.STIONS 8.2 

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words fiom the brackets: 

1. Norms are__ expectations (individual shared, group- 

shared) 

2. Norms are backed by different kinds of___purushment, 

reward, sanction) 

3. Three kinds of nojms are folkways,__ custom (tradition, 

mores, ritual) 

4. Notmsgive_ to society (cohesion, threat, competition) 

5. Normshelpto_ social order (break, maintain, sustain) 

6. In case of___social norms contradict each other 

or just simply breakdown (deviance, normlessness). 

7. In case of normlessness, social control becomes_ 

(effective, strong, ineffective) 
/ 

8. Without appropriate norms society is threatened with_ 

(punishment, disorganuation, instability) 

v/v'inr nnv 
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8.4 VALUES 

Values are broad ideas regarding what is desirable, correct, and good that most 

members of a society share. Values define social preference, specify societal choice, 
and provide a vision for future action. Individuals' values are strongly influenced 
by their specific culture. Social structure, social institution are generally followed 

by a change in social values and also sometimes vice versa. This position will be 
very clear if we focus on how these social values have evolved fiom traditional to 

modem societies. 

8.4.1 Importance of Values 

Values ate important for the following reasons 

1) Values pmvide stability in group interaction. They hold the society together 

because they are shared in common. Since they are shared, the members of a 
society are likely to see others as "people like themselves'.'. 

2) Values bring legitimacy to the rules that govern specific activities. The 

rales are aecepted and followed because they embody the values. 

3) Values help to bring about some kind of adjustment between different 
sets of rules. For example, if India cherish the value of equality then they will 
have to modify the rules governing the interpersonal relationships between 

husband and wife and man and woman and between castes. 

8.4.2 TVaditional and Modern Values 

Traditional Indian society was organized on the principles of hierarchy, 
pluralism, and holism. Hierarchy implies the ordering of units, which constitutes 
a system of relation to the whole in a superior-inferior gradation. For examples, 
the Brahmins who are believed to have emerged from the mouth of the creator 
occupy the highest position as compared to Sudra who are believed to have 
emerged fiom the feet of god. Hierarchy manifested itself not only in the system of 
caste and sub caste stratification but it also depends upon the Hindu concept of 
occupational life-cycles, age grades and moral duties. For example, traditionally, 
the Sudra could not take up the occupation of a priest and teaching. While the 
concept of hierarchy manifests inequality in every aspect, it allocates a secure and 
definite place to each individual and caste group. For example, the potter makes 
clay pots to earn his living. It is his secure way of earning money, because no other 
caste or sub castes has right to interfere in his trade. 

Pluralism, as a value, implies tolerance of others' style of life while preserving 
one's own. For example, Hinduism, was essentially tolerant and instead of abruptly 
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converting, it gradually assimilated other &iths. Hindus believed in the existence of 
multiple paths leading to the same ultimate goal. Thus the faiths of other relations 

not only survived but also prospered for centuries in India. In spite of the dififerences 
at the level ofdoctrine and rituals, the followers of different religions lived in relative 
harmony in India. This value system was important for the caste society. Each 
caste had its own occupation, custom, rituals, and tradition. While each caste was 
different at one level, it was interdependent at several others. For example, the 
barber served the agriculturist by cutting hair and in mm the agriculturali st gave the 
barber a certain amount of grain after the harvest.' 

Holism assumed a relationship between individual and group in which the latter 
had primacy over the former; the individual is expected to perform his duties and 
claim his rights, always keeping in mind the wider interests of the coramunity-For 
example, in traditional India, the extended and joint ftunilies consisted of a large 
number ofkin, inclutling dependents-the aged, widows, unmarried ones, physically 
handipapped, etc. Although each contributed according to his ability, yet one was 
expected to draw fiom the familial store of wealth only according to one's need. 
This called for self-restrain of one's own wants in the interest offellow beings, and 

the community at large. 

Notes 

From the above discussion, we have an idea of importance of values in traditional 

society. Let us now discuss the values in modem society. The fundamental values 
that the modem Indian state pursues are embodied in the Constitution of India. 
These values are of democracy, secularism and socialism. Although this value 

package is Western in origin, it is applied to the Indian context with the necessary 

adaptation and indigenuatioa 

Democracy emphasizes the equality of opportunity. Democracy assumes the 
existence of autonomous and independent individuals capable of participating in 
the decision making process. For example, the citizens of our country give votes 

to select the leaders for local, state and central governance. 

Secularism means respecting and tolerating the practices of other commuraties, 
particrrlariy religious rnmTr.iinities. India is amulti-teligiousrtation. Such a situation 

called for the recognition of distinctiveness of other religious groups and the 
importance of secularism as a value. Secularims meant not only non-interference 
in the afiairs of other communities but also developing a positive appreciation of 

their distinct life style. 

Socialism Thewordsodalismmeansfliattheproductiomdistributionandexchange 

of material resources of communis are arranged in such a way that they can serve 
the cormnon good. It is opposed tothe concentration of wealth in few hands and 

decries monopoly. 
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8.4.3 Characteristics of Values 

From the above discussion we may reveal the following characteristics of values. 

- Valueisamatterof^thandbelief. 

- Values are abstract as they have cognitive elements. 

- Values are normative in nature 

- Values are general ideas which people share. 

- Valuesarerelatedtotheemotionsandsentiments. 

- Valuesarethebasesforthechoicesofthings. 

- Values areieMvely permanent. 

- Values bring cohesiveness in society. 

- Values are motivated forpublic welfare. 

- Values have hierarchy in order. 

8.4.4 Value Conflict 

From the above discussion, it is clear that values have evolved through ages and 
they have an important role in all societies. But one of the chief tasks of the 
contemporary Indian society is to bring about a synthesis between the traditional 
social value and the modem social value, hr this section we will see that althou^ 
the value sets have conflict among them, similatity among these sets is also possible. 

We may say that there is no basic contradiction between the traditional value of 
pluralism and the modem value of secularism, since the tolerance of others’ style 
of life is basic to both. But there is a difference between the two. The pluralism of 
the past was associated with distinct traditions for each of the groups, which often 
provided legitimacy fer special privileges. But secularism callsupon the advantaged 

groups in such a way as not to handicap the less privileged. 

Hierarchy was an important value of the traditional order. The important point is 
that the allocation of resources and distribution of rewards was based on birth. 
For example, the Brahmin used to enjoy hi A status than any other caste. The 
definition of status in modem society is howeVer based on an individual's potential 

to contribute to the systOTi. 
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The traditional principle of holism required that the individuals should stay away 
fiom self-interest, pursue collective goals. However democracy implies individuals 
to be autonomous entities, pursuing their independence and self-interest often at 
the cost of collective orientation. The principles of holism and individualism 
(democracy) ate this quite different. Here is apparently clear that congruence 
between traditional and modem values is possible only in case of pluralism and 

secularism. 
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Notes 

But the synthesis between the traditional and modem values can be acquired. A 
couple of examples will clarify the situation. Traditionally castes emphasize the 
ritual dimension of statirs. In modem India, the castes are increasingly becoming 
secularized in that they perform instrumental functions for their members. Thus 
caste association opens edircational institutions, establishes financial agencies to 
provide funds for housing, etc. These associations also field candidates in the 
elections through political parties. This secularization of castes in leimsof functions, 
paiticirlarly in urban India, changes their substance while retaining the traditional 

forms. The traditional caste pluralism, which was based on ritual purity, is no more 
fvmctional. In this vray the gap between traditional and modem values has been 

bridged. 

8.4.4.1 Kinds of values 

Values may be classified as they have hierarchy in order. We generally say that 
values are found everywhere. Values are humanistic in nature. They are varied. 
Radhakamal Mrrkherjee discusses two types of values related to the Indian Society. 

First instantaneoirs v^ues are worldly in nature which may be observed in day to 
day life. Second, supernatural values are related to the salvation of the human 

being. However, we would like to discuss general types of values. They are: 

(1) Moral Values- Every society has different types of moral values. They are not 
scientific. They are related to the religion and different situations of society. 
For example, respect to the parents, do not steal things, don’t tell a lie. Society 

does not allow for the violation of such values. 

(2) Rational values are scientific and logical in nature viz. Hard working is a rational 

value of modem society. 

(3) Aesthetic values- are related to the literature, art, culture. Music white in colour 

are the signs of beautiful women in Indian society. 

However all these values represent tow categories of values: 

(i) Dominant value- The value which has strong impactinthemindofa person 
and violation of such value is not possible for hirtr, is called dominant value. 
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(i) Variant value- the value in which a person has freedom t behave according to 

his desires and choices is called variant value. 

11 8.5 RELATION BETWEEN NORM AND VALL ES 

Values may be defined as a measure of goodness or desirability. They provide 

general guidelines for conduct. In this sense they are often referred to as “higher 

order norms”. But norms are given much more specific meaning. They define 

apprc^riate and acceptable behaviour in particular situations. Values are cherished 

only through the observance of norms. The relationship between the two can be 

made clearby the following example. A society may cherish the value of "privacy”. 

This value provides only a general guide to behaviour. Norms define how the 

value ofprivacy 'is translated into action in particular situations and circumstance. 

For instance, norms relating to privacy may insist that person 'letters must not be 

opened without permission etc. A person's private life or individual life is his own 

concern and others must not interfere into the personal matters. In this way a 

series of norms direct how people should behave in terms of the value of'privacy*. 

I W '. INTEXT QUESTIONS 8.3 

Fill in the blanks with the ^propriate words fi’om the brackets: 

i) Any change in social structure will take place with changes in 

social_^(institution, values. Action). 

ii) Indian socialism is based on the principle of allocation of resources and roles 

based on_(birth, merit, class) 

iu) _emphasizes the equality ofopportunity (socialism, holism, 

democracy) 

iv) In case of holism, individuals should pursue_goals (individual, 

collective) 

v) Socialism is based on the principle of_distribution (merit based, 

status based, need-based) 

You have read the concept of norms especially of social norms and how they 

are important for all societies. 
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Now it is clear to you that norms are the guidelines, which direct conduct in 

particular situadotL 

You have also leamt about values and how they are plying important roles in 

every society. 

It is very clear that value is concerned with what is good and desirable, wiiich 

is indispensable forthe survival of society; 

Values have evolved through ages; 

Norms can be seen as a reflection of values. 

Norms are unwritten laws. 

variety of norms can be seen as an expression of a single value. 

Thus now we can say that, an ordered and stable society is not possible 

without shared rrarms and values. 

m TERMINAL EXERCISE 

Answer the following questions in 100 to 250 words 

1) Define the following terms: a) Nomis and b) Value and explain them in your 

own words. 

2) State the relationship between norms and values. 

3) What are the different types of norms? Describe in your own words. 

4) What is the importance of values in our society? Explain with example. 

5) What do you mean by normlessness? Explain with example. 

8.1 1-d 

1. Group shared 

2. Sanction 

4. Cohesion 
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5. Maintain 

6. Normlessness 

T.Inefifective 

g.Disoiganization 

1) Values 

2) Merit 

3) Democracy 

4) Collective 

5) Merit-based 
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STATUS AND ROLE 

The task of sociology is to examine and analyTse the naiare of the fundamental 

order that society exhibits. A part of this task* we have now accomplished. We 
have noticed in our earlier lesson on “norms and values” that hie order and regularity 

of social interaction are attributed to the existence of norms and values which 

guide and canalize the relations that people have with one another. It is the norms 

and values that give predictability to these relations and interactions, from them 

into a patterns and dius give a structure to society. We now wish to discuss another 

phenomenon, intimately related to the norms juid values, w4uch also contributes 

to the order that we find in society. This is the phenomenon of social position: 

status and role. 

OB.IKCTIVES 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• explainfttemeaningofsocialposition; 
• define status and discuss its types; and 
• define social role and discuss its types. 

9.1 SOC IAL POSITIONS 

We know that the participants in a social system are not aU expected to do the 
same things. Whether a norm applies to a particular person or not depends upon 
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Status and Rolu 

Notes 

his social position in the system. One of the most important aspects of the social 
organization or “structure” of any social system is the fact that its members are 

differentiated according to social positions they occupy in the group as a whole 
and in any of the sub-groups to which they may belong. The content of a social 
position, that is its complex of rights and obligations, is entirely normative. 

Johnson discusses that a social posihon has hi^parts, one consisting of obligations 

and one consisting oflights. A personfe saii^ occupy a social position if he has 
a certain set of obligations and enjoys a cntain set of associated rights within a 
social system. These two parts of social position, we shall call its roie and its 

status, “role” referring to obligations and “status” referring to rights. Thus, social 
position is a status-role entity. ' 

Social Position: Social identity an individual has in a given group or society; 

Social positions may vary in nature (such as those associated with gender roles) or 
may be much more specific (as in the case of occupational positions). 

9.2 STATUS AND ROLE 

The concepts of status and role have a growing significance in the social sciences. 
We want to define them and to distinguish between them. A distinction between 

status and role is simplified by Ralph Linton when he said, ‘you occupy a status, 
but you play a role’ Every position or status in society carries with it a set of 
expected behaviour patterns. Status and role are ‘ two sides of the same coin’ 

says Linton. 

Although all statuses and roles derived from social patterns are integral parts of 
patterns, they have an independent function with relation to the individuals who 
occupy particular statuses and exercise their roles. 

The concepts of status and role are the initial tools for the analysis of social structure. 

A status is simply a position in society or in a group. sdcie^ and every 
group has many such positions and every individual occupies as many positions as 

there are groups to which he belongs. 

Thus, each person holds a number of positions in society known as statuses. A 
woman inight be a musician, a teacher, a wife and a mother. Each of these social 
positions, with the rights and duties it entails, is a status. Although a person may 
hold a number of statuses, one of them, which we might call a master status, 

defines the person socially. .. 

With the development of modem anthropology and sociology, the coircept of 
status has been broadened to encompass all culturally prescribed rights and duties 

inherent in social positions. 
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9.3 SOCIAL STATLS 

The tenn status, like the tom cultuie, has come to be used widiadouble significance. 

A status, in the abstract, is a position in a particular pattern. It is thus quite correct 

to speak of each individual as having many statuses, since each individual 

participates in the exi»essionofa manberof patterns. However, unless the term is 

qualified in some way, the status of any individual means the sum total of all the 

statuses which he occupies. It represents his position with relation to the total 

society. 

A status, as distinct fiom the individual who may occupy it, is simply a collection of 

ri^ts and duties. Since these rights and duties can find expression only through the 

medium of individuals, it is extrerrtely hard for us to rrraintain a distinction in our 

thinking between statuses and the people who hold them and exercise the rights 

aird duties which corrstitute them. 

Notes 

Broadly, status has two meanings in sociology. 

(1) Relational Term: Most sociologists defirte status simply as a position occiipied 

by an individual in a social system. “Wife” and “husbarxl” fiu-example ate statuses 

in marital systems just as “lawyer”, ‘ juriot” and ‘judge” is statuses in court systems. 

Note that status is purely relational term, which means that each status exists only 

through its relation to one or more other statuses. “Husband”, for example, is a 

category that rrrakes no sense at all except in relation to fire category “wife”, just 

as there can be no “judges without corresportding positions that comprise the test 

of a judicial system. 

The concept of “status” once referred only to inherited status, a fixed, usually 

hereditary, position within the social order. Such was the usage of writers like the 

distinguished nineteenth century English evolutionist. Sir Henry Maine and two 

vastly important American sociologists, Robert E. Park and Ernest W. Burgess. 

Maine had written of the transition from status to contract. 

(2) Participatory Status: Since statuses are positiorrs in social systems, they 

exist independently of the particular individuals who occupy them. Indeed, a status 

can exist even though no one is occupying it at the time, such as the status of 

“Prime Minister” when the current ministerhasdied and new one has yet to be 

elected or the status of “candidate” when there is no election forthcoming. People 

are associated with statuses only through their participation in social systems that 

include them. In fills relatively simple principle lies the cote sociological insight that 

social systems can not be reduced to the people who participate in them. 

If we take the sum of all of the statuses that we occupy, the result is known as a 

status-set. Every status-set itteludes a large number of different statuses that we 
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occupy in a social system. The status-set situates ind!yhlua]|te relation to the 

multi-dimensional network of social systems that makeup the raferld we live in. 

Status: The social honour or prestige which a particular groiq) is 

accorded by other members of a society. Status groups normally 

involve distinct styles of life -patterns of behaviour which the 

members of a group follow. Status privilege may be positive or 

negative. 

9.3.1 Characteristics of Status 

A status often includes ftje following characteristics: 

1. Statusistheresultofneedsandinterestsofsociety; 

2. Status has some degree ofauthority over others; 

3. Status is relative; 

4. Status may also indicate social stratification; 

5. Status has certain privileges and immunities, such as the right to use certain 

premises, the services of a secretary; etc. 

6. Status has some degree of prestige; 

7. Status may also have right to remuneration. 

8. Status carmot be isolated fi’om role. 

9.3.2 T^pes of Status 

Statuses are culturally defined, despite the fact that they may be based on biological 

factors such as sex, caste or race. There are two different kinds of status that 

people occupy; ascribed status, and achieved status. 

An ascribed status is a social position that is assigned at birth and is, therefore, 

usually permanent. Hence, an ascribed status is one into wlrich a person is bom 

and in which he or she remains throughout his or her life, e.g., sex, caste, race and 

age. A Brahttritr, for example, enjoys the ascribed status of a Brahtrrin by virtue of 

his birth. In addition, sex, ethnic background, place of birth, and family name 

supply assigned statuses. Such statuses are said to be ascribed. Ascribed statuses 

are usually fixed at birth. In India, caste status is generally ascribed, although it has 

been going through several changes through ‘sanskritization’ and ‘inter-caste 

marriages’. In some countries social class also comesunder ascribed status which 

is arbitrarily given by society. 

An achieved status is one that is chosen or achieved, such as a married person, a 

parent, a fiiend, a doctor or an engineer. An achieved status is acquired through 

one’s own efforts. Society recogttizes such changes in achieved status. 
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Statuses \^ch ate not fixed by inheritance, biological characteristics, or other 
&dors, over vvhich the individual has no control, ate known as achieved statuses. 
An achieved status is entered as a i^ult of some degree of purposive action and 
choice. Thus, an achieved status, by contrast, is one that is based on something 
the person has done. The status of audior is gained by publishing books; that of 
husband is gained by obtaining a marriage license and getting married. No one is 
bom as an author or as a husband. Thus, an individual’s marital status and 
occupational status are achieved. 

Some statuses appear to have both achieved and ascribed elements. To gain a 
Hl D. is definitely an achievement. But once one has it, it becomes a permanent 
part of one’s self and role and is also referred to as such by others. So for all 

intents and purposes it becomes ascribed, ^me statuses are ascribed to individuals; 
others are achieved by them. Ascribed derive tcom membership in involuntary 
groups, achieved statuses fiom membership in voluntary groups. Age status and 
sex status, for example, are both obviously ascribed, not achieved. These statuses 
depend upon biological conditions and there is Utde we can do about them, beyond 
concealing our real age. 

I,\ ri.M Ql I S riONS 9.1 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate words; 

1. Members in a social system are differentiated according to _ 

occupy in the group. 

2. Two parts ofa social position are_and_ 

3. You occupy a status but you play a_in society. 

4. Two types of status are_and_ 

5. Give an example of ascribed status_ 

6. Give an example of achieved status_. 

The concept of status is related to the concept of “role” that is, 
vdiat Linton calls the mote dynamic aspect of status that we shall 

discuss both in diis context and in relation to reference groups. It 
is imposrible fully to dissociate them. Thus, a role is the dynamic 
or the behavioural aspect of status. It is the dynamic aspect of 
status and is a combinatioti of rights and duties. 
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Every status has one or more roles attached to it. Statuses ate occupied, but ioles 
ate played. Role is the expected behaviour pattern ^tached to a status, carrying 
certain specific tights arxl obligations. Atoleislhetnminer in vtdiidia^ven individual 

fulfills the obligations and etijoys its privileges and jneiogatives. A role is wfiat an 
individual does in thestatus he occupies. It is obvious that diflEerent individuals do 
different things in the same statuses, and it is the concept of role that enables us to 

take account of these differences. 

The concept of social role is widely used for the purpose of social interaction in 

sociology, originating from a theatrical context. Roles are socially defiried 
expectations which a person in a given status or social position fulfills. In this 

context, a role is a set of ideas associated with a social status that defines its 

relationship with one or more positiotL The role of teacher, for example, is built 

around a set of ideas about teachers in relation to students. Belies, about whom 

they ate, values related to goals they ate supposed to pursue, norms about how 

they are supposed to appear and behave, attitudes about their emotional pre 

disposition towards their work and students. The role of student usually includes 

the belief that students know less than teachers; the value that learning is good an 

end of itself and the expectations that student will arrive on time, work hard, and 
learn what is assigned to them and that fiwy will maintifinanattifiide t^tpspect 

towards their teachers and other students. 

If all of the various roles associated with occigjying a particular status are combined, 

the result is role set. Sometimetole conflict occurs when people are confronted 

with contrary or incompatible role expectations in the various social they occupy 

in their lives. For example, a parent may feel conflicting obligations to employer 

who demand full devotion fiom him/her and children wbo need to be cared for, 

when they are sick. 

There ate a variety ofresponses for resolving or minimizing the effects of role 

conflict. The first is to choose which role is more important and then violate the 

expectations associated with the other role. A second reqxoise is to leave one of 

the conflicting statuses (a person might quit a job if it interferes too much with 

parenting responsibilities). A third response is to ei^a^ in tfiie segie^tm, the 

practice of separating vanous role-partnos fiom one another (doctOT, for example, 

often refuses to treat members of their own family). A fourth response involves 
maintaining a role distance, a method for minimizing role strain associated with a 

disagreeable role. For example, managers who must dismiss large numbers of 

employees in order to lower costs and make firms more competitive mecy resort to 

a variety of^techniques to dissociate themselves fiom what they have to do. 
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Social Role: The expected behaviour of an individual occupying 
a particular social position. The idea of social role oiignally comes 
fiom the theatre, referring to the parts v^ch actors play in a stage 

production. In every society individuals play a number ofdifferent 
social roles, according to the varying context of their activities. 

9.4.1 Characteristics of Role 

1. Role is a dynamic aspect of the status; 

2. Role exists in status. Role can not be isolated from status; 

3. Role is not found in vacuum. It has a strong cultural aspect; 

4. The normative aspectofrole is culture; 

5. Role is relative. 

There are no roles without statuses or statuses without roles. Justasinthecaseof 
status, the term role is also used with a double significance. Every individual has a 
series of roles deriving from the variotrs patterns in which he participates and at the 
same time a role in general, which represents the sum total of these roles and 
determines what he does for his society and what he can expect form it. 

Each status typically includes a number of roles. A person who holds the status of 
teacher behaves one way with studeipts, another way with other faculty members 
and still another way with the principal. The collection of rt^ that goes with a 
given status is termed a - roles set. 

Social roles regulate and organize behaviour. In particular they provide means for 
accomplishing certain tasks. It can be argued, for example, that teaching can be 
accomplished more effectively if teacher and student perform their appropriate 
roles. This involves the exclusion ofother areas of their lives in order to concentrate 

on the matter in hand. Roles provide social life with order and predictability. 
Interacting in terms of their respective roles, teacher and student knowwhat to do 

and how to do it. With knowledge of each other’s roles they are able to predict 
and comi»eh«id die actions of die other. As an aspect of culture, roles provide an 
important part of the guidelines and directives necessary for an ordered society. 

9.4.2 Types of Role ■* 

A role-pattem emphasizes “perfotmthce” if one pays particular attention to what 
the occupant can do and how well he can do it, reladvely regardless of his age, sex 
and group memberships. Linton makes distinction between “ascribed” and 
“achieved” roles. A role is said to be “ascribed” if its occupants acquire it 
automatically as a result of certain objective characteristics or relations to others 

Notes 
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which are beyond their control. The most important bases of ascription are birth 

into a particular family, birth order, sex and age. 

Ascribed roles: Arole that an individual acquires automatically 
at birth, or on the attainment of certain age. The most universally 
ascribed role is one’s sex role, male or female. Different ^e levels 

are also associated with different expectations. Roles based on 
one’s birth as a member of particular racial, caste or religious 
groups are ascribed. Thus, in these types of roles, birth is the 
basic influence, for example traditionally freaking being bom in a 
certain caste will imply certain role behaviours asapriest’sson 

will train to be a priest. _ 

Technically any role is said to be “achieved” if it is not “ascribed . 

I——---/ - 

Achieved roles: A role that an individual has because >ie has 

either chosen or earned it. It is the result of his efforts and his 
action Thus, roles, which are gained by personal efforts, are krxjwn 

as achieved role such as a general in the army, doctor or an 

engineer and so on. _ 

! (M K\T yi r.STIONS i).: j 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate words: 

1. A_is the dyrtamic aspect of status. 

2. A combination of various roles associated with a particular status is called 

3. Role cannot be_fr< 

4. The normative aspect of role is _ 

5. Two types of roles are_ 

V\ HAT VOli HAVi: I.FARM 

• Webeganthischrqilerwithsomeintimationsoftheimpottanceofstatusand 

suggested that the total meaning of many social situadorrs depend upon the 

statuses involved. 

• We emphasized in addition that a very large number of the social relations 

between individuals in a complex society are status relations. 
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• We also made a distinction between status and role. Status is a structural 
phenomenon and role is a behavioural phenomenon: status is a concept of 
sociology, role a concept in social psychology; status depends upon social 
stiuctuie, roletqpon the personalities and c^iabilities of individuals. Although 
status and role are usually found together, it is impossible to imagine sitjations 
involving status vndiout role and role without status. People occupy statuses, 
they play roles. The norms, however are attached to the statuses. Since the 

normsareconstantlychanginginachangingsociety, statuses too do. Statuses 
and roles may, however, change in relative interdependence of each other. 
New statuses arise in society and old ones disqtpear. In occupational statuses 
especially, competent and capable incumbents may expand the range of 
oUig^ns and privileges whereas incompetent and inc^table incumbents may 
exert an opposite influence. We have also discussed “ascribed status” and 

“achieved status” and also “ascribed rote” and “achieved role” 

[ INTEXT QUESTIONS 9.3 

1. What is master status? 

2. What are Relational and patticipatoiy statuses? 

3. Mention any four characteristics of role. 

TERMINAL EXERCISE 

1. Define social postUotL 

2. Define social status. Discuss the interrelationships between social status and 

role. 

3. DefinestatusandroIeanddistinguishbetweenthem,usii^examples. 

4. What ate the basic differences between ascribed and achieved status? Illustrate 

each. 

5. Whatisrole?Discussdifierentkindsofiole. 
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Notes 

NiaUis aud Rolf 

6. “Statuses are occupied, but roles are played.” Comment 

7. What is role COTiflict? Discuss the mechanisms for handling role conflict 

8. Write short notes on following; 

a) Status set 

b) Role set 

c) Ascribed and Achieved Status 

d) Ascribed and Achieved role 

e) Role strain and Role conflict 

Q Role distance 

ANSWER TO INTEXT QUESTIONS 

9.1 1, Social positions 2. Role and status 

3. Role 4. Ascribed; achieved 

5. e.g. Brahmin: male-female etc. 6. e.g. Engineer; doctor; teacher etc. 

9.2 1. Role 2. Role set 3. Isolated 

4. Culture 5. Ascribed; achieved 

9J 

1. Refer to section 9.2 

2. Refer to section 9.3 

3. Refer to section 9.4 
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CO-OPERATION, COMPETITION 
AND CONFLICT 
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Notes 

By now, you are familiar with some of the basic concepts used in sociology such 
as society, community, group, individual and associatioa In&ct, they provide the 
basic structure to the society. Society is not static. It is ever changing. Changes 
came through interaction among members of the society. The intaaction reflects in 
the activities ofhuman being in society through contact and communication. In this 
context, there are certain mechanisms by which individuals and groups carry out 
activities according to their needs and requirements which are known as ‘social 
processes’. Co-operation, competition and conflict mark the basic principles of 
various types of activities performed bytheindividualsina given social context. 

Did you ever realize that you can not see society? You can only see the individuals 
interacting with one mother. Behind these interactions, there is a meaning or 
purpose. This is expressed in a variety of ways in inter-personal relationship with 
ftiends, family members, neighbours, acquaintances and strangers in the term of 
co-operation, competition and conflict. 

After studying this lesson you will be able to: 

• explain the concept of social processes; 
• identify tire matmer in which individuals md groups carry out their activities; 
• describe the nature md types of social interactions; 
• state the basic concept of co-operation md its nature; 
• explain the basic concept of competition md its nature; 
• describe the basic concept of conflict md its nature; md 
• explain co-operation, competition md conflict as a social continuum. 
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lO.l SOCIAL PROCESS AS SOCIAL INTERACTION 

Social process has a wider connotation. It comprises of events that took place m 
the past. It is also based on traditions, mores, morals and instincts. These may bp 
abstract and unconscious in nature, where as social interaction is concrete, based 

on reciprocity, real and social contact situation. 

Social process is concerned with different changes in life of the group. It depends 
upon the nature of interaction, which may include the historical, cultural, political 

and economic, religious and social aspects. Interaction refers to an action dotie 
in response to another action. It becomes social process when interaction is 

repeated. 

When a husband and wife help each other out of love, affection and sympathy, it 

assumes the form of co-operation and it becomes a social process. 

Social interaction and social processes are inter-related. One does 

not exist without the other. ____ 

Thus, “social processes mean various modes of interaction between individuals or 
< ••___..9 nnH inteoratioiL 

development, arrest and decay.” In other words “social process is a maimer in 
which the relations of the members of a group, once brought together acquire a 

certain distinctive character.” 

Social interaction, as distinguished fiom social process, is concrete, real and based 

on communication, social contact and reciprocal relationship. The members of a 

society, bound together in a system of mutual influence is descnbed as social 
int^riirtinn Itrefasmostlytotheconten^oraiySocialshuationandthusconsidaed 

as concrete and real. 

Thus, social interaction is a complex process and comprises three major forms of 

interaction: co-t^ieration, competitiOT and conflict 

10.2 CO-OI’ERATION 

Co-operation generally means working together for a common Directive. 

when a community festival like Christmas, ‘Durga Pooja, Guru parb, Eid, 
‘Jansmastthami’ or Ramlila is organized. Some volunteers move from house to 

house, fiom shop to shop to collect donations fiom the members who belong to 
their own community neighbourhood orvillage. AH these donations are pooled 

togrther and the members of celebration group decide the manner in which these 
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should be spent. Celebration of such festivals is not possible unless the members 
co-operate with one another at every level. Decoration of the festival place, and 
sacred observance of the rituals, etc., are examples of co-operation. Such a co¬ 

operation is a regular feature, which takes place every year. The volunteers and 
organisers might change from year to year but the observance of the activity 

continues. 

Collecting funds for orgnising social activities 

10.2.1 lypcs of Co-operation 

Co-operadon can be of direct or indirect type. When individuals perform similar 
activities together- such as praying or worshipping together, farming, moving a 

pile of stones or pushing a motor car out of mud - the co-operation among them 
is called direct co-operation. On other hand, indirect co-operation is obtained 
when people perform dissimilar tasks towards a common end. Each has its 
specialized role to pl^. For example, M^ien carpenters, plumbras, masons, architects 
and imskilled labourers work togedier to construct a house, diis type of co-operation 
is based on the principles of specialized kno\^ledge and skills of each individuals. 
In modem socie^, one comes across more and more of indirect co-operation due 

to technological progress leading to role specialization. 

Co-operation can also be classified into (i) primary co-operation, (ii) secondary 

co-operation, and (iii) tertiary co-operadon. The co-operation found in primary 

groups such as family and peer groups (friends) is called primary co^ 

operation where people have to choose face to face relations . In these 

cases, the interests of die individual merge with the interests of the primary groi^. 

Secondary .co-operation is found in the secondary group such as government, 

industrial houses, voluntary organization and trade union, etc wdiere people 

co-operate for certain interests. The tertiary co-operation is found when individuals 

or groiqis vriio otherwise compete with one another, come together and co-operate 
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with each other for a specific purpose. For example, the co-operation obtained 

between different political parties for a short time span. 

Co-operation is a process, which is highly essential for the maintenance of social 

order. Therefore, co-operation is considered as associative social process. It is a 

universal phenomenon. If we are to live as members ofthe society, we can not do 

without co-operation. 

Co-operation is goal-oriented and conscious form of social interaction. It involves 
twoelements:-(i)Commcm end, and (ii)organuEd effort Allthe individual members 

have a common end, i;e. celebration of the festival. But they can do it only when 

all members co-operate with one another in an organized marmer. This is an 

example of co-operation at the level: for example, femily, cranmunity and nation. 
Family members co-opaate with each other in terms ofsharingeconotrric, emotional 

and social requirements of one another. If one of the members fells sick or comes 

under mental tension for certain reasons, all other members, leaving aside their 

routine work, give special attention to the ailing member. If one is busy in seeking 

appointment with the doctor, and taking the ailing member to the doctor or getting 

medicine for her, others are busy in making the prescribed diet or ate with her and 

attend to her routine requirements. It is due to the cooperation of family members, 

the person in distress is able to cope up with the stressful situation. 

Co-operation at the level of family is not necessarily to be understood at the time 

of crisis. In the everyday life, the members co-operate with one another in terms 

of meeting day-to-day household requirements. Collection of fire-wood or 

arranging for other sources of fuel, grinding of the cereals, buying of vegetables, 
cooking, taking careof children, looking after domesticated animals, watering the 

plants and fetching or storing the water-all are smoothly possible when the family 

members cooperate on adaily basis. The underlying ptincitde of division of labour 

makes this kind of co-operation possible. 

IM i:\T Ql I STIONS 10.1 

From the given options choose the tight answer by filling the blank or puttingatick 

(v') mark. 

1. Co-operation involves 

(a) Common end and organized effort. 

(b) Differential end and orgaruzed efibrt. 
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(c) Two ends and one action strategy. 

(d) None of the above. 

2. Theactivilyof_^characterizeco-operation. 

(a) participating in debate. 

(b) building a house. 

(c) appearing in the examination. 

(d) contesting the election. 

3. Celebratimi of festivals say for e.g, Dussehra, Eid or Janamasthami etc. needs 
a group effort which symbolise 

(a) competition 

(b) conflict 

(c) co-operation 

4. Co-operation is_form of social interaction. 

(a) Disjointed. 

(b) Goal-oriented. 

(c) Culture specific. 

5. Sociologists have classified co-operation into_. 

(a) Direct and indirect type. 

(b) Primary, secondary and tertiary type. 

(c) Both the above (a and b). 

(d) None of the above. 

6. hr modemsociety, one comes across more and mote of_kind 

ofcooperation. 

(a) indirect 

(b) straight forward 

(c) direct 

(d) rally competition. 

7. The principle ofdivision of labour refers to a situation wheni- 

(a) Each individual or a group has its specialized role to play. 

MODUL 
Sociology-. 

Notes ] 
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(b) All individuals and groups perfonns the same task. 

(c) Both of the above (u and b) 

(d) None of the above. 

10.3 COMPETITION 

Competition is also a form of interaction. It is a struggle between individual or 
groups of individuals, who are not necessarily in contact and commumcation. 
Competitioo, however; is continuous, impersonal andunconsdous slrug^e between 
individuals or groups for satisfaction of their unlimited wants. This is because of 
their limited supply which all may not have. 

Competition is a struggle for position to gain economic status. The status of 

the individual, or a groi^ of individuals, in the social order is determined by several 
indicators, such as income, wealth, social, prestige, political power, education, 
etc. Competition is defined as a contest to obtain something, which does not exist 

in adequate quantity to meet the demand. 

Competition refers to a social process where individuals and groups try to 
acquire which are scarce ,such as goods, commodities, services, social positions, 

political power, economic and occupational opportunities. There are many takers 
of these items. Everybody wants to have these items but these are very few. Society 
believes in giving equal chance to all its members to have access to these scarce 

Competition is a social process, which characterises the interaction process 
in formal mstitutional setup. For example in schools and colleges,-the student 
compete with one another for securing highest marks and top positicHi. They also 
compete in sports, debate and public speeches, essay writings, drarha, painting 
and exhibition and various other fields. There are rules for all these competitions. 
A person who performs best following all the rules, wins tire competition aid gets 

the award. 

A brief discussion with tiie help of tivo examples will make our task easiec Have 
you ever thought of taking various examinations that are held to recruit people in 
different jobs/services in Banks, Railway, Military and Civil Services. These jobs 

are not only scarce but also yields lot of respect and honour. The reermtment 
process involves mechanisms to ensure tire imxesses of selecticHi and eUmination. 
For example, the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) conducts examination 
for recruitment ofpersons to Indian Admirtistrative and allied services. One of the 
main purposes of this test is to select a few and eliminate the major chunk of 
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cat|]idates to af^iearattfaemainexamitiation. 111610 are delmite rules for appearing 
in such examination: rules pertaining to minimum qualification, combination of 
optional subjects, certain languages as medium of examination, age limit, limit on 
number of attempts a candidate can take etc. The candidates appearing in such 
examination have to abide by these rules. In other words diey have to compete 

with other witfundiefinmewDikoftheseiules. Sudi a competition leads to selection 
of suitable candidates to be ^pointed against these prized and respectful positions 

of the society. 

The election of muincipalities, state assembly or national parliament is a social 
process, characterized by competition. There are specific rules of election regarding 
filing of nomination papers, withdrawal of nominations, codes of conduct for 
electoral campaigning and such other rules. The contesting candidates have to 
operate within the framewotk ot electoral rules ofiierwise their candidature is 
declared invalid. 

Competition is the fundamentai form of sociai strug^e and occurs when 
demand outruns supply. The basic terms of comperitiot. -re “a population of 
insatiable wants and a world of stubborn and inadequai - resources”. In our society, 

for example, there are generally more takers of jobs than the jobs available, hence 
there is competition for available places. Among those who already have 
employment there is a competition for getting better position and promotions. 
There is a competition not only for bread, but for luxury, power, social position, 

name and fame etc. 

10.3.1 Characteristics of Competition 

(i) Competition is impersonal struggle. Competition is never personalized. 

Accoiding to some sociologists congietitioo refots to interactions without social 
contact It is usually not directed against any individual or group in particular. 

(fi) Competition is mainly an unconscious activity but at times conscious 
competition also takes place. Whenever the competitions shift their interest 
fiom the objects of competition to other competitors, it is called rivalry or 
personal competitioa Personal competition or rivalry is aconscious activity. 

(iii) Competition is universal. No society is devoid of competition. However, 
the magnitude and the degree of competition might vary frunisociety to 
society. Competition is found in all known human society and culture. 

(iv) Competition It re^irded as conducive to progress. Fair competition is 
conducive to economic as well as social progress and even to general wel&re 

because it ^nirs individuals and grotqis to exert their best efforts. Its obvious 
connection with what is called ‘progress’ has led some sociologists to regard 
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it as the essential features of modem ci vilizaticaL Competition provides the 
individuals better opportunities to satisfy their desires for new experiences 

andrect^tions. 

(v) At times competition can be vicious both for individttals and groups. It 
may create emotional disturbances. Unfair competition has the most 
disintegrating effects. Both co-operation and competition constitute the 
underlying essence of most of the social interactions in evetyd^life.No society 

is exclusively competitive or exclusively coopesative. 

(vi) Competition refers to both associative and dissociative dimensions of social 

process. 

I IM i:\ r QL1.ST10NS 10.2 A 10.3 

From the given options choose the right answer by filling the blank or putting a tick 

(v') mark. 

1) When the individuals and groups try to achieve scarce items for which there 

are many takers it indicates the_amongst them. 

(a) co-operative behaviour 

(b) competitiveness 

(c) adjustment 

(d) social contact 

2) Whenever the competitors shift tiieir interest ftom tire objects of competition 

to other competitors it is called_ 

(a) indirect competition. 

(b) treachery. 

(c) rivalry. 

(d) peaceful co-existence. 

3) Members ofa society compete with one another when_ 

(a) more individuals applying ftrr lirruted number of jobs. 

(b) there are less number of individuals and mote number of opportunities. 
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(c) Botb of the above (a and b). 

(d) None of the above. 

4) Compedtibn is regarded as_togxogress. 

(a) hindrance 

(b) conducive 

(c) closed 

(d) contradictory 

5) Competition is a struggle mainly carried out at_ 

(a) per3<kiaHevel 

(b) coirscious level 

(c) impersonal level 

(d) none of the above 

6) Interaction without social contact is called 

(a) co-operation 

(b) competition 

(c) conflict 

(d) none'ofthe above 

7) A social process is characterized by 

(a) Only co-ppelation 

(b) Only competition 

(c) Both die above (a and b) 

(d) None of the above 

10.4 CONI I Id 

Conflict as anoth^ form of social interaction is a process of opposition. It 
is InheFent in evoy sodety ^ social and is reflected in the attitude, behaviour, 
stereotype and social distance. The process of conflict arises when the norms 
and values of one group come in clash with that of the other or when a group 
struggles for its own vali^ and objects against oth^s. Sometimes conflict is also 
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apparently noted when an individual or a group seeks to attain its own ends in 
ways which obstruct the attainment of the same ends by others. 

The process of conflict includes abhorrence, animoaty, antagcmistic attitude, 
contempt, enmity, hatred, rivalry and tension, etc. and the expression of diese may 
be found in their stereotypic statement as well as in their action such as in 
maintenance of social distance, rales of inter-dinning and so on. Besides, conflict 
also leads to direct confiontation, quarrel, enemity, disagreement aid filing 

suits, etc. Thus, conflict is regarded as a dissociative social process by the 

sociolo^sts. 

In competition the rules are observed biit in conflict, thae are primarily no rules. 
Conflicting situations emeige wben the interests of interacting intfividuals or groups 
clash with one another. The most common examples of conflict which we see in 
everyday lifis are: conflict between brothers claiming therr individual share in the 
property after the death of the father, conflict between two caste groups in a 

village, conflict between different political patties at tiie local level and so on. 

Earlier, sociologists did not consider conflict as a social process as it conveyed 
primarily an antisocial activity. Later it was pointed out that conflict is not 
pathological. Sometimes confli ct performs certain important functions. Conflict 
has certain positive consequences fiir the society. At least, it recognizes the divergent 
opinions and new points of view atxi becomes quite instrumental in brir^ing about 

social change. 

Conflict refers to the deliberate attempt to oppose, resist or coerce the will of 
others. As a process, conflict is the opposite of co-operation Conflict might lead 
to antr^onism, violetK* or threat to peace. 

10.4.1 Characteristics of Conflict 

fi) ThenatureofconflictmightvaryfiBmsocietytDSOcietybutitisfoundinevery 

society. Therefore, conflict is universal. However, no society is characfetized 

exclusively by conflict 

00 Conflictisaconsciousaetkm. ThemanbersinvdvediBitddibetatelyqipose 

one another to achieve their respective goals. . . , 

OH) Conflict primarily remains a personal activity. At tfesslt acquires grrater 

intensity atrd involves many people, tosudhcaseshismamftrtedatthelevel 
ofptorticular social groupsorittni^iBvtflveflwenfiresociety. 

Ov) Conflict is a social process, which becomes visible intermittently. It is not a 

continuous process. For example, conflict between two rival groups in a. 
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village might take violent fonn to be followed with a period of peace of 
tranquillity beftne it could recur. Themfoie, conflict lacks continui^. 

(v) Conflict leads to social change. Conflicting ideas and conflicting opinions are 
pre-conditions of social change. If a society continues to remain in the state of 
equilibrium it will remain static unless there is a social diseqtrilibrium. Conflict 
is an expression of disequiliMurtL 

Sociologists mostly trace the origin of conflict in social, political and economic 
relations exisflngb^weenindividuaMftalldgRxqisof^tdduak. Such relations 

conflict. A sense of leladion or absofirtc de^vatlon prevailing at the level of 
itrdividual or grotq) is a mrgor &ctar for the origin of the conflict. The conflicting 
patties are aware of the fact that they ate in conflict with their opponents and this 
awareness is necessary for the conflict to exist. Sociologists do not regard the 

irmate biological nature of httntan beings as potential soitrce of conflict. On the 
other hand, they attribute asymmetrical social, political atrd economic relations 
coupled with the sense of relative deprivation as the root cause of social corrflict. 

10.4.2 Types of Conflict 

Conflictcanbeof various types. They ate (i) war, (ii) feud, (iii) litigation, and (iv) 
conflict of impersonal ideals. War is a type of group conflict which all of us know. 
War results from a deep seated antagonistic impulse in man. Feud is an intra¬ 
group form of war caused by some injustice alleged to have been done by one 
group to another. Litigation is a judicial form of conflict. The best example of the 
litigationisthecourtGa3e.Conflictcaniedoutby iodividitals for an ideal (not for 

themselves) is called ^conflict trf'impasonal ideas. 

Some sociologists have given various classilicatron of conflicts. We shall discuss 

some important ones: 

Ct) Conflict can be either (a) manifest (overt) or (b) latent /covert). The manifest 
type can be observed but the latent conflict primarily remains invisible. 

fli) Conflicts can be either (a) coorporate or (b) personal. Coorporate conflict 
occurs among the grotqrs within a socrety or between two societies. Communal 

riots, war between nations, strike by the industrial labourer are the examples 
of corporate conflict. On the other hand, personal conflict occurs within the 

group, due to envy, hostility, jealousy or breach of trust. 

^ Conflictcanbepurelytemporaty(ephemeral)orpetpetual(endirring).Conflict 

between individuals on a toad side, village shop, city buses for small and petty 
reasons are the best examples of ephemeral conflicts. Such conflicts do not 
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last over a long period of time. People generally forget and come back to 

their noimal life. On the other hand, conflict between two rival groups of a 
village or two feuding clans of a tribe are the examples of the perpetual conflict. 
In such cases conflict is also not continuous. It is stretched over a long period 
of time and sometimes extends over several generations. However, there are 
intermittent periodsofpeace and social hannorty followed with turbulent periods 

of conflict 

10.5 CO-OI’ERATION, COMPETITION AND 

CONFLICT AS SOCIAL CONTINUUM 

The processes of co-operation, competition and conflict are the basis of all forms 
of social interactioiL However,peopIe can co-oporate viilh one another or could 
enter into conflict depending on the situation. For example, candidate competing 
for j obs might do the peparation together co-operating wifli one another in terms 

of discussion, exchange of notes and other materials. Or, they could become jealous 
of one another and even adopt unfair methods, which might involve violence to 

deprive the competitors of adequate opportunities to do well in the examinatioa 
Co-operation, competition and conflict are found in all societies across the world. 
They are interwoven in such a way that it would be difficult to separate them. The 
nature and extent of these processes may vary according to distinctive local, social 
and cultural conditions but their presence is universal and considered as social 

continuum. 

INTLXT QULS1 IONS 10.4 & 10.5 

State True or False against each statement 

a) Conflict arises when the norms and values of one group comes in clash or 

struggle with otbeis. 

b) In competition, tire rules are observed but in conflict there arc no rules. 

c) Conflict rrever leads to violence or threat to peace. 

d) Conflict never leads to social change 

e) The process of cooperation, competition and conflict lie at the basis of all 

forms of social interaction. 

SOCIOLOGY 
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• Co-operation, competiton and conflict mark the basic principal of various 
types of activities perfonned by the individuals in a given social context. 

• Co-operation generally means working together for a common interest. 

• Co-operahoncanalsobeciassifiedinto(i)primaryco-operation(ii)secondaiy 
co-operation and (iii) tertiaiy cooperatioa 

• Co-operation is goal oriented and conscious form of social interaction. It 
involves two elements. 

Notes I 

• Competition is a struggle for position to gain economic status. 

• Competitionisthefundamentalfonnofsacialstnjggleandoccuisnhendemand 
outruns supply. 

• Competition is found in all known human society and culture. 

• Competition can be vicious both for individuals and groups. It may create 
emotional disturbances. 

• Conflict as another form of social interaction is a process of opposition. 

• Conflict is the opposite of cooperation. 

■ ] rF.RMINAl. F.XKRC ISF 

1. Explain the concept and meaning of social process. 

2. Describe the characteristics of competitions. 

3. Write short notes on: 

a) Social interaction 

b) Primary and secondary co-operation. 

4. What do you understand by co-operation of goal-oriented and organized. 

Explain it. 

5. Statedifferenttypesofconflict. 
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ACCULTURATION, ASSIMILATION 
AND INTEGRATION 

In the {Mevious lesson we have discussed some of the social processes as expressed 

in social interactioa Imagine a situation when individual memb^s co-operate with 
each other compete wth one another and engage in conflicting behaviour with one 
another <»■ with opponents. We can say that co-operation, competition and conflicts 
are social processes primarily concerned with the nature of social interaction 
betw^n individuals or groups, however, there are other forms of social processes 
operating in society at large. These are inocesses of acculturation, assimilation 
and integration. Suchprocesses do notdescribe the nature ofindividual interaction 

in given social situation. On the other hand, they throw some light on the outcome 
of such interactions at the level of the entire society and culture. Thus, in brief we 
can say that the previous lesson describes the nature of social interaction at the 

level of individuals or groups; wiiereas this lesson would deal widi the implications 
of these interactional processes for society at large. Therefore, this lesson will 
mainly focus on those social processes of social and cultural ci^ge. 

Many culture traits are common to all societies such as love and hate, pride and 
ix^udices, sex and ceremonies- The cultural differences are reflected in geogra{^y, 
human ii^nuity, technology, educaticm, conflict of interest, inherited and tradition 

backed notions. This lesson explores the concerns and ii^ues relating to different 
aspects of social processes, aprime concern for the study ofa)Cial relations with 

individual living in grotqs with others. 
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OBJECTIVES 

Notes 
After studying this lesson, you will be able to; 

explain the concept of Acculturation, Assimilation and Integration as pxxxsses 
of culture change and culture contact; 

explain the nature and factors of these ftuee processes; 

correlate inter-relationships and variations, in these three processes; and 

explain the ways and rriearts to achieve ftrese social processes in difterent social 
and cultural groups. 

11.1 ACCl)LTi:it.VII()N 

Acculturation means transmission of cultural elements fiom one social group to 
another. Acculturation is a process of culture change, which results due to contact 

between communities belongingtodilfeiBnt cultures. In case of acculturation both 
the cultures get mutually affected as the culture traits of one culture move into the 
other culture and vice versa. 

Culture contact operates in all societies arxl groups. It is possible only when people 

ate desirous of accepting the new traits and continue to follow oldtiaits. 

Culture is not inborn. After birth an individual learns cultural values, practices, 

traditions and mrms white growing up in ftie given jjiysical and social enviromnenL 
On the other hand there is nothing called pure or pristine culture. Crdtural insulatnm 
in an absolute sense is not possible. No culture can survive in isolation. A culture 
is a dynamic process characterized by continuity and change. 

Culture contact is facilitated by modem means of transport and conununicatioa 
Such contacts between members of two difterent cultures help in mutual borrowing 
of different cultural traits. For example, the areas affected are art and arti&cts, 

dress and food habits, language and literature, practices and rituals in their 
economic, social and religions life at. Such borrowing is visible mote in material 
culture and values, which are more or less conunon. Mostly in the process of 
accultuFation, borrowing ofsurdi cultural traits reflects influence of dominant culture 
on those which are either numerically smaller or are newcomers or immigrants. 
Acculturation means transmission of cultural elements fiom one social group to 
another. Some times it could also be the other way round. 

Education is a strong factor in acculturation as it influences the community through ■ 
the ideas and motivation that are transmitted. Modem means of transport and 
communication are equally important factors to reflect the process of acculturation. 
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The cultural borrowing and cultural export cannot be taken for granted. The 
borrowing depends upon the borrowers' capabilities and capacity to accept and 
adopt change. Culture cannot be adopted in toto or completely. A wholesale 
transplantation of culture can not be possible. 

Acculturation is a universal and continuous process, which takes place over a 

penodoftime. Thepiocessofccmtinuityandchangeaswellasunityand extension 

characterizes culture. In an acculturation situation die conflict between traditional 
culture and modernity might not present any serious problon. 
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11.1.1 Characteristics of Acculturation 

1. Acculturation could be either a conscious or an unconscious process. People 
borrowing the culture traits of other groups might be aware of the fact that 
they ate borrowing or they might do it without realizing that these are being 
borrowed by them. 

2. AcculturationtakesplacevdientwoQrinatecammunitiesbelongingtodifreient 
cultures come together and start adopting each others culture trait. So it is a 
two way process of culture change. Both the groups involved undergo some 
change. 

3. Acculturation does not take place overnight. It takes a long time before the 
members borrow the culture traits 6om other communities. But the time taken 
for acculturation is definitely shorter than die time taken for assimilation. So in 
comparison to assimilation, acculturation consumes relatively less time. 

4. Acculturation can take place either through direct first hand contact or through 

indirect contact from a distance such as through radio, television, newspaper,, 
literature etc. 

5. Acculturation is a pie condition ofassimilationorinteg[ation.Oncethesituation 

of culture contact is obtained, it can lead to either assimilation or integration. 

IM F..\T QUESTIONS 11.1 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate terms: 

a) Acculturation is a process of_ 

b) Acculturation is a_ 

c) It results due to mutual_ 
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d) Culture contact is facilitated by_ 

e) Acculturation means_ 

group to another. 

Acculturation is_ 

^ Acculturation is a precondition to _ 

of cultural elements 6om one social 

process. 

11.2 ASSIMILATION 

Assimilation again is the result of culture contact. It is a common belief that more 

the persons interact, the more they are apt to like each other. The more they 

interact, the more alike they tend to become. There is a general belief that the 

more we know about others, the better we like them. Assumlation means that a 

person or group has acquired the values of another group to such an extent that it 

losses its identity. Assimilation is a process where close contact of persons of 

dissimilar cultures al«^rs results in fiision of cultural traits although bonowii^ may 

not be so pronoimced in one direction as in the case of the other. 

Assimilatipn is also conceived as a natural and unassisted process and practice. 

Assimilation is considered akin to the theory of "like mindedness". This idea was 

partly an outcome of the popular notion that similarities and homogeneity are 

identical with unity. The idea of assimilation was conceived to be that of feeling, 

thinking and acting alike. 

Another meaning of asdmilation is that the immigrant has contributed in the past 

and may be expected to contribute something of his own temperament, culture 

and philosophy to the future. This conception has its origin among the immigrants 

and has been formulated and interpreted by persons who are in close contact 

with them. This recognition of the diversity in the easements entering into cultural 

process is not, ofcourse, inconsistent with expectation of an ultimale homogenerty 

of the product. It has called attention to the fact that the process of assimilation is 

concerned with differences quite as much as with likeness. 
.’ ''f' ' 

AssitttilationisaptDcessofinterpet>etrationandfusicaiin«i4chpetsnnsan(lgR)tqJS 

acquire the memories, sentiments and attitudes of other persons or groups by 

sharing their experience and history and are incorporated with them in a common 

cultural life.- In so for as assimilation denotes this sharing of tradition, this intimate 

participation in common experiences, assimilation is central in the historical process. 

The modifications ofattimdes in the process of assimilation are not only gradual, 

but moderate, even if they appear considerably enduring in their accumulation 

over a long period of time. 
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11.2.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF ASSIMILATION 

1. Assimilation takes place without any deliberate and conscious elfijrts on the 
part of the groiqts involved in the process. Hence assimilation is an unconscious 

process. 

Accuiiiiraiiiiti. Assiiuilatkin and hiliaration MODULE-1 
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2. UsuallyassimilationtakeslongtimetomaterializE,WhentwDCulturescomein 

contact with one another it is only after a considerable amount of time that one 

gets meiged with the other. Hence assimilation is a slow process. 

3. Assimilation occurs when the cultures involved in the process arc unequal. 
Some sort of ranking exists between them. One is the dominant culture and 
the other one is the subordinate culture. Usually the dominant culture absorbs 
the smaller cultures into its own fold leading to assimilation. 

4. Assimilation is notatemporaiy phenomenon. Ithas lasting effects. The changes 

taking place in the culture due to assimilation continue for a long time. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 11.2 

1. Which of the following statements is not true; 

a. assimilationisatemporaryfonnofacculturation, 

b. assimilation is a slow process. 

c. assimilation is unconscious. 

d. assimilation is a product of acculturation. 

2. Winch of the following factors is a hindrance to assimilation. 

a. inter-mairiages 

b. economic equality with cultural homogeneity. 

c. negative reciprocity with sharp cultural differences. 

d. noneofthese. 

3. Assimilation is a process of_(Fusion/Fission/Cultuial 

digunction/Integtation) 

4. Inttssimilalion 

a. cultures involved are always equal 

b. cultures involved are characterized by homogenous social orgamzation 
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marginal, 

d. allofthese 

11.3 INTEGRATION 

Integration is a process of integration into a single unit, out of separate parts. 
Integration, therefore, brings members to remain together and forces the members 
to remain in one group. Thus integration bring and stability in a group. It acts as a 
process of organisatiotL It is opposite to social isolation and aprocess of alienation 
and segregation. Group integration refers to group cohesion or groqp solidarity. 

Integration is a group process sand is mainly concerned with irxiividuals livir^ in¬ 
groups or in the presence of other groups. It is, therefore, important to unders^ 

the needs and ways of forming groups. This krrowledge will help us in understanding 
the degree and extent of cohesion in these groups. 

Groups are formed to satisfy the needs of individual members. A group provides 

membership and security to its memt^ and thus helps in generating saiae,t4 
belonging to a particular group. It can be termed as demographic or statistical 
category. Another kind of group is called social category. This refers to persons 
who have the same status and perform the same role. A social group is chaiacterised 

by patterned interaction, shared belief and values. The example of social groups is 
family, kin groups, village and caste etc. 

In order to keep the members together and maintain the solidarity of the group, 
integration is the binding force. The grot^ stability depends iqx>n int^ration. It is 

this process, which compels tire members to remain united in the gror^). Integration 
is aprocess to join together the members of a group and keep them in a sin^e unit. 

Group integration refers to social relationships between members of groups at 

different levels of integration Such social relationships vary in d^teeand intensity 
and these may be referred to as highly integrated, loosely integrated or moderately 
integrated. 

The levels of integration in different groups may be classified as fomilj^dan, village, 
peer and caste, class, religion, region, state and national levels. At all these levels 
the femily may be highly integrated whereas, the socio-cultural level of itUegtttion 
among other different groups would be loosely integrated. It depends on the varied 

situation and needs of various groups. During natural calamify aixl fordgn aggression 
the integration at national level is very hi^refifectingnationalsolidatifyand natiixial 
unity. Similar is the case with regard to region, religion, caste and other levels of 
socio-cultural integratioa 
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11.3.1 Components of Integration 

Integiatian is formed by die following components 

L Sharing of common characteristics facilitates group solidarity resulting fiom 
division of labour, reciprocal relationship and interdependence. 
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it Acceptance and observation of various norms set by the group is another 
unifying fector. 

iiL Ethnocentrism or a preference for one's own culture among the members of a 
group is functional in promoting social control within the group. 

iv. Discipline among the members unites the group. 

The principal factors affecting integration of a group ate interdependent activity, 
consensus and morale. Group cohesion and integration are strengthened by mutual 
sadsfection and not alone by social interaction. 

11.3.2 Factors AfTecting Integration 

L Size of a group: It is easier to integrate small size of groups for many kinds of 
activity than a large group. 

il The primary group has greater potential to integrate. 

The relationship between physical mobility and group integration may be viewed 
as an aspect of the problem of relationship between homogeneity and integration. 

Mobility introduces a stranger into the group and the problem ishow to assimilate 
him without jeopardizingthe group solidarity, here, it is stated that the larger the 
proportion of newcomer, the greater is the resistance of the established group to 

their integration. 

11.3.3 Characteristics of Integration 

1. Integration is a complex social process in comparison to acculturation and 
assimilatioa 

2. It is complex because it requires a lot of stmctural adjustments on the part of 
the groiqis involved. 

3. TbecommunitiesofgrovqrsundetgDchangesintennsofsomeoftheinstitution 
where as they retain the traditional features and practices in case of other 
institutions. 
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4. Integration refers to the process of uniting or linking cultural parts with the 
whole or mainstream culture. 

The constituent cultures retain their cultural identity and at the same time they 
share some aspects of the common culture with which they are integrated. 

INTE.XT QLESTIONS 11.3 

1. Mark the following as true or false: 

(i) group integration refers to social relationships between members of groups at 
different levels of integration. (Tiue/False) 

(ii) acceptance and <A>servation of various norms set by the group is not a fector. 
(True/False) 

(iii) the size of a group affects its integration. (True/False) 

(iv) the secondary group has greater potentiality as compared to pririiary group, 
to integrate. (True/False) 

(v) integration is referred to as the process of organisation. (True/False) 

11.4 ACCULTURATION, ASSIMILATION AND 
INTEGRATION 

A comparison •' 

you will be able to understand the concepts of acculturation, assimilation and 
integration with greater clarity. We attempt a comparative account of these three 
concepts highlighting the similarities and differences among them. 

These three processes have certain common points as w^tl as certain variations. 

Some of the common points are mentioned below: 

i The basic principles of culture contact are acculturation, assimilation and 
integratioa 

ii These form part and parcel of social processes. In other words, social 
processes constitute these three processes of social change in different culture 
and social group. 

E Bonowingandacquiiingvariouscultutalfraitsarealsocotnmonfeatnresinall 
the three. 
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k Transmission of cultural traits and their acceptance and adoption in ditferent 
degree and extent is also common characteristic of these three processes. 

Accultuiatioa 

situatkib of culture contact 

where exchange of culture traits 

between two communities take place 

possible either throu^ 

- direct iirst hand contact 

- or through indirect contact from adistance 

assimilation could be a process ora product 

when one culture 
losses its identity 

• by getting absorbed into 
the other culture 

Assimilation 

Assimilation is a product of a Idhg 
drawn cultural process. 

when several communities co¬ 
existing together adopt the 
culture traits of a conunon 
culture or mainstream culture 

without losing their 
reflective identity 

Integration 

Integration obuld also be a 
process or a product 

Fig 9.21: Relationship among Acaillwation, Assimilation and Integration 

11.5 I Hi; DllTi RIM \MON(, IHIM COl LI) HI. 

I NDLKSrOOl) 1 UOM I HI lOl LOWINt. 

i Assimilation refers to iirsion of culture whereas, acculturation relates to 
transmission of cultural elonenls on a larger scale ovw a wider area Integration, 
on the other hand brings member together and maintains cohesiveness and 
solidarity inthegroifi. It bringsaboutstabilityinthe group. 

iL AcculturationisacontinuonspiocessasagainstintegtBtk>n,wliichisreferred 
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to as aprocess of organisation. As distinguished from these two, assimilation 
is the end product of social contacted interaction. 

ifi. The process of assimilation takes a long period of time for fusion of different 

cultural values and ethos. As against this, an integration refers to cultural 
pluralism, voluntary and incomplete assimilation. This takes place in a short 
period of time. Acculturation at turies is appaent, and causes quick social 
change. 

iv. Assimilation is also considered as a natural and unassisted process whereas 

acculturati<»i and integration are social processes and assisted lo'CulturB contact 
and can be promoted directly. 

• Acculturation means transmission ofculturc elements from one social group 
to another. 

• Cultureinnotinbom. Aiierbitth,aniiidividualleamscultuialvalties,practices, 
traditions and norms. 

• Socialcorrtact,evenwhenslightorinditect,issufiBcientfortransiiiis!!ionfiDm 
one culture group to arxrther. 

• The changes in language in the course ofcontacts, conflicts and fusions of 
races and nationalities provide data for a more adequate description of the 
process of assimilation, hr modem times the printing press, the book and the 

newspaper have tended to standardize languages. The press has made feasible 

in earlier periods. 

The emphasis placed qpon lattguage as a medium of cirltural transmissiQn rests 

iqionasoundprinciple. The idioms,particulaiiytd'aspokenlanguage,probably 
reflect more accurately the historical experiences of the people more than 

associated chmiges in the oonesponding nomm^erial ditiiensiora stidi as 
ideology, norms and value system. 

The rapidity and completeness of assimilation depends directly upon the 
intimacy of social contact. By a curious paradox, daveiy, paiticularfyhousriiold 
slavery, has probably been, besides formal inlennairiage, the most efBcient 
device for promoting assimilatioa 
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The ceremonial adoption and initiation of aliens and strangers among primitive 
peoples are examples of assimilaticia 

Assimilation like integration is a matter of degree. Ethnic groups not only 
contribute to the host culture, but they retain many of their own ways, so that 
the result is cultural pluralism, amosaic of several groups. Cultural pluralism 

may often reprwiiitiwilirtiKKiac^^ 

although the two may overlap in point of time. One is suppression of the 
parent culture, the other is the acquisition of new ways, including the new 
language. 

TEKMIN.AL 1X1 K( ISK 

Write answers in 100-200 words: 

I. Explain the concept and caning of 

a) Acculturation 

b) Integration and 

c) Assimilation 

2. Compare between acculturation, integration and assimilatioa 

3. Differentiate between the characteristics of Acculturation, Integration and 
Assimilatioa 

GLOSSARY 

Insulation 

Pristine 

Fusion 

Incorporated 

Interpenetration 

Patterned Interaction 

Group solidarity 

Segregation, separate 

included 

P«vade IhcHoughly 

Mutually design^ action 

Groiq) cohesion 
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Ethnocentridsm 

Acfulturation. Assitniliif.ii!! ;nfl InS I 

Usual social disorder 

Strong likeness for one's own's own culture or 
tradition; treating One's own culture as superior 

ANSWER TO INTEXT QUESTIONS 

a culture change 

d. transport and communication % („*<. „ 

e. transmission 

f. universal and continuous 

g. assimilation and integration 

3. Fusiar 

iv) False 
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MARRIAGE 

I'ou must be aware that marriage is an important social relationship. It is found 

everywhere in the world. Through marriage, two persons of opposite sex get 
social t^rproval to live together as husband and wife.Maniage marks the beginning 

of a new j*ase of life for the bride and the groom. You must have participated in 
the joy and festivity associated with a marriage ceremony in any society. 

The significance attached to marriage is reflected in society. The present lesson 
will acquaint you wifli this important social institution. 

Oll.llX 1T\ I S 

After reading this lesson, you will be able tc: 

describe different types of trtarriage; 
erqrlain fimctions of marriage; 
describe Hindu marriage as a sacrament; 
explain marriage as acontract among the Muslims; and 
explain the changes in the institution of marriage. 

I2.I Ml \MN(. AM) Dl FIM llON OK MARRIAGE 

Marriage is an institution to satisfy physical, psychological, social, cultural and 
economic needs of men and women. It permits men and women to establish a 
stable relationship with each other in otder to form a fatrtily. 
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Regulation of sexual activities through a stable relationship is the primary aim of 
marriage. Such a regulation is essential because sexual desire, if left unchecked, 
may cause serious dismption in society. It may lead to unnecessary competition 
for partners. 

Hence, every society develops certain institutions to regulate the mating behaviour 

of its members. Marriage is one such social institution. In addition, marriage also 
authorises husband and wife to produce diildten and engage in many other socio¬ 
economic activities together. 

In simple words, marriage has been defined as an institution for admitting men and 
women into family life, legitimating off-springs and establishing other rights and 
obligations of husband, wife and children. 

Society gives its approval to the marital relationship between a man and woman 
generally in a civil or religious ceremony. After the ceremony is over, the husband 
and wife begin to live with each other, thereby forming a family. They give birth to 
children who are legally accepted by society. Married couples have to fulfil many 
obligations towards each bther and society in general. In return, they get many 
rights and privileges. 

Now, you can understand that marriage is a multi-dimensional relationship between 
a man and woman. Ris different ftom other forms of transitory and purely biological 
matings to fulfill sexual desires. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 12.1 

Write True or False agmnst the statement. 

(1) Marriage isa social relationship that marks the beginning of farrrily life. 

(2) Mark the correct answer: 

Marriage is an important institution because: 

(a) It is a permanent bond between husband and wife. 

(b) It aims at procreation and maintenance of children. 

(c) It regulates sexual behaviour and social harmony. 

(d) all the above. : . “. * t 

(3) Faiintheblank: 

Society gives approval to the marital relationship of man and women in 
.and/ or.ceremony. 



(4) What is marriage? Define it in one sentence. 

12.2 TYPES OF MARRIAGE 

Types and tenns of mairiage differ fiom society to socie^ according to the nomis 
or the rules related to marriage. 

MODULE - n 
Social Institution and 
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Notes 

To understand the types of maniage, we would classiiy it according to the following 
criteria: 

(i) Number of mates 

(ii) Ways of acquiring mates 

12.2.1 Types of Marriage on the Basis of Number of Mates 

Marriage may be classified into two main types on the basis of number of husbands 

or wives a person may have at a time; 

(a) Monogamy 

(b) Polygamy 

(a) Monogamy; (Mono= single, gamy=marriage) Monogamy is that form of 
marriage in which a man/woman remains married to only one woman/man at a 
time. One can marry in certain extraordinary circumstances such as the death 
of the spouse (husband or wife) or divorce. 

Monogamy is the most (xevalent form of marriage the world over. 

(b) Polygamy: (poly =many, gamy=marriage) In this form of maniage, a man or 
woman is permitted to marry more than one woman or man and live with all 
the wives/husbands at the same time. 

Polygamy may be further subdivided into two types: 

(i) Polygyny 

(ii) Polyandry 

(i) Polygyny: (poly=many, gyny=female) Polygyny is that form of marriage in 
which a man is married to more than one woman. 

Polygyny is permitted among the Muslims. Many tribal societies also follow 
polygyny. Historically also polygyny was practised. In ancient India you might 
recall that Raja Dasratha, father of Lord Sri Ram, had three wives. 
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(ii) Polyandiy: (Poly= many, andry=male) Polyandiy is that form of maniage in 
which a woman is married to more than one man. In other words, under 
polyandry, a woman is allowed to have more than one husband at the same 
time. 

In some tribes like the ‘Khas’ ofUttranchai, a woman marries men who are brothos. 

This practice is called fraternal polyandry. In the epic ‘Mahabharat’ you must 
have come across the name of Draupadi who Was married to all the five Pandavas. 

Types of marriage on the basis of numer of mates 

Marriage 
1-1 1 1 

Monogam> Polygamy 

1 1 
Polygyny Polyandiy 

1 
1- 

Fraternal 
-1 

Non-Fratemal 
Polyandry Polyandiy 

If the husbands of a woman are not brothers, it is called non-fiatemal polyandiy. 
Such marriages are found among the Nayars of Kerala. 

It would be interesting for you to know that polygjmy appears to be the norm in a 
large number of societies. But, monogamy is the most prevalent form ofmarriage 
ail over the world. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 12.2 

(1) Mark the correct answer: 

The form of marriage in which one man marries several women is called: 

(a) Fraternal polyandry 

(b) Non-fiatemal polyandiy 

(c) Polygyny 
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(d) Polyandry 

(2) Write True or False against the statement 

Monogamy is the most widely prevalent form of marriage all over the world. 

(3) Fill in the blanks; 

Marriage by.is the most eotnmon form of marriage among most 
of the Indians. 

12.3 RULES OF SPOUSE-SELECTION 

Every society lays down certain rules to govern the marital alliances among its 
members. Members are not allowed to marry whosoever they want. They have 
to abide by the prohibitive and prescriptive mles of marriage while selecting their 
marital partners. Some such rules are discussed here. 

12.3.1 Prohibitive Rules 

Prohibitive rules are those which put a restriction on the selection of mates. These 
rules forbid men and women from entering into marital alliance with a certain 
category of people. Such categorization is done according to the religious norms 
and local customs. 

Some of the widely prevalent prohibitive mles are as follows: 

a. Incest Taboo: IrKest is prohibited in all human societies. ItKest implies sexual 
or marital relation between two persons, who are related to each other by 
blrxrd ties or, who belong to the same nuclear family. 

In every society, marital relation is prohibited between father and daughter, 
mother and son and brother and sister. This prohibition is known as incest 

taboo. 

Society also prohibits marriage among close kins. Among the Hindus of north 
India, for example, marriage among cousins, marriage with rrtother’s brother, 
fether’s sister or brothers is also prohibited. 

b. Exogamy; (Exo= outside, gamy=marriage) Exogamy is a custom which 
requites an individual to many outside a specific grotgj of which he is a member 
such as kinship group, a family, a clan, a village group or any other social 

’ group to which he may belong. 

c. Endogamy: (Endo= within, gamy=marriage) Endogamy is a custom that 
requires marriage within one’s own social group. The social group may be 
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one’s own tribe or caste or religious group but not clan in most cases. Very 
rarely the clans are endogamous. Mostly, they are exogamous. 

Tribes ate endogamous social units. Castes among die Hindus are endogamous. 

Among the Muslims, there are two endogamous units, namely, ‘Shia’ and 
‘Sunni’. Among the Christians too, there are endogamous groups such as 
‘Roman Catholics’ and ‘Protestants’. 

Traditionally, castes in India are endogamous groups. But inter-casteAnter- 
vama marriages in ancient times were permitted under the rules of hypeigamy 
andhypogamy. ■ 

d. Hypergamy (Anuloma): is a social custom according to which a boy from 
upper caste can many a girl from lower caste. Thus, a Brahmin boy can marry 
a girl from any lower caste or vama. 

e. Hypogamy (Pratiloma): is the marriage in which a boy from lower caste 
marries a girl from higher caste. Such marriages were not encouraged in 
traditional Indian society. Hence, it was not possible for a Brahmin girl to 
marry lower caste/ vama boy and get acceptance irom society. 

12.3.2 Prescriptive and Preferential Rules 

The above discussion has made you aware about the rules which put restrictions 
on the selection of mates. There are some other rales which give preference to 

certain types of alliances over others. In certain cases, there is prescription to 
marry within a particular kin group. These customs which prescribe or direct 
implicitly as to whom one should marry or prefer to marry me called prescriptive 
rales. Some of these rales are as follows; 

a. Parallel cousin marriage: It is the marriage between the children of either 
two brothers or two sisters. Such marriages are aimed at strengthening the 
bond among two brothers or two sisters.- Such marriage are exception to the 

rules of clan exogamy. Parallel cousin marriage is preferred among Muslims. 

b. Cross cousin marriage; It is the marriage of a man with his maternal uncle’s 

daughter (mother’s brother’s daughter) or paternal aunt’s daughter (father’s 
sister’s daughter). Alternatively, it may be defined as a marriage of a girl with 
her mother’s brother’s son or father’s sister’s son. 

This form has been the preferred form of marriage in several parts of India 
such as among Gonds of Madhya Pradesh and Oraon and Kharia tribes of 
Jharkhand. This is also practised in Maharashtra. Maternal uncle is the 
prescribed mate among some South Indian Hindus. 
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c. Levirate: Levitate is the^ustom in wliich a widow marries her husband’s 
brother. Gaterally.husband’syounger brother marries the widow. This practice 

is prevalent among the Toda ofNilgiri Hills. 

d. Sororate: Sororate is the custom in which a widower marries the younger 
sister of his deceased wife. It is generally found among the tribes of central 

India such as Gond or Baiga. 

MODULE - II 
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INTEXT QUESTIONS 12.3 

1. Mark the correct answer 

Marriage of a iiian of high caste with a woman of lower caste is called 

(a) Anuloma marriage 

(b) Pratiloma marriage 

(c) Polygamy 

(d) Polyandiy 

2. Fill in the blanks: 

Marriage between a man and sister of his deceased wife is called. 

3. Write True or False against the statement- 

Pratiloma marriage is maniage between woman of low caste and man ofhigher 

caste. 

4. Match the following 

(a) Exogamy (i) Marriage of a widow with her husband’s brother 

(b) Endogamy (ii) Marriage between the children of either two brothers 

or two sisters 

(c) Levirate (in) Marriage within one’s own social group 

(d) Parallel cousin (iv) marriage outside one’s own social group 

irrairiage 
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12.4 FUNCTIONS OF MARRIAGF 

Mamage in society performs the following basic fimctions: 

(i) Satisfaction of sex: Marriage brings the two individuals together and allows 

them to ha ve sex with each other in a socially approved manner. At the same 

time, married persons are permitted by society to have sexual relation with 

their respective spouses and not with anyone else. Thus, marriage leguknses 
sexual relations. 

(iij Procreation and nurturing of children: Marriage lidfills the functions of 

producing childnen and bringing them ig) according to social norms. Procreation 

and nurturing of childr-n is done in a family set-up, where both the husband 

and wi fe together look after their children so that they can survive and become 

physically and mentally strong. Relatives and fiiends also help the couple in 

taking care of their child/children. 

A human child needs much more care and protection to survive than the 

offsprings of animals. It is an important function of marriage to ensure the 
survival of the child. 

(iii) Economic co-operation and security: Marriage provides valuable and 

reliable help to an individual in economic activities. The coiqfte, i.e. the husband 

and wife, work together at home, in the field orforest, in the cottage industry 

or in any other occupation to support the family they have set up. They also 

look after each other’s economic needs. Together, they take care of their 

children’s economic requirements such as food, clothing, shelter, education, 

medical and recreational needs arrd so on. Traditionally, only husband was 

supposed to earn money and the wife was expected to manage with fliis income. 

In modem times, however, it is quite normal to see both husband and wrife 
contributing to farrtily earnings. 

(iv) Companionship and emotional support: Marriage provides a constant 

companion, a life-partner in the form of husband and wife. The bride and the 

groom are often not familiar with each other initially but as they begin to spend 
their life together, they gradually become each other’s best friends. Their 

affection for each other grows with each passing year. They help each other 

socially, economically and emotionally, in joy and sorrow and develop a better 

understanding of each other’s perspective in managing the family. 
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1. Mark the conect answer. 

Which of the following can be considered important function of family: 

(a) SexualfiilfilImeiit 

(b) Procreation of children 

(c) Economic support , 

(d) All the above. 

2. Write True or False against the statement; 

Marriage helps in the survival of groups as well as their cirlture. Tme/False 

3. ‘Marriage performs important function for the group as well as individual’. 
State whether this statement is right or wrong. RightAVrnng 

4. MentioneconomicfunctionofmarTiage. 
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12.5.1 Objective 

In Hindu society, marriage is an important Sanskar. It is a religious duty. Sanskar 

is a ritual which purifies a persoa Every Hindu must perform the religious duty i .e. 
dhrama of getting married. Through this, a person enters the second stage of life 

i.e. ‘GrihasthaAshram’-, leaving behind the stage of SrahmacAoryo/fshrom. 

In traditional Hindu society, only a married man gets the right to participate fully in 
all the social arxl religious activities along with his wife. 

The main objectives behind a Hindu marriage are the following: 

(i) Performance of religious duty-Dharma 

(ii) Giving birth to children - Prqja 

(iii) Sex safisfacfion-Hotf 

Among the three objectives of Hindu marriage, the objective ofDAorma has been 
given the greatest importarKe. It implies that one must many in order to fulfill one’s 
socio-religious duties. A married couple is expected to give birth to children ■who 
may cany on the family tradition to the next generation. 
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Sex-gratification is considered yet another objective of marriage in Hindu sodety. 
But, it is not the sole objective or tSe most important objective; 

12.5.2 Hindu marriage as a sacrament 

Hindumarriageisa sacrament which purifies a person. Marriage is considered so 

sacred that there is no provision for divorce in the Hindu texts. In fact, marriage is 
considered a union of two souls which remain faithful to each other forever. 

The marital rites are performed before the most sacred God Agni (the Fire God) 
by reciting passages or mantras from the sacred scriptures. A sacred person, the 

Brahmin, solemnizes the marriage. 

The bride and the groom exchange many promises to remain dutiful and faithful to 
each other. Well-wishers bless the couple for a happy married life. 

12.5.3 Traditional Forms of Hindu Marriage 

In the traditional Hindu society, the folio” ing eight forms of marriage were 
recognised. Out of these, first four were considered proper and desirable and the 

last four were regarded as undesirable- 

• In Brahma maniage, a father gifts his daughter to a learned man of good 

character. 

• In Daiva marriage, the father gifts his daughter to a Brahmin priest. 

• In Arsha marriage, the groom presents some gifts like a pair of cows or bulls 
to the father of the bride before marriage. 

• In Prajapalya marriage, a father gifts his daughter to a man after proper 
negotiation with his parents. Most of the marriages among the Hindus are of 

this nature. 

• In Asura marriage, bride-price is given by the groom to the bride’s fether. 

• In Gandharva marriage, the bride and the groom like each other and many 
without taking the consent of the parents. 

• In Rakshasa marriage, the girl is kidnapped and married without the consent 
of either the girl or her parents. 

• In Paisacha marriage, the girl who is asleep, intoxicated or of unsound mind 

is forced to surrender her chastity. Later, the girl is given the status of wife. 
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12.6 MUSLIM MARRIAGE 
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12.6.1 Muslfm Marriage as a Contract 

Muslim marriage or Nikah is a civil contract between a man and a vvonian for tire 

purpose of legalizing sexual relationship and the procreation ol'children. In this 
sense, it is different from Hindu marriage. The Muslim marriage-contract or 
agreement, can be broken at the will of the husband or wife. It can also be broken 

if either the husband or the wife fails to carry out the promises made at the time of 
marriage. 

Notes 

Muslim marriage is solemnized in the presence of witnesses including a priest-the 
Maulvi. The Maulvi recites holy hymns from the Koran and asks the bride and 
the groom to give their consent. Also, the husband must agree to pay the dower or 
the Mahr to his wife in the event of a divorce. 

12.6.2 Forms of Muslim Marriage 

There ate four forms of Muslim marriage;- 

(a) Nikah or‘Sahi Nikah’ 

(b) Fasid 

(c) Muta 

(d) Balil 

• The marriage which conforms to the mles of marriage as laid down in the 
Koran- the holy book od Muslims, is termed as regular marriage or Nikah or 

Sahi Nikah. 

• Themaniagewhich&ilstoconformtoafewconditionsinitiallyiscalled ‘irregular 

marriage’ or Fasid. The irregularity can later be removed and i t can be converted 

into Sahi Nikah. 

• Muslims also have a system of temporary marriage and it is called Muta. This 
type of marriage contract is valid for a fixed period of time and after the expiry 
of this period, marital relation is automatically dissolved. However, the children 
bom out of this temporary union are given a share in the father’s property. 

• Batil is that form of mating which caimot be regularised because it violates 
certain basis prirKiples of Muslim marriage. 
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12.6.3 Divorce or Dissolution of Muslim Marriage 

Divorce among the Muslims is obtained by a very simple procedure. A husband 
can divorce his wife by using the word “talaq” thrice. But the husband must pay 
the dower (Mahr) promised by him to compensate the loss of financial stability 
provided by him. 

A wife can also obtain divorce fiom her husband provided he agrees to her proposal 
of divorce. Such a divorce is called Khula (release). 

If wife and husband separate by mutual consent, such dissolution of marriage is 
called Mubarat. 

Marriage can also be dissolved by legal means through Muslim Divorce Act, 
1939. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 12.5 

1. Write True and False against the statement. 

The Hindu marriage can be dissolved at will. 

2. Tick the correct answer; 

The most popular form of Hindu marriage is- 

(a) Brahma (b) Prajapatya (c) Daiva 

3. Match the following 

(a) Arsha (i) marriage through proper negotiation between parents 

(b) Gandharva (ii) marriage by mutual consent of the boy and the girl. 

(c) Daiva (iii) marriage to a Brahmin priest 

(d) Prajapatya (iv) marriage after presentation of a pair of cows or 
bulls by the groom to the bride’s father. 

5. Muslim marriage is a civil contract State whether this statement is right or 
wrong. 

6. What are the four forms of Muslim marriage? 
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Over the years, the institution of marriage has undergone many changes. These 
changes are outlined as under: 

• There has been a change in the form of marriage, that is, from plurality of 
partneis orpolygaihy to one partner or monogamy. In modem era, monogamy 
is the most popular form of raarriage. 

• Process of selection of marital partner has also undergone changes in many 
ways. The boys and girls are selecting their mates who may belong to other 
castes. Such inter-caste marriages are now coming to be increasingly accepted 
by society and the family. 

• The Special Marriage Act 1954 has recognized inter-caste and inter-religious 
marriages. The boy and girl may marry in the presence ofthe Marriage Officer 
by signing a le^ document. 

• The selection of life-partners is now done more and more by the boys and 
girls thelnselves on the basis of mutual attraction and similarity of nature etc. 
The role of parents in the selection of mates is decreasing-especially in urban 
areas. 

Notes 

• The criteria of selection has also undergone considerablechange. Earlier, the 
elders of the family finalized the marriage proposal after considering family 
status, etc.Status is important even now but due importance is also given to 
the comparative merit of the boy and the girl and their likes and dislikes as 
well. ^ 

• The boys and girls ate getting married at a later age. The Hindu Marti.<ge Act 
1955 has stipulated that the boy must have completed twenty-one years and 
girl must be over eighteen years at the time of marriage. Child marriage has 
been banned by the The Child Marriage Restraint Act, 1929. 

• TheHindumartiage wasconsidered indissoluble earlier. Butthe Hindu Marriage 
Act, 1955 has permitted divorce among the Hindus. As a result, the stablity of 
marriage has been adversely affected. But the good aspect of it is that the 
husband and wife can get rid of each other if they are mutually incompatible 
unhappy. 

• Widow-remarriage has been permitted by the Hindu Widows Re-Marriage 
Act, 1856. Earlier widows were not allowed to marry again. 

• The dowry demand is touching new heights among certain sections of society. 
Girls are being harassed and even killed by their in-laws for bringing insufficient 
dowry. The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 has banned giving and taking of 
dowry. However, the Act is not very effective. 

• To fight dowry, caste, religious and parental pressures, the educated boys and 
girls are going in for mairiage by choice instead of accepting arranged marriages. 

SOCIOLOui 
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Write Frac or False against the statement; 

Miiidii marriages ate indissoluble even by legal means 

Mark the correct answer; 

The altitude towards marriage is becoming 

(a) utility-based (b1 tradition-based (c) reasoning-based 

Match tlie following; 

(a) Traditional arranged mairiage (i) based on family status & caste 
considerations 

(b) Modem arranged marriage (ii) based on caste and dowry 
consideration 

(c) Choice marriage (iii) based on mutual likes and dislikes 

Mark the correct answer: 

An anged marriages are opposed by the boys and girls because of: 

<i) cxliorbitr n dowry demands 

,i egard of opinion of the boy and the girl 

(iii) caste and religious restricitions while selecting mates 

(iv) all the above. 

Mairiage is the basis on which family is formed. 

Marriage is a stable relationship, between men and women, vyhich is socially 

accepted. 

Marriage allows a man and a woman biological satisfaction and other socio¬ 

economic relationships to form a family. 

The ftinclions of mairiage are: 

(i) satisfaction of sex instinct 

(ii) economic co-operation 

(iii) pro-creation and nurturing of children 

Types and terms of marriage according to number of mates are: 

(i) Monogamy (ii) Polygamy 

(a) Polygyny (b) Polyandry 

SOCIOLOGY 
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• Hindu mairiage is a religious sacrament which purifies body and soul. 

• It is indissoluble in the eyes of religion, but divorce is now granted legally 

imderHinduMarriageAct, 1955. 

• There are four forms of Muslim marriage- 

(i)Nilcah (ii)Fasid (iii)Muta (iv)Baffl 

• Types of divorce among the Muslim are- 

(i)Talaq (ii)Khula (iii)Mubarat 

• Attitude towards marriage is changing. It is becoming more and more utility- 

based. Dowry demands are increasing and girls are being tortured for this 

reason. »’■ 

• Educated boys and girls are opting for choice-marriage to' avoid caste and 

religous restrictions as well as dowiy. 

• Divorce is increasing because husbands and wives are not ready to tolerate 

endless misconduct from each other. 

• Divorce laws are getting simplified. 

• The Special Mairiage Act, I954hasrecognizedinter-casteandinter-religious 

marriage. 

• The Hindu Widows Re-Marriage Act, 1856 has pennitted widows to remairy'. 

• The Dowiy Prohibition Act, 1961 has banned giving and taking of dowry. 

• The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955hasfixedtheminimumageofmarriageofthe 

boy at twenty one and the girl at eighteen, 

GLOSSARY 

Anuloma - Marriage of& boy of higher caste to a girl of lower caste. 

Cross-cousin marriage - manfege between children of brother and sister. 

Endogamy - Mairiage within one’s own social group because of compulsory 

restriction imposed by society. The endogamous unit maybe a kin unit, a religious 

group, a social class, a caste and so on. 

Exogamy - marriage outside a specific group. The exogamy group may be a 

kinship group such as a family, a clan, a village, or any other social group. 

Incest - Sexual relations between individuals who belong to the same nuclear 

family. In other words, there is prohibition of incest between father and daughter, 

mother and son, and brother and sister. 

Institution - Established way of doing things or behaviour 

Monogamy - The marriage of one man to one woman at a time. 

Parallel cousin marriage - Marriage between children of silblings of the same 

sex, that is, between two brothers’ or two sisters’ children. 

I Social Institution and 

Social Stratification 
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Pofyandiy > A form of mania^ in \^rihich one woman may be married to several 
men at the sme tiine. 

Polygamy ■ Afonn of marriage in ^^chahusband has m<we than one wife qtthft 

same time ora wife has more than one husband. 

Polygyny - A form of marriage in w^iich a husband has more tiian one wife at the 
same time. 

Pratiloma - Marriage of a gir! of higher caste to a boy of lower caste. 

Sanskara • Sacrament, rite or ritual which purifies an individual. 

I F.UMIN \1, FXl'KClSF 

1. ExplainbrieflyfliBfimctionsofmamage? 

2. Explain the types of marriage based on number of mates giving suitable 
examples. 

3. State the objectives ofmarriageamongthe Hindus. 

4. HowisMuslimmarriagedififerentfiomaHindumarriage? 

5.. Write a short note on the following: 

(i) Prqjapatya marriage 

(HySahiNikah 

(iii) lypes of divorce among the Muslims 

(iv) Qianging attitude towards marriage 

WSWFk ro IM FM yi FSTIONS 

12.1 (l)Ttue (2)(d) 

12.2 (l)c (2) True 

12J (l)a (2) Soroate 

(4)a-(iv), b-(Ui), 

12.4 (l)d (2) True 

12^ (1) False (2)b 

(3) Civil aixl religous 

(3) Negotiation 

(3) False 

c-(i), d-(ii) 

(3)Ri^ 

(3) a - (iv), b - (ii), c - (iii), d - (i). 

(S) Nikah, Fasid, Muta & Batil 

12.6 (l)False (2)a (3)-a-(I),b-(ii),c-(iii). 
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FAMILY 

/^amily is an important social group for an individual and society. Every individual 

in this world is a part of one family or the other. All of us are bom and brought up 

in a fiimily. With the birth of children, the size of femily gets enlarged. Sometimes, 

the femily may include a number of relatives belonging to different generations. 

Family is often the focal point, the centre around which our t^ole life revolves. 

We begin our day with the family members, go out to perform our professional 

and social duties and come back to be with the femily members. 

You might have realised that even if you are away frran your femily due to certain 

compulsions, it remains your earnest desire to share every little joy at}d sorrow 

with the family members. The desire to be with the family reflects the strong 

emotional bond you share with your femily membets. 

In this iessott, you will get to leam about various aspects of femily and the significant 

role it plays in an individual’s life. 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• define fentily; 

• explainthesodoiogicalsignificanceof&mily; 

• describe its characteristics; 

• explain fire difierentfunctioirs of family; 

• desciibethevarioustypesoffamily; 

• explain the meaning and problems of joint as well as modem femily; and 

• describe the changes in family and the factors behind these changes. 

SOCIOLOGY 



13.1 MEANING AND DEFINITION OFFAMim 

Family is the basic unit of society. In its minimal form, family may consist of a 
husband, wife and children. In its widest sense, it refers to all relatives of several 
generations connected to each other by blood, marriage or adoption. 

A family unit takes birth with the hving together of a legally wedded couple under 
one roof. The married couple not common residence but also co¬ 
operates with each other physically, etnoti|i^y, socially and economicaUy. They 

fulfill each other’s varied needs airf-apaions. The birth of children gives 
completeness to the family. It further strengthens the affection betvreen husband 
and wife and their reqtective families 

In simple words, femilyisasociaUy defined set of relationships between (at least) 
two persons wbo are related by birth, marriage or adoption. 

A family is a kin group based on the institution of marriage, shares a household 
and IS a co-residential group. It can be defined as more or less a durable association 

of persons united by marriage, blood or adoption to provide for procreation, 
upbringing and socialization of children. 

However, you must understand the difference between a family and a household. 

A household need not include only family members. It may sometimes include all 
such persons who may or may not be rdatei to each other but share the same 
dwelling unit. The dwelling imitmay be a house, an apartment, or a room. A 
rperson living alone is considered living in a household but not in a femily. 

T^ study of family is significant because it has been regarded as the cornerstone 

ofhuman society, ft^rfays a vital role in the formationofhuman society by binding 
men, women and their children in a stable relationship with each other. It is called 
the nursery ofhuman nature because the manner in which the children are brought 

upmafamily decides toagreat extent, the way they react todifferent situations In 
other words, the family lays down the foundation ofhtiiianp^nalily. 

Family is also called the transfer-point of culture. As we are aware, culture is the 
,man-made part of environment. A child becomes familiar with every aspect of 
culture m the femily itself When he becomes an adult, he imparts this knowledge 
about social norms, customs as well as material aspects of life to the younger 
generation. “ 

^An adult personis part oftwo types offamilies. The femily in which oneisbomis 



called the^OTj/j; oforienfalion^ A person Is identified as son or daughter in this 
type of femily. Suc)i a femily exerts formative influence on his life and personality. 

The family i»hicjh aperson sets up after marriage is called the family ofprocreation. 

It is the family in wfucfi a married couple gives birth to children and brings them up. 

Family of Orientation 

' An 
Individual 

((Ego) 

Family of Procreation 

Wife/ 
husband 
Son 
Daughter 
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Uie family is significant in every way for the individual as well as society and 
hence, its study is important in Sociology. 

13.3 CHAILACTERISTICS OF FAMILY 

F amily is the basic unit of social organization. It displays certain specific features 
or characteristics which are as follows: 

(1) Universalify: Familyasasocialunitisuniversal.Thereisnotasinglesociety 
in this universe where family is not found. The reason for its universality is that 
it performs many functions which ate indispensable for the individual and society. 
The biological, economic, social and psychological functions are performed 
by ftie femily so efficiaitly and simultaneously that it has become indispensable 
for everyone.'In fact, society has not been able to find any alternative association 
which performs so many functions at one time with so much selfless devotion. 

(2) Emotional Basis: Family rnembers ale emotionally bound to each other. 
They provide love, care and'}TOtecfion to each other and are ready to make 
sacrifices for the welfare of family members. 

(3) Limited Size; A family is basically made up ofa husband, wife and their 
unmarried children It is a small grot^i and Its membership is confined to those 
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who are related by either marriage or blood ties. Large femilies are getting 
fewer and fewer day-by-day. 

(4) Nuclear Position in Social Structure; Family is regarded as basic, nuclear 

or fimdamentaltoaU social groiqjings. In the simpler as Arenas in the ivanced 
societies, the whole social stmcture i.e. stable set of social relations, is built 
laigely on the teis of family. 

(5) Social Regulations: Family is run according to social norms. Its members 

are trained to foUowsocial norms and customs in the process of socialization. 
Inter-relationships and interactions among femily members are guided by social 
and legal regulations. 

(6) Its Permanent and Temporary Nature: The family institution is enduring 

and univeisal.Butan individual femily lastslillthehusband and wife are together. 
After their demise or divorce, new families of their sons and daughters 

perpetuate the family name and tradition and the cycle goes on. 

Apart from the above mentioned distinctive characteristics, there are certain 

general characteristics of the family which are mentioned below; 

(1) Mating Relationship: A family is bom when a man and woman get married 

according to prescribed social nomis. Marriage allows husband and wife to 

enter mtosociaUy ^proved sexual uniontosatisfy their sex-instinct. Satisfection 
of this basic instinct is imperative fora healthy living. 

(2) Common Habitation: Family membersusuaUy share a common residi^ in 

which husband, wife, their children and otherrelatiVes live togeAer. 

(3) Reckoning of Descent; Family is basically a bilateral grouping made up of 

husband, wife and relaliveson both sides. But, the childreninheriteifeerfether’s 
name and property or mother’s name and property, depending on the local 
traditiotL 

(4) E™nomicSystem:Evety6miIymakesprovisiontoIookaftertheecoiiDmic 

needsofits members. Usually,the elders of the family take upjobs and earn 
money to meet economic requirements of all the femily members. Provision is 

also made for looking after the old and the sick members of the femily. 

INTEXT QUESTION.S 

(1) OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS: 

(1) Write ‘True’ or ‘False’ against the statement: 

Family members always share a common residence. 



raini!\ 

(2) Fill in Ifae blank: -- 

Family members are related to each other by blood,.or adoption. 

(3) Mark the correct answer: 

Family is the most important group in a person’s life because 

(i) the members have selfless devotion for each other. 

(ii) the members are bound by blood, marriage or adoption to each other. 

(iii) 6mily provides economic and social support to its members. 

(iv) &nuly pl^ the most important role in the socializationof an individual. 

(v) all the above. 

(n) Familyiscalled’thenursetyofhumannature’. Why? Explainin one sentence. 

Family performs a number of functions in society. An individual and society at 

large are highly dependent upon the family for the fulfillment of their basic 

requirements. If these needs of the individual and society are not met properly, the 

very survival o f both would be at risk. Therefore, the functions carried out by the 

fernily acquire immense significance. The important functions of femily are being 

discussed here: 

(1) Biological Functions: Biologicalfunctionsofthe family areofvaried types: 

(a) The first and fmemost biological functions offemily is the gratification of sexual 

desires of husband and wife in an orderly and socially approved manner. 

(b) The next important biological function is giving birth to children. In the form of 

a child, the fiimily gets a new generation which inherits the &mily legacy. The 

human race is perpetuated inthis manner by continuous additionofnew members 

bom in fiunilies all over the world. 

(c) Ptovidingidiysical protection to its members inall circumstances is yet another 

biological fimction of tiie &mily. Physical care and protection of every member 

tight from the new-born baby to the old and sick member is an essential 

fiinction of &mily. In short, the &mily takes upon itself the responsibility to 

keep its members physically fit and mentally alert. 

(2) Economic Function: Family fulfills the economic needs of its members to a 

certain mdent by providing them food, clothing and shelter till they become 

self-reliant. The head of the family takes up a job, business or ocupation and 
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meets the requirement of other members out of his earning. Soitaetimes, the 

family members collectively pursueafamilyoccupationsuchas&milybusiiiess, 
cultivation, cattle rearing, cottage industry etc. This collective effort provides 

employment as well as income to all memb^ of the feniily. 

The other economic function is that the family provides successors, of the 

assets and liabilities of fetnily, in the form of children. 

(3) Socialization of Children; it is one of the most important functions of the 
family to look after children and bring them up according to the culture of 

society. Farmly ensures that in the process of socialization i.e. social learning, 
the child becomes aware of the material as well as non-material aspects of 
culture. The child leams language, customs, etiquette, norms and values, beliefe 
and social roles. All these aspects are part of non-material culture. The 

knowledge about material culture which includes techniques offood-prbduction, 
house-building, musical insiruments and so on are also-imparted to lhe younger 
generation in the process of socialization. 

In fact, without socialization there woulcf be ho un^umuc. 

Hence, the very survival of culture is dependenton the srxiializing 
fiinction of the family. 

For the proper socialization of children, the conduct of the socializing agent, i.e. 
mother, father and other relatives must be proper and affectionate. Otdy theni does 

the child leam the norms of society willingly and completely. 

(4) Psychological Function: Human beings want love and afl^riti of their fellow 
humans right feom infancy to old age. Attention and care of the famUy members 
provides emotional support, stability and security to a person. He feels assured 
that at least his family members are there to take earb ofhim'in good as well as 
bad circumstances. 

The individual, in turn, devotes his time, energy and money to iris fdmilyihembeis. 
He toils hard for his femily and dies one day leavingevSiytliing to them. 

Attention and care of the family members 

sociolIogv 
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INTEXT QUESIONS 13.2 

(!) Write ‘True’ or‘False’ againstthe statement: 

Early care and education of the child is the function of &mily. 

(2) Fill in the blanks: 

Providing emotional support in tense situations is the..function of family. 

(3) Mark the correct answer: 

The function of family is 

(i) to provide physical protection; 

(ii) to provide economic support; ■ 

(iii) to socialize a child in the norms and values of society; 

(iv) to provide economic support; 

(v) all the above. . .. .. 

(11) Identify any single economic function of family. 

13.5 TYPES OF F.AMILY 

Family is of many types. There are various Victors, which are taken into account 

while classifying the &mily. . 

Based upon some important factors, families can be classified as follows: 

(1) Residence: Depending on the place of residence of newly-wedded husband 
and wife, the families are of following three types: 

(a) Patrilocal Family 

(b) Malrilocal Family 

(c) Neolocal Family 

(a) Patrilocal Family: When the newly married wife leaves her parents’ house 
and goes to reside with her husband’s parents in their house; such families are 
known as patrilocal families. Most of the Indiaii families are of this type. 

(b) Malrilocal Family: When the married couple reside in the wife’s parental 
residence then such femilies are known as matrilocal families. 

SOCIOLOGY 
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Such families fonned when the wife doesn’t leave her mother’s house 

ghX ^°^“^^eanditisthehusbandwhocomestoresidewithha-.I^^ 
his parent’s residence. Tribes of north-east such as Garo and Khasi have 
matnlocal Emilies. 

Notes Neolocal Famify: When a newly-wedded couple sets up a new home, 

mo^endertfiom either ofthe parents, then such fiimiHesareknown as neolocal’ 
families. In western countries, young couples prefer neoiocal family i.e. they 
prefer to set up a new home which is separate from either of their parents’ 
residence. 

In some tribes of Australia, the married couple resides with or near a maternal 

^le of the groom rather than with the parents of either of the spouses. Such 
omilies are knownasavunculocal families. 

(2) Authonty: Fatnihes are of two types seen from the point of view of 

These are: (a) Patriarchal Family 

(b) Matriarchal Family 

(a) Patriarchal Family: The family in which father is the formal head and the 

^ngpowermthefemily is called patriarchal family. The authority of the 
fetheristakenasabsoluteandfinal insuchfimilies. Womenandchildrenhave 
to follow the decisions and dictates of the male members of the family. 
Traditional bidian and _...i .... ... 

(b) ^triarchalFamily: The family in which the mother is toe central 
hCrSUthoiilviRSlirtrmnA ic _i_i_n * ...... 

:--uuu auuionty m tne nouse. Matriarchal families are 
found among Nayars of Kerala and Khasi and Garo tribes of Assam. Most 

matriarchal famihes arc matrilineal and matrilocal. 

(3) Size: Family is divided into two types on the basis of size: 

(a) NuclearFamily 

(b) Joint/extended famify. 

(a) ^'•'■rfainifytltismadeupofahushanrhwifeandtheirunmaniedchildten. 
This type of fraify is small in size. In urban areas, nuclear family is more 

popular. The sizeof the family is kept snail because of lack of living space, 
economic problems, a feeling of individualism and other factors. It is the basic' 
<yyy\itni>icv<vf—i m ■!J __i_.i.« • < • . . 

ftomaty or conjugal family. 



(b) Joint/extended famity: It is composed of blood and maiital relatives ofduee 

or mote generations who identify themselves as members of a particular fainify. 

The members of the joint family provide financial and other kinds of help to 

each other and follow joint family norms. They usually live under one roof and 
function under one common authority. 

Extended famify is an extension of the nuclear family, very often by addition of 

othercloselyrelated people. Such addition m^ be along collateral linB by including 
more than one spouse or several blood relatives. 

Polygamous famiUes where aperson can marry mote than one wife or husband 
are examples of such families. 

The extension of a primary family can also be along three or mote generations. 

This is the prevalent form of joint family in India. 
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I INTEXT QUESTIONS 13.3 

1. Write‘True’ofTalse’against the statement: 

In the lineal joint family, a person lives with his one son and grandson. 

2. Fill in the blank: 

Mother is the supreme authority in the family. 

3. Mark the correct answer: 

The type of 6mily in which the newly wedded couple lives with the husbartd’s 
maternal uncle is known as 

(a) Matrilocal Family 

(bjPatrilocalfemily 

(c) Avunculocal fiimily 

(d) Neo-locc' family 

II. Wliat is ajoint&mily? Write in one sentence. 
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13.6 JOINT FAMILY IN INDIA 

13.6.1 Meaning 

The traditional family structure in India has been thought to be that of j oint family 
since ancient days. 

Joint family in India has been defined as a group of people belonging to three or 

more generations who live under the same roof, eat food cooked from the same 
hearth, and participate in common activities. These people, depending upon the 
nature of kinship system, have common rights in the property. 

However, othersfeelthatitisnotalwaysnecessaiytoshareresidenceandkitchen 
for members of a joint family. Sociologists feel that fulfillment of following three 
conditions is enough to call a family as joint. These conditions are: generation 
depth, rights and obligations, and property. 

Two or more families having kinship relationships who may live separately, but 
share emotional bonds, joint property and function under one authority can also 
be termed as constituting a joint family. 

13.6.2 Characteristics 

In brief, the joint 6mily in India is mariced by the following rharaitfri.;tt-»- 

1. 

2. It has familistic organization- It implies that the interest of the family as a 
whole is more important than the individual’s interest. One has to sacrifice 
one s personal wishes, likes and dislikes, these go against family nbrms or 
rules or Iraditicms. 

3. Status of members is determined by their age and relationship : The 
status of a person highea- in age is higher in a joint family than a person lower in 
age. 

Similarly, a person is respected mote because of the higher status in terms of 
marital or blood ties. A husband, an uncle, an aunt and the in-laws ate respected 
becaitse ofhigher status in a relationship. A person’s ability and achievement 
ate not given importance in determining status. 

It has an authoritarian structure- The power to take decisions regarding 
matters related to family and individuals lie in the hands of head of the family 

His/her decision is taken as final and everyone has to abide by it. 
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4. Blood relationship gets preference over marital relationship: It implies 
that the husband-wife relationship is subordinate to father-son or brother- 
broflier relalJonship, 

5. The family functions on the ideal of joint responsibility: Everyone shares 

the problems of other members of the family and tries to help in whatever 
maimer one can. 

6. All members get equal attention: The family income is pooled together 
and needs of the individual members are met according to their needs and not 
acording their contribution. However, the description of the joint family along 
with its characteristics as given above constitutes an ideal picture. In reality, 
therefore, joint family functions in less than ideal-manner having lost many of 
its ideal characteristics, at least partly. 

The joint family system is useful for agricultural and business - based families 
because both activities require manpower and pooling of economic resources 
such as land and money. 

After going through this section, you should be able to answer the following 
questions. 

MODULE-II 
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IN TEXT QUESTIONS 13.4 

1. Write‘True’or‘False’against the statement; 

Common residence is an essential characteristic of joint ftimily 

2. Fill in the blank; 

In the joint femily, blood relationship gets prefetence over.relationship. 

3. Mark the correct answer; 

In the joint femily 

(i) One has to follow the dictates of head of the family. 

(ii) Status of members in the joint family is not determined by money earned 

or achievement in any profession. 

Oii) Everyone shares joys and scrrows of other members of the family. 

(iv) All the above. 

II. Write two characteristics ofjoint family in India. 
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Fanuly, traditional as well as modem, has been undergoing changes under the 
impact of following factors: (I) Industrialization (ii) Urbanization (iii) Weston culture 
(iv) Modem education (v) Legislative measures (vi) Quarrels in the family (vii) 
Emeigence of various associations to perfonn different functions of family. 

The stmcture i.e. composition and inter-relationships within the family have 

undergone significant changes under the impact of the above mentioned factors. 
The functions of family too have changed significantly in the modem era. The 
changes are discussed below: 

• Size of the family has been considerably reduced under the impact of 

urbanization and industrialization. In inban areas, it is veiy difficult to find laige 
accommodation for laige-sized famihes. Moreover, the income of an individual 
is not sufficient to meet the requirements of large families. Hence, familiesjn 

modem times consist basically ofhushand, wife and their unmarried children. 
Such femilies are known as nuclear femilies. 

• Rise of nuclear ^imhes has changed the inter-relationship among its members. 
The members of nuclear family interact with each other on more equal teims. 
They no longer have to follow the dictates of the elders blindly. In nuclear 
femilies, the husband, wife and children discuss their problems and likes and 

dislikes with eachother The decisions reganiingfemily matters and individual’s 
life ate taken collectively, 

• Sometimes, conflict between older and yoimger generation is seen in the fiimily 
because of their inabi lity to understand each other’s point of view. As a result, 
the level of discipline and devotiorTtowards each other has declined. 

• Some patents do not take care of children adequately because of their jobs, 
busy schedule or desire of fieedom fiom responsibilities of children. 

• Boys and girls do not find it necessary to marry the mates selected by their 
parents. They choose their marital partners on the basis of mutual attraction, 
career and occupational similarity, financial benefits and so on. Class, caste 
and compatibility between fatitily-values are no longer very important. 

• Kinship-ties are not very strong in today’s family set-up. The family members 
have become more self-centred and self-reliant. They do not spare much 

time, energy and money for their relatives or kinsmea 

• The families have become child-centric. Parents spend most of their time, 
energy and money on their children. Due to break-up of joint femily, they no 
longer have to compulsorily contribute towards the welfare of brothers and 

SOCIOLOGY 
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future plans are made keeping tlieirchildreninmind. 

• The functions performed by the family have been reduced to a substantial 

extent. Other agencies which cater to the needs of the fami ly members have 
come up although their roles are specific and not holistic as is the case with the  ^  
femily. The creche, day-care centres for children, old-people’s homes, nursing Notes 

homes, hostels, restaurants, banks, clubs and so on, are a few examples of 
agencies which have taken up varied family functions thereby reducing the 
ambit of its reach and relevance. However, the emotional support and the 
selfless devotion of family members are still hard to fit>d elsewhere. 

• Family is no longer the unit of production in most of the societies. With the 
arrival of fectory system of production, home is not the place for the production 

of goods. As a result, family members have to look for Jobs outside their 
homes. This change has increased the physical and mental distance between 
family members. 

• Familyisfacingtheproblemsofinstabilityinwestemsocieties. Separation 
and increasing rate of divorce due to mutual disagreement has become common. 

This has put maximum emotional and social strain on children of divorced 
parents. They don’t have anyone to support them in their formative years. 
Those parents who take care of children after divorce also face severe strain 
on their time and emergies. 

• Somecouplesarelivingtogetherwithoutgettingmarriedasinwestemcountries. 
They fear that if they get married to each other, then it will sooner or later 
result in divorce. Such living together without maniage is termed as a iive-in- 
relationship or cohabitation. This is an alternative to family life in their view. 

• Some married and employed couples are opting not to have children despite 
suflBcient financial stability. They consider children as aburden on themselves. 
Such families are termed as DINFC (double income no kids) families. 

• In Israel, a unique family system known as Kibbulz is found. A Kibbutz is a 

community offamilies and individualswhich co-operate in the raising of children. 
The children reside in Children Homes away from parents. Each Kibbutz 
operates as a single household of 50 to 2000 people where ehildren are treated 
as the responsibility of the whole community wliile the parents live in separate 
residences. The children spend weekends with their families. 

However, in spite of structural and functional changes, the family still plays a 

significant role in ensuring socialization of children and providing emotional support 
to its members. The task of procreation and upbringing of children is done most 
satisfactorily by the family only. The psychological satisfaction and social respect 
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earned through marriage and successful family life is considered unparallel in terms 
of quality. As a result, the femily remains a universally indispensable iristitution. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 13.5 

1. Write ‘True or ‘False’ against the statement: 

Early care and education of the child is the essential function of family 

2. Fill up the blank: 

The modem family has become.centric. 

3. Mark the correct answer: A family- 

(i) providesthe best environment for procreation and upbringing of children 

(ii) provides selfless and life-long support of every kind to its members 

lii) gives social identity to its members 

(iv) cares for its members in sickness, misfortune and old age 

(v) ail the above. 

II. How the status of women has changed in the family? Write in one sentence. 

WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNT 

• FamilyisthebasicunitofsocietyandthemostimportantgrDupforanindrvidual. 

• Family is a group of persons united by ties of marriage, blood or adoption. 

• Family is holistic association, which is selflessly devoted to the welfare of its 
members all over the world. 

• Specific characteristics offemily are the following: 

(i) Universality 

(ii) Emotional basis 

(iii) Formative influaKe 

(iv) Limited size 

(v) Nuclear position in social structure 

{vi) Responsibility towards the members 
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(vii) Social regulation 

(viii) Pennanent and temporary nature 

General Characteristics of femily are the following; 

©Mating relationship (iii) Reckoning of descent 

(ii) Common habitation (iv) Economic system 

Functions of family are the following: 

© Biological function 

(ii) Sociali2ationof children and enculturation 

(iii) Economic function 

(iv) Psychological function 

The functions performed by the family are essential for survival of society, 
culture and human race. 

Types of family are the following on the basis of different fectors such as - 

(i) Residence - (a)Patrilocal&niily 

(b) Matrilocal family 

(c) Neolocal lamily 

(d) Avunculocal fiiniily 

(ii) Authority (a) Patriarchal family 

©) Matriarchal family 

(iii) Size (a) Nuclear family 

(b) Joint/Extended &mily 

The traditional family stracture in India has been that of joint family right from 
ancient times. 

Joint family in India displays following characteristics - 

(i) Authoritarian stmcture 

(ii) Familistic raganization 

(iii) Status - determination by age and relatiottship 

(iv) Blood relationship gels preference over marital relationship 

(v) Joint responsibility 

MOpULJErfl I Social Jnstiliition and 
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(sd) Equal attention to all the members 

• Following iactois have brought changes in the family - 

(i) Industrialization (iv) Modem education 

(ii) UibanizatiMi (v) Legislative measures 

(iii) Western culture (vi)Quairelsinthelamily 

(vii) Emeigence ofdifferent associations to perform different functions of family. 

• Changes that have taken place in family stnicture and functions are 

(i) Size offaniily has been reduced 

fii) Interaction on equal terms among its members 

(iii) Conflict between old and new generation 

(iv) Freedom intheselectionofmaritalpartneis 

(v) Kinship ties are no longer very important 

(vi) Family is no longer the unit of production in most societies 

(vii) Problem of instability, increasing divorce and consequent problem in 

upbringing ofchildren of divorced parents. 

(viii) Some employed couples are opting not to have children and they are termed 
as DINK families. 

GLOSSARY 

• Avunculocal Family - The family in which a married couple resides with or in 

the locality ofhusfaand’s maternal uncle. 

• Cohabitation - Lmng together of a couple without getting married. 

• Colateral joint family - The Joint family where extension ofthe family is along 

horizontal lines i.e. families of brothers live together. 

• DINKS - The femilies where husband and wife both are earning members but 

they don’t have any children (double income no kids) 

• Family of orientation - A family in which one is bom 
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• Jointfimily-FamilycomposedofbloodandmaiitalrelativesofthFeecirinote 

generations 

• Kibbutz-Acommumtyoffamiliesconsistingofabout50to2000members 

where children aie a collective responsibility 

• LinealJointFaniily-Thejoint&niilywiiereextensionof&milyisalongvertical 

lines i.e. parents live with one ofthe sons and his &niily. 

• MatriarchalFanuly-Afonnoffianilyinwhichinodieristhefonnalheadand 

wields dominant power in the himily. 

• Matrilocalfemily-Thetypeof&milyinwhichthemarriedcouplercsideinthe 

wife’s parentalhousehold or community. 

• Neolocal family - A form of family in which a married couple is normally 
expected not to live with either of the families of origin but to establish a 

separate or new residence. 

• Nuclear family - The basic type of 6mily composed of a married couple and 

their oflsprings. 

• Patriarchalfamily-Afonnoffamilyinwfuchthefalheristhefonnalheadand 

the ruling power in the fianily. 

• Parilocal family - A form of family in which a married couple resides in the 

husband’s father’s home or locality. 

TERMINAL EXERCISE 

1. WhatdoyoumeanbyfzuiiiIy?DescnbemyourownwOTds. 

2. Explain the role offemily in personality formation. 

3. State the geiKral characteristics of family. 

4. What are the economic fiinctions of femily? 

5. What are the characteristics ofjomtfemily in India? 

6. Thefemilyisfacingtheproblemofinstability.How? 
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ANSWER TO INTENT QUESTIONS 

13.1 (l)False 

13.2 (l)Tnie 

133 (l)Tnie 

13.4 (1) False 

13.5 (l)True 

(2) Marriage 

(2) Psychological 

(2) Matriarchal 

(2) Marital 

(2) Child 

(3)all 

(3)all 

(3)Aymiculocal 

p)iv 

(3)v 
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Man is social by nature. He establishes many types of letation^ps with a number 
of persons. The most important of these relationships is known as kinship. You 
find youiself surrounded by several kins in your &mily as well as outside it 

A noimal adult male is a son, a brother, a nephew, an uncle and so on. Similarly, a 

female is a daughter, a sister, a wife, a mother and aunt etc. 

Such relationships based either on marriage or blood-ties are known as KINSHIP 

relations. In the present lesson you will leam about kinship ties and its various 

aspects. 

I_OU.M f lTV 

Afier reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• defineandundeistandthemeanir^ofkinship; 
• describe the different types and degrees of kinship; 
• explainthefunctionand importance of kinship; 
• dracribe various kinship terms; 
• describe different kinship groups; and 
• describe kmsbipbdiaviour usages. 

114.1 i\h:amn<; and dehnition ok kiNsiiip| 

Kinship is a method of aclmowledgtng relationship. It is a social bond initiated by 

genetic or blood ties as well as mandage. Kinslup ties are of fundamental in^xHtance 
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in every society all over the world. Everywhere, it is the social recognition and 
expression of femily relationships formed on the basis of marrilige, procreation or 
adoption. Infect, social recognition ofareladonship is more important than biological 

bond. If a relationship is not recognized or accepted socially, then it is not included 

within the realm ofldnship. 

Kinship relations are socially recognized based on descent, marriage or 
adoption. It is the expression of relations in biological idioms. Kinship 
can be defined as relationships based on descent, marriage or adoption. 

The spread ofldnship relations is possible because every normal^ult belongs to 
two types of overlapping families - \iz. family of orientation sni family of 

procreation. The prohibitive rules of marriage and incest restrict his becoming 

father and husband in the same family in which he is a son or brother. 

family through marriage i.e. femily of procreation. 

14.2 TYPES OF KINSHIP 

Family is the point of departure for studying kinship. There are basically two types 

ofkinship within a femily; 

(i) AffinalKinship 

(ii) Consanguineous Kinship 

(i) AffinalKinship 

This type ofkinship is based on marriage. The most primary affinal relationsbip is 
the one between a husband and a wife which in its extended form includes parents 
and siblings of both sides and their spouses and children. Hence, the relationship 
between son-in-law and father-in-law is an example of affinal kinship. Similarly, 

one’s brother-in-laws and their children are also examples of affinal kins. 

(ii) Consanguineal Kinship 

The type ofkinship based on descent is called consanguineal kinship, commonly 

known as blood rektion. 

The relationship between a child and Ws parents, between children ofthe amrenrt 

of patents, between uncles and trephews/nieces are examples ofcottsar^urneous 

kinship. 
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Blocxi reladonsbip or consanguineous kinship is based on biological &ct of genetic 
relationship between patents and children. The relationship between mother and 
child is the starting point of consanguineal kinship, which in its extended form 

includes the child’s &ther, grandparents, uncles, cousins, aunts and so on. 
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The kins may not be always related to each other hy real blood or marital ties; 
rather there might be im^inaiy or assumed relationship between them. Such 
assumed relationship may be called Active kinship. In &ct social recognition of 
biological &ct overrides the actual biological connection in kin^p. 

Notes ] 

Among the Todas ofNilgiri hills, a woman has more than one husband at a time. 
Hence, her children may have different biological fathers but all the children are 
considered to be of the husband who last performed the armorial presentation of 
bow and anowto die common wife. Even though suchapersonmay not be alive, 

he will be considered to be the husband of the common wife and the father of all 
the children until another husband performs the ritual. AdojXion ofachildisalso 
an exanqile of establishment of kinship between a child and his adopter. 

I.M'EXT QUESTIONS 14.1 

1. Write‘True’or‘False’againstthe statement. 

Kinship is a relationship based on blood ties or marriage. 

2. Fill in the blank 

Kinship based on descent is known as_kinship. 

3. Mark the correct answer 

The family in which aperson is bom is his 

(i) femily ofjBOcreation 

® family of orientation 

(iii) None 

(iv) Both 

14..3 DFfiUI E OK KINSHIP 

We can also categmize tiie kinship relationships in terms of degree of closeness 

into following types: 
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(i) Primary Kin 

Primaiy kins or first degree Idits are those who are directly related to each other. 

These kins may belong to the femily of orientation i^. the one in which we are 

bom and brought up. For example, our father, mother, brothers and sisters are our 

primary kins because we are directly related to these persons through blood or 

genetic ties. Husband-wife relationship is an example of primary affinal kin. A 

person (or ego) may have seven types of primary kins viz. mother, father, son 

daughter, brother, sister, husband or wife. 

(ii) Secondary Kin 

The primary kins of our first degree kins are our secondary kins. They are not 
directly related to us but through ptimary kins, "fhere can be 33 types of secondary 

kins. Examples of secondary kin ate: Father’s father i.e. paternal grandfather, 

mother’s fether i.e. matmnal grand&ther, fether’s mofl>eri.e. paternal grandmoflier, 

wife’s or husband’s brothers and sisters, parents and so on. 

(iii) Tertiary Kin 

The primary kins of our secondary kins or secondary kins of our primary kins are 

known as our tertiary kins or third degree kins. For example, your brother-in-law 

js your secondary kin and his wife or children who are his primary kirrs become 

your terdaty kin. 

These are 151 types of tertiary kins. For example. Father’s brother’s wife, father’s 

sister’s husband, fether’s mother’s brother, father’s mother’s sister and so on. 

In this way, the degree of kinship can be extend to 4th, 5th, 6th to nth degree. The 
primary kins of our tertiary kins are called fourth degree kins and so otL Such kins 

may include all those with whom we share even remote consanguineous or affinal 

ties. They are classified as distant kins, hi some societies, distmit kins are significant 

like in many simple and rural societies, while in others they may not even be 

recognized. 

14.4 KINSHIP 1)1 Af.KAM 

Very often you may find kinshg) rqiresented through a diagram which gives you a 

picture ofkinship relationship and genealogy as followrs: 
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and security at every moment in a person’s life; it also gives him identity as a 
member of certain kinship group. The kinship groups assign an individual certain 
status such as that of fether, mother, brother husband and so on. Certain roles too 
are assigned to them throu^ which they fiillil their duties towards society at large. 

In the moment of crisis, it is the kinsmen who rush toapersOTi’shelp. Similarly, in 

hours of joy they are very much there to share his happiness. The presence of 

kinsmen is a source of psychological support and strer^jh to a person. 

Kinship relations define the mutual relationships of various members of the fiimily. 
The expected mode of behaviour is clearly defined, thereby making everyone in 
the group aware of it The kinsmen are treated as brothers and sisters. They co¬ 
operate with each other as one family and provide the suj^xSit of men and material 

j as and when requited. Their support is a source of emotional and psychological 

strength to individuals. 

The kin^p grotqjs such as family, lineage (vansh) and clan (gotra) 
play extremdy significantrolesinregulatingflie life of their meitibets 

in traditional societies and to a certain extent in modem societies 

as well. ___ 

Family members belonging to one lineage participate together in femily function 

such as birth-rites, marriage and death-rites. Their family-god or kuldevta is 
common and they follow the common restrictions related to worship and daily 

ritual. Kins belonging to the same lineage share a sense of oneness i.e. a feeling 
that they belot^ to the same femily and hence must uphold the femily tradition and 

ferrulyname. 

In a traditional society, the kinship groups known as the clan or gotra are also 
very significant since they ate arelatively huger group of kinsmen who trace their 
origin to a fictional ancestor. Their day to day co-operation and strong bonding is 
very much evident. But among most ofthe Hindus, the merpbersofasinglegorrfl 

do not inler-marry as they are considered siblings or brothers and sisters. Hence, 

gotra regulates the marital ties. 

VillagEtsgivemuchimportancetotiiefictivekinstoo.In ordertoeosureteciptocily 

and allegiance, they establish fictional bonds of kinship with each other. These 
Unsmen widen each otiier’s circle of support which would otherwise have been 

confined to only blood or marital kins. 

All types of kinsmen play a significant role in securing political, economic and 
occupational benefitsfor each other. They pass on vital information to each other 
arid sun)lyinanual.rnatetialatd intellectual sigiportinfiitthetingpolMcalamlntioni 



by helping them win elections. Those kins, who are well-placed, tiy to find jobs 
and business assignments for their kinsmen who, in turn, form a strong support- 

base for their helper. 

IMF.XT QI F.STIONS 14.2 

1. Write‘Trueor‘False’againsttheslatement 

Aperson’s grandfether is his primary consanguineal kin. 

2. Fill intheblanks: 

Kinship is significant for the individual as well as_ 

3. Mark the correct answer 

Kinship is significantfor the individual because 

(i) it gives him identity and status. 

(ii) itprovides psychological security. 

(iii) defines his role and behaviour pattern. 

(iv) all of the above. 

In day-to-day interaction with our relatives, we use certain words to address *em 

of words are collectively known as a kinship terminology. Examples of kinship 

terminologies ate father, mother, wife, husband, aunt, uncle and so on. 

These kinship terms help us understand the inter-relationship Iwtween vmous 
membersofafemilyandtheir status androle within the fimily.'Kin’tem^ give us 

a clue about the kind of family, its rule of residence and its roles of descent arid 
other aspects of social organization. Kinship terms are not merely linguistic m 
nature, but are also sociological, meaning related to an individual’s status and 

behaviour. 

Kinship terms areofvarious types. Anthropologists have adopted different bases 

to classify these terms. 

(A) On the basis of linguistic structure. Kindiip terms have been classified mto 

threeypes; 
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® Elementary Terms: These terms are such that they cannot be further 

reduced or broken down into simpler words. Examples of such elementary 

terms are father, mother, brother, sister, nephew, niece etc. In Hindi, we 

have elementary terms such as mata,pita, bhai, bahen etc. 

09 Derivative Terms; ThosekinshiptermswiucharecomedbyjomingsufBxes 

or prefixes to the elementary kinship terms are known as derivative kin^p 

terms. Examples of such terms are grandfether, sister-in-law, step-son, great¬ 

grandfather and so on. 

fdi) Descriptive Terms: The kinship terms which are formed by combining 

two or more elementary terms are known as descriptive term. For example, 

wife’s sister, brother’s wife, son’s wife, daughter’s husband and so on. In 

Hindi we have, mauseva bhai (mother’s brother s son), Chacheri bahen 

(father’s brother’s daughte-) etc. 

(B) On the basis of mode of use, kinship terms have been classified into two 

types: 

0) Termsof Address :Kinshiptetmswhichareusedbyusforaddressingour 

kins or relatives are knovm as terms of address, for example, papa, daddy, 

maa, mummy, didi, bhaiya, etc. In Hindi, terms of address are annan (elder 

brother), tanibi (younger brother), akka (elder sister) etc. in Tamil. 

09 Terms of reference: Kinship terms which are used by us for indirectly 

referring to a person are known as kinship terms of reference. Examples of 

terms of reference are fether, mother, brother and sister etc. In Hindi we 

have,piVa, maa, bhaibaheneic. In Tamil; the terms ofteference are mama 

maga/magan (maternal) uncle’s daughter/son), allai magal/magan (father’s 

sister’s daughter/son). 

(C) On the basis of range of application: 

The kinship terms are of two types depending on the range of application of 

the terms: 

(1) Denotaf ive/isolative/descriptive term: 
f 

The term which applies to only one particular kin category is known as descriptive/ 

denotative/isolative term. For example, the term ‘father’ and ‘mother’ is applied 

to our parents only and to no one else. 

(ii) Classificatory term: 

The term, which applies to persons of two or more kinship categories is known as 
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classificatoiy term. For example, the term ‘cousin’ is used for referring to father’s 
brother’s son, father’s sister’s son, mother’s brother’s son as well as to mother’s 
sister’s som Similarly, the term ‘uncle’ refers to mother’s brother, father’s brother, 

mother’s sister’s husband and father’s sister’s husband. 
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INTEXT QUESTIONS 14.3 

Notes 

a) Write ‘True’ or ‘False’ against the statement: 

A descriptive term applies to one particular kin of specific status. 

b) Fill in the blanks 

The kinship terms which are fonned by j oining suffixes and prefixes to the 

elementary kinship terms are called - _kinsliip terms. 

c) Mark the correct answer: 

Kinship terms help us in understanding 

(i) the inteirelationship between various members 

(ii) the status and roles of the members 

(iii) the prevailing kiijds of family- structure 

(iv) the extinct social features 

(v) all the above. 

14.7 RULE.S OF DESCENT 

Rules that connect individuals with particular sets of kins because of known or 
presumed common ancestry are called rules of descent. These rules vary fi'om 
societyto society. Individuals are afBliatedtoasetofkinsbythese rules. Succession 

iid inheritance are also related to these rules. Social organization and groupmgs 

are also based on rules of descent. 

There are two broad types of rules of descent viz. 

(A) unilateral descent rules; 

(B) bilateral descentrules 
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(A) Unilateral descent rules: Under unilateral descent rules, a person’s descent 

is traced through either father’s or mother’s line. It can be further sub-divided 

into two types: 

(1) Patrilineal Descent; In patrilineal system a person belongs to the kin group of 
his father. The descent is traced through male line. A man’s son inherits his 

status, name and property. 

0=A 

A =0 A =0 O =A 

1,2 & 3 are members of a patrilineal descent group 

(2) Matrilineal Descent; When the descent is traced through the female line, it is 
called matrilineal descent The children of both sexes belong to their mother’s 
descent group. Although a women’s sons and daughters are all members of 
the same descent group, only her daughter can inherit her name, status and 
property and pass it on to her daughter. The son is a member of matrilineal 

group but cannot inhoit anything. 

A = O 

^0=A 

1,2 & 3 are members of a matrilineal descent group. 
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(B) Bilateral descent: Many societies give equal importance to kins of both 
father’s and mother’s side. The transmission of property rights and descent is 
through both the father and the mother in a manner which either emphasizes 
both lines equally or does not emphasize either line. 

MODU 
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The term ‘kindred’ describes a person’s bilateral set of relatives who may be 

invited to weddings, funerals or other ceremonial occasions. 

14.8 KIN GROUPS 

Kinship in itself is not a group but is one ofthe strongest basis for group formation. 

You will come across names of several unilateral kinship groups such as femily, 
lineage, clan, phaiatry and moiety while going through any discussion on kinship. 

These kinship groups consist of persons who are genealogically relatedto each 
other through descent or marital ties. The feeling that ‘blood is thicker than water’ 
binds the kinsmen to each other in several kin groups which be close-knit and 
small like family and lineage or may be, loosely-knit like clan, phratiy and moiety. 

Let’s discuss these kinship groups one by one. 

You are already aware of family which is the smallest kinship group. It is basically 
made up of a man, his wife and their unmarried children. While the man and wife 
are related through marriage, the children and parents are related to each other 
through descent or blood ties. The children are related to each other through the 
kinship link of siblingship and common descent i.e. blood tie. 

Some of the important groups based on principles of unilateral descent are as 

follows: 

Lineage: Family is bilateral but lineage is a unilateral descent group. It consists of 
all the consanguineal blood relatives who claim dieir descent fown a known common 
ancestor or ancestors who existed in reality in the known past. The ancestor is not 
a myth as is the case with a clan. Lineage is an exogamous group. It is a unilateral 
descent group, it implies that a lineage includes all such fomiiy members who belong 
to the father’s line alone. If the ancestor is a male figure, then foe lineage is called 
patriiineage. The descent is raced in the male line from father to son. If the lineage 
is traced from a female figure, it is called matrilineage. Lineage members of a 
rpatrilineal group trace relationship to each other through the mother. 

Lineage members may or may not share a common residence. 
Joint family is also an example of lineage where members of three 
or four generations may live together. A lineage is strictly 

exogamous. _ 
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Iratification ^ aunilateral descent group. It includes a set of kins whose 

members believe themselves to be descended from a common ancestor, but the 

actual genealogical link may not be demonstrated. The common ancestor is often 

^ a mythical figure such as a saint or a Rishi in case of Hindu society. It may also be 
a supernatural character or a totemic object such as tiger, fish and snake etc. 

Notes 
Among the Hindus, the common descent is traced from some sages such as 
Kashyap, Bhaidwaj, Gautam etc. In fact, the common ancestor of the kinsmen is 

most often an unknown figure or object in the far ofif antiquity. 

' The members of a clan consider themselves to be blood relatives of each other as 
they believe in common descent or blood tie. Hence, most often, the members of 

a clan do not marry each other. In other words, the clan is an exogamous kinship 

The clan is patrilineal w*en the descent is traced through male lines. If the descent 

is traced through female line, it is called inatrilineal clan, as found among Khasi or 

Garo of north-east India. 

Clan is also known as ‘Gotra ’ in Hindi. The clan grouping is mainly taken into 
account while initiating marriage negotiations. Marriage is negotiated only with 

those who do not belong to one’s own clan. 

Phratry: A pharatry is unilateral descent group composed of two or more clans 

which are supposedly itrterrelated. 

Like dart, the phartary organization is also exogamous. The members of phratry 

otgarrization believe that they have a common ancestor. 

The clans constituting a phratry may retain their individual identities. But, they fulfil 
special obligations on ceremorrial occasions. 

Moiety: Moiety is a large social group that results from the splitting of a society 
into two equal or unequal halves on the basis of descent. Each half thus formed is 

called a moiety. 

The members of a moiety have a belief in a common ancestor which may or may 

not be actually traceable. 

Each moiety is ^in sub-divided into a number of phratries. Each phratry is split 
up into a number of clans and each clan into a number of lineage and finally, each 

linet^e into a number of fomilies. 

The Aimol Kuku tribe of Manipur has a set of moieties which are further divided 

into phratries and so on. 
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Social Stratification The two moieties provide marital partners to each other as members of one moiety 

cannot marry each other. But, the Toda moieties are endogamous, although they 
are further sub-divided into exogamous clans. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 14.4 

1. Write ‘Trite’ or ‘False’ against the statement; 

Rules of descent connect an individual to a particular set of kins on the basis 
of ancestory. 

2. Fill in the blanks 

The term_describes a person’s bilateral set of relatives. 

3. Mark the correct answer 

A clan is a set of kins 

(i) whose members believe themselves to be the descendants of a known 
ancestor. 

(ir) whose members have a belief that they have descended from a common 
mythical ancestor. 

(iii) such as mother, father and children. 

(iv) None of the above 

14.9 KINSHIP BEHAVIOUR 

Kinship behaviour or usages refer to definite and comparatively stable patterns of 
behaviour of different members of a kin group. These behaviour patterns may be 
verbal and/or non-verbal. Some ofthe kinship usages are the following: 

Avoidance 

It is a type of usage through which some restrictions are imposed on close interaction 
of certain kinsmen. Among the Flindus, as a result of such restrictions, certain 
relatives avoid talking to each other directly, avoid physical contact and maintain 
minimum social interaction with each other and so on. Some of the kins covered 
by such restrictions among the Hindus ate - parent-in-law and daughter-in-law, 
mother-in-law and son-in-law, husband’s elder brother and younger brother’s 

wife etc. 
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Joking Relationship 

It'is just the opposite of avoidance. The relatives are free to crack jokes at each 

other’s expense, tease each other and make fun of each other under this form of 
behaviour. The relatives under this category are expected not to take offence or to 

mind each other’s conduct 

Joking relation is generally found between amanandhiswife’s younger sister or 

between a woman and her husband’s younger brother. 

Teknonymy 

When the two kinsmen do not address each other directly rather through a third 

person or a symbol, the usage is known as teknonymy. 

The practice is very common in rural India, where women generally do not utter 
t’ac names of their husbands or elderly in-laws. Women referto their husbands as 

the father of her child. 

I Avunculate 

It is the kind of behaviour or usage which gives the maternal uncle an important 
status so fer as his sister’s childienare concerned. The maternal uncle is considered 
more important than even die father. The maternal uncle transfers his property to 
his nephew (i.e. the sister’s son). The nephew works for him rather than his ovm 
father. Sometimes the sister’s children are brought up in their maternal uncle s 

family. Avunculate iscommoninmatrilineal societies. 

Amitate 

The kinship behaviour which assigns a special role to one’s fether’s sister is called 

amitate. Her role is similar to that of the maternal uncle under avunculate. The 
children show special respect to their father’s sister. Sometimes, the children are 
brought up in her house and inherit her property. She is called female-father in 

societies practising amitate. It is usually found in patrilineal societies. 

I Couvade 

It is kinship behaviour in whidiahusband imitates the behaviourofhis wife during 
pregnancy and child birth. The husband also leads the life ofan invalid along with 

his wife whenever she gives birth to a child. He refrains from active life, goes on 
sick diet and observes certain taboos. This practice is common among Khasi tribe 

I ofAssamandTodatribeofNilgiriHills. 
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1. Write‘True’or‘False’gainst the statement 

Amitate is a kinship usage which assigns special role to one’s father’s sister. 

2. Fill inthe blanks 

The kinship usage in which two kinsmen do not address each other directly is 

called_. 

3. Mark the correct answer 

The kinship usage in vdiich the maternal uncle plays significant role is termed 

as 

(i) couvade 

(n) avoidance 

(iii) joking relationship 

(ivjavunculate 

(v) none of the above. 

(II) What is Couvade? Define in one sentence. 

JCinship is a relationship among individuals based on marriage, blood tie or 

adoption. 

Kinship is the social recognition and expression of fannily relationship. 

The relationship which is not recognised socially is not included within the 

sphere of kinship. 

Kinship is an outcome of desire of human beings to reproduce or togivebirth 

to children through legitimate relationship. 

Kinship is of two types- 

(i) Consanguineal kinship 

(ii) Afiinalkinship 



tratification\ • Some assumed or imaginaiy relationships are called Active kinship. Adoption 

is one of the examples of Active kinship. 

• Consanguineous kinship or blood relaAonship is based on common ancestor. 

• Affinal kinship is based on marital relaAonship between two people which in 

turn, coimects the two families to each other. 

• Kinship relaAonship can also he categonzed in the following ways in terms of 

degree of closeness: 

(i) Primary kin 

(ii) Secondary kin 

(iii) Tertiary kin 

• Kinship is signiAcant in several ways for individual as well as groups. 

• It provides identity and status, social and psychological security and deAnite 

paAems of behaviour and roles to individuals. 

• Kinship is the basis of group formaAon. 

« It enhances group solidarity, orgarazes the group against enemies, controls 

religious and social interacAon, including marriage and regulates gathering on 

rituals and telipous ceremonies. 

• Inheritance of status, property and family name is decided on Are basis of 

kinship. 

• Kinship groups help their kinsmen in securing poliAcal power, occupational 

bene Ats and econorruc gains^ 

• There are varied types of kinship terms which are used for address and 

reference of kins. 

• ThebasisofclassifyingkinshiptermsandAreirtypesareAiefollowing: 

(i) Linguistic Structure 

(a) Elementary Terrrrs 

(b) Derivative Terms 

(c) Descriptive Terms 

(ii) Modes of use 

(a) Terms of address 

(b) Terms of reference 
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(iii) Range of application 

(a) Descriptive Terms 

(b) Classificatoiy Terms 

• Rules of descent connect or affiliate individuals with particular set of kins on 

the basis of known or presumed ancestory. 

MODULE -n 
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• There are two rules of descent 

(i) Unilateral descent rules 

(ii) Bilateral descent rules 

• Unilateral descent rules are two types - 

(i) Patrilineal descent 

(ii) Matiilineal descent 

• Societies, without unilateral descent rules, are bilateral societies. Relatives on 
both the mother’s and father’s sides of the family are ofequal importance or 

more usually, unimportant. 

• Kindred refers to bilateral set ofrelatives who may come together temporarily 

on ceremonial occasions. 

• There are some unilateral kin groups such as: 

(i) Family 

(ii) Lineage 

(iii) Clan 

(iv) Phialiy 

(v) Moiety 

• Family is basically made up of a man, his wife and their unmarried children. It 
can be extended to include affinal and consanguin kins upto three or four 

generations. . 

• r tn^agp is a set of kins who trace descent fiom common ancestor through 

known links. 

• Clans are a set of kins who believe that they have descerided from a common 

ancestor who is often a mythical figure and not a real one. 

• Phratiy is a unilateral descent groups made up of two or more clans which are 

si^posedly inter-related. 

• Moiety is a large social group that results from the splitting of a society into 

two halves or unilineal descent group. Each half is called a moiety. 
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Each moiety is again sub-divided into a number of phratries. Eachphratryis 

split up into number of clans and each clan into a number of lineages and each 

lineage into a number of families. 

Kinship behaviour or usages refer to defimte and comparatively stable patterns 
of behaviour of different members of a kin group. 

Some of the kinship behaviour are the following: 

(i) ■ Avoidance 

(ii) Joking Relationship 

(iii) Teknonymy 

(iv) Avunculate 

(v) Amitale 

(vi) Couvade 

GLOSSARY 

Affinal tans: kins related by marriage. 

Amilate: Kinship behaviour which gives special importance to father’s sister. 

Avunculate: Kinship behaviour which gves special importance to maternal uncle. 

Bilateral kinship: Kinship based on transmission of property rights or descent 

either equally through both the female and the male lines or in a manner which 

does not emphasize either line. 

Clan or sib: A unilineal exogamous group of relatives who trace their descent 
fiom a common ancestor \*o may have existed in a mydiological past. The ancestor 

might even be a legendary supernatural character, a plant or an animal. 

Classificatory teams: A kinship term that refers to or designates several relatives 

eg. uncle and aunt, etc. 

Consanguineal kins: Kins related by blood or common ancestor. 

Couvade: Kinship behaviour in which a husband follows a similar pattern of 
behaviour including dietary restrictions as those followed by his pregnant wife in 

child birth. 

Descriptive /erm: Specific term for specific individual relationship. 

Ego : A person who is the basic point of reference in determining and tracing 

kinship. 

titutioH and 

tratification 

; Notes 
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Cross cousin; Children of brothers and sisters. 

Kindred: The groiqji^ of relatives by bilateral descent It includes the relatives of 
both the parents. 

Lineage: A consanguineal kin group resulting fiom unilinear descent The common 
ancestor of lineage members is usually an actual and remembered person. It is an 
exogamous group. 

MODULE - II 

Social Institution and 

Matrilineage: Transmission of authority, inheritance or descent primarilythrough 
females. It is also called uterine descent 

Moiety: A primary social division in which the tribe is made up of two groups, 

each one of which is called a moiety. 

Patrilineage: Transmission of name, property or authority through males. PaJrilirreal 

descent is also called agnatic descent. 

Phralry: An exogamous unilinear suh-division of tribe. A phratry is often divided 

into a number of clans or sibs. 

Siblings: Children bom of the same parents. 

Tehionymy: Kinship behaviour under which kinsmen do not address each other 

directly. 

Unilineal descent: Succession, descent and inheritance through either the lather’s 

or the mother’s line alone. 

The term unilateral is also used for such descent. 

1 
TERMINAL L.XERCISE 

1. What are the types of kinship? Describe in detail, 

2. What is the significance of kinship for the individual and die group? 

3. What are the various basis of classification of kinship terms? Discuss in detail. 

4. Describe the various types of unilateral kinship groups. 

5. Discuss various kinship usages or behviour. 
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answer to intext QliESTIONS j 

14.1 (l)True (2)Consanguneous (3)(ii) 

j 14.2 (1) False (2) Group (3)(iv) 

14.3 (l)True 

14.4 (l)True 

14.5 (l)True 

(2) derivative 

(2) Kindred 

(2)Teknonymy 
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ECONOMY, POLITY AND 
RELIGION 

Notes 

iSocieties dififer in tenns of the number of institutions. Highly developed and 
differentiated soeieties, like those in the contemporary industrial world, have a 
larger number of institutions than the simple societies oftribals and peasants. As 

societies evolve overtime ftom simple to complex structures, *eir institutions also 

get differentiated. Not only do they multiply in number but also become more and 

more specialized and complex. 

Althoi#! the number ofinstitutions varies fiom one society to another, all societies 

generally have four basic institutions, which may be known as universal institutions. 
These are respectively known as kinship, economic, political, and religious 
institutions. These institutions do not exist in isolation, rather, there are close 
connections between them. We may conceptualize a culture as comprising of 

institutions that are iriter-related. A definition of culture maybe: It is an integrated 
whole of institutions. Indus lesson, we shall study the characteristics of economic, 

political,aiid religious institutions of human society 

. i OB.IECTIVFS] 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• describe the basic institutions found in hittnan ^iety, 
• explainthecharacteristicsofeachoftheseinstitutionstand 

• imHetstanri the relationship between institutions. 

SOCIOLOGY 
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F.cunoruv, Polity & Rtlijiion 

15.1 CONCEPTS OF ECONOMY, POLITY, AND 
RELIGION 

15.1.1 Economy 

Economy is concerned with production, exchtmge, distribution and consumption 

of goods and services. If human beings have to survive, they have to eat. They are 

not like other animals that are parasites on nature and consume its raw products. 
Human beings not only produce what they need for their sustenance, but also 
transform the raw products of nature by cooking and processing them. One of the 
remarkable characteristics of huntan beings is that they transform the raw into the 
cooked. Fire making and the use of fire are associated principally with human 

species. 

None of the activities associated with economy are carried out in isolation. In their 
system of production, human beings enter into relations with other human beings. 
Distribution and exchange also assume the existence of relations between people. 
The nature of these relations conditions the quality of distribution and exchange, 
and the quality ofthe tiling (goods and services) exchanged. Human relations and_ 

social values also determine the patterns of consumption. In other words,, in a 
sociological study of economy, one is concerned with the social relations that are 
built in the systems of production, distribution and exchange, and consumption. 

15.1.2 Polity 

Polity is concerned with the distribution of power in a society. In each social 
relationship, there are some who exercise power over others. Even in a group of 
two individuals (what is technically called a dyad), one of them exoeises power 

over the other. Thus, no human relationship is without the exercise of power. For 
sociologists, power is aurtiversal characteristic of human society. 

Now, we should explain the sociological meaning of the term power. By power, 
we understand the ability of a person to exercise his will on the others and obtain 
compliance. Power is the ability to take decisions for oneself and others, and to 
see that the others abide by the decisions taken on their behaif. Defined in tins 

way, power is central to every institution and group. For exanyiie, the of ti^ 
household exercises his or her power, which he or she l)as,l(¥^l^tue of bdng til 
head, over other members and his or her decisions are binding. For example, the 
medical superintendent is the most powerful person in a hospital. These examples 
help us conclude that in each institution, there are some who exercise power over 

others. 
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Then, what is so special about political power? The difference between power in 

an institution (like ho^ital) or a group (like &mily) and political power is that the 
latter has a wider application. It is not confined to an insdtution or group. Rather, 
it embtaces all of them. Political power cuts across different institutions and groi^. 
It funs the government, which takes major decisions about society and its affairs. 
For example, the principal of aschool exercises his power over others and also in 
the running ofthe institutiohthat he heads; but, flie task of framing educational 
policy and its implementation is that ofthe government 

Political power is closely connected with governance: that is, governing and 
administering. An Italian sociologist made a distinction between two types of elites. 
The first he called the non-governing elite. They excel in their respective works but 

do not govern. The second is called the govenrirrg elite - they ate the ernes who 
exercise power to rule and go vem. 

A femous musician, painter, and iirdustrialist ate the examples of 
non-governing elite. Thus, Mahasweta Devi, M.F. Husain, A.R. 
Rehman, and DhirubhaiArabani are members of Ihetron ^oveming 

elite.___ 

The prime minister, home minister, chief minister, and governor constitute the 

governing elite. 

15.1.3 Religion 

There has been no dispute about the universality of economic and political 

institutims. 

But, there have heettargumenCi ^^therinivetsality of teligioa Some thinkers 

a limited ofthe Once sciaice <«te>uld be able to answer all those 

questiorrs that puzzle the humans but, it may be adrmtted here that religion would 
decline. It has also been though that primitive society had religion, whereas modem 

society can do without it. Marxist thinkers also believed that societies that can 
succeed in aboli^ng classes and the distiiKtion between the rich and the poor, 

could very well do without religiotL 

Today, the theories that doubted tire universality of religion have been rejected. 
We have &ctual evidence to drow that religion in one form or other is found in all 
societies, vdretirer initrritive or modem. In each society, religion is concerned with 
a set of relations people have with what they regard as ‘superior to them. This 
superior entity is not human. It is beyond the world of human beings. That is why 
the terms used for conveying the superior entities are supernatural, extra- 
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mundane’, and ‘spiritual’. These entities are revered, i.e. they are worshipped and 
their favour is sought. People believe in the existence of these powers, which 
control human affairs. They think that if these powers arc worshipped and pofitiated 
through certain acts such as rites andritualsetc., happiness and peace will follow, 

and their wishes will be fulfilled. 

Keeping this in mind, we may define religion as a set of beliefs and practices 

dealing vrith the objects and ideas that people regard as supernatural and worthy 
of worship. The technical term we use for religious acts (the practices) is ritual, 

which is regarded as the ballmaric of religion. . 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 15.1 

Answer the following questions in one serrtence 

1 Give the definitionofnon-goveming elite. 

2 Name the basic institutions ofhuman society. 

3 What is meant by the term power? 

4 Whataretheconstituentsofreligion? 

15.2 CHARACTERISTICS Oh Et ONOMK 
OROAMZATION 

So far we have learnt that economy or the economic system consists of those 
institutions that provide for the production, distribution and exchange, and 
consumption of goods and services. In this section, our concern will be with the 
characteristics of econortiic orgarrization. 

Generally, when we think of economy, we think of goods attd services involving 

money. A teacher teaches in a school for a month, at the end of which he receives 
a certain amount of money in the fiwm of currency notes and coins. He fiends the 

latter for buying goods and services—for instance, food, haircuts, travel tickets, 

etc. - that he needs for his survival. 

However, we should note that there are societies where the concept of money as 
we understand does not exist. By money, we mean a standardized unit of exchange. 
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bywilich we can Ixflranylhingwe need, wheflieracommodity or service. Societies, 
like tribal and peasant, which do not have the jxincept of money, are called non- 
monetized (or unmonetized). 

15.4.1 Division of labour 

Whether societies have mon^ pt not thej all have rules specifying how people 
gain access to natural resources and convert them into goods. People have 
knowledge of techniques they use for extracting resources and transforming them. 
They all have rules for distributing and exchanging goods and services. The basic 
characteristic of all economic systems is division of labour, which may be delitred 

as an allocation of jobs to different individuals in accordance with their qualifications, 
skills, categories of gender and age, or any other trait that the society recognizes. 

Societies differ in terms oftfae complexity and diversity ofdivisionoflabour. Tribal 
and peasant societies have a simple division of labour. It means that the extent of 
specializatirm they have is litde or minirrral. In the largest traditional societies, there 
may not be more than twenty or thirty crafi-trades, and also, not more than a few 
other specialized pursuits, such as those of priest, soldier and epic-singer, etc. 

In the most simple societies, such as that ofhunters and food gatherers, there may 
be a near absence of specialization, with each man knowing the techniques of 

hunting, and each woman, of food gathering. The absence of specialization, 
however, does not imply the absence of division of labour, because in simple 
societies, division of labour on the lines of sex and age does exist. As stated 
earlier, in hunting and food gathering societies, hunting is definitely a male job 

whereas food gathering is a female occupation. 

15.4.2 Indiistriai economy 

Sociologists divide an industrial economy into three sectors: the primary, secondary, 

and tertiary sectors. 

The primary sector of an economy includes the collection or extraction of natural 
resources. It consists of agriculture, mining, forestry and fishing, etc. The secondary 
sector is concerned with the conversion of raw materials into manu&tured goods. 
The secondary sector expands with the coming of machinery and the development 
of technology. The tertiary sector of an economy refers to service industries. It 
includes occupations that offer services to others. Medicine, teaching, and 

managerial and clerical j<d>s are examples of the tertiary sector. 

In societies where the extent of industrialization is less, a sigmficant proportion of 

population is o^aged in the primary sector. In India, for example, almost a three- 
quarter of tire work force is engaged in agricultural production. By companson, in 

sociouHsr_____ 

Notes 



industrialized countries, only a tiny proportion of the population is involved in 

agriculture. As industrialization increases, the other sectorsnf economy expand. 
The higher the degree of industrialization, the larger is rite domain of service 

industries. 

15.3 TYPES OF EC0^0^11C SN STEMS 

There are different ^pes of economic systems depending upon (he ways in which 
people acquire their livelihood. Broadly speaking, we msy divide econmnic systems 

into two types, those concerned with food collection, and secondly, those concerned 

with food production. 

15.3.1 Food collection 

Food collection may be defined as deriving food fiom naturally occurring resources, 

such as wild plants and animals. At one time, the entire society consisted of food 
collectors. In feet, food collection has occupied the longest period in the history of 

mankind. 

With the passage of time, food collection has been on decline, but even today, 

certain communities of the world still depend upon hunting, food gathering and 
fishing. The prominent examples of food collecUxs are:! Kung Bushmen of South 
Africa’s Kalahari Desert, Mbuti of Zaire’s Ituri tain fcxest, various Australian tribes, 

the Copper Eskimos, and tribal communities in Andaman Islands. 

15.3.2 Food production 

Food production is believed to have begim about 10,000 years ago. It was a 
revolutionary cban^. Corrrmunities in widely separated geograi^cal locations 
began to cultivate, and then, dom^cate plants and animals. Today, most people 
in the world depet^ ipon diverse combinatior» of domesticated plants and animals 
for food. Sociologists distinguish, three types of food production systems; 
horticulture, intensive agriculture, and pastoralisrrL 

IS.3.2.1 Horticultwre 

• By horticulture, we mean the growing of crops of all kinds with relatively 

simple technology and rrtaterial culture. 

• Commontoalifomtsrfhorticultureistheabsaicerrfpmnanentlycultivated 

fidds. 

• The tools generally used in this system ofproduction are digging sricks, hoes, 

and axes. 
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• Ploughs and tractors are not associated with it 

• HoiticuItutaKsts do not employ methods of increasing the fertility of the soil 
artificially as is common in intensive cultivation. 

We rnaydistirtguisfabetweentwo types ofhorticultttrc. One deals wiihadqynHen,v- 

onlong-growingtreeraops. The second system, which is more common, is known 
as ext^ve ot shifting cultivatiom hr this, the land is cultivated for short periods. 

Th^ it is lefi idle or &II0W fi)r some years. During the time the land is not cultivated, 
wild plants grow on it When the vegetation is sufficiently thick, it is cut down and 

burnt hr this w^, tire nutrients retumtoflie soil and addtoits fertility. The cultivators 
grow ^ kinds of crops on it befirre leaving it idle for some years. Then, the same 
cycle is repeated. The prominent examples of shifting cirltivators are: the northern 

Kayapo of the Brazilian Amazon, JivaroofEcuador, Samoan ofthe South Pacific, 
the Mai Paharia and Baigas in India. 
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153.2.2 Intensive agriculture 

• Intensive agriculture is also known as settled agriculture. 

• It is a system of food production where the fields are regirlarly cultivated. 

• Cultivators raise the fertility of soil by adding organic materials to it, such as 
dung fiom animals and htrman. 

• Fields ate irrigated. Besides the monsoon, the agriculturalists use irrigation 
fiem streams and rivets. 

• Technology in intensive agriculture is far more complex. Ploughs ate used 
rather than digging-sticks and hoes. 

• WheteniecfaanBatk>nhassetin,tiactotsiiteused,andmechanicalpowerhas 
‘ replaced the animal traction power. 

Intensive agriculture has also led to feirly settled, large village communities. This 
has mgrlkations Textile nahrte ofinter-personal relations in an agricultural community. 
The horticulturalists, by comparison, live in small groups and shift fiom one place 
to another depending i^n the piece of land they clear for cultivation 

15.3.2.3 Pastoralism 

• Communities of people, which domesticate animals, are known as pastoral, 
and the system of deriving one’s livelihood by domesticating animals is known 
as pastoralism. 

• Pastoralism is an effective way of living in semi-arid and desert areas. 

' Pastoralistsbteedanitnalsfortneat,milk,hair,hideandexcreta(tobeusedas 
fiiel),ete. 
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• Pastoralists are not self-sufficient as is flie case wifli hunter-gatherets, because 
they exchange their produce with non-pastoral people. In this way, they ensure 

their survivaL 

Pastoralists sell their animals (generaUymale)toaniinal-merchantswhobuytfiem 

for slaughter houses or for seUing them to others as tractkm aniinals. Animal hair 
from which wool is manufactured is also sold to merchants. Some pastoral 
communities also sell milk and its products (such as clarified butter), but most of 
them use it for their own consumption. Some well-known pa storal communities 

are the tribes of the Middle East, Basari of Southern Iran, tapps of Scandinavia, 

Rabah and Gaddi in India. 

INTE.XT QI ESTIONS 15.2 

Fi'l in the blanks; 

1. Societies that lack the use of money are known as societies. 

2. _societies have a large number of jobs and specializations. 

3. Hoe is associated with_cultivation. 

4. Pastotalistsare generally found in_and_areas. 

5. Tribes ofBaigas in India are_• 

15.4 ECONOMIC SYSTEMS OF SIMPLE AND 
COMPLEX SOCIEl lES : A COMPARISON 

Food collection and food production are placed in an evolutionary sequence. The 
first stage in the evolution of economic systems was of food collection, followed 

by food production. But, it does not imply that once the systems of food production 
came into existence, the systems offoodcoUecticm disappeared completely.Rather, 

for many years, different systems of food collection and food production, although 
the former are now gradually on decline and are bound to be replaced in times 
existed simultaneously, to come. But, at any point of time in the contemporary 
world, we find hunting and food gathering societies co-existing with highly 
industrialized societies. One may refer here to the case of Australian Aborigines, 
many of whom are even today hunter-gatherers, who live in the midst of highly 

developed and industrialized white Australians. 

Economy in simple societies tends to be subsistent in nature, which means 

production is mainly for consumption. It certainly is not for the market or for 



commercial interests. Family in simple, traditional societies is both a unit of 

production and a unit of consumption. The members of a family work together on 

the family farai to produce what they need for their existence. It is in contrast to 

complex societies where production is for the market People depend upon the 

market for acquiring things they need. Family in complex societies is a unit of 

consumption, not a unit ofproduction, because the processes of production and 

distribution are centered in the market and are complex in nature. Simple societies 

are subsistepce-oriented, modem societies are market-oriented. 
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15.4.1 Systems of exchange 

There are three types of exchanges found in human society, respectively called 
reciprocity, re-distribution, and market. The exchange between individuals who 
occupy equal positions in society is called reciprocity. Here, what A gives to B is 
reciprocated by B in an equivalent measure immediately or after a period of time. 

The second ixinciple of exchange is re-distribution Here, an individual gives a gift 
to someone placed above him in rank, and this is returned in course of time. An 
apt example of this as found in the contemporary society is that between a political 
leader and the members of his support groups. However, the way in which it is 
returned may vary from one society to another. Reciprocity is an exchange 
relationship between people who are placed at an equal level in their society, and 

ledistribution is an exchange relationship between people who are unequally • 'laced. 

15.4.2 Market 

Ihe market is the third principle ofexchange. There are two aspects of the market 
First, the market refers to the physical place where people assemble to carry out 
exchanges, vdiere people assemble for buying and selling. This may be called the 
‘market site’. Second, the forces of demand and supply determine the prices of 
goods and services that are available at the market This principle is called the 
‘market ixinciple’. 

15.4.3 Markets in simple and complex societies 

With respect to the market situation, simple societies may be divided into two 
categories. First tiiose that do nothave any conceptofthe market sire. They are 
called ‘marketless societies’. Himts-gatherers constitute a prominent example of 
this type. Second, those simple societies which have market sites, where people 
assemble for exchanging tiieir goods and services, but have no ‘market’ principle. 
The market principle is a characteristic feature of economic systems in complex 
societie ‘r. It is not found in simple societies. So, when sociologists speak of markets 
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in tribal and peasant societies, as amatterof fact, they meanihe ‘market site’ and 

not the‘market principle’. \ 

Complex societies are comple'tely dependent upon the market for everythirigthey 
need. If the markets were to erid, the society would collapse, because, as said 
earlier, the forces of production and distribution are centered in the market. In 
complex societies, feirrily is not a rrmt of production. Hierefore, it has to depend 
upon the market forthe fulfillment of all its needs and wants. 

In «implp societies, which have market sites, people do not depend upon the 
market for their subsistence. They themselves produce the goods they need for 
their subsistence. If th^ do not produce some, they acquire them through reciprocity 

arxl re-distributiou 

Moreover, markets in sirrrple societies are not really‘pure* economic instrtutions. 

First, they are not a regular feature of their societies. Their occurrence coincides 
with a ritual occasion or festival. The market may come into existence once ? 
week or fortnight. Visitors to the market do not constitute a crowd of buyers and 
sellers, as h^rpens in markets in complex societies. In simple societies, the markrt 
is almost like a fair. People look foiward to meeting thrar kinspeople and fiiends in 
the market. Because the market day brings together a readily gathered crowd of 
people, important political announcements may also be made in the market. In 
some societies, the market day is also the ‘court day’, when the court assembles, 
cases ate taken up, and judgm^ given. Matrimonial matters are also finalizEd on 

the market day. 

Thus, the market predominantly performs social, rather than economic fimctkrns 
in simple societies. It is in contrast to complex societies where the market is 

essentially an ecoixmiicinstitutioin. 

15.4.4 Barter system 

Simple societies have the barter^tstem, that is,atype of exchange in the absence 

of morrey, Miete goods are explu^ed for goods. The concerned society decides 
which goods will be exchar^ with which ones. There is no unifomr parameter of 

exchange. In the languag^f sociologists, there is no ‘general-purpose money’, a 

kind of money that can ih used for exchanging everything and anything people 
need. What simple societies have is called ‘^ific-purpose money’, which means 
that certain specific olje^ can be used for acquiring anottier set of specific objects. 

For instance, cattle may be given as bridewealth for acqutrir^ a bride, but cattle 
carmot be used for acquiritrg food or clothes. In other words, simple societies 
have different spheres of transaction, and fliingsused inone sphere may not be 

used in the other. 
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All this shows fliat single societies are technologically simple, unraonetized, depesid 
upon barter, and have markets that are multi-purpose entities. They also have 
complex systems of exchange because they do not have general-purpose money. 
Among them, social values outweigh economic values. Complex societies are 
technoiogicaltymore soi^nsticated, monetized, completely depend upon markets, 

and in them economic values outweigh social values. 
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15.5 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

A progressive change in econrany is called ecorromic develof»nent. Developmental 
(or progressive) changes are not only positive, as the name itself implies, but are 
also introduced in a planrted manner fiom outside. In other words, there are external 
agencies that plan development in a society. 

The idea of development became popular in the second half of twentieth centuiy. 
Social anthropologists and sociologists were concerned about the declining state 
of tribal and peasant societies. The main reason for their worsening condition has 
been that they had come in contact with the outside world, which exploited them, 
took away their resources, and reduced them to a pathetic state. It was thought 

that if these people were not cared for, they would simply perish away. It was this 

ideology that guided the process of development. 

The basic goals of economic developitrent are: to destroy or reduce to the maximum 

the phenomenon of htmger and scarcity and to make people self-reliant so that 

they are no more dependent^ outsiders for the fulfillment of their basic needs. 
For achieving both these gmds, the community in which change is to be brought 
about must also be involved. Those engaged in the process of development should 

findoiit fiom the people themselves, what their needs and jniorities are. If these 
are hot taken irttoconsidetation, it is quite likely that the programmes of development 

might prove futile and even be rejected. 

EM EXT Ql ESTIONS 15.3 

Write T afte the statement that is true and F for the statcmeirt that is false. 

1 Food collection came before food production. 

2 Family is a unit ofproduction in complex societies. 

3 Reciprocity is between pers^wdro are equally placed in their society. 

4 Markets are universally found. 

5 Barterisanexchangeintheabsenceofmoney. 
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6 Markets in simple societies are economic entities. 

Notes 

7 Developnent is only economic in nature. 

8 Communitiesshouldnotbeinvolvedindevelt^mentpogtammes. 

15.6 POLITICAL SYSTCM 

Political system is that system ofsodely winch defines a* roles ftathamm jjeings 

occupy in order to maintain law and order on the one band, and supervise the 
functioning of the society on the other. One of the fiinctioos of political system is to 
maintain the legal otdei; and this, in feet, is its main fiinctimi in simple societies. In 

for social and economic development 

An important compra«nt of political system is the stale. Here, we should note that 
there have been societies in the world which did not have the institution of state. 

Hunting and food-gathering societies, several types of pastoral and agricultural 
societies do not have a king, chiefs or lord who is the center of power. These 

societies do not have a centralbed authority. Neither do they have governments or 
legal systems. Nor is there a division of society into classes of rich and poor, or 
privileged and un-privileged. These societies are known as stateless. They are 
different fiom those societies that have a centralized authority, government, legal 

system, and classes. They are the state societies. The prominent examples of 
stateless societies ate the Australian Aborigines, the Yak6 and Ibo ofNigeria, the 
Masai and Nandi of East Afiica, the Nuer of Sudan. Among the simple societies, 
an outstanding examp le of the political stale comes fiom fee Zulu of South Afiica. 

Absence of political state does not imply that these societies lack an orderly 
existence. They certainly are not in a state of anarchy. They have other institutions 
feat try to maintain order in society. For instance, fee elders may resolve the conflict 

between individuals. Or,’theie may be'persons occupying religious ofiBces who 
are approached for their intervention in conflicting situations. TheNuer, for example, 
have religious chiefe, known as leopard-skin chiefs, because they wear leopard 
skin and are approached in matters ofhomicide, feat is, a man accidentally killing 

another man. In other words, no society is firee fiom conflicts and violations of 
rulesofbehaviour. And, each society, some or the other way, resolves these 

conflicts. 

15.7 POW LR AM) Al ITIORUA 

Power is different from authority. What distinguishes these two is legitimacy, 

i.e., whether the exercise of power is legitimate or warranted under the existing 
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and acceptable set of rules in society or not. The meaning of legitimacy is 

‘rightfiilness’, wheflierthe individual has been given the rigjit to exercise power. 

Force is exercised by both - the robber and the policeman - but the force that the 

latter exercises is legitimate, and not the one which the former exercises. The state 

has beendefinedasaninstitutionthathasthepowBrtoexeicise ‘legitiinate violence’ 

over a territory. When the exercise of power is legitimate, it is termed authority. 

The concept of power itself does not tell us whether it is legitimate or not, because 

here, the emphasis is on the exercise of force and its compliance, hr the concept of 

authority, the emphasis is on legitimacy. So, legitimate power maybe defined as 

authority. 

Notes 

15.8 TYPES OF .AETHORITV 

We may thiirk in terms of three types of authority, respectively called traditionali 

charismatic, and legal-rationd. While simple societies principally have traditional 

authority, complex societies are characteti^d by the presence of legal-rational 

authority. It is also likely that different types of authority may co-exist. The same 

society have the office of a hereditary kirtg, which is an example of traditional 

author!^, as well as the office of an elected prime minister, which is an example of 

legal-tatiottal authority. 

The three types of authority are distinguished by their respective sources of 

legitimacy. When legitimacy is derived fiom the existing conventions and customs, 

it is called traditional authority. Suppose, the rule is that alter the father, the son 

will become the head of the state, it is an example oftraditional authority. In rational- 

legal authority, the laws are formally laid down rules and prescriptions are 

impersonal and apply equally to all. Individuals have to compete for authority, 

which is distributed dqrending upon the rules. Besides die impersonal laws in this 

system, merit and qualification areqlso important principles. Traditional authority 

tries to maintaintiie system as it is, while legal-rational authmity is ideally suited for 

change. This also explains why simple societies are, relatively speaking, 

conservative and tradition-oriented, while complex societies are progressive and 

change-oriented. 

The third type ofauthority is called charismatic. It emerges in situations of crises 

that the existing system is unable to solve. When this happens, people crave for an 

intervention by a person who could resolve the crises for them, which may be 

natural, social, ot political. Such a person becomes the bearer of charisma. Such 

a man looks ‘extraordinary’ and possessor ofthose qualities that ordinary people 

do not have. If a charismatic person comes to power, the authority he occupies is 

called ‘diarismatic authority’. Chairman Mao Zedong of China is a good example 

of charismatic authorily. But, it is quite likely tiiat a charismatic person might decide 
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to remain outside the realm of power. That is exacUy, what Mahatma Gandhi did. 
Therefore, we should make a distinction between a ‘charismatic leader’ and 

‘charismatic authority’, because a charismatic leader may resolve the crises but, 

after that may decide to remain outside the political system. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 15.4 

Match the column ‘A’ with ‘B’ 

‘A’ ‘B” 

a) Political system i) Uiey do not have government or legal system. 

b) Stateless societies ii) maintains law and order and supervises the 

functions of society. 

c) Charisma iii) when people look for extra ordmaiy qualities 

which may not be natural. 

15.9 DEFINITION OF RELIGION | 

Earlier, we said that there are no known societies in which there is no form of 
religion. Attempts have been made at different times in different societies by their 
respective political leaders to create a society without religion, but all these attempts 
have foiled, andreligion in one form or theother has continued to survive. Religion 

is not only universal, but has emerged in modem society as a strong force to be 

reckoned with. 

Religion is a belief in one or more than one spiritual beings. Along with beliefo, 

rituals (practices) are equally important. From the late nineteenth century, one part 
of the definition of religion has been that it is a ‘ set of beliefs and practices’. To 
which entities do these beliefs and practices pertain, has been a debatable issue. 

The most influential definition of religion is that it is a unified set ofbeliefs and 
practices pertaining to things(objects and thoughts)which people regard as sacred. 

Sacred things are those that are ‘ set apart from the ordinary and are forbidden . 

This is perspective of a well known sociologist, Emile Durkheim. 

The idea of sacred is universally held. There are religions - like Buddhism, 
Confucianism, and Jainism-that do nothave the concept of Godor god but they 

definitely have the concept of sacred things. Buddhism, for instance, has the four 

noble truths, viz. the world is full of sufferings, the cause of sufferings lies in desires, 
one should attain the state of desirelessness, and one should work in an upright 

manner for one’s salvation. All these are regarded as sacred. 
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Thus, one may define religion in the following tenns; Religion is concerned with 
sacred things, which invoke feelings of reverence, and they are linked to rituals. 
There is a cormnunity of believers that adheres to the sacred symbols. 

15.10 TYPES OF RELIGION 

We observed in the beginning that thougti religion is universally found, its beliefs 
and rituals vary from society to society, histmple societies, the most important 
supernatural fimctionary is the shaman, a word originating among North American 
Indians. He is an individual possessed by supernatural powers. In a state of 
possession, he predicts about the future events that concern the entire society 
(such as, rainiall, crop yield, any natural calamity, like drought, epidemic and floods, 
etc.). He also answers the individual questions (such as those pertaining to illness, 

childlessness) and suggests remedies for overcoming misfortunes. 

Two main forms of religion are found in simple societies. One is animism, and the 

other is totemism. 

• Animism is defined as belief in the existence of soul (anima). 

• The soul is highly malleable, plastic, and can pass through any orifice (opening) 

of the body. 

• People believe that the souls of theirancestois and animals populate the worid. 

• The souls are either benign or malevolent, and affect human existence in a 

variety of ways. 

• The term ‘totem’ originated among North American tribes. 

• ThebeBefintotemismislhatotKetqK)natimeplants,animals,orotherinanimale 

things founded the clans of people . 

• Becauseof this, people have a special ritual relationship with these plants or 

animals. 

• Theythinkthatiftheyworshiptheirtotems,theywillhaveafulfillmentoftheir 

wishra. 

Besides these, some simple societies also hold abelief in the existence of impersonal 
powers that have their own laws and affect human destiny in a variety of ways. 
Polynesians call these powers ‘mana’. In other societies, they are known by 
different names. For exaniple, the Hos of Jharkhan^ call it bonga. The religious 
beliefs in some simple societies are quite complex, but what they generally do not 

have is a belief in one God, the idea conveyed by the teim monotheism. Simple 
societies are largely polytheistic, that is, they believe in the existence of many 

gods. 

Among the religions found in different societies, Judaism, Christianity, Islam and 
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Sikhism are monotheistic. They originated in the Near East and each has influenced 

the others. Of the three, Judaism is the oldest religion, dating about 1000 B.C. 

Christianity in &ct began as a sect of Judaism, before becoming a distinctive religion. 

Today, Christianity commands the greatest number of adherents, and is spread 

across the world. Christian communities are found in almost every part of the 

world. The second largest religion in the world is Islam, and its followers are 

chiefly concentrated in North and East A&ica, the Middle East, South East Asia 

and Indian subcontinent. 

Still another religion which oripnated in India is Sikhism which developed in protest 

agaisnt the superstitions and beliefe and practices perpetuated by the priestly classes 

in the Hindu society. It was started approximately 500 years ago by GuruNanak 

and was given a final shape by the tenth Guru of the Sikhs,'Gura Gobind Singh. 

Sikhism is monotheistic. 

The oldest of all the great religions is Hinduism, the principal beliefe of which date 

back some 6,000years. Hinduism is both polytheistic and monotheistic. Believing 

in the unity and oneness of divinity on the one hand, it also has a great diversity of 

gods and goddesses, in all forms, such as in the form of animals, plants, humans, 

inanimate and mythical objects. 

The religions of the East are known as ‘ethical religions’ - such as Buddhism, 

Confucianism, Taoism - which do not have the concept of a single or many gods. 

Rather, they emphasize a set of ethical principles. The religions that emerged on 

the Indian soil, and largely confined to India, are Jainism and Sikhtsm. 

TYPES OF RELIGIOLS ORGAMZ.ATIONS 

Each religion has a community of believers who are involved with religious 

organizations such as the church and the sect. For them, a church is a large, well- 

established religious body. This term is used for any religiou-s organization and not 

necessarily for the orgarrization of Christians. 

The church normally has a formal, bureaucratic structure. It has a hierarchy of 

officials. In its ideology and fimctioning, it adapts itself to the social values and the 

society in which it is found. Often, it justifies the existing social order. Because of 

this, it represents the conservative side of religion. 

Against the adaptation of the church to the society, many protest movements 

surface. They criticize the church for justifying social values that need to be 

condemned. They also criticize the church for losing its ‘true way’. It is quite likely 

that someof these movements do not rise beyond the level of simple criticisms, 

but some of them take a more organized shape and emeige into a solidary group 

of believers who try to follow the ‘true way’. 
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This protest group that generally emerges arotmd aleader(the founder) is called a 
sect. A sect is a smaller group of committed believers. They tend to withdraw 
from the surrounding society into their own communities. In India, Aiya Samaj has 
beenagoodexampleofasectinttie context ofHinduism. Calvinists and Methodists 
are other good examples in the context of Christianity. 

But, over time, a sect may lose its active protest ideology. It may also try to adapt 
to the society in which it is found. It happens because the sect may start facing the 
problem of survival and may lose membership. In fact, a sect may be absorbed in 

a church when its process of adaptation to the society begins. When a sect has 
‘cooled down’, meaning that it is no longer an active protest group, the term used 
for it is denomination. It may be defined as a sect adapted to the society, which 
may end up by becoming a group ofbelievers, distinctive in some respects, within 

the church. 

There is another type of religious organization. It is called cult It resembles sect in 
some respects; for instance, both are centered on individual leaders. Both reject 
the values ofthe outside society. But in comparison to sect, cult is mostly loosely 

knit. It focuses mote on individual experience. It is quite likely that people may 

follow the theories of the cult without joining it formally. The cult leadership may 
pemiit its followers to hold membership ofother religious affiliations. The continuity 

ofthe cult may be uncertain after the demise of its founder, which may not be the 
case with the sect Good examples oftiie cult are the Osho believers, the believers 
in traditional meditation (like Mahesh Yogi’s transcendental meditation group), 

and several others believing in spiritualism. 
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15.12 ORIGIN AM) FI NC TIO.NS OF RELIGION 

In the nineteentitientury, certain theories of the origin of religicm emerged, which 
were extremely popular at that time, but now they stand discredited. Today, 
sociologists do not attend to the problem of origin. Rather, concern themselves 

with the functions of religion and how it^ changing in modem times. 

The evolutionists were concerned with two inter-relat«l issi^s: first, the earliest 
type and fcam of religicMi; atxl second, how religion came into existence and through 
which sta^s it evolved over time. In one ofthe earliest theories, it was held that 

the origin of religion lay in the experiences of dreaming and death. What is that the 
individual sees in his dreams and what is that diat leaves the bcKiy at death, were 
the questions that must have puzzled the primitive man. The answer to both the 
questions he must have found in the idea of soul, which was designated by the 
term anima. It is the anima one sees in dreams, and it is that what leaves the 
boefy. That is why it was thought diat the first type of religicm was animism, a belief 

in the existence of soul. 
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Notes 

Other scholarsthoughtlhat primitive man \ras not so wise as to discover the idea 

of soul, whiehfflust have been discovered at later times. They thought that the 

origin of leligionmud lie in simple notions. Those who thou^ that totemism was 

the earliest fomi of religion said it was the worshipof plants and animals that was 

the first to begin. Some primitive societies believed that plants and animals 

impregnated their women, and hence they were powerful. Some believed that 

they founded their clans. Some believed that plants and animals provided resting 

places to the souls of their ancestors, hence they were Worthy of worship. 

Another theory of the origin of religion, quite popular in&e nineteenth centuiy, 

was that religion began with the worship of natural entities, like the sun, the moon, 

stars and rainbow, etc., because they aroused a feeling of fear and wonder in 

human beings. This theory earned the title of natunsm. 

All these theories were sheer guess-works. This was the prime reason of their 

rejection. By the beginning of the twentieth centuiy, the emphasis shifted ftom the 

search for origintotbs fiinctions that religion performs. Religicmis functional because 

it binds people in a moral community. It integrates the society. It produces the 

feeling of we-ness, one-ness and solidarity. Later, sociologists also pointed out 

that religion is an important instrument of social control. It provides a blueprint of 

the society, for example, the case of caste system. Hinduism is the basis of caste 

system. 

Although this theory is still respected, sociologists also say that it is applicable to 

those societies that have a single religion It is here that religion can produce social 

integration. But, it may not be the case in societies having two or more different 

types of religion In these societies, religion may also create conflicts between the 

believers of different religions. Thus, in these cases, religiojBmay al® become 

dysfunctionai. 

15.13 CHANGES IN RELIGION 

This brings us to the last part ofttiis chapter. Here, we sh^l explore the changing 

form of religion incontempoiaiy society. 

some social thinkers thought at one time that it might. Instead, its form has changed. 

• There has been a reduction in the rituals performed to mark different phases 

of life, like birth, marriage and death, etc. 

• The hold of reli^on on social life has become weak. This process is called 

seciilariration and is occurring worldwide. 

• Religion has lost many of its collective functions. Therefore, to say that it 

contributes to social integration may not be generally correct. 
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• Today, a lai^e number of societies have religious pluralism, which means a 

co-existence of different religions. 

Today, religion performs, as it has always performed, an important function of 

providing explanations of various phenomena to the individual. Religion provides 

a set of ready-made answers to various ‘why’ questions, that is, those questions 

that science in its existing state of knowledge cannot satisfactorily answer. Why 

religion is universal can be answered by saying that religion provides answers to 

various questions that individuals raise about their lives, and various accidental 

and unanticipated situations they face. 

But, we should not conclude by saying that religion is furrctional to all societies at 

all points of time. Rather, it is most vulnerable to politicizatiotL Various corinnunities 

have manipulated it to suppress other communities, and to spread hatred between 

them. Religion has also been used for seeking political support. 

These manipulations of religion have led to its strengtliening, its reinforcement, 

rather than decline. As sociologists, we should critically look at both the sides of 

religion - its function in providing explanations, in rendering psychological support 

in times of crises, in keeping the social order intqct, and -j, its manipulation in 

creating dicisions among people. 

INTEXT QUESTIONSIS.S 

A. Fill in the blanks witli suitable words: 

1 Seetisa_group. 

2 The oldest ofall great religions is_. 

3 The Hos of Jharkhanda eall the idea of the impersonal power by their loeal 

term,_. 

4 Sacred things are_and_. 

5 Confucianism is an example of_religion. 

WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNT 

• Human society is constituted of institutions. 

• The four basic institutions are kinship, economy, polity, and religion. 

• Each institution is defined by the content of its aims. 

• All the institutions are into'-connected. 

• Econonucinstitutionsdealwiththeproduction,exchangeanddistribution,and 

consumption of goods and services. 
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Institutions that deal with the distribution of power in a society are political 

institutions. 

Religious institutions establish the relationship of human beings with entities 

that they regard as sacred. 

1 
TEILMIN.4L EXERCISE 

1. What do you mean by economy? Describe the characteristics of economic 

organization. 

2. Explain political system. 

3. Distinguishbetweenpowerandauthority. 

4. Name two functionsand dysfunctions ofreligion. 

5. Describe the changes in religion in your own words. 

ANSWER TO INTEXT QUESTIONS 

15.1 

1. They excel in their respective works but do not govern. 

2. Kinship, economy, political and religious. 

3. Economy is concerned with production, exchange and distribution, and 

consumption of goods and services. 

4. Power is the ability to take decision for oneself and others and see that others 

abide by the decisions taken on their behalf. 

5. Bel iefs and practices are the constituents ofreligion. 

15.2 

2. industrial 3. horticulture 

5. hunting and food gathering. 

1. unmonetized 

4. semi arid and desert 

15.3 

1 -T 2- F 

5- T 6- F 

15.4 

a- i b- i 

15.5 

a) protest 

d) set apart, forbidden 

3- T 

7-F 

b)hinduism 

e) ethical 

4- T 

8- F 

c)bonga 
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SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

/n this lesson, you will study about inequality among hum': ■ beings. So far, in 

earlier lessons, you have learnt that division of labour is univarsally found in human 

societies. Even those societies that lack specialization and complexity, like hunting 

and food-gathering societies, do have jobs allocated to people on the basis of sex 

and age. Women cany out tasks that are different fiom those that men do. Similarly, 

jobs assigned to people of different age-groups are also different. The tasks that 

different people perform in a society are complementary. Because of the work 

people cany out, dieir life-styles acquire an identity of their own. For instance, the 

house of a carpenter will have a workshop where he does wood-work. The house 

of a weaver will have a loom. 

Therefore, the first principle you will learn here is that no society is completely 

homogeneous, where groups look alike, as do the individuals. Rather, what you 

find ina society is ‘difference’. Women’swoik is different fiom that of men. Pecple 

of different age-groups do different works, and then, there are groups of people 

where one is different fiom the other. One clan is different fiom die other because 

of its association with a different totem. One caste is different from the other 

because of its occupation. 

OBJECTIVES. 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• define the concept of social stratification; 

• describe the central ideas in stratification; 

• explainwhatisstatusanditstypes;and 

• describe the caste system. 
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16.1 DIFFERENCE AND INEQUALITY 

I Notes 

Difference between individuals and groups is auniversal characteristic. Itdoesnot 
irtrolythat one group or individual is superior to the other, or it enjoys more privileges 

^ the other. In other words, difference does not imply ranking or inequality. It 

only shows that diversity exists. 

Our fust point here is that we should distinguish the idea of difference from the 

idea of inequality. By difference, we mean frte existence of certain dissimilarities 

between the objects or units under consideration. But these dissimilarities are 

complementary. Men and women are different in their biological compositions, 

but it is their complementariness that is the basis of reproduction. Weavers are 

different from carpenters, but they are dependent upon each other for the goods 

they respectively produce. Weavers buy wooden objects from carpenters while 

carpentersbuyshawlsormatsfiom weavers. I 

By inequality, we imply a distribution of privileges arid resources, as a consequence 

of which some are more privileged or better placed than others. Or, in other 

wonls, some have under their control more resources than others. What results is 

a ranking of people and their groups. 

Sociologists also make a distinction between ‘natural inequalities between 

people’ and ‘inequalities in their conditions of existence’. The first types of 

;r,«|„alitipc are also known as physical inequalities, by which we mean differences 

of age, health, bodily strength, and the qualities ofthe mind. But these inequalities 

are small in comparison to social inequalities. Sociologists are concerned with a 

study of social inequalities. Natural inequalities may affect the performance of 
, individuals. There may beafector accounting forthe differences between individuals 

belonging to thcsame social category. But social inequalities are founded on 

principles that are different from those involved in physical inequalities. 

In theoretical terms, the existence of difference between two entities does not 

imply that they are unequal. But the oppoate is not true. The existence of inequality 

necessarily implies the existence of difierettee between them, and this difference 
becomes the basisofinequality. Therefore, we may say that difference and inequality 

< deal with different things, but in reality, they are inter-connected. 

Difference between things is attached to different values, leading to their unequal 

position in society. We have earlier said that men and women are different, and 
th^ are complementary as well. Yet, they are tanked. Women haveastatus inferior 

to men inmost societies. Sometimes, this also includes matrilineal societies, where 

men take all the important decisions, in spiteofthe fact that property is transmitted 

in the female line. Similarly, in-spite of the complementariness ofcaqjenters and 
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weaveis, they are ranked differently in an Indian village. Sociologists say that both 

difference and inequality are universal. 

16.2 CONCEPT OF STRATIFICATION 

The concept of social stratification came into existence in the 1940s. The term 

stratification vras borrowed firom the earth science, the science of geology. The 

earth scientists say that the earth is made up of a number otiayers, one placed 

^xin the other. Each of these IrqJeis has its own composition and can be distinguished 

from the other. In technical terms, each layer is known as stratum, the plural of 

which is strata, and the system of the composition of earth is called stratificatiorL 

MODULM-ai 
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Similar to the structure of earth, sociologists also think that human society is divided 

into layers, one placed upon the other. Social stratification, therefore, may be 

defined as the division of society into strata. But there is an important distinction 

between the geological and the sociological use of the term stratification. For 

geologists, all the strata that constitute earth are of equal value. There is nq question 

of one being more privileged than the other. By comparison, in human society, 

there is an unequal distribution of privileges across the strata. In other words, the 

layers of a society are ranked. Those occupying higher positions are more privileged 

than those who occupy lower positions. 

Let us illustrate this with the help of examples. Rich people can afford more 

expensive education than poor people. They can also buy luxury goods, such as 

air conditioners, refiigerators, cars and live in costly houses in good colonies, etc. 

The members of a village council can take decisions that the odiers will follow 

without any question. In a caste^divided society of a south Indian village, as used 

to happen in the past, those who were placed at the lowest level wae not supposed 

to come out of their houses during the day least they should defile the high castes 

with their shadow or contact. They were thus condemned to lead a nocturnal 

(ni^t) existence. It was believed that the lowest castes were the permanent carriers 

of impurity. 

The examples given below show that the privileges people have are an outcome of 

the unequal distribution of power, wealth, and prestige. Let us understand the 

meaning of each of these concepts. 
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In human society; there is an unequal distribution of privelcges 

16.2.1 Definition of Power, Wealth, and Prestige 

Power, as you have read in the chapter on political institution, refers to the degree 

to which individuals or groups can impose their will on others and seek obedience 

fiom them even in the absence of their consent. When the exercise of power is 

legitimate, it is called authority. Wealth refers to material possessions - such as 

property, livestock, land, building, mon^,jewelry, and matQ'odier forms of property 

- that are regarded as valuable in most societies. Prestige refers to honour and 

respect that is associated with social positions that individuals occupy. It is also 

associated with the qualities of individuals and their styles of life. Certain qualities 

and lifestyles ate regarded as more prestigious than others. Social stratification 

deals with the inequalities of power, wealth, and prestige. 
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16.4.2 Social Stratification and Social Inequality 

Till nowyouhave learnt that social shatiiication is concerned with social inequality. 

But, does it deal with all types of social inequality? 

Social inequality is not only between groups in terms of the amount of power, 

wealth, andptestigetheirmembers possess. It is also betweenmembeis of different 

sex and age groups. Here, it may be noted that the inequality between men and 

women, or between different age-groups, is not regarded as social stratification. 

So, we may say that social stratification deals with social inequality but not with all 
types of social inequality. 

MODULE-n 
Social Institution and 
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Notes 

Social stratification is atype of social inequality. It refers to the presence of social 

groups, which are ranked one above the other, usually with respectto the amount 

of ^wer, wealth and prestige their members possess. Those who belong to a 

stratum usually share a set of common sentiments and interests. Generally, they 

also share a similar style of life that distinguishes them fiom the members located in 
i other social layers. 

16.2.3 Universality of Social Stratification 

Is social stratification universal? Sociologists point out that simple societies of 

hunters and food gatherers usually do not have groups, which are ranked one 

above the other. Differences of power, wealth, and prestige do not exist at the 

level of gtotqis. All clans are equally placed. No tanking exists between them. Ail 

members of these cottununities have equal access to resources. As a result, there 

are no rich or poor people among them. Whatever inequality exists between them 

is at the level of sex and age. Women (or men) may have more or less prestige in 

different societies. Elders may be respected. The solutions they offer in matters of 

conflict may not be bintjing on the individuals involved, yet they are respected and 

followed. From this we may conclude that although social inequality may be found 

in all societies, social stratification may not be universal. 

That is why, sociologists today no more support the idea of ‘primitive 

communism’, where it was believed there were simple societies marked by a 

state of complete equality between the individual members. On closer observation, 

it was found that while these societies lacked stratification, they still had inequality 

on the lines of gender and age. They also had the concepts of‘best hunters’, ‘best 

craftsmen’, ‘best magicians’, who commanded more respect than the others. All 

adult men knew the techniques of hunting, but some excelled over others. Thus, 

they were the ones who enjoyed more prestige than the othas. The point to be 

kept in mind is that even in simple societies, an individual may carry more respect 
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or may be richer than others. For instance, the chief may he the richest man because 

he receives gifts from his subjects. But prestige or wealth is not necessarily 

associated vrith a group. It may be associated with an individual. From this, we 

may repeat our conclusion that stratification is not universally found to the same 

extent and in the same sense. What is found, however, is some form of social 

inequality. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 16.1 

Answer the following questions in one sentence only, 

a) Define social inequality. 

What is stratification? 

Describe the notion of‘primitive communism’. 

Give the definition of the term prestige. 

16.3 SOME IMPORTANT CONCEPTS AND IDEAS 
ON STRATIFICATION 

In this section, we diall study two most important view-points on social stratification. 

Both of these were given by the German thinkers. One was Karl Marx, and the 

other was Max Weber. 

16.3.1 Views of Karl Marx 

Karl Marx made a seminal contribution to the concept of social stratification. For" 

him, stratification divides the society into two mutually opposed or contrary social 

categories where one exploits the other. In his view, there are two main social 

groups in society. Fii^ there are those who own and control resources, technology, 

and valued goods. These things are collectively called means of production. The 

second group is of those who do not have any ownership or control over these 

things. They work for the members of the first categoiy, who ovm and control 

resources and thus survive on the wages they receive from their employers for 

rendering their labour. For both the social categories, Marx used the word ‘class’. 
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which is defined in terms of the ownership and non^ownership of the means of 

production. Thus, class is a social group whose members share a similar 

relationship to the means of production. 

Marx also believes that those who own the means of production also exercise 

political power. Economic power leads to political and legal power, because of 

which they are able to consolidate their legal control over economic resources. 

Therefore, Marx uses the concept of‘ruling class’ for the class that owns the 

means of production, because this ownership gives them political and legal power. 

The class that does not own but works on the means of production owned by the 

first class, is called the ‘service class’. It remains in a subordinate position because 

it lacks the political power. It has to abide by the laws that the ruling class creates 

to protect its interests. For Marx, law is an instniment of ^ploi^tion because the 

ruling class creates and controls it. 

It is not only that the ownership of resources yields political power. But also, it 

leads to a privileged position where the ruling class is able to control the ideas and 

thoughts (in a niiKhftll, the ideology) prevalent in a society at a given point of time. 

It is also able to create an ideology that justifies its superior position. Marx says 

that the ideas prevalent in a given society at a given point of time are in fact the 

ideas of the dominant class. Control over power and ideology ensures the 

perpetuation of the class structure as it is. Those who control the means of 

production keep on controlling them over time and over generations. Those who 

are of the service class keep on remaining in a subordinate position for al 1 times to 

come unless the of stratification undergoes a qualitative change. 

Marx believed that not all societies were divided into classes. The first stage in the 

evolution of human societies was one where classes did not exist. In this society, 

there was neither law nor state. Nor was there any private property. Complete 

equality prevailed in this society, and this society was defined as having primitive 

communisnL 

After this stage, human societies were always marked by a division into classes, 

the rulmg class and die service class. According to Marx, the last stage of a class- 

divided society would be capitalism, where conflict would take place between the 

ruling class and the service class. Tlus conflict that Marx called clas conflict would 

culminate in a society whcie there would be no classes. This would be a state of 

classlessness. This society is called the communist society. Thus, for Marx, 

stratification would not be a characteristic of human society for all times to come. 

Human society began with ciasslessness and would return to it after spending 

thousands of years in a class-divided sj^tem. 
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16.3.2 Views of Max Weber 

Notes 

After Mam, Max Weber made an important contribution to the ideas on 

stratification. While Marx thinks that the principal form of stratification is class, 

Weber believes that besides class, there are two other forms, namely status and 

power. 

Like Marx, Weber also sees class in economic terms. But he moves ahead of 

Marx because he says that classes develop in market economies. Thus, class is a 

characteristic ofcapitalist societies because these societies have market economies. 

In capitalism, family is not the unit of production. The market takes over the 

processes of production and distribution of produce. People depend upon the 

market for virtually all types of goods and services. 

People sell their skills inthe market and derive their livelihood fixrm the ittcome 

they get. Certain skills (like of enginceting, technology, medicine) fetch a higher 

price in the market than certain others. Those who have such skills, which may be 

called marketable skills, have better chances to survive and make use of the fiicilities 

than those who are unskilled or semi-skilled, or have those skills that are not a 

priority in the market. 

The same principle also applies to property. The returns fixrm property vary with 

respect to its location, even the part of the city or village where it is located. The 

market also determines the prices of property. From this, it follows fiiat the diatKes 

of survival of an iixUvidual, which are called/(fe chances, depend upon the market 

situation. The individual’s skills deternune his class, which is depmdent i^xm the 

market. People who have no ownership of property but have skills that are much 

needed by the market have good chances to survive. Thus, they are not ‘have- 

nots’, as the Marxian theory would call them. Weber also rejected the idea of the 

ruling class. 

• According to Marx, class that owirs the means of production also controls 

political power. 

• According to Weber, ownership of the means of production may not always 

lead to a control over political power. 

• Individuals get political power not because of econotitic power but because 

of fiieir political skills, like their abilifytD comnrtmicatB as efifectively as possible, 

their ideology, their marrifisto, their organizational skills and commitment to 

goals, etc. 

• Thus,economicpowerandpoliticalpowBrm^notgohandinhandinnMdem 

societies. / 
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There wiH be two hierarchies, the econctnic, which has people that own the 

means (^production, and the political, ’which has people who exercise political 

IMI Xr KSTIONS 16.2 

Find out wUchofthejfollowing statements Is true or &lse.WriteTailerlhe statement 
that is true, and F after the statement that is &lse. 

a According to Marx, there are two main classes in society. 

b For Marx, classes are defined intenns of the mental abilitiesof persons. 

c Tile means of production include technology, capital, and resources. 

d According to Marx, ownership of the means of production leads to a control 

over political power. 

e Classesexistedinhumansocietyrightfiomthebeginningofhumankind. 

In addition to these two hierarchies, the economic and political, there is one more. 

Which is called the hierarchy of statuses. Analytically, it could be regarded as 

independent of the other two rankings. 

The term status implies ‘social position’. Each individual occupies a social 

position in a situation of interaction. For instance, right now, you are occupying the 

positioilof aieader, while I am occupying die position of a lesson-writer. You 

occi^dle position ofa son, nephew, grandson, student, player, fiiend, and several 

others, depending iqwntesocial situation in which you are placed; in other words, 

depending upon the individual or individuals with vdiom you interact Widi respect 

to each social position, you play a role, that is, you carry out the type of action 

expected finm/fimn you in a given social posidoa So, if status refers to a ‘position', 

role refers to the ‘behaviour’ expected ftom that position. 
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16.4.1 Ascribed and achieved statuses 

Sociologists speak of two types of statuses, respectively called ascribed and 

achieved. Ascribed statuses are given to the individual because of the facts 

related to his/her birth. It is a matter of accident that because of my birth in a 

Brahmin ftunily, I happen to be a Brahmin. I did not choose the social position of 
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a Brahmin. In the same way, because of my bmh as a female, I happen to occupy 

the position of a daughter, niece, granddaughter, and later in Ufe,of a wife,niDflier, 

aunt and grandmother, etc. The positions I occupy by being bom in a family, a 

particular social categoiy, or a particular sex category, are ascribed status^. T^ 

cannot be changed. Once an individual occupies apaiticular socWpositio^i^ 

of birth, the other social positions Aathe would occt^tjwrtinie, 
predict^. If an individual is bom a malW we may easily predict fliat he would be 

a son, father, uncle, grandfather, and so on. 

The other social position is called ‘achieved status’. In each society, certain^ons 

ate left open to be filled in by competition. Individuals compete for certain social 

positions and these positionsforwhichthete iscompetitionareknownasachieved 

stamses. Ifaperson gets through the CivU Services Examination and becomes a 

civil servant, thenwe would saythat he has achieved the status. In a simple society, 

social positions are predominantly ascribed, but there are certsim positions that 
arefilledbycompetition.Forinstance,thepositionsofthe‘b^hunter ,the best 

craftsman’, the ‘best gardener’, are the examples of achieved statuses. By 

comparison, in a complex society, social positions are largely achieved, but it does 

not imply that ascribed positions disappear. Rather, they continue to be impo|ant 

in many situations. Moreover, ascribed positions often influence flte achievement 

of a status. Being a male in many societies also brings several privileges. A man 

may be mote easily permitted to go for higher education than a woman. Thus, 

there are more chances of males achieving certain statuses than of females. 

Statuses are ranked. The principleofranking will differ fiom (me soci^ to another, 

but in all of them a status group (that is, a group of people occmiying the same 

status) is also defined in terms of the style of life its members lead. One status 
group isdistinguishedfiom the other withrespect to the way its membe«sUve.A 

prominent example of the status group is caste system. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 16.3 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate word given in brackets. 

a Status is defined as‘social_.’(position, action, behaviour) 

b Rolerefersto_. (behaviour, situation, individual) 

c Statusesacquiredbybirtharecalled_^_.(ascribed, higher. 

b Role refers to _ 

difterent) 
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d Achieved statuses are found more in societies, (complex, simple. 

joint) 

e The status ofson is an example of status, (achieved, ascribed. 

both) 
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We earlier said that status is independent of class and power. There may be a 

hierarchy of social positions, each defined in terms of lifestyle that its members 

lead. A poor Brahmin priest may command far higher respect than a politically 

powerfiil peison <x atieh merchant Both the king and the merchant will touch his 

feet and seek blessings. A new king can not occupy the throne unless the Brahmin 

priest has performed rituals. For all matteis pertaimt^ to Hindu law and religion, 

the advice of the Brahmin priests continues to be sought Brahmins are regarded 

as flie members of the learned class, which specialires in religious matters and the 

performance of rituals. This example shows that the system of rartking m which the 

Brahmins are placed at the top is one that is independent of economic and political 

power. 

Caste system is a characteristic of Indian society, but is also found in many parts of 

South Asia. Although caste is the way in which Hindus organize their society, the 

elements of caste are seen in non-Hindu corrunumties as well. Those rel igions and 

sects that emerged as a reaction to caste inequalities have ended up tolerating its 

members to follow caste practices. As a result, castes ate found among Muslims, 

Christians, Sikhs, Jains, Jews and Zoroastrians. Not only those, many tribal 

communities have been absorbed in caste system. This process is called tribe- 

caste continuunt, meaning thereby that some tribes have become castes over time. 

Caste system derives its basis fi'om Hinduism. The Hindu text. Rig Veda, 

pronounces that different castes have emerged from different parts of God s body. 

From his mouth emerged the Brahmins, from his arms, the Kshatriya, from his 

thighs, the Vaishya, and from his feet came the Sudra. Hindu society, therefore, i s 

divided into four social categories, called varm, and each one ofthem is supposed 

to perfrnm aparticular occupation. The Brahmins perform rituals. They read and 

comment upon religious texts. The Kshatriya is a warrior caste. The members of 

this ca^ protect their people agaittst external attacks. The Vaishya specialize in 

trading. At the bottom of the hierarchy is placed the caste of the Sudra, whose 

main job is to serve the upper castes. Each of these social categories is further 

divided into a number of other smaller categories. 
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Some of the salient characteristics of caste may be noted below. All these 

characteristics of caste are inter-related. 

• Caste system is based on the ideas ofpurity and pollution. 

• Besides occupation, each caste has its own style of living. 

• In a village, a person’s caste may be identified by look|{m 

j eweliy, house types, food habits, and the maimer of spe^Hgi^^SJUStW 

• It has been found that each caste has its own dialect, which may be 

distinguished fiom die others. 

• Eachcastefollowstheiulesofendogamy,thatis,itsmembersm!Kiywitlhn 

their own caste, but diey marry outside their village. Village exogamy, i.e. 

marrying out accompanies caste endogamy. ' . 

• Each caste has its own council, locally called caste panchtoxit, which tdtes 

up disputes and other matters pertaining to the caste. * 

• Each caste has its own complex of gods and goddesses, ritual-complex, and 

folklore. 

The above elucidation of caste, its nature and attributes is true only in an ideal- 

typical 6chioaAsofnow,thesystemof caste haslostitspurityunderflie influence 

of humanitarian values and other forces of modernization. Urbanization and 

communication have also broken down the rigour of inter-caste prejudices and 

antipathies. 

The unity of a caste results fiom the characteristics dimed by members. 

It, however, should not give the impression that each caste is autonomous. It is not 

isolated as may be the case with tribal societies. Each caste depends upon the 

other caste, because each one of them specializes in aparticrfar occupation. The 

unity in the village follows fiom inter-caste dependence. 

It also seems that since the birth-related factors determine caste, it cannot be 

changed. But it is not really true. Right fiom the ancient times, there have been 

cases of castes trying to move up in the hierarchy (the ranked order) of castes. 

This is.the process of upward mobility whereby lower castes try to change their 

styles of living in die direction of upper castes. This process is known as 
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16.5.1 Caste and Class 

Caste is different &om class. A class is defined in economic terms, whereas a 

caste is understood as a hereditary unit, defined as a way of life. An individual is 

bom in a class but he always has a chance to improve upon it. By comparison, in 

theoretical terms, the position of an individual in caste is fixed forever, unless his 

entire group tries particularly hard to move up. That is why sociologists say that 

caste system is a ‘closed’ system. In comparison, class is an ‘open’ system, because 

ofthe general possibility of individual mobility. The individual has not to depend 

upon his group to move up. He may work hard, try newer avenues of improving 

upon his economic condition and move up from lower class to middle class, and 

soon. 

Also, we should remember that caste system derives its legitimacy from religion, 

which is not the case with class. Caste is based on the notions of purity and 

pollution, which assumes that an individual is bom in a caste according to the 

merits earned during his previous incarnation. The Btahrmns are ritually the purest 

and are attire top of the ritual hierarchy, and at the bottom of the hierarchy are the 

those who are considered least pure in the ritual sense. As one goes down the 

caste hierarchy, purity decreases while impurity increases, and as one goes up, 

there is an increase in purity and decrease in impurity. According to some 

sociologists, one of the hallmarks of caste system has been the practice of 

untouchability, which was legally abolished in 1955. Suchapracticeisnol found in 

any other system of stratification. 

16.5.2 Significance of Caste in Contemporary India 

In contemporary India, class system has become quite important. But we should 

not infer that caste has become irrelevant. This is so for the following reasons. 

• Many studies show that caste is important in matters of mamage. 

• Caste also specifies the rituals people perform. 

• Associations are formed on the basis of caste. 

• The caste associations may establish banks, schqols, colleges, rest houses 

and hoi^itals, etc., in file name of their castes. 

• In the field of politics, caste is a significant fector in the mobilization of votes. 

The members of a caste may constitute what has come to be known as ‘vote- 
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Find out which of the following statements is true and which one is false. Write T 

after the statement that you think is true, and F after the statement that is false. 

a Caste is an example ofa status group, 

b Caste is basically an example of achieved status. 

c Castes are found in all parts of the world, 

d Castes and classes refer to the same social category, 

e Untouchability has been abolished in India. 

f Sanskritizationisaprocessofupwardmobilityincastesystem. 

g Castes are also found in many non-Hindu conununities. 

h Kshatriyas are also known as the members of the ‘merchant caste’. 

i At the bottom of caste hierarchy are placed the members of the caste called 

Sudra. 

j Caste is an open system of social stratificatiorL 

WHAT YOU HAVE LF.AR.NT 

• Socialincqualityisunivetsallyfound. 

• Social stratification is defined as the division of a society into layers that are 

ranked and differ in terms of the distribution of privileges and resources. 

• Social stratification deals with social inequality but not with all types of social 

inequality. 

• Inequalities of gender and age are not the inequalities of stratification. 

• Karl Marx thouglit that the basic division of society was in terms of classes. 

• Max Weber corrected Marx’s notion by saying that besides class, status and 

power were tire other principles of stratification. 

• Casteisanoutstarrdingexampleofthestatusgroup. 

• Caste has its basis in Hinduism. 

• It is based on the notions of purity and impurity. 
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Classes are economic entities. 

In present day India, classes have become important but it does not imply that 

castes have taken the backseat. 

TERMINAL EXERCISE 

1. Is social stratification universal? Discuss. 

2. Describe in your own words what do you mean by ascribed and achieved 

statuses, with examples? 

3. What are the salient characteristics of caste? 
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4. Howcaste is different from class? Explain. 

ANSWER TO INTEXT QUESTIQ^ 

1. Some have more privileges and resources than others, as a result of which 

people and groups are ranked which creates inequality. 

2. Division of society into starta or different layers. 

3. Simple societies having a state of complete equality. 

4. Prestige is associated with an individual who excels in some field, carries more 

respect and may be richer than others. 

a) position 

b) behaviour 

c) ascribed 

d) complex 

e) ascribed 
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FACTORS OF SOCIAL CHANGE 

l^ou are already femiliar with the concept of social change and the theories 

associated with it. Change takes place in all human societies and at all times. 

Sometimes, it is sudden as when a revolution occurs to replace the old order. At 

other times, it is gradual and hardly peiceptible. If change does not occur on its 

own,itmaybeiniluoedbyceitain&ctors.Tbeiefoie, itisimpoitantforasociologist 

to swdy these fectors which either give impetus to or resist change. In this lesson, 

we are going to read about the fiictors of change. 

OB.IFCTIVFS 

Afterreading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• explainthe mechanism of social change; 

• identifythe underlying causes ofsocial change; and 

• appreciate the roles of various factOTS which bring about change in society. 

17.1 FACTORS OF SOCIAL CTIA^C;l: 

Social change is a con:q)lex and multi-faceted phenomenon. Since change in one 

sphere affects other spheres of social li&, it is desirable to take an integrated view 

of the processes of social change. This will &cilitate a clear understanding of the 

role of various fectors which have a collective impact on this process. We can then 

api^eciate and understand the various changes taking place and be able to id^tify 

the ccHrelation and causative effects ofthe various fectors underlying these chaises. 
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and Social Controll 
Social change occurs due to various factors. Some of these factors are; 

a) endogenous (i.e. internal to the society concerned); and 

b) exogenous. 

Internal factors could refer to the infiastractural facilities, their distribution among 

people and people’s access to them. Social change occurs due to interaction and 

conflict caused by diSerential values (rffli old and the young, the literate and the 

illiterate, the urban and the rural folk. 

External factors of change emphasise on the impact of such forces in a society 

which are beyrmd human control like natural disasters and nnexiiected developments 

in technology. Now we take up some factors that affect social change .The factors 

that we will be studying in this lesson are - 

a) demographic 

b) technology 

c) cultural 

d) political 

e) economic 

{) education 

17.2 DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS OF SOCIAL 
CHANGE 

By demographic factors, we mean the factors that determine the numbers, 

composition, selection and the hereditary quality of successive generations. 

Changes in population, both in numbers and compositum, hav« a 

effect on society. When population increases or decreases, sizeaadiCQnpasiticte 
of a population changes. Change in the size of a population may bring about a 

change in the economic life of the people, which may further bring about a change 

in various other aspects of human life like social, cultural and political. 

The swift and steady decline ofboth birth rate and death rate has led to tremendous 

social transformation. With improved sanitary conditions and medical facilities, 

India has experienced a dramatic increase in ttl^phere of Th^ 

phenomenal Increase in population has, ill ttim, given risb of SdciM 

problems like unemployment, child labour, growth of slums, increased crime rate 

and social tensions. 

Decline in death rate has led to increased population growth compared to a century 

ago. Additionally, availability of better medical facilities has enabled them to be 

active till old age. This has brought about a perceptible (visible) change in social 

attitudes and beliefs. 
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When the growth of population threatens the standard of living, it inspires a change 

in attitude. People are more open and accept the use of contraceptives, one child 

family norm and in some cases couples decide to adopt a child. 

Had we witnessed a cotiesponding decline in the birth rate, it would have meant a 

hitter standard of living, the emancipation of women fiom child bearing drudgery, 

better care for the young and perhaps a healthier society. Of course, then, fewer 

young people would enter the workforce to support an ageing poprrlation. 

There is also a close relationship between the growth of population and the level 

of physical health and vitality of the people. On the increase in the number of 

mouths to feed, there is chronic malnutrition and other related diseases. These 

further lead to physical lethargy, incompetence, apathy and lack of enterprise. All 

these affect the quality of the population and the social structure and social 

irrstitutions. 

In the Indian context, we notice that an increase in population has resulted in an 

increase in unentployment, in poverty, in urbairisation, in the number of slums, and 

an increase in the burden on infiastmctural facilities. These, in turn, have resulted 

in the absence of adequate facilities, rise in nuclear families and, over time, have 

altered social relationships in a perceptible martner. 

!N1 E.XT QUESTIONS 17.1 

1. Answer in TRUE or FALSE. 

a. With irrrproved medical facilities and sanitary conditions, population increases. 

b. Decline in birth rate would also lower the standard of livitrg. 

17..^ TECHNOLOGY AS A FACTOR OF SOCIAL 

CHANGE _ 

Technological progress has often triggered a long lasting change in society. 

Development and change in human societies have been linked wifti development 

and change in technology. 

Sociologists say “Technology changes society by changing our environment to 

which we, in turn, adapt. This change is usually in the material environment and the 

^adjustments we make to these changes often modifies customs and social 

institutions.” 

In earliertimeSjtechnology was simple and societies were sin^^le too. Traditional 
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society was characterised by manual labour and family was the unit of producbon. 

Production was based on human and animal power and was for domestic 
consumption. There was neitheragovemingprofit motive in economic transactions 

nor whatever was produced was brought into market. 

After the middle of the nineteenth century, the industrial revolution and 

industrialisation took the form of a definite system. From the viewpoint of 

technology, the production oiganisation developed some specific features. In this 

system, instead ofbeing influenced and controlled by the environment, man tried 

to control it. Economy started to be based on differentiation, complex division of 

labour, huge production and a mechanised system of production. Large companies 

and eoipoiations came into being, some of which with the passage of time have 

acquired a multinational character. 

Industrial societies are veiy complex and distinctly different fiom the earlier simple 

societies. In such societies, there is: 

(i) importance of capital instead of labour as against the norm in simple societies; 

(ii) rise of factories as units of production instead of family; 

Oil) use of steam, electricity and atomic power instead of energy produced by 

human and animal power; 

(iv) use ofmachines in place ofhuman and animal labour; ^ 

(v) production is for exchange in the market and for profits and not just for 

domestic consumption; 

(vi) development ofworld market instead oflocal market; and 

(vii) Improved means of transport and communication and a currency based 

economy. 

Modem technology and man made conditions have changed not only the system 

and quantity of production but also productionrelationships. Modem indu^rial 

relationships have given birth to companies, corporatoons, and share rnaritet, 

multinational companies, banks and the union of industrial workers. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 17.2 

1. Fill-in the blanks with appropriate word from the bracket; 

a. Traditional society was characterised by ^__ labour. 

(mechanised, manual) 
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b. Production in industrial society is for . (profit, domestic 

Consumption) 

c. Industrialisation has led to the development of market, (local. 

world) 1 
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17.4 Cl'LTlUAL FACTORS OF SOCIAL CHANGE 

By cultural factors we refer mainly to ideas, knowledge, values, beliefs, inventions 

and exchange. Culture provides the base for inventions and discoveries. 

Social systems are directly or indirectly the creations of cultural values. Any change 

in values or belief systems on the part of social group affects social institutions. To 

illustrate this, we can see that the rise of nuclear families has changed the family 

system in India in a significant maimer. The joint family system has slowly 

disintegrated andthis has altered relationships within the &mily. 

New social values and beliefs can also produce social change. Conflict between 

the old and new values leads to the creation of a completely new value system. 

For example, during the Mughul rule in India, the Sufis started writing in Hindi. 

This led to the development of Hindi literature. Urdu also grew as a hybrid of 

Hindi and Persian, Arabic words also crept into this new language. Akbar, one of 

the most powerful Mughal emperors propagated the concept of a state religion 

called Din-i-illahi - a synthesis of Hinduism and Islam. Besides this, Hindu and 

Muslim kings both recognised literary and artistic abilities in individuals from both 

the commimities. The teachings of Islam greatly influenced Kabir and Nanak. 

Sociologists have considered the role of cultural factors in bringing about social 

change. On the one hand, they consider the inter-relationship between religions 

and social structure as one aspect of culture; on the other hand, they analyse the 

moral code of various, religions and their impact on the character of its economic 

system. 

One of the conclusions is that the moral code of Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam 

did not create the necessary wisdom and understanding that was required for the 

development of capitalism. Cultures associated with these religions were more 

concerned with the otherworldly pursuits. Therefore, they did not lay emphasis 

on economic development and material achievements. 

As opposed to this, the moral code of the Protestanism emphasised the “this- 

worldly” aspect, i.e. the individuals should work hard, accumulate wealth, invest, 

value their time and be focussed on achievement-oriented goals while living in this 

world. These cultural values present in the Protestant ethics led to a spirit of 

capitalism in Western Europe. Thus, we see a corelation between our religious 

beliefe and their influence on the structure of our institutions. 
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Social change occurs thtoughcultural contact between different societies. Diffusion 

is an important mechanism of social change. One society adopts the cultural traits 

of another through prolonged contact as in travel, trade and commerce as also 

through sudden events like war where new and hitherto secret technologies reveal 

themselves. 

Cultural motes as well as new technology are borrowed and adopted wto societies 

find that they fill a vacuum or answer a felt need. Borrowmg dfcnltuiailrai^fiom 

an advanced society is commonly seen in developing countries and societies as 

they try to become modem. Diffusion of cultural traits also takes place through 

personal contacts and interaction between members of two ormote cultures. This 

can be seen in the changes that crept in Indian society due to sustained contacts 

with Greeks, Muslims and the British. Indian music and architecture was greatly 

influenced by Islam. New schools like khayal developed due to the influence of 

Persian music and new instruments like tabla and sitar. In architecture, the Indo- 

Saieenic style appeared with spacious interiors, massive domes, arches and minarets. 

Sufism was highly influenced by the mysticism of Hindus, while the monotheistic 

ideas of Islam influenced Hindu society, particularly some leaders of the Bhakti 

movement like Kabir. 

Diffusion also takes place flirough mass media as it transmits and diffuses infonnation 

to a large number ofpeople. It has accelerated the process of change by spreading 

the elements of individual cultures to people far away and thus resulted in a form of 

cultural modernisation. This synthesis results in a new form of culture, which has 

elements of both the traditional and the modem. Folk songs and western music 

have combined to create anew style of popular music. 

It is, however, interesting to note that while cultural diffusion quickly changed the 

material life of people, non-material aspects like religion, ideology and beliefs are 

slow to change. 

This phenomenon is known as “cultural lag”. When non-material culture does 

not adjust itself readily to the material changes, it results in a lag between 

the two. The problem of adjustment m modem societies can be explained concept 

by this where the material aspects of life change at amuch quicker pace than the 

non-material aspectsofculture. All societies need to manage this change. Societies 

where the non-material aspects of culture guide material changes towards peace 

and social harmony are likely to see more progress than others. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 17.3 

1. Answer in 1-2 words; 

a. What was the name of tlie religion propagated by Akbar? 
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b. 

c. 

What is the term used for transmission of customs and practices from one 

society to another? 

What are non-material aspects of culture? 

17.5 POLITICAL FACTORS OF SOCIAL CHANGE 

In this section, we shall examine the role of the state and of legislation in bringing 

about social change. 

Laws: Laws act as an instrument of socio-economic and political change in society. 

Since laws are backed by the state and have a coercive nature, individuals conform 

to them. 

(i) Laws ensure a certain degree of uniformity of behaviour among diverse groups 

of individuals and their varied cultural and behavioural patterns. 

(ii) Laws also seek to mitigate social evils and to uplift the lower sections of 

society. In India, laws protect the interests of the weaker sections of society, 

particularly of those belonging to the scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and 

other backward castes. Laws also protect the interests of women, children 

and other disadvantaged sections of society. 

(iii) Law performs refacmations function for society. Laws try to alter age old 

customs which are considered inimical to social stability and progress. Thus, 

in 1829, a law was passed banning sati. A century later, another law fixed the 

minimum age for marriage for boys (18 years) and girls (14 years). Still later, 

another law has banned the practice of giving and taking of dowry. On a 

different note. Article 17 of the Indian Constitution has abolished untouchability 

and today the practice of untouchability is an offence punishable by 

imprisonment. 

The role of law as an instmment of social change finds full expression where law 

comes in confrontation with social customs. 

How^vw, laws alone can not bring about social transformation. They need to be 

aderfirately supported by the structure of society and by the people at large too. 

Public opinioit is a stronger means of change. Laws alone can not change traditions 

and belief systems. This explains why despite having laws prohibiting evils like 
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sati, child marriage, dowry and untouchability, they still persist in our country. 

Despite these limitations, laws still remain an effective means of bringing about^ 

socio-economic and political transformation in society. Sociologist have referred 

to these functions of law as; 

(i) an indicator of change 

(ii) an initiator of change 

(iii) an integrator of change 

Role of Elections 

Besides law, the right to vote and the role of elections are ^ important factors of 

social change. The right to vote stimulates interest in public affiiits and is an important 

means of imparting education to masses. The parties and the leaders take this 

opportunity to educate the electorate on important political, economic and social 

issues. Besides this, it inculcates a sense of self-respect and responsibility among 

the citizens. 

(i) Electionsthemselvesthtowupavatietyofissues,whichhighlighttheproblems, 

goals and objectives concerning the socio-economic conditions of the village, 

state and the country at large. 

(ii) Elections are a form of political communication between the government and 

the go vemed. They are a means by which the rulers become sensitive to the 

demands of the people. This two way awareness and communication between 

' the electorate and the elected leads to social change. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 17.4 

1. Fillintheblankswithappropriatewordffomthebracket: 

a. Sati was banned in_. (1828,1829) 

b. Article_of the Indian constitution abolished untouchability. 

(17,27) 

c. Elections inculcate a sense of__among the citizens. 

(complacence, responsibility) 

ECONOMIC FACTORS OF SOCIAL CHANGE 

Economic factors influence the quantity and direction of social change. We shall 

study the effect of these factors by first seeking a theoretical underpinning for our 
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analysis and by studying the available evidence. In particular, we shall study the: 

1. Marxianview 

2. Impact of Industrialisation 

3. Green Revolution 

The Marsian View 

MODULE - III 
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Karl Marx is the chief architect of the economic theory of social change. He 

believes that social change is basically the result of economic factors. The mode of 

production deteimines the social, cultural, religiaus and the political aspect of society. 

Marx traced the development of society from agricultural to feudalism to capitalism 

and finally, to socialism. Capitalism emerged because of the contradictions in 

feudalism. Socialism would emerge from capitalism as a result of the contradictions 

in capitalism. There would be a class struggle between the two classes whose 

interest, clash because oftheir diverse, conflicting aims - the bourgeois (the owners 

of the means of production) and the proletariat (the workers who work for a wage 

under the bourgeois). A revolution carried out by the workers against the capitalist 

would end the ills of capitalism and lead to the establishment ofa socialist society. 

A socialist society is an ideal society as there would be no classes and hence no 

strtjggle. Classlessness and the disappearance of state ate the two prominent features 

of a socialist state. 

Some evidence of what Marx espouses is seen when one studies the process and 

impact ofindustrialisation. 

17.9 IMPACT OF I.NDUSTRIALIZATION 

The industrial revolution which started in Europe in the late 17* century slowly 

found its way across the globe. The pace may have been varied in different parts 

of the world, but the end results were quite similar. The following changes were 

noticeable and had a degree of permanence attached to them: 
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(i) Production moved out of households to factories. 

(ii) Capital acquired a greater role in the production process. 

fin) The occupational structure of the workforce changed fiom largely agrarian 

to an increasingly larger industrial workforce. 

(iv) People fiom all strata of society took to industrial activity. 

(v) Women mo ved out of homes in large numbers and entered the workforce. 

(vi) Barriers of religion, belief, etc., crumbled as the demand for labour increased. 

(viQ Urbanisation took place at an accelerated pace. 

(viii) It triggered changes in other spheres like mass transport and communication 

too, thus radically altering the existing social structure. 

All these changes had a dramatic impact on social relationships and brought about 

a lasting social change. 

f) Emancipation ofwomen was a logical conclusion of this process. TOthin the 

family, the role of women changed with their economic independence. 

fii) Similarly, production relationships changed fiom one amongst kinsmen to a 

largely impersonal relationship between the “employer” and the “employee” 

where skills and not loyalty became the prime criterion for employment. 

fiii) Caste stracture weakened, at least in urban centres and workers of different 

castes and religions became increasingly comfortable working wMh each other. 

Interestingly, on another plane, in the absence of close family network, s^e 

and caste associations grew and the social change witnessed was the net 

outcome of these two opposing processes. 

(iv) Urbanisation, in its wake, brought about other changes. Relationships became 

more impersonal as transactions acquired a commercial character. The provision 

of facilities like hospitals, schools, smaller houses all meant that the dependence 

on family decreased This was also triggered by the revolutionary changes in 

mass transport system, which enabled people to move to far-flung places 

where employment opportunities existed. 

(v) Finally, the large influx of wage earners and self-employed to urban centres 

gave rise to a large and powerful middle class in society. This class not only 

impacted the existing social relaticHiships but also influenced political discourse 

fitvouring the ideas of democracy, meritociacy and egalitarianisriL 

17.8 GREEN REVOLUTION 

In Europe and most ofthe west, it was the presence of agricultural surplus which 

made the industrial revolution possible-bothl^ releasing men aid capital. In fire 

Indian context, however, industrialisation was largely ai outcome of government 

policy. Inspired by the Russian model of development, India’s second five yea 

plan committed enormous resources to building large scale industrial projects. 

The agricultural revolution, which should have preceded the process of 
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indusliialisation, was noticeable by its absence. 

As population rise, consequently the demand for food grew, India found itself 

depending upon food imports to feed its teeming millions. The situation warranted 

aclose look at increasing agricultural productivity and the answer that finally helped 

India to become self-sufficient in food has been termed the “Green Revolution”, 

which is a name given to the dramatic changes brought about in the field of 

agriculture. 
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We shall now examine die infract dffliB “Green Revdution” on social relationriiips 

and analyse lawthesodalchi^ it llRH^ about 

Green Revolution started in India in the late l%0s in selected regions of the 

country. The focus at this stage was on wheat and the strategy adopted was to 

combine the use of capital and technology to boost farm yields. Thus credit, 

machines, high yield seeds, irrigation and fertilisers became crucial inputs, almost 

as critical as the land itself. Large farms were favoured as they lent themselves 

easily to mechanised firrming. The results were stunning as ferm yields surpassed 

expectations and the country soon moved from a net importer of food grains to 

one which maintained a buffer stock. 

While the output was significantly higher than earlier, the outcome was not 

necessarily a positive one for all states and for all sections of society at large. 

CO The increasing importance of large tracts of farmland and of capital gave a 

distinct advantage to that section of society, which had access to them. 

Relationships, based on land, gave way to an employer-employee relationship, 

cormnonly seen in industrial activities. 

(H) Since land reforms had been unevenly implemented in various parts of the 

country, the Green Revolution was confined to the selected states where it 

was initiated. This, in turn, triggered large-scale seasonal migration Com slates 

like Orissa, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh to Punjab and Haryana - the cradle of 

the Green Revolution. In social terms, the karta of these families in Orissa, 

Bihar and U.P were now absent fiom their villages for a large part of the year. 

This had a great imiSact on the family relationships. 

Ciii) Additionally, another significant outcome was a widening of inequality across 
slates in gen^ and among the “laixled” and the “landless” in particular. Finally, 

the mid^e castes who had gained access to land in the wake of land reforms 

became the biggest beneficiaries of these changes and slowly emerged as a 

dominant force in Indian politics. 

IM F.XT Ql F.SI IONS 17.5 

1. Answer in TRUE or FALSE. 

a. Bourgeois were the owriersofthe means of production. ( ) 
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b. Production relationships became more impersonal in the wake of industrial 

revolution^ ) 

c. Following the industrial revolution, a strong middle class emerged in urban 

centres.( ) 

d. GieenRevolutionfiiststartedinthestatesofBiharandOrissa( . ) 

17.9 EDUCATION AS FACTOR OF SOCIAL 
CHANGE 

Education plays an important role in social change. While, on the one hand, it is 

responsible for handing down traditions, culture, knowledge and skills from one 

generation to another, on the other, it acts as an agent of social change. New ideas 

and values are initiated by it and become the goals for the young generation to 

pursue and achieve. 

One of the sociologists has defined education as “the influence exercised by 

the adult generation upon those who are not yet ready for adult life*. Its 

objective is to awaken and develop in the child those physical, intellectual 

and moral conditions, which are required of him, both by society as a whole 

and by the immediate social environment. 

Society thus achieves two goals through education: 

Cl) to socialise, shape and develop the individual according to the social needs; 

(u) to fulfil society's needs concerning human resources such as training for the 

specialised skills in industiy and technology of the modem economy. 

Formal and Informal Education 

Before we explain the role of education as a fector of social change, it is important 

to understand the two main types of education system- formal and informaL 

Education which is imparted in a well-defined institutional setting, is formal and 

that which an individual acquires in the course ofhis daily activities and interactions 

in the femily and in society at large is informal. 

hfomial education dominates in societies, vdtkii are deficiesd inpn^ schools or 

whete'a formal schooling system is as yet undeveloped. In tribal and agrarian 

societies this is aj^arent In such societies, children learn the language, traditional 

practices, fables, folk songs, music and productive skills like cattle tearing and 

sowing, etc., throu^ observation and interaction With their kinsmen. 
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Even in advanced societies, childrenieceive infomtal education alongwith the formal 

learning they undertake in schools. For example, manners, etiquette and social 

skills are learnt by observation of behaviour of femily members and those in the 

immediate surrounding. 

Formal education characterises modem education as we know it today. Its chief 

components are 
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(i) regular and recognised schools; 

© definite and properly spelt out content; and 

definite rules and regulations; 

We now focus on the role of education as a factor of social change. The impact of 

education on different aspects of social life can be examined by studying the 

following: 

(i) socialisation and social control; 

fii) development ofhuman resources and stratification; and 

(uQ political education. 

17.10 SOCIALISATION AND SOCIAL CONTROL 

Every society has its history, heritage and culture which it strives to preserve. To 

attain betterment, societies also set goals for themselves. Through school curricula, 

societies seek to achieve both these ends. Schools educate children in the 

established value systems and also try to prepare therh to c<^)e with the changing 

conditions both within the society and in the world at large. Hence, while on the 

one hand, children learn about their history, culture and philosophy, they are also 

made aware of develofwnents in science and technology and taught new drills like 

ccHnputer gkillg Thiough socialisation, society wants to mould individuals according 

to its existing structure and hence modem education also emphasis on subjects 

like law, humanrights, democracy and tries to inculcate aworid view in the students. 

Socialisation, through tihe cumculum of schools tries to sensitise children to real 

world problems like war, poverty, AIDS and unemployment. 

Modem is chai^-oriented and tiierefore, the course structure in schools 

and colleges is periodically reviewed and modified to suit the needs of a fast 

changing society. 

17,11 Dl.\ I.LOPMLM Ol IILMAN RKSODRC ES 

Education is the cornerstone of humanresouics development. It trains individuals 
in the requiMte knowledge and skills required by society, thereby enabling them to 

fulfil important roles in society. 
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In simple societies, femily was the basic unit of production. The individuals leamt 

the required skills of the lamily occupation at home itself These skills could ran^ 

from carpentry to craftsmanship, jewellery fabrication, working with metals to 

agriculture and allied activities. But as societies grew in diversity and complexity, a 

wide range of occupations emerged requiring specific skills. These could no longer 

be met at the level of the family. Hence, societies through their educational systems 

tried to meet these growing demands. 

A vast range of specialised subjects like medicine, public health, engineering, 

management, law, forensic science, physical, biological, agricultural and social 

sciences, are taught in modem educational institutions. Education thus ensures the 

allocation of positions in society suitable to the skills of the individuals. It provides 

an opportunity for individuals to realise their potential and frees them from being 

tied down to the occupation of their forefathers. An educational system that nurtures 

and promotes “meritocracy” enables competent people to occupy significant 

positions in society. 

Specialised education, coupled with dramatic developments in technology and 

transpoit, has radically augmented geographical mobility and made it possible for 

individuals to travel great distances topractise their craft. The movementofalarge 

number of software engineers, from India to the west, beats ampletestimonjlto 

the power of modem education to open new doors and offer new and rewarding 

opportunities. 

However, one must bear in mind that while modem education and professional 

mobility has enabled individuals to improve their economic and social well-being 

and provided new avenues of achievement, there has also been a dramatic increase 

in the social inequality between the educated and the uneducated class. 

.Simultaneously, it is also not uncommon now to find different individuals in a femily 

following different vocations and consequently having different social statues. 

Education also brings political awareness. Through education, governments try 

to communicate their national goals to the citizens in order to ensure cohesiveness 

and unity. Modem education system tries to popularise the ideals of democracy, 

liberty and equal% while familiarising the students with their unique history and 

Culture. The recent debate about changes in the school curriculum underlines the 

role of education in shaping political ideology. 

Social cl^ge is a continuous and unending process in every society. All societies, 

traditidnU and modem, are constantly evolving. These changes are most offer 

gradual and barely perceptible till we attempt an inter-temporal analysis. Howeve, 

occasionally there are events which bring about dramatic and sudden changes in 

society. 
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There have been moments in history when a single individual like 

Gandhi or Lenin alters the course of the nation and society. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 17.6 

1. Answer in 1 -2 sentences: 

a. Define Education. 
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b. What are the features of formal education? 

c. How does the school curriculum socialise children? 

WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNT 

• Social change is a permanent feature of all societies and at all times. It may be 

slow and almost imperceptible or it may be sudden and dramatic. 

• Various fectors, such as technological progress, demographic changes, cultural 

diffiision, economic and education, alter structural relationships in a society 

and bring about social change. These factors ofien act in concert resulting in 

changes either in a serial manner or sometimes in parallel too. 

• Changes in population, both in numbers and composition, have a far-reaching 

effect on social relationships and areamaincauseofthesocial change lat we 

observe. 

• Technology changes society by changing our environment to which we, in 

turn, adapt. This change is usually in the material envirorrment and the 

adjustments we make to these changes often modifies our culture and social 

institutions.” 

• Social systems are directly or indirectly the creations of cultural values and 

any change in values or belief systems on the part of social groups affects 

social institutions. New social values and beliefs can also produce social change. 

• Laws, public opinion and the electoral process also act as an instrument of 

social change. 

• Changes in the organisation of the production system affects production 

relationships and contributes to social change. Industnalizatron played a great 

role in weakening caste system and in changing the role of women in society. 

Similarly, the Green Revolution, by enriching certain states and castes more 

than others has contributed to social change. 

• Edr cation acts as an agent of social change through development of human 

social. 
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resoiirces and stratification and political education. New ideas and values 
initiated by it become the goals for the young generation to pursue and achieve. 

It inculcates a spirit of inquiry amongst the young which brings about great 

social change subsequently. 

o TEUMIN.M. I-XF.RC ISF. 

1. Explain the impact ofdemogr^hy on social change. 

2. How are the industrial societies different fiom simple societies? 

3. Explain the role of diffusion as a means of social change. 

4. Highlighttheroleofelectionsinsocialchange. 

5. Discussthesocio-economicoonsequencesofindustrialisalion. 

6. How did the Green Revolution lead to social change in India? 

7. Discuss the role of education in bringing about social change. 

ANSW ER FO IM F.XT QL FSTIONS 

17-2 a manual b. profit c. world 

17.3 aDin-I-iHahi b. Diffusion c. Religion, Ideology, Beliefe 

17.4 a. 1829 b. 17 c. responsibility 

17.5 a. True b. True c. True d. False. 

17.6 

1 - Education is to awaken and develop in the child those physical,: 

and by the immediate social environment 

2- Formal education is characterised by; 

© regular and recognised schools 

Ca) definite and jxoperly spelt out content 

Cai) definite rules and regulations 

3- Schools,throu^theircurriculumtiytosehsitisechildrentotealworldproblems 

like war, poverty, AIDS and unemployment 
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Humm society has always been experiencing change. You must also be 
experiencing such change not only in your own life but also in the iamily around 
you. Some of your fiimily members must have left their native village and shifted to 
urban areas. Similarly, stxne must have changed their occupaftons fiom agriculture 
to manufticturing and service. Your grandparents, parents, imcles, aunts and cousins 
were previously living in large joint families, under one roof. But, now they must 

have separated ftom the large joint family and must be living in smaller units. 
Thetefirte, as you see the changes are wimesse not only in occupations but also in 
die family structure. 

Till recently, people were seen wearing the traditional dress quite often, but now 
the cosmopolitan form of dressing has become common. The same is seen in the 
materials being used for these garments. We &d that the social institutions too 
have undergone tremendous modificadons from the times of our forefetheis. The 
recent forms are very different ftom the way they existed in the earlier period. 

When we look at all that is taking place around us, we find every phenomenon 
undergoes some sort of change every movement which may not be perceived 
immediately. Like in the case of the changing relationship between an employer 

and employee inan industiia] firm. 

Therefore a study of social change, its causes and consequences, has become an 

inrportant area ofsturfy today. In this lesson we ate concerned with the following 

aspects ofsocial change. 
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Professes of Social ('han”e 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to; 

• understand meaning of social change; 
• explainthetermsassociatedwi^MpiAehange; 
• recognize the characteristics of^Uatenge; and 

• explain the theories and pattemt ofaeefaj change. 

18,1 W HAT ISTHL MEANING OF "SOCIAI 
CHANGE’? __ 

The term social change comprises two wards - social and change. It is imperative 
to understand their meaning. The social change denotes as difference in anything 

be it individual, group society or any material object over a period of time. The 
am social is difinedintwD different ways. One, in termsofsodety social structure 

and two in terms of culture. Some sociologist say that by social change is meant 
only such alterations, vdiich occur in social organizations, that is, in structure and 

functions of society. The other gror^ of socialogists define in terms of rise and fell 
ofculftire.Socid change isapait ofcuhuial change vidiidi include science, tedmology 

and values of social organization. 

In other words, social change is a term used to destaibe variation in any respect of 

social processes and social interactions. It can also be described as a mode that 
either modifies or replaces the “old in the life of a peo{de and in the 
functioning of a society. Society exists in a universe of dynamic influences. For 

instance, change in material equipment and expansion of technology resulted in 

they take on new components ftius altering tiieir functicMiing. The in^iact ofmexiem 

social forces is evi^ in the change of femily structure. Joint femily system has 
beenacommonpattem in India. The head ofthefemily exercises absolute powers 
over its members and distributes work among them. It is now fest being replaced 

wedeening. 

This change is also illustrative of structural change. Such achange, in turn, brings 
about change infee role offernilyrnembers. This isindicativBof functional dian^. 
However, as a result of(XHHietitive economy and ^iread of education in India we 
expected a total transition fiom the caste system to the class system. B« it is ftiund 

that caste is not being replaced completely by class. There is only a marginal 
change in the role of caste. For example, we find that occupation has become 
caste-fi-ee. There is fieedora now to take up any occupation. This is no longer 

socioLoar 



Fill in the blanks (choose the right words form the bracket): 

1. When an object does not show movement, it is said to be_. 

(mobile, static, Ilexr'ble) 

2. Social change is considered to be_ . (radical, value — 

neutral, desirable) 

3. Socialchai^meansmodificationsorvarmtioninsocial_^^ 

social processes and social structure, (action, reaction, inter-actions) 

4. Social change is a change in the institutional and normative_of 

society, (history, economy, stmcture). 

5. Society exists in a_of dynamic influences, (environment, 

ideology, universe) 

18.2C1I,\UACTKU1STICS OF SOCIAL C HANGE 

Social change is Universal:- Every society experience change in one way or the 

other we find that patterns of life, social institutions and culture keep changing 

according to necessities and external conditions. Social change usually follows a 

pattern and is univeKal and inevitable. It is not a modem phenomenon, some 

kinds and degrees of change are universal in human existence. However, in 

contemporary society change occurs r^idly and fiequently. 
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! Notes 

Processes ot Social ( han^c 

Socuil change is not Uniform:- Although social change occurs in all societies 

but its rate varies tiom place to place and time to time. Social change is relative 

intenns of time, space and context. Social change, in fact, depends upon the nature 

of society itself and upon the readiness of the people to adopt to new innovations 

and emerging social institutions and structure social change is deliberate. 

Social change is Deliberate:- Many dimensions of social change are deliberately 

encouraged. People began as ftuit-gatherer in the primitive sometimes moving 

slowly towards shifting cultivation and finally graduated to irrigated and multi- 

cropping agriculture. As seen in the case of development of industrial societies, 

scientists continually seek mote effective forms of energy and innovations in medical 

technology, use of biogas not only for cooking purposes but also for electrification 

in villages. Medical doctors are now performing operations, on almost all organs 

successfully. New technology expands the range of human possibilities like 

successful landing on the moon. Also, it is seen that co-education in urban 

environment is leading to many inter- caste marriages. But couples so involved in 

the rural areas are boycotted and some times punished. 

Duration of Change Varies:- It implies change can be rapid or gradualr 

continuous or abrupt, long or short.Thus, by definition it occurs over a period of 

time. Some changes occur within a short time, while others take centuries to be 

noticed. Green revolution popularized multiple cropping and high-yielding variety 

of seeds wititin a decade. Whereas, spread of female education and change in the 

information technology has brought rapid changes. 

Social Change is value neutral:- Social change is value neutral phenomenon, 

as it is not understood in terms of good or bad, desirable or undesirable. Good 

and bad are subjective notions and are based on different criteria used by different 

individuals, groups and societies. For example there has been some change in the 

Indian Society after independence. Some people say that with industrial 

development their way of living has improved, whereas others say that this has 

spelt a doom far human kind as they not only lost their jobs but pollution aslo 

increased. Since social change is considered to be value neutral such subjective 

preferences of different people are not given importance in the study of social 

change. 

# , INTEXT QUESTIONS 18.2 

Tick Mark True or False: 

1. The rate of social change is same for all societies. (TrUe/False) 

2. Social change isauniversal process. (True/False) 
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3. Social change can take place in a short time and may take centuries to be 

noticed. (Tnie/False) 

4. Social change may be good or bad, desirable or undesirable. (Tnie/False) 

I8..3TI:U\1S .kSSOCIAl KU VVHH SOC IAL C HANGE 

(MODULE- m 
facial Change, Soeializatiott 
land Social Control 

When we talk of change many temis and things are associated with it. The terms 

that have been associated with social change ate “evolution” and “progress”. In 

this lesson we will look at the above terms and some other related terms like 

revolution and development. 

18.3.1 Evolution 

The term evolution means more than just growflL Growth tctually implies a change 

in size or quality in a desired direction. Evolution basically involves a more 

intrinsic change not only in size but also of strueture. It is a process of growth, 

increasing complexity and dififerentiation of structure and functions of society. It 

also refers to interdependence among differentiated parts. Thus we see that 

evolution is an expression of continuity indicating a certain direetion of 

change. It is unilinear indirection, i.e,, fiom simple to complex structure and from 

small to la^e whereas change may have many directions. Biological evolution 

explains change from a simple stage to a complex one as is seen in the case of a 

living organism. Many sociologists have compared soaety to abiological organism, 

thus giving an explanation to social evolution. It is taken to be a process leading to 

progressive differentiation with increasing capabilities and adaptation to the 

environment. This can be understood clearly by looking at the way peopl^uild 

their shelters. 

Thus we may say that evolution is an irreversible process. The direction 

can not be reversed fiom the complex stage to the simple stage 

fit earlier days, people would build shelter themselves with the help from immediate 

femily members. For materials they relied upon their surroundings. Later, they 

improved on their work. Gradually, with the advancement of technology, they 

started using better tools and they required skilled workers like masons, carpenter, 

plumber, electrician and so on. At this stage, they also st rted using other materials 

keepng inmind climate, rainfall and terrain. It may also be gauged in terms of the 

evolution ofbuman society fiom primitive times. Initially, human beings were food 

gatherers who gradually transformed into a wandering and hunting group. 

Domestication of plants and animals brought about the agrarian stage. This was 

followed by the settled cultivation and horticulture stage, Subsequently, human - 
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beings entered into the industrial stage. Asiniiiar trend can be seen in the evolution 

of social institutions, laws, norms, values and social structure. Evolution describes 

a series of related changes in a system of some kind. However, it is seen that social 

evolution can be multi- linear while showing growth of human knowledge. ■ 

18.3.2 Revolution 

Revolution is a form of sudden and abrupt overthrow of the existing social order 

and system. It is also characterized by a change that comes about in a short 

period of time. The system that replaces the existing one is totally different and 

new. Like in the case of the French Revolution the rule of the Emperor came to 

an end suddenly. The hungry and poor masses attacked those in power, wiping 

them out totally. This was replaced by the rule of the common man. 

In the recent decades, Mahatma Gandhi was a true revolutionaty. He 

successfully fought against exploitaticHi and overthrew the Briti^ nile. 

Revolution basically aims at liberating people from an oppressive system. 

It removes the prime cause of discontentment and thus puts an end to 

their social, cultural, political and economic suffering. However, the 

movements that aim at restoration or reinforcement of old, traditional systons can 

be termed as counter - revolution. The emphasis on the study of Vedas, for 

example, aimed at the restoration of traditional values. This was meant to create a 

positive feeling towards social responsibilities and gender equality. 

18.3.3 Progress 

It is a term that sees tire present in comparison to the past It is a relativistic notioa 

Progress refers not so much to social change as to the direction which human 

beings delibrately give to that change. This indicates the existence of some pre¬ 

determined, ideal destination or goal. This means that a “final goal” has to be 

reached. So, a movement in the desired direction has to be undertaken. This 

movement occurs so as to reach the final goal and can be termed progress. In 

other words, it is a change in a certain direction, always towards some 

desired goals. It can be called a realization of cherished values, which is desirable. 

It is seen that only relative comparisons can give a fair idea of progress. Therefore, 

we can say that if social change takes place in a desired direction, it is called 

progress. This term invedves a value - judgment. 

The earliest criteria used to determine progress were those related to technical 

advancement, like money economy and communication system. But it was found 
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that lUs could not be the sole basis of evaluating progress. Progress in one area is 

in feet related to and dependent on another area This leads us to recognize change 

as a complex phenomenon. More so, because every successive stage of human 

development would be progress. Similarly, the growing complexity of any 

organization or elaborate division of labour would show progress. Therefore, 

progress can not simply be treated as a movement from simple to complex but 

one feat also involves many dimensions. 

MODULE-m 
facial CHange, SoctattzptUm 
land Social Control 

Notes 

To put it simply, we could say feat progress depends on two fectors, the nature 

of the end and the distance at which we are from it Progress is usually 

determinded in terms of material advancement, individual eifeancement, greater 

control over human conditions of life, human happiness, order and harmony at 

societial level. So, when we say that we are progressing we mean feat society is 

flourishing both materially and morally. It is not possible to speak of progress 

without reference to standard. Standards, as we know, are eminently subjective. 

This is so because different people may look difeaerttly at the same social changes. 

To some, they may appear as progress and to some, a decarlence. In fee case of 

free mixing of young boys and girls, some people may think of it as progressive, 

whereas to others, it may seem as a fell in the morality. In other words, it is difficult 

to find clear and definite standards that would be acceptable to all. This, in turn, 

would lead to adifficulty in formulating defitrite conceptions ofprogressthat vrould 

apply to all times and to all cultures. Since, it is not possible that inventions will 

stop as man has all the material goods feat he needs, as man’s wants are unlimited; 

changes will continue in future also. 

18.3.4 Development 

The notion of development is a recent phenomenon. It refers to a change in the 

desired direction. It is a strategy of planned social change in a direction that 

is considered desirable by the members of a society. It is contextual and 

relative in nature. Therefore, the notion of development may differ form society to 

society. This is based on the socio-cultural background, geographical and political 

situation of fee society. It is a composite concept. It includes progress in various 

other fields like trade, agricirlture, industry, health, education and so on. Along 

with this, the welfare, of weaker sections, women, sick, old people, children, 

unemployed and minorities are some offee considerations. Thus we ntay say that 

development is a value loaded concept feat takes into account the socio-cultural 

and economic needs of a given society, region and people. Many policies and 

programmes are latrttched, aimed at the development of rural people, scheduled 

castes, scheduled tribes, women, urban people, agricultural workers and irxlirstrial 

workers etc. 
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Why do we say “development” has taken place through the means of 

transport and communication? This can be explained by looking at the 

advancement from a cycle to motorcycle to railways to automobiles and so on. 

This does not only show a movement from the lesser to the more advanced stage. 

In this, we need to consider the social and economic implications. It is seen that in 

the case of rail ways, large areas have been connected for trading purposes. This 

has not only bridged distances but also brought the people closer. In other words, 

people of different cultures and strata have started mixing with each other. This 

has led to an exchange of cultures, breaking of barriers and better understarrding. 

Simultaneously, it has generated employment opportunities ranging from the 

unskilled to the highly skilled. This illustrates how railways would be seen as a 

vehicle of development and not just a mere means oftransport. 

INTEXT Ql ESTIONS 18.3 

Answer in one sentence 

1. What is social change? 

2. Give characteristics of social change? 

3. What is meant by evolutirai? 

4. How does revolution differ from counter-revolution? 

S. Givetwopointsofdistinctionbetweenthetetm“progtess”and“developmeiit”. 
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We need to understand the general theories put forward by social scientists to 

explain social change. Three main theories are there for social change. 

1. Evolutionary Theory 2. Cyclical Theory 

S.FunctionalTheory 4. Conflict Theory, 

1. EvohitiaBaty Theoiy—It is believed that societies are like organisms, which 

evolve in the same manner as Darwm’snotionofbiologicaievoluticmi.e. survival 

of the fittest. In other words, societies go through series of stages based on 

iiKteasing complexity towards higher and more advanced and developed state 

of existence. This theory favours anotion that each ikw stage of development 

is more advanced than the one before. Evolution describes a series of related 

changes in a system of some kind. It is a process in which hidden or latent 

characters ora ‘thing’ reveal themselves. The change must occur within the 

changing unit as the manifestation of the forces operating it 

2. Cyclical Theory - This theory is founded on the belief that societies have 

pte- determined life cycle of birth, growth, maturity and decline. Like waves 

in the ocean the great culture emerge, rise to heights, only to subside which 

others rise in their turn. Repeating set of activities that form a cyclical pattern 

like rhythms ofnature, like cycle of night and day and seasons etc. 

Winter Birth 

Autumn Spring Decline Growth 

Summer Maturity 

Diagram - Seasons Growth of Society 

According to Hindu mythology, modem society is in the last stage in which 

Safyttg will again start aSaaKafyug is over. It is also evident fiom the growth 

of various civilizations including Egyptian, Greek and Roman. They passed 

through cycles of birth, maturity and death. It is seen that societies also pass 

through periods of political vigour and decline, which repeat them in cyclical 

&sfaion, 

3. Functional Theory- According to this theory, societies change but they also 

tend to move towards equilibrium. Any disturbance in the system is easily 

accommodated within the existing structure. The endogenous and exogenous 

sources of change take the system from one stage of equilibrium to another 

stage. The strrrctural differentiation and concomitant development of patterns 

and mechanism integrate the differentiated parts, new structural units and new 

institutions performs the functions which were performed by old imits. For 

MODULE-in 
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instance, the task of education sdiich was rasily petfimned by £aiiily is tdayi 

over by educational mstitutions like schools, colleges and universities. 

4. Conflict Theory - According to this theory, every pattern ofaction, belief and 

interaction terrds to generate an opposing reaction. Thus this theory highlights 

the forces producing instability using social disorganization. It sees unequal 

distribution of power and authority as die fundamental source ofconflict. The 

groups with power want to preserve the status quo while odier groups desire 

to change it. This conflict between these groups leads to various changes in 

the structure of society although the nature and depth of conflict and resultant 

change depends on numerous &ctors. Every social structure begins as a “thesis” 

ofits current state ofexistetKe but hs own internal contradictions crant^onisms 

prompt a challenge to its structure. This challenge is called the “antithesis”. 

This conflict resolves itself into a “synfliesis” ofa wholly new social structure 

carrying some elements fiom both “thesis” and the “antithesis”. However, diis 

theory does not exfdain social stability in societies. 

Antithesis Synthesis 

Time So orL.. 

Diagram ~ Dialectics of Social Change 

18.5 PATTERNS OF SOCIAL CHANGE 

It is seen that social change follows certain pattons. The widely recognized patterns 

are as follows: 

1. Linear change - This type of change shows a straight - line progression 

fiom one stag to another in a linear ^shion. 

Fewhouses Village Town City 

Diagram - Steady groimh from few houses to city (on the ^is <f numbers) 
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Society gradually moves to an even higher state of civilization in the direction of 

improvement; thus it advances in a linear fashion. Also what will be invented 

tomorrow is not only based on what exist today but on the origins of the past 

inventions. The growth of development in communication such as telephone has 

followed a linear pattern. It has grown fiom land - line to cordless telephones and 

has reached the stage of mobile phones. 

2. Qrciicai change- Rapid change on a closer look turns out to be a repeating 

set of activities that form a cyclical pattern like rhythms of nature, cycle of 

night and day, seasons sowing-reaping-harvesting. Similarly, society has a pre¬ 

determined life cycle. After going through all the stages it returns to the original 

stage and the cycle begins afresh again. 

3. Fluctuating Change etc.—When the order of change turns to the opposite 

direction after leading towards progress, it is called fluctuating change. It other 

words, the tendency of change in this phase is not consistent but seems to go 

rg) and down depending upon fevourable or unfevourable circumstances, as is 

seen in the case of agriculture. Advancement in the '".iu of agriculture gets 

retarded if there is insufBcient monsoon in one season and increases if there is 

normal monsoons in the next season. 

Notes 

Diagram : Fluctuating change 

I.NTEXT QUESTIO.NS 18.4 

Write answer in one sentence 

1. Give an ermmple of cyclic pattern of social change. 

2. What is fluctuating change? 
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E)q)lainthe cyctka] theory of social change. 

Explain the functional theory of social change. 

3. List the three theories used by social scientists to explain social change. 

By now, you must have seen that social change is universal and assumes difiermt 
patterns in the course of time. You have also leamt how different concepts and 
terms are used by sociologists to express the nature and extent of social change. 
But the question still remains: wiiat are the major factors responsible for changes 

in society. The lesson, which follows, discusses some of the major fectors of social 
change. 

_ 
WHAT YOU H AVE LF.AKN T 

• Social change is associated with only such alternatives \^ch occur in society 

and its culture. 

■ The rate ofsocial change is different in different societies. 

• Many dimensjons ofsocial change are deliberately encouraged. 

Social change is uiriversal. 

• Social change is seen to be a neutral concept. 

• Evolution basically involves a more intrinsic change not orrly in size but also of 
structure. Thus evolution is an expression of continuity indicating a certain 

direction of change, 

• Revolution is a form of sudden and abmpt overthrow of the existing social 
order and system. It is a change that comes about in a short period of time. 
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• Revolution basically aims at liberating people from an oppressive system. 

• Progress is a change in a certain direction, always towards some desired 
goals. It can be called a realization of cherished values which is desirable. 

• Progress depends on two factors: the nature of the end and the distance at 
which we are from it. 

MODULE- III 
Social Change, Socialization 
and Social Control 

Notes 

• Development is a strategy of plarmed social change in a direction, which is 
corjsidered desirable by the members of a society. 

• Development is a value-loaded concept that takes into account the socio¬ 
cultural and economic needs of a given society, region and people. 

• Social change follows certain patterns 

1. They are Linear change. 

2. Cyclical change 

3. Fluctuating change 

• The four main theories of social change. 

1. Evolutionary Theory, 

2. Cyclical Theory 

3. Functional Theory 

4. Conflict 

TERMINAL EXERCISES 

1. List the characteristics of social change. 

2. Differentiate between the terms: evolution and revolirtiom 

3. Give at least six points of distinction between “progress” and “development”. 

4. ElaborateonthemostfierpiaiflyfoundpattHnsofsocialchangeseeninsociety. 

5. Explain in aboirt 125 words the conflict theory of social change. 
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GLOSSARY 

1. Varition-havii^differentfomis,changing 

2. Neutral-impartial,neitherpositivenornegative. 

3. Transltioa - Passing of changing fiom one place, state or condition to another. 

4. Emancipated-le^ inhibited by social conventions. 

5. Intrinsic-belongii^ naturally to something essential, 

6. Irreversible-go back to what it was earlier. 

7. Oppressive-harsh, cruel and controlling, 

8. Restoration - to go back to the supposed or original form, 

9. Reinforcement-strengthening or supporting, 

10. Strategy-planofaction; planningormanagementofpolicy, 

11. Value-loaded-atetmhavingmanyinterpretations,necessarilypositiveand 

good, 

12. Kat^ug-Htis dark eta, where evil predominates over goodness e.g., in Hindu 

Mythology. 

13. Pcdos-Holy Scripturesofthe Hindus: four in number. 

14. &>/yug-the etain'Miich goodness and truth prevailed, inHindumythology, 

15. Thesis-a proposition to be maintained or proved, 

16. Anti-thesis-contrastor opposition between two things, 

17. Synthesis - the process or result of btrilding iqr ideas into a cormected whole. 
Theory or system, 

18. Dialectics-a struggle between opposing ideas of social forces, 

19. Diversity-unlike in nature; varied, 

20. Rational - based on reasoning; endowed with reason; sensible. 

SOCIOLOGY 

1. Static 

2. Value-neutral 



3. interactioDs 

4. Structure 

5. Universe 

ISJ, 

1. False 2. True 

3. True 4. False 

18.3 
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Notes 

1. By social change is meant only such alternations that occur in stracture and 
timction of society and in culture of society. 

2. (a) It is universal 

(b) It is not uniform 

(c) It is duration vary 

(d) It is value-neutral 

3. Evolution is aprocess of progressive differentiation of fotms, capabilities, 
endowments, fiom simple to complex, overaperiod of time which is irreversible 

4. Revolirtion is a sudden, abrupt, total change that takes place in a social system 
leading to the emergence of a new social order. Whereas counter - revolution 
is a restoration of the old traditional systems that had prevailed before the 
revolution. 

5. Progress is a movement in the desired direction so as to teach a “final goal” 
which is motivated by positive and rational considerations. Development is a 
strategy ofplanned social change inadirection, vvhich is considered desirable 
by the members of a society in not just one area but all related areas. 

18.4 

1. Trade advances, falls, business activity rises, boottts, then slumps and then 
starts afiesh. 

2. When change turns to the opposite direction after leading towards progress 

i.e. it seems to go up and down depending upon favourable or tmfavourable 
circumstances, it is called fluctuating change. 
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An example of this would be - agriculture grew from times of organic manure 
to chemical fertilizers, now it is back to the use of organic manures. 

The three main theories used by social scientists to explain social change are- 

a Evolutionary theory 

b. Cyclical theory 

c. Functional Theory 

d. Conflict theory 
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SOCIALIZATION AS A PROCESS 
OF LEARNING 

MODULE-III 
Social Change Socialization 
and Social Control 

Notes 

Every society has its own codes of conduct, rules and regulations, and norms 
and values. You must have understood by now that every culture clearly demarcates 
the desirable and undesirable behaviour in different social contexts. How should 
you behave as a son or daughter, as brother or sister, as nephew or niece, as host 
or guest and as friend, are all laid down by the culture to which you belong. Every 
culture has its own ways of handling these issues. For example, we show respect 
to elders by touching their feet, greet them with folded hands and simply bo ving 
do wn our heads before them. While seeking blessings, the daughters in Bengal are 
supposed to touch the feet of their parents whereas daughters in Uttar Pradesh 
are not supposed to touch their feet in similar circumstances. Where they are 
regarded as Devi (Goddess) Laxmi. Further, they are offered to another family in 
the form of kanya dan (gift of a virgin). There are several such rules, which 
differ fiom society to society. Thus, it is clear that an individual should be aware of 
such social norms and cultural expectations so that he could carry out his activities 
in accordance with the culturally laid down practices. In this lessorr. we will study 
about the process of socialization. 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• explain the concept and meaning of socialization; 
• describe its inter-relationship with a) enculturation b) assimilation; 

• state die different agents of socialization; 
• describe the elements of socialization; 
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Socialization as a Process of l,eiiriiin<> 

• imderstand the role of socialization in personality development; and 
• explain the process of socialization in the context of different Indian 

communities. 

19.1 CONCEPT AND MEANING OF SOCIALISATION 

When a child is bom it is merely an organism, a “Jiva ” and through the process of 
socialization, it becomespurusha otslri in other words an individual. The culture 
thata&mily,community and society inculcates in an individual makes himmaBHs^ 

(or human being). The child responds to the forces around it, both human and 
physical objects. It can be called a process of growing up in a society which a 
child acquires through its growth in age and is also influenced by cultural norms, 

traditions, values and different cultural patterns of the group to -which it belongs. In 
this process, the child imbibes the cultural patterns, learns to perform its individual 
and social roles. In this way, the child makes efforts to adjust himself to the social 
order. Socialization is a comprehensive and endless process, which continues 

throughout the life of an individual. 

Socialization is a process of owning, adopting and initiating the 

newborn, stage by stage in the family, community and society. 
This process ftmetions at two different levels: one within the infant 
himself whidi is called internalization (of the objects around him) 
and the other from outside, that is, at the level which includes 

parents, other family members and peers etc. 

19.1.1 Relationship between Assimilation and 

Socialization 

The process of learning and instilling the values and socially approved ways of 

behaviour is known as socialization. 

Members of a society are required to behave in ways that are in accordance with 
the values of the group. The process of assimilation of newcomers enables to 
achieve this end. The new comers are not immigrants from other societies or sub- ■ 
cultures of the same society but are new bom babies. The newborn mfmit has 
certain needs like those fijT food and warmth which his his moflier mainly satisfies. 

The child depends upon her and “identifies oneself’ with her emotionally. It is 
believed by some that the child is aware of his mother even before he is aware of 
himself The mother and the child at first have a common identity. The mother is 
“internalised” by the infant with the satisfaction of food and other bodily needs. 
In due course, the child differentiates himself from his mother. He is then faced 
with the problem of integrating his self and the mother into a social system. In fins 
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role system comes into existence. Therefore, the child leams to differentiate 
himself fiom his mother. Later, it is believed that the child repeats the process of 

assimilation withhisfetherasweU. Thus, the child diflferentiatesbetweenMrer as 
apeison from his mother and then integrates fether to the social system m a new 
enlarged way, ^^dlich takes into account not only fethets’ relationship to him, but to 
ttie mother also. In diis wi^, the relationship between socialization and assimilation 
is established. 

19.1.2 Enculturation and Socialization 

Enculturahon refers to learning of cultural patterns fiom one generation to the next 

All the while, new patterns are continuously added. Thus, enculturation ensures 
fite processes of cultural continuity along with change in the society. Enculturation 
could take place eiflrer consciously or unconsciously or bo* ways. In this situation, 
the older generation invites or induces and compels toe members of succeeding 
gmerations to adopt their ways ofthinking and behaving. Thus, eneulturation is 
based on the autoority of the older generations to ensure that the younger 
gener^ons do not adopt the cultural practices of other groups. In this way, the 

elders take full care that the existing values are imbibed by the new comers so that 
these values are further strengthened and continued. 

MODULE - III 
Social Change Socialization 
and Social Control 

INTI'AT Ql'ESriON.S 19.1 

Tick mark the correct answer 

1. The jnocess of socialization is a_ 

(i) temporary 

(ii) short Period 

Oii)discanlinuous 

(iv) lifelong Process 

2. The process of socialization is called the process of_ 
society. 

Q adjustment 

(iOassimilatkn 

gleaming 

(tv) growing 
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3. The process ofsocialization helps to maintain _ 

(i) emotional stability 

(ii) common identity 

(iii) self-identity 

(iv) social order 

19.2 AGENTS OF SOCIALIZATION 

The agents of socializali<mhelp the process of learning. This learning isthe re^t 

of authoritarian and egalitarian forces. The authoritanan forces are those which 

have an authority over the child. These include the parents, the femily, fte cultural 

Victors and the prescriptions of law. The egalitarian forces include the p^ group, 

the playmates, friends and associates. These agents of socialuaUon function as per 

the recogni2ed patterns laid down by the society for conformity and deviation, or 

reward and punishment. 

The main aim of socialization is to make the child learn and to make him conform 

to the established norms and behaviour patterns. The growing child is brought up 
in the given conditions. One learns fliefomis of conduct and bdiaviouritjawtadance 

with the accepted social practices, norms and values. It is the first step towards 

culturisation of the child when he learns to identify himself with the existing 

environment The socializing agents condemn deviant action and behaviour of the 

child, but do not govern the later behaviour. The deviant behavibur of the child can 

notberaledout 

Fig -1: A Sikh child is learning to wear turban from his father 
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19.2.1 Family 

A cMd is bom dependent and helpless. He has various biological and psychological 
attributes. He has to depend on his parents for physical and mental needs. The 

mother fulfills all these needs ofthe infent We have discussed earlier that the child 
is emotionally attached to his mother first and later to his father. He identifies the 
relationship wifii his mother and father and grandparends and gradually learns to 
diffeienliate amona all 

.MODULE - III 
\Social Change, Socialization 
\and Social Control 

After the parents, the child comes close to his siblings, who sometimes take care, 
fondle and express their love and affection towards him. In this way, he integrates 
his siblings into a new and an enlarged social system. 

Thus, the child comes in contact with an increasing number of family members and 

imitates their actions and behaviour patterns through different forms of responses 
such as anger, screaming, smiles and through movements of arms, hands and legs, 
etc. These special gestures help him to associate and integrate himself with his 
family. The child internalizes the knowledge about the members ofthe family. In 
this way, the child starts his life with learning in presence ofhis/her mother, father 
and other femily members. Gradually, this process of social relationships widens if 
he lives in an extended family. Thus, the child acquires knowledge, behaviour, 
maimers and internalizes all these patterns and learns to adjust or conform to the 
norms ofthe femily, 

19.2.2 Neighbourhood 

The locality and village constitute the neighbourhood in which a child grows up. 
He is socialised in the physical and social environment ofthe rreighbourhood. He 
plays with elder siblings, other children of the locality/village and thus, acquires 

knowledge about physical and social objects available in his neighbourhood. He 
learns about the nature, characteristics and usefulness of these objects operating 
in the neighbourhood. He tries to adjust himself in different situations and also with 
the members of different castes, communities, religious and other occupational 
groups. In this way, he leams to differentiate between different qualities possessed 
by diffoent individual members and also the communities which bind them. During 
his interaction with both physical and social neighbourhood, he leams about the 
various ways of making a living, different types of occupations and the role of 
physical environment in providing facilities for adoption ofthese occupations. He 
becomes familiar with the process of inter-dependence in the locality/village and 
the neighbourhood among the different sections ofthe group. He also visualises 
the ways and means in which the village solidarity is maintained. He also leams to 
act and behave in conformity to the different groups to which he belongs and also 
to their norms and values. He acquires insight into the behaviour of others and in 
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this process, he develops an understanding of his own self. Here, the process of 

socialization iitculcates discipline, orderly behaviour, and fijmishes skills. 

19.2.3 School/Institution 

Schools and cdncatinnal institutions are important agents of socialiTation. They 

provide learning situations and environment to the child which impart discipline 

and inculcate certain qualities which enable him to develop his personahty. This 

way he leams to discover his own needs and needs of the group to which he 

belongs. Thus, he leams to conform to the norms set by the school and other 

Education plays an irnportamrole inthe developmentofthe human behaviour. 

After family, it is the class room, the peer group, and the teachers who exercise 

influence on a diild. Education gives moral, intellectual and social insight to the 

individual. It links one to one’s heritt^e and sets aperspective before him. 

The nomis rooted in these institutions provide standards of behaviour and are 

regulatory in character. They condition our social action. Violation of the norms 

may lead to social ridicule, boycott and even more severe punishment. 

19.2.4 Society 

We live inlociety. All our actions and behaviour are governed by different rules 

and regulations. No one can act independently with complete disregard to society 

and social patterns of life. The action and behaviour should commensurate with 

traditions, customs and norms and values prescribedby the society. If individuals 

living in a society follow the norms as are ^licable and act strictly in accordance 

with that they are rewarded, else they are punished for their deviant behaviour. 

19.2.5 Reward and Punishment 

The process of socialization also involves reward and punishment for the better 

performance and reinforcement of competitive sense in the child. 

Reward and punishment operate as important agents of socialization. In their 

operation, there is a basic difference and they serve different purposes. Man is a 

cultured animal and communicates largely through symbols. If possible, human 

beings are likely to use symbohc sanctions resortit^ to othCT types of sanction only 

if the symbolic approach feils. Thus, pointing to the rod at first may serve abetter 

purpose than using it; similarly, an ^preciative smile may at times serve purposes 

more than the reward. Punishment is used mostly as a principal form of social 

control and against those who disturb the order. Reward and punishment both 

have a role, but variant and different. 



Fig.l: The Mechanism of Socialization 

IM i:XT QUESHOXS 19.2 

State true or false against each statement. 

d) The main aim of socialization is to make the ehild learn the established nomis 

and behaviour. 

dO Schools and educadoiial institutions are not important agents of soeializations. 

(Hi) All o\ir actions and behaviour ate governed by different rules and regulations 

of the society. 

(iv) Reward and punishment operate as important agents of socialization and social 

control. 

Communication is one of the basic elements of socialization. It is through the 

communication skills that a child leams to communicate his feelings and emotions 

to others. It is through the process of communication that learning occurs. 
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Role identification and role performance are the other elements of socialization. 

Socialization enables the child to perform certain social roles effectively. Thus, it 

influences the social behaviour of the child to perform his role in consonance with 

the approved social norms and values Imd down by the society. 

Culture is the an element of socializatiorr, which is passed on fiem one generation 

to the next. An organised society is built up by means of social organisation and is 

transmitted from one generation to another by the process of learning. The values 

of a society and the ways of doing and thinking that are considered right and 

proper are learnt by the young child. Socialization constitutes these learning 

processes. 

19.4 ROLE OF SOCIALIZATION IN PERSONALITY 
DEVELOPMENT OF AN INDIVIDUAL 

It is a common belief that most of the personality traits are acquired by the child 

during the age of 3 to 8 years. It is the most crucial period in the life of an individual 

as the foundations for character and personality are laid down during this period. 

It has already been discussed that the child internalizes the affection and love, 

emotions and sentiments and the various roles played during his growth by the 

mother, father and siblings. A role is set of socially expected behaviour and for 

every role, there is corresponding status and set of rights and duties. The 

“expressive” role centered round affection and “instrumental” role caganised around 

discipline and the provision of livelihood or earner ofbiead are internalized by the 

child in his role performance. In course of g^es, the boy plays the role of the 

head of the frunily having a job which takes him to work in the morning and returns 

home in the evening as his father does. Similarly, a girl performs the role of her 

mother. 

The number and nature of roles with which the growing child becomes familiar 

increases further when he plays with his siblings and other family members and 

goes to the school. His role is identified by his nature and the extent of his 

participation in the family and the school including peer groups, teachers, 

headmasters, community members, villagers, and so on. He comes across various 

practices and occupations of the family and of others in the village, and community. 

Due to his association with the occupation ofhis fether, he learns about the different 

stages ofthat particular occupation. He acquiresdifferentskillsandb^idedogies 

and principles related to that occupatiori. He assists his filter akns to become 

an effective and efficient woricer. In this way, he becomes a responsible member 

of the family, community, society and nation while performing different roles 

expected of him at different levels and situations. 
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Childhood socialization plays a prime role. If a child socializes, he will be able to 

identify different roles expected ofhim and will also be instrumental in performing \ 

Intheprocessofroletaldng,thei»r^---“''"''«‘“P“‘‘“”“P‘“^“'^‘‘'f”^ 
personal identitr/. -eo and self learns to introspect. He establishes his own identity 

and mage, position and status as amember of the family, community and society. 

It is evflent fiom above that socialization provides learning opportunities to young 

children which helps them to identify their cultural and social roles and ways to 

perform these roles. The role performance by growing child reflects the human 

behaviour in conformity to and in consonance with the approved norms of the 

group and society. 

The basic principles of role theory are 

(I) therole:istheunitofculture; 

Cb) thepositionandstatus:theunitsofsociety;and 

Ciii) the self; the unit of personality. 

Reciprocal action occurs between persons in terms of roles and there is an 

interaction of roles and self. Contemporary role theory regards human conduct as 

the product of the interaction of role and self. 

It is trae that socialization stresses conformity to certain norms of poup, but with 

some flexibility and selectivity to avoidtigid uniformity of behaviour. However, 
there are Mutes in socializationofpersons whose behaviour deviates from social 

norms. First, weneed to note that social order is largely maintained by interaalizauon 

ofsocial norms and is transmitted from the older generationto the newerby tire 

learning process. The child learns the values of the society and the ways of doing 

and thinking that are deemed to be right and proper. In this way, the process of 

socialization plays an effective role in personality development and character 

formation of an individual. 

Thesocial order is maintained by socializationandnotsocial control.The basic 

processes involved in socializationand social control aretiie same, suchasprmse 
andblame, or rewards and punishmentsfor behaviour, which are approvedor 

disapproved. In practice, the processes differ on emphasis and degree in two 

situaticxis. 
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4. NamethetbreebasicelemoitsofsocializatioiL 

fflfenily (ii)school 

(m)conimunily (jv)commumcaticm 

(v) social roles (vi)cuitue 

5. Most personality traits arc acquired l^tfie child during tfie age of: 

i)l-3Yrs. (ii)3-8Yrs. 

(iu)9-14Yrs. (lv)lS20Yrs. 

6. The process ofsocialization helps in establishing his_identity. 

(i)group (u)self 

(iiOcommunily (iv) social 
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Socialization is a social process. 

It helps the child to grow and develop physically and maitally. With growth in 
his age, the mental and physical development take place. 

Socialization helps the child to acquire and internalize the objects around him 
and norms and sanctions prescribed by the customs and practices, culture 
and traditions. 

The process ofsocialization is a life-long process, which continues fiom cradle 
to grave and begins even during prenatal period. 

Itfcrings to limelight the new situation which requires attention and generates 
an atmosphere of eiqiectation, hope&lness and welcome to the springing life. 

The agents of socialization are parents, femily, schools nei^bourhood, cultural 

fectors, social nomis and values of society. These are authoritarian forces. 

' The egalitarian ferces include the pteym^, fiiends and associates. 

The main aim of socialization is to make the child leam and to make him 
conform to the established notms and behaviour. 

The basic elements ofsocialization are communication, role identification and 

role performance, and culture in which the child is reared up. 

These elements regulate the behaviour of the child in consonance with the 
approved norms and values. Thus, the process of socialization largely plays a 
dcxninant role in character feimation and personality development of the child. 

Socialization stresses conformity to certain norms of flie group, however at 

times deviations take place that results in Mures in socializatioa 
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The child leams the values of the society and ways of doing and thinking are 

transmitted fiom one generation to the next. 

m TERMINAL EXERCISE 

1. Explaintheconcqrtandmeaningbfsocialization. 

2. Elucidatetherelation*ipbctweenassimilation,enculturationandsocializatioa 

3. What are the different agents of socialuation? 

4. Explain the basic elements ofsocialization with illustrations. 

5. Socialization plays an important rple in personality development of an 

individual. Discus 

GLOSSSARY 

Internalization : Unconscious assimilation of infonnation or to make 

attitude, behaviour, etc., a part of one’s nature by 

kaming. 

Agents : Persons or groups that produce an effect or the 
persons or groiqjs vdio facilitate the process of 

socialization. 

Role^identification: 

r:ii^ 

Oriratingoneselfin accordance wife the behavoiurofthe 

other, or identifying oneself wife the other’s role 

|[9J ANSWER TO INTENT QUESTIONS 

19.1 

l-(iv) 2-(ii) 3-(iv) 

19.2 

(i)-T (ii)-F {m)-T (iv)-T 

19A 

l-(iii) 2-{iv) 3-(i) 4-(iv,v,vi) 

5-(ii) 6-(U) 
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SOCIAL CONTROL 

ffe remember fiom our childhood days how our parents urged us to eat with our 
right hand, to respect our elders and our teachers, to be punctual and to help the 
needy. Subsequently, we learn that we should drive on the left side of the road and 
to obey the laws of the land. Still later, we are made aware about responsibilities 
towards aging parents, towards children and professional re^nsibilities that come 

withone’sjob. 

It is clear that our behaviour is regulated by family, by prevalent customs and 
traditions, by society and by the state, too. The notion that unrestrained freedom 
will lead to anarchy and a dertuse of social order. Therefore, it is considered 
imperative for any society to maintain order and progress. 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• explainthemeaningandneedforsocialcontrol; 

• explain the informal means of social control—Le. die rok of folkw^s, mores, 

customs and religion in maintaining social control; 
• d^sbiibe die formal means of social control—i lole of law, education 

- and state in eslabiy«ng social control; and 

• explain the agencies of social control—role of family, neighbourhood and 

public c^^on. 
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For the smooth hinctioniiig of any society, it is essmtial that itsmembers conduct 
themselves in a manner that is acceptable to other members ofthat society. Our 
behaviour in every day life is quite orderly and disciplined. We normally do not 
wish to antagonise (oppose ) people we interact wife, we do try to stick to various 
rules and to observe discipline in schools etc. Those wbo do rxrt obey these norms 
of society ate criticized or looked down upon. ' 

Social control is a general method of regulating fee behaviour of individuals in a 
society through accepted social norms. It is a way to channelize fee behaviour of 
individuals in society so that they confirm to the accepted code ofcotxhict. Social 
control is defined as“the way in which the entire social order coheres and maintains 

itself, operates as a whole, as a changing equilibrium.” 

This SOCIAL CONTROL refers to the way society controls our behaviour, either 
through norms and practices or through the state and its compelling force. The . 
regulation ofbehaviour in society, whetherofindividuals or of grorgB is undertaken 

intwoways- 

(a) by adhering to established norms and values of society; and 

(b) by fee use of force. 

The term “social control” is generally used by sociolc^sts to refer to this first kind 
of regulation. 

I IM KXT Ql I SriONS 20.1 

Write answer in one sentence 

1. Define social control. 

2. What are the two w:^ in which individual control can be regulated? 

20.2 Ma:i) AM) Ol Kl’OSl: ()l S()( lAl. (OM UOl. 

Ilie need and impcKtaxK^e of social control has been ]«x}gnised by aU 
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Itubviduals differ in tlieii interests and capabilities. If each individual is allowed 
unrestricted fieedom to act and behave, it may lead to anarchy and disorder in the 
society. The resultant conflicts, fiequent and persistent, would be a constant drain 
on society’s energy and efficiency. 

As an analogy, we could consider traffic movement on roads in the absence of any 

traffic rules and traffic signals, etc. It is easy to imagine die chaos that would rule 
the roads and the unending traffic jams that would follow. If we add to it the 
fiustration of the drivers and their heated tempers. It is easy to understand that the 
end result is totally undesirable. The &ct that traffic rules help to maintain order 
apd efficient movement of vehicles is only due to the presence of control. 

The situation in society would be no different if there was no accepted mode of 
behaviour. Individuals, therefore, have to be made to co-exist in a marmer that 
benefits them as well as the groups they comprise of social control becomes a 
necessity for die following reasons: 

(i) to maintain the old order -For continuity and uoifonnity of a social group, 
it is important that dw old social order is mainlained. This function is fulfilled by 

the fomily. The old monbers of the fomily initiatB and socialise the young ones 
into their traditions, valqepattems and accepted forms of behaviour. 

(11) to regulate individnal behaviour - Individuals vary in their ideas, interests, 
attitudes and habits, etc. Even children of the same parents think and behave 
differendy. Thus their behaviour needs to be regulated in accordance wi T the 

established norms which would lead to uniformity and solidarity of the. oup. 

(iii) to check cultural maladjustment- Society is changing at a rapid pace. The 
changes threaten to uproot the existing social system and replace it with a new 
system. There is a need for greater social control in orda-to distinguish between 

good wd bad and to retain one’s sense of balance and judgement. 

Purpose 

Sodologistsattribute many putposesof social control. Theaimofsocial control is 

to bring about conformity in a particular group or society. 

At times, out of sheer ignorance, individuals could act in a manner that may or may 
not benefit them. But certainly society’s interests lie at the collective level. There 
are other situations when the individual is perfectly aware of the ill effects of his 
actions on the society but he continues with his behaviour because it ittcreases his 
welfore. For instance, in an industry where the owner is fully aware of the harmfid 
effects ofpollution but does not install pollution control device because he wants 
tomaxhnisehisprofitsatthecostofsafcguarding the collective interests. Society 
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seeks to regulate the individual behaviour. The purpose of social control is to 

regulatetheinteiestsofboththeindividualand thegcoupinawaythatis beneficial 
to both. 

INTENT QUESTIONS 20.2 

Answer in TRUE or FALSE. 

a. Social control is essential to maintain the old social order. 

(TOUE/FALSE) 

b. There is no need for social control in modem times. (TRUE/ FALSE) 

c. The purpose of social control is to regulate the interests of individual and the 

(TRUE/FALSE) 

20.3 MEANS OF SOCIAL CONTROL 
INFORMAL 

FORMAL AND 

At all times, all societies have had some ttKans of maintaining order and control in 
their respective situation. 

Individuals and groups comply with social norms through a netwoiic of social 
institutions, like family, kin groups, caste, village, education, state, religion and 
econortric institutions, etc. 

Sociologists have classified the mechaitisms of social corttrol into: 

(a) theinforttralmeattsofsocialcontrol and 

(b) the formal tnearts of social control. 

Informal Means of Social Control 

In primary groups, the relationships are close, direct and intimate. Social control is 
often maintained by informal mechanisms, i.e. customs, traditions, folkways, mores 
and religion. These are adopted means by informal groirps. 

Informal mechartisms of social cmrtrol include established and accepted institutions 

relatirrg to sociali2ation, education, family, marriage and religion etc. 
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It is executed through infotmal sanctions, which may be positive or negative. 
Positive sanctions include smile, anod of approval, rewards and promotion, etc. 

For instance. Good performance in an examination may be rewarded with a bicycle 
or a watch by the parents. 

Negative sanctions include a fiown, criticism, physical threats and punishments. 
The imruly behaviour in school may result in detention or severe punishment is an 
example of negative satKtion.. 

MODULE - III 
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Formal Means of Social Control 

The formal means of social control come from institutions like the state, law, 
education, and those that have legitimate power. The apply coercion in case of 
deviance. For instance, a person convicted of having stolen someone’s property 
may be sentenced to imprisonment. In other words, these institutions exercise the 
legal power to control the behaviour of the irxlividual and tire group. We shall now 
ded with the various forms of informal and formal means of social control. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 20,3 

1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words fiom the bracket: 

a. In primary groups relationships are_(intimate, form il). 

b. Formal means of social control are enforced by  _(clan, state, 
&mity). 

c. Informal social control is maintained by_(law, customs). 

d. Positive sanctionsinclude a_(frown, smile). 

20.4 INEORM.XL MEANS OF SOCIAL CONTROL 

CO Folkways 

(ii) Mores 

(Si) Custotns 

(iv) Religicn 

It must be mentioned here that with the variety in our ways of living, the means of 
social control also vary. Social control is specific to the group or the society in 
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which it is exercised. Informal mechanisms of control vary accordingly. Besides 
family, infomtal social control is also exercised by oth« social institutions, like 
neighbourhood, kin giotq>, clan and village, etc.. 

1. FOLKWAYS : Folkways are norms to which individuals conform. It is 
customary to do so. Conformity to folkways is not enforced by law or any 
odter agency cd'tfae society. It is die infixmalaccqilance of established practices 

in each group or society. Folkways are manifested in matters of dress, food 
habits, observance ofrituals, forms of worship and method of greeting, etc. 
For instance, the food habits in Nordi and South India ate difieient and these 
habits persist even when the person has moved to a different location away 

fiom his earlier surroundings. 

2. MORES: Mores refer to moral conduct as distinct from the customary 
practice of frdkways. They influence the value system of a society and are in 

the form of social regulations which aim to maintain social order. Mores seek 
U) regulate the leladtxiship between individuals in defined atuafions, e.g. between 

husband and wife, parents and children and siblings, etc. They may also refer 
to general social relationships in terms ofhonesty, truthfulness, hardwork and 
discipline, etc. Since mores are consciously designed and oeated with* view 

to preserve them. Violations of these oflen oitail penalties. They are periifiis 
the strongest mechanisms of informal social control. 

3. CUSTOMS : Customs are the long established practices ofpeople, which 
occur spontaneously but gradually. Alongwith regulating social life, they also 
bind them together. In primitive societies, customs were powerful means of 
social control but in modem times, they have weakened due to rise in the 
forces of individualisn and diversity. 

4. RELIGION : ReligionexeicisesapowerfulinlluenceonitsadhBienls.&nile 

Ourkheim defines religion as the unified system ofbeliefr and practices related 
to sacred things. Those who have common beliefs and practicesare united 
intoonesingletnotalcammunitythtoughreligion.Religionocctmiesasignificant 

place in the life of an individual and fulfiUs the spiritual, sockd and p^chdogical 
needs of an indivkhial. 

Religion helps in the process of social control in the following ways: 

(a) Every religion has the concept of sin and virtue. Since early childhood, 
individuals are exposed to these concepts and to the notions of good and bad. 
These become ingrained in the individual’s personality and guidehis decision 
making during his life. 

(b) Religiousconvadionsandptaclicesdelenninemmn^mutualt^afiansamong 
frimily members, property relations, rules of succession and inheritance, etc. 
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(c) Religious leadeisregulate the behaviour of individuals by exhorting them to 
follow a prescribed code of conduct. 

ODULE-ni 
ocial Change Socinlij^tion 

and Social Control 

events and festivals, religious institutions too contribute to this process by 
bringing believers together and strengthening the commcm belief systems - 
thereby, regulating individual bdiaviour. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 20.4 

Answer in one sentence: 

1. What are folkways? 

2. What are mores? 

3. Define customs. 

4. Define religion. 

20.5 FORMAE MEANS OF SOCIAL CONTROL 

00 Education 

OiO State 

1. LAW ; In primitive societies, the groups followed similar occupations and 
individuals shared a direct, personal and intimate relation among themselves. 
These folkways, mores and customs sufficed in controlling the individual 
behaviour. There was almost unquestioned compliance with the informal 
mechanism of social control. 

In contrast, the modem societies are characterised by inunense diversity, 
individualism, division of labotr and differentiation in terms of work, ethics 
and lifestyle. Urbanisation and accelerated movement of people striving for 

mme and mare has changed the character of social groups. Relationships 
have become finmal. Customs and folkways seem insufficient to control diverse 
population groups. Simultaneously, the state has grown stronger and more 

specialised in nature. It is now necessary and possible to regulate individual 
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behaviour by formulating a set of common laws which are backed by the 

legal, administrative and political machineiy of die State. Laws and enforcement 

agencies are replaced by customs and mores as the regulators of behaviour 

and ensure social order and control. 

Law has been defined in two ways. Some theorists have defined it in terms of 

“ideal behavioural norms”, while others have referred to it as rules that are 

promulgated by die state, which ate binding in nature. 

Individuals obey laws due to two prime reasons: 

® Feat ofpunishment-Punishment by state results in curtEulment of essential 

fieedoms of individuals and hence acts as a deterrent 

Cii) Rule conforming habit - Many individuals believe that adherence to laws is 

necessary for their own well-being and prosperity as also for social stability 

aral progress. This is called die “rule conforming habit”. The 6mily, educational 

institutions and religioiis preachers all play a role in inculcating and sustaining 

this behaviour. 

Laws have their origin in customs, traditions, religion and judicial decisions. As 

such, they very often have a moral dimension too. This moral dirhension and the 

fact that laws ate supported by legal and institutional arrangements enable them to 

bring about a degree of conformity in human behaviour. Laws that have both 

customary and l^islative support (e.g. prohildtion ofbigamy) are leodily acc^|ted. 

state throughdie govemnaeots. The govemment, in diisctntext, indudesall ofiSdal 

agencies and functionaries through which the state achieves its ends. Laws thus 

regulate and control social behaviour by ensuring uniformity and cerformity. 

It may be noted that laws are different fiom customs in the following ways: 

ft) Lawhasacoercivechatacter.Therefore,itcompelspeopletoactinaparticular 

way. Customs, on the other hand, are respected and practised because of the 

senstity of traditions and social sgiproval associated with them. 

® rngrnms are sperifir. to gmiips and clans vdiile laws have a more general and 

universal nature. 

fiii) Breachoflawentailspunishmentbythestatewhiledisregardofcustomsis 

fiowned upon by the society and only in an extreme case may result in 

ostracisriL 

fiv) Laws'are amote recent phenomenon associated with the growth of the state 

and its institutions, irfule customs existed in one form or another at aU times 

and in all societies. 



With the emergence of modem nation states, an establishment of relationships 
among them such as political, trading and military, international laws have become 
necessary to maintam world order. Just as national laws are meant for establishing 
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orderly behaviour on the part of nations. 

2. EDUCATION: Alongwith laws, education has been an important agency of 
social control. It prepares the child for social living and teaches him the values 
of disciplure, cooperation, tolerance and integration. Educational institutions 
at all levels, (i.e, school, college and university) impart knowledge as well as 

ethics through formal structured courses as well as behavioural inputs. 

iiwiii 'Y /oi|! I 
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School as a medium of education 

The different pace of the educational system in diffaent societies, depends upon 
changing social mores, level of development and social needs. Thus, in ancient 
Indian society, the emphasis was on religious scriptures, philosophy and 
met^ysics. Ibe focus shifted as social development has resulted in an increased 
demand for knowledge in other areas and managerial skills. 

At schools, the ideas of democracy, secularism, equality and national goals 
are communicated to students in addition to the emphasis onour shared histoiy, 

cultuie, heritage norms and values. By inculcating the omcepts of good moral 
befaavibia', morality, discipline and social etiquettes, the educational system 
serves its role as an agent of formal social control. 

3. STATE: Statehasavitalholeinadministeringsocialcontrol.Sociologists 
have defined the state as “an association designed primarily to maintain order 
and security, exercising universal jurisdiction within territorial boundaries, by 
means oflaw backed by force and recognized as having sovereign authority”. 

State functions through the government. Modem nation states strive to be 
welfere states, i.e., they seek to provide to the citizens a wide range of social 
services like education, medical care, old age pension and unemployment 
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allowance. These are achieved by means of the co-operatioii of individuals 

and through collective efforts of the media, the NGOs and other social 
institutions. For example, the pulse polio programmes of the government are 
extensively supported by the use of television, posters, NGOs and educational 
institutions, all of which try to educate the public on the advantages of the 
goverrunent measures. In the above mentioned context, the state acts as an 

informal agency of social control, eschewing coercion. 

However, certain finKtions, like maintenance of law and order, defence, foreign 

relations and currency, require the state to intervene in a formal and sometimes 

in a coercive manner. 

India has a federal polity and government manifests itself at various levels- 

village, block, district, state and at the national level. At all these levels, its 
functionaries can enforce rules and laws. In modem societies, stale has become 

increasingly important as an agent of social control. 

. . INTEXT QUESTIONS 20.5 

Answer in one sentence. 

1. Why do we obey laws? 

2. Mention two sources of law. 

3. What do you understand by the term government? 

4. Distinguish between laws and customs. 

20.6 AGENCIES OF SOCIAL CONTROL - FAMILY, 
NEIGHBORHOOD AND PUBLIC OPINION. 

1. Family 
A child is a product of its genes and environment. He is bom with certam inherent 
capabilities, which either grow or are stunted depending upon the environmental 
stimuli. In this, his situation is akin to that of a flower. With proper nourishment and 
care, it will bloom. If denied, it will decay. 

Family is the most important agency of social control. Every child leamsfiomhis 
immediate environment, which is first provided by the family. Etiquettes, habits 
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and attitudes are first learnt fiom the immediate role models (i.e. parents, siblings, 
kin groups, etc.). The 6mily socialises the child into the norms, values, traditions 
and customs of the group. Thus, family has a predominant role in shaping the 
personality of the child. 

In villages, ^ ihdividual gets his status flom his femily. The elders have a dominant 
role in shaping the personality of the individual. This is manifested in the individual 
attitudes, interests and lifestyle, etc. Marriages are mostly arranged by the elders 
and seen as an alliance between families rather than between two individuals. 

module - in 
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In cities, the &mly continues tij play apiedominant role in ^ping an individual’s 
personality. However, indusdfialisntion, limited income andthepaueity of space 

_ have contributed to the prevalence of nuclear family. This is very different fiom 
-what is encountered in villages. Hence, Emilies tend to focus upon themselves. 
This results in an increased accent on individualism as opposed to collectivism 
common in villages. The function of socialization that a family caries out is 
complemented by other secondaiy institutions such a the classroom, playground, 
peer group and the media. Unlike in a rural surrounding, the individui derives his 
social status partly fiom his family but more importantly fiom his personal 
achievements. Parents and elders still largely atrangemairiages in cities. However, 
the consent of the boy and the girl is sought. Marriages outside caste and religion 
are also on increase. Thus, we see that individual choice is becoming increasingly 
important. However, due to the absence of the strong family support on both 
sides, individual disagreements are more likely to lead to separation and divorce 
as opposed to the rural setting where the &mily network {uovides a readily available 
conflict resolution mechanism. 

2. Neighbourhood _ 

Neighbouhood in villages comprises people normally belonging to the same kin 
group or caste. Hence, relationships that exist are intimate and informal. Beyond 
the immediate neighbourhood, the bonds are strong, as is evident fiom the fact 
that the son-in-law of a family is regardedas the son-in-law of a much larger 
group,sometimes of the entire village. 

In contrast, relationships between neighbours in the urban environment are 
characterised formaly. They are marked by intermittent interactions and hence are 
far weaker than what is seen in the rural environmeiit. In big cities, the ties of 
neighbourhood are almost relegated to the backseat. This is hardly any interaction 
between neighbours. 

Thus, the village neighbourhood is an enthusiastic participant in many daily activities 
of a family. It thereby fulfills its role as a medium of social eontrol. It ensures 
unifirrmity and conformity and corrects deviarit behaviour. For instance, in a village 
neighbours would Subject a son not looking after his aging parents to sharp 
disapproval and even sarcasm. 
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In cities, while not controlling individual behaviour so closely, individual ®:tions 
that affect community are monitored by the neighbours, e.g. a person throwing 
trash in the open would be pulled up by his neighbours for spoiling the ambience of 
the neighbourhood. 

Public Opinion: Public Opinion is commonly used to denote the aggregate views 
that individuals hold re^rding matters that affect the interests of community. 

Newspapers, radio, television, motion pictures, legislatiotis, pamphlets aivd even 
the word of mouth mould public opinion. 

Remote village communities, which do not have access to television and new^pers 

rely on “gossip” for information about the hrqrpenings around them and to express 
their opinion on these subjects. However, radio has increasingly become an 
important source to obtain news about events in distant places. There are group 
readings of newspapers too. Of late, television has also been introduced in the 
villages. In indepenint India, the introduction of adult lianchise, Panchayati Raj 
institutions and planned development processes have all contributed to bringing 
villages in the mainstream of Indian polity and economy 

In cities, the print and visual media play a dominant role in shaping public opinioa 
As the audio visual medium is more powerful, television has slowly gained 
ascendance over newspapKS. However, newsp^iets continue to influence opiniotis 
among the educated group. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 20.6 

1. Fillintheblanks: 

a. Familyplaysa_role in a child’s development. 

b. In cities, the socialisation function of the ftmily is complemented by 
_in^tutions. 

c. In urban centers, an individual derives his social status primarily from his 

Answer in 1 sentence. 

2. What is public opinion? 

3. What are the important agencies of public opinion? 
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• Social control istheregulationof individual behaviour by society so that 
individuals acUiecB toaoeiat oonns. 

• Folkways, mores, custMiis and religion are informal meansbyvtUch society 
maintains social control while law and education are the formal mechanisms 
forachievingthisobjective. 

• In modem societies, state plays a crucial role in maintaining social control. It 
does so, both by moral persuasion and coercion. State fimctions through 
government agencies and functionaries at various levels (Le., village, district, 
state, etc.). 

• Family, neighbourhood and public opinion also impact social control. 

• Whilecuslomsandfomilytradltionssufficetomalntainsocialcontrolinaniral 
environment, urbanisation and the resultant heterogeneity in social character 
warrant a reliance on a set of laws backed, by the state apparatus. 

TERMIN.AL F.XEUCISF. 

1. What is social control? Why do we need social control? 

2. Distinguishbetween‘infonnal’and‘formal’meansofsocialcontrpl. 

3. How do folkways and mores help in social control? 

4. Examine the role of religion in social control. 

5. Distinguish between law and customs. 

6. Highlighttheroleofstateinmaintainingsocialcontrol. 

7. How does education help in social control? 

8. What is the role of femily and neighbourhood in social control? 

9. Examine foe role ofpublic opinion in maintaining social COTitrol. 

GLOSSARY 

1. Division of Labour: It is the range of tasks within a social system. This 
concept is used primarily in the study of economic production. 

2. GroapiAgroigiisasocialsysteminvolvingregularinletactionamongmembeis 

and a common group identity. 

3. Metaphysics:isthatstageintheevolutionofsocietieswhaesocialphenomena 
are explained partly in terms of supernatural and partly in terms of science. 

4. Pre-literate Society: A society that does not have the tradition of reading 
and writing. This term is generally used for the primifi ve society. 
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5. Urbanisation:istheprocessthroughwhichpopulationbeconiesconcetimlEd 

in large cwnmunities in cities vMch are essentialfy non-^ricultiXal iri^iatacte'. 

answer to intext Ql ES IiONS 

1. Social control: isthe way society controls individual behaviour, eitherthroi^ 
norms and practices or through the state and its troeroive power. 

2. (a) by adhering to established social norms and values and 

(b) by the use of force. 

20.2 a) True b) False c)True 

203 a. Intimate b. State c. Customs d. Smile 

20.4 

1. Folkways are norms individuals conform to in every society. ‘ 

2. Mores refer to moral conduct as different ftom Ore custornary j^tices of 
folkways. 

3. Customs are the long established practices of people. 

4. Religion is the unified system qf beliefs and practices related to sacred things. 

20.5 

1. (a) Fear of punishment, (b) Rule conforming habit. 

2. (a) Customs, (b) Religion, (c) Legislation. 

3. Government comprises all agencies and fuiKtionaries through which the state 
functions. 

4. (a) Customs are specific to groups and clans while laws have a more general 

nature. 

(b) Customs are respected since they have the sanction oftradition and social 
approval of the group while laws are obeyed since they have a coercive 
character. 

1. a- crucial b- secondary c- achievements 

2. Publicopinionistheaggregateofviewsthatindividuaisholdregardingmatters 

that affect the interests of community. 

3. Agencies of public opinion include newspapers, radio, television, motion 
pictures, legislation, pamphlets and even the word of mouth. 
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SOCIAL DEVIANCE 

ffe all live in society. Without society we can not live because we are dependent 
on it fiom our birth to death. Every society has its norms and values. For living in 
a society, we obey certain norms and values. You have read in Module n about 

norms and values. Norms and values are expectations of society from us. They 
have social sanctions and every member of society is expected to obey them. But 
the behaviour of some members of the society does not conform to social 
expectations. Asaresult,social deviance takes place. Crime, truancy, vagrancy, 
delinquency, alcoholism and drug addition are examples of social deviance. 

In this lesson, we are going to study about such kinds of social deviance. 

OBJE( rivi s 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• e^qjlain what is crime; 
• explain truancy and vagrancy describe its types and causes; 

• describe what is delinquency; and 

• explain alcoholism and drug addictioa 

21.1 f UlMi: 

Social deviance is such behaviour which is not in conformity with norms, values 
and expectations of the society. These behaviours do not have social sanction. 
They are labelled as anti-social. You might have heardibout crime and criminals. 
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You might have also seen crime and crinjinals in T.V. serials and cinema etc. But 

do yon know what crime is? Crime is an anti-social behaviour. There are certain 
types of behaviour in society which do not have social sanction. Society does not 
expect such behaviour fiom its members. Such behaviour comprise suicide, mucder, 

theft, dacoity, rape and arson etc. They are known as anti-social behaviour. They 
lead to social disorganisation. So, crime is a social disease. It takes place due to 
conflict between what society expects and what some members want. In other 
words, when some members are not condudive to norms and values of society, it 
leads to crime. They do not care for nrauss and values of the society. They start 
behaving in anti-social manner. Crime fulfils the su^rtessed desires. Crime is an- 

oppresses and evert murders hisenemiesandfirlfilshisnnsatisfieddesires. There 

is provision fbrthe punishment of criminals. 

Criminals are not bom. They are made. It is society which makes an individual 

take help of crime. Now-a-days, criminals are trained to commit crime uang new 
technology. Developed weapons are used mostly in organised crime like dacoity 
and terrorists’ attacks ,etc. There arc also professional criminals in our socie^. 

White collar crime is also prevalent in our society. 

Crime has social, economic, political, reUgous, natural, and psychological causes. 
It is also related to population explosion, industrialisation and modemMon. In 

our society, all castes do not «^oy equal status. At the time of division of property 
between brothers, conflict develops betweenftem. This m^ lead to crime. Unequal 

distribution of resources is also related to criminaTbehaviour in society. There is 
criminalisation of polifics and pditicalisalion of criminals and crimes. Communal 

riot is directly related to different types of crime, like loot, dacoity, arson, murder 
and rape etc. Persons with perverted personality fulfill their desire throu^taime. 
Abnormal individuals commit crime. Urbanisation, m^striahstiuni and 
modernisation have gi voi birth to loot, dacoity, miDider and sex crime. Sfi^ of 
pornographic books also prompts criminal behaviour. Comiption injurficial and 
punishing agencies has increased the incidence of crime. 

INTEXI QI F.S ITONS 21.1 1 

Tick True and False fix the following: 

0 Crime has social sanction CTrue/False) 

Cti) Crime is anti-social behaviour (Irue^alse) 



OiO Crime is ameans&rthefiilfaimentofsuppressed desire (True/False) 

Cv) C^imeresullsduetocQiiflictbetweenvriiatsocietyejqiectsand'vriiatindividuals 
\vaiit(Tnie/False) 

(v) Criminals are not bom, they are made (True/False) 

You might have heaid about truants and truancy. The term tniant is used for those 
children niio leave foe sdiocd without any information. This is such a bdiaviouT of 
a child vvhich keeps him absent form school without any permission of school 

authorities and parents. Some traunt children engage themselves in anti-social 
activities like vagrancy, delinquency and gambling etc. ‘ 

Truants neither attend school nor return home during school hours. They play 
cards, visit cinema halls, go to hotels, bus stand, railwty station, rearicet complexes 
and crowded places. They be^ve like vagrants. They are punished by people 
and police. They also come in contact with criminals and become juvenile 

delinquents. So, truancy prepares ground for vagrancy and juvenile delinquency. 

Truants are of different types. Some truants never go to school. Some truants go 
to school occasionally. Some go to school but do not attend classes. Some go 
only for attendance and some leave the school in midday break. 

Truancy leads to persrmality disorganisation, social disorganisation, bad conqiany, 
evil habits, idletiess, immorality and dtatacterlessns5s.Somem^(ar causes oftrauncy 
are poverty, low position in society, poor family condition, unattractive looks, 

inferiority complex, quarrel with classmates, bad association, impn^ bdiaviour 
of parents and teachers, inability to understand and fear of examination etc. 
Children ofpoorfemilies think foat they will not adjust wifo foe children of rich 

femilies. Such thinking develops inferiority cottqrlex and foey start missing the 

school. Some children fell in bad con^any. They leave school to see pictures, visit 
markets, and behave like vagrants. 

Fill in the blanks with suitable words fiom the brackets: 

® Truancyfe such a behaviour which.social sanction, (has/ 

hasnot) 

fOC/Oi 

. n 1 ^ • 
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(a) Truants are involved in...activities, (social/anti-social) 

(m) Truancy is.for educational developanent .(hannless/haimful) 

(sv) Truancy.the ground for vagrancy and delinquency .(builds 

up/destroys) 

(v) Truants...sci»oJregularly.(s«eBd/notattend) 

_ -- ' '."f!" . 

. _ ■ 

21.3 VAGRANCY 

Vagrancy is a social pathological behaviour found in some diildten vdio wander 

here and there without any reason. They create problems for ofoer members of 

society by their anti-sodal behaviour. 

You might have heard the term vagrancy. In this behaviour, children wander here 
and there without any aim. They wait aimlessly roads. They pass vulgar temaris 

on passers-by, especially girls. They may abuse any person without any reason. ^ 
They can also come in cMiflict with ffitypersMis. They do not have relations with 

their femilies. They do not have fear of being beaten, put in jail and even death. 
Their patents break relation with them. They do not trytogetthemreleased when 

they are in jail. They do not pay attention to the complaints of neighbours and 

communityTnembeis. 

Vagrants do not share any respon^ility for &mily, community and society. Rather 
they create problems in the society by their abtattmal behaviour. They are a burden 

on society. Vagrants are found in cinema hall, railway station, bus stand, park, 
sluin areas, market centres, school and college gates, vegetable markets, cro wdy 
places, pujapandals,religiousproces5iotis and political processions etc. Vagrants 

do not have any direct source of income. They survive on theft, dacoits, beggary, 
gambling, and prostitution, pick pocketing, and extortion. It is not that vagrants 
do notchange their behaviour. Many vegrants change their behaviour when they 
fece resistance fiom femily, community, society tmd police etc. 

Vagrancy is attributed to femily background, behavior of parerits, bad company, 

caste system, low place in society and rude behaviour of kin. etc. 

Choose correct one fiom the following: 

1. Vagrancy is related to 

(a) earning money (b) attaining education 
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(c) enhancingposition 

II. Vagrancyhas 

(a) positive sanction 

(c) fevour of people 

ni Vagrants are involved in 

(a) iqjlifbnentofsociety 

(c) social reconstruction 

III. Vagrants share 

(a) &niilialiE^nability 

(c) religionsduties 

IV. Vagrants survive on 

(a) childlabour 

(c) rag picking 

(d) social disease 

(b) support of administration 

(d) negative sanction of society 

(b) development of education 

(d) anti-social behaviour 

(b) social duties 

(d) no tesponsibili^ in society 

(b) small work 

(d) beggary and illegal tax collection 
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21.4 JUVENILE DELE O! r\f \ 

You might have heard about a crime committed by a child. You would have also 
seen a child committing crime in a T. V. serial or film. The crime committed by 

diildnsi is called juvenile delinquency. Juvenile delinquency can be seen fiom social 
and legal view points. From the social viewpoints, disrespect shown by a child 
towards norms, values, customs and traditions of the society can be called juvenile 

delinquency. But fiom the legal view-point, breaking of laws established by state 
by a child is called juvenile delinquency. Children involved in juvenile delinquency 
are called juvenile delinquents. _ 

Juvenile delinquency is a social pathological behaviour in wfaidt a child commits 

crime. It is a social dise^ which creates social disorganisation in the society. 

Both crime and juvenile delinquency are anti-social behaviotfi.Bofll Imdtosodal 
and individual disturbance. There is a difference between file two concepts. Crime 
is committed by adults whereas juvenile delinquency is committed by children. In 

our country crime done by children in the age 7-17 years is called juvenile 
delinquency. Juvenile delinquents are reformed and rehabilated, whereas adult 

criminals are punished. 

Juvenile delinquents are involved in crime like loot, theft, dacoity, piostituUon, 
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rape, fights, manhandling, killing, attempt to mutder and revenge etc. They take 
liquor and smoke. They get money fiom loot, theft, dacoity, and murdor and spend 
it on several vices for acquiring modem weapons for committing crimes. 

Juvenile delinquents do not care for norms and values of the society. They do not 
have fear fiom death. TBey do not have relation wilhpaients. It is not that behaviour 

of juvenile delinquent which does not change. When treated properly, a number of 
delinquents change fluarbehaviourand start leadingaiionnal life. Butsomejuvenile 

delinquentscomeinconlactwifobigcriminals.'Iheyjointh i tn'ir. They become 

veteran criminals infoeir later life. 

Nochildisdelinqueirtbybiilh. ButtfaebehaviourofsocietymakeshimdelinquenL 
Ill-treatment by parents, step^rarents, kin, neighbours and community members 

makes a child deliquenL Poverty and lack ofbasic amenities also lead to juvenile 
delinquency. Denial of share in paternal property also makes a child delinquent 
Misbehaviour of class mates and teachers also causejuveniledelinijjency.Physical I deformity is also responsible for the occurrence of juvenile delinquency. 
Industrialisation, urbanisation and modernisation have enhanced the incidence of 

juvenile delinquency in our country. 

IMIM Ql I MU. 

Tick Yes or No for the following: 

(j) JuveniledeIinquencyisanti-socialbehaviourcommittedbychildrBn(Yes/No) 

(S) From social viewpoint juvenile delinquency is disobedience of norms and 

values by children (Yes/No) 

fiii) Ftomlegalviewpoint,juvemledeliquencyiscrimeoommitt^bychildrenin 

the eyes of law (Yes/No) 

Civ) Juvenile delinquents are rehabilitated and reformed (Yes/No) 

(v) NodiildisdelinquentbybirthCYes/No) 

21.5 Vl.COIlOl.ISM 

You might have heard about alcoholic You would have also seen some people 
lying on road after drinking liquor. Simple meaning ofalcobolism is taking liquOT as 

anaddict Drinking is as old ascivilizalion. There is hardly any country, community, 
or age in which drinking does not prevail. 

There are societies in vdiich taking local beer is allowed, e.g., tribal societies. 
Tribals prepare Haria (rice beer). Men, women and children share ‘haiia’ on 
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festive awlcerononialoaaaoia They also prepare MahmKqi»r.InHinducd^^ 
men are allowed to drink Bhang and Mahua liquor. Now-a^ys, taking liquor on 
the occasion of mam^e ceremonies, parties gathering etc has become a modem 
fashion. The poor drink toddy and low quality liquor where as the rich drink 
foreign made good quality of wine like whisky, rum and scotch. Drinking may be 
necessary for the people in cold regions. They lake liquwbeforedinnerrcgularly. 
In army, fereign diplomacy, doctors, top lawyers, industrialists and bureaucracy, 
taking liquor is accepted behavior. Consumptionof liquor on festive ceremonies, 
festivals, marriage and party etc. is taken as sytnbol of status and wealth. Drinkers 

hold viewthat drinking provides individual pleasure and heightens emotions. So 
taking liquor has social acceptance on some occasions. But alcoholism as social 
deviance does not have social sanction.lt has negative sanctions of society. It is 
taken as a bad habit which leads to personality disorganisation, family 

Kocial Change Socialization 
land Social Control 

When an mdtvidual becomes habituated to drinking liquor, he is called a drunkard. 
He loses respect not oply in his fiunily but in the whole society. He does not take 

Care ofhis childteiL He beats his wife to get her ornaments. He seUs ornaments for 
drinking. They meet premature death. They sell their land and property for h. They 
leave their children, wives and other femily members to their fete. Rather, they 
create problems of different kinds. Drunkards are also involved in theft, dacoity, 
loot, sex crime, ruanfaandling, murder and suicide. 

Petrie take liquor to aijoy ceremonies, festivals, parties and gathering. They also 
consunae it to remove fiustiations and tensions. Some drink to remove tiredness. 
Some drink to show their status and wealth. Some take liquor as a r itter of 
fesfaioiL But when they become addicted artd do not share any kind of responsibility 
and oUigations, they deviate fiom the norms and values of sociefy. They indulge in 
anti-social behaviour. 

The Excise Dqrartment controls the production and sale of liquor. But policies of 
the Ckivemment and pressure fiom the industrialists cum-tiadeis come in the way 
of prchibition. Industrialisation and modernisation have increased the consumption 
of liqtior. It is also a good source of income for the government 

iM i xi gii:.sriONS 21.5 

Match the following: 

(a) Akdiolismis 

(b) Taking local bear is allowed 

(a) petsonality,familyandsocial 
disorganisation. 

(b) but the rich drink foreign made 
good quality of liquor 
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(c) Peisons habituated of drinking 

liquor 

(d) Thepoordirinklowquality 

liquor 

(e) Alcoholism leads to 

(c) prevalent in almost every 

society. 

(d) on social gathering, cetemonies 

and of festivals. 

(e) drunkenness 

Do you know what drug addiction is? Taking intoxicating materials other than 
wine as part of habit is called Drug Addiction. Drug addiction is prevalent in all 
parts of our country in one form or other. In our country, 70 lacs of people are 

’ addicted to drug. In Delhi alone, 25% students are addicted to it Here people are 
addicted to tobacco, Ganja, Bhang, Charas and opium. The plants of tobacco, 
Ganja, Bhang and chatas are found since time immemmial in our country. These 
intoxicating materials were culturally prescribed for enjoyment on ceremonies and 
festivals. They were also used as medicine. But now a good number of people 
have become addicted to them. They can not live without taking them, ^sides, 
the traditional intoxicatirvg materials, youth of our country are also addicted to 
modem drug such as heroine, morphemes, smack, mandrax, and L.S.D. 

Habitual taking of drug is called dreg addiction. There are two types of drugs to 
which people of our country are addicted. These ate—traditional drug and moi^m 
drug. Tobacco, Ganja, Bh^g, Charas and c^ium are traditional dmgs. Heroine, 
morphemes. Hashish, Smack, mandrax and L.S.D. are modem drugs. 

Drug addiction is lurmlul in many ways. It makes a person mentally weak. It also 
leads to prematurb death. It is responsible for personality, family and social 
disorganisation. It also creates problems related to administration. There has also 
been a close relation between drug addiction and crime. Dmg addicted people 
commit crimes like suicide, quanel, sex crime and murder etc. 

Dmg addiction is prevalent in rural as well as in urban areas. In mral areas, a 
number of youth are addicted to tobacco, Ganja, Bhang, cigarettes and toddy etc. 
Jn urban areas, youth are addicted to charas, opium. Heroine, morphemes, Hasish, 
Smax, Mandrax andL.SX). besides cigarettes, tobacco, Ganjaand Bhang. Rmal 

drug is spreading in rural areas too. •<? . 

The youth of our country start taking drug for feshion, in bad company, to remove 
despair and to feel pleasure. They also start dmg addiction to face poverty and 
unemployment. They are also attracted towards drag addiction to see modem 

drug addiction inT.V. and cinema 

Youth of poor as well as ridi femily background ate involved in it. Illiterate as well 
as literate youth are addicted to it Now-o-days; young girls have also come under 

itsaddicdoa 
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for the government. Pressure of politicians and 
mdustndists also comes m the way ofcontrol of drug addiction. StKh intoxicating 
drugs andmatenals are smuggled in large scale in our country. Veteran criminals rf 
mderworld are earning crores and crores of rupees from the smuggling of such 
urucs. Thev alsfl nj?V VlllOA KrJK« trt _• . t> 

provide them shelter. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 21.6 

Match the following: 

A 

(a) Drug application is 

(b) Tobacco, Ganja, Bhang, 

Charas and opium 

(c) Heroine, Smack, Mendrex 

and L.S.D. 

(d) Smuggling of dmgs 

(e) Drug addiction causes 

(a) takes place on large scale in our country. 

(b) are modem dmgs 

(c) mental retard-ness. 

(d) are traditioriai dn^. 

(e) habitual taking of drag. 

The term social deviance includes those behaviours which do not show 
confonnity with norais and values of a society. These behaviours ate levelled 
as anti-social and do not have social sanction. 

The behaviours which are not in accordance with norms and values of society 
as well as law established by state ate called crimes. Criminals are offenders 
of crime. So, they are punished. 

The behaviour which forces a child to leave school without information to 
school and parents is called truancy. Truancy ultunately provides ground for 
delinquency, gambling, alcoholism and drug addiction. 

MODULE - III 
Social Change Socialization 
and Social Control 

Notes 

• The behaviour which compels a child to wander here :aid there on road without 
any aim is called vagrancy. Vagrancy leads to quan el, crime, and alcoholism 
and drug addiction. The crime committed by a child is called juvenile 
delinquency. It leads to social disorganisation. Juvenile delinquents are not 
punished. Rather they are rehabilitated. 

• Habitual taking of liquor of different types is called alcoholism. It leads to 
personality, fomily and social disorganisation. 

• Habitual taking of drugs is calleddrug addiction. It isresponsible forpeisonality, 
fomily and social disorganisation. 



MODULE-III 
Social Change, Socialization 

' and Social Control . . There are agencies to control crime, truancy, vagrancy, delinquency, and 

alcoholism and drug addiction, 

GLOSSARY 

Alcoholism -Habitual taking of liquor. 

Crime - Anti-social behaviour in the eyes of society and law of the state 

Criminals -Persons involved in crimes. 

Delinquency -Crime committed by children. 

Delinquents -Child criminals. 

Truancy -Child’s habit ofabscondingftom school 

Truants -Those children who leave school without information parents 

and teachers. 

Social devience - Deviation fiom norms and values of the society. 

Vagrancy -Wandering on roads without any work or aim. 

1. What is social deviance? 

2 What do you mean by crime? Narne five causes of crime. 

3. Whatdoyoumeanbytruancy?Namefivecausesoftruancy. 

4 What is vagrancy? Name five causes of vagrancy. 

5 What is delinquency? Name five causes of delinquency. 

6. What is alcohohsm? Name four evil effects of it. 

7. What is drug addiction? Name four evil effect of it. 

answer to intext QI ESTIONS 

©False 

©has not 

t,n)irue 

(©antisocial (ih)hattnful 

(iv) builds up (v) not attended 

(i)d (u)d 0 

(i)Yes 00 Yes 0 

a-c, b-d, c-e, d-b, e-a 

(i)a-e 00 M ( 
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MODULE - III 
pocio/ Change, Socialization 

SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT 

^Bviionment can be described as the natural world of land, water, air, plants and 
animals that exist around us. It forms the basis of our existence and development. 
The dictionary meaning of the word ‘environment’ is ‘surrounding’- the external 
conditions influencing development or growth of people, animalsorplants; living 
or working conditions etc. In the begitming, the environment of early man had 
consisted of only physical aspects of the planet earth (land air, water) and biotic 
communities (plants and animals including man and his functions, organizations 
and institutions) but with the march of time and advancement of society, man 
extended his environment through his social, economic and political fimctions. 
Environment, therefore, refers to the sum total of conditions, which surround man 
at a given point of time. 

In this lesson, we are going to learn about out environment Environment once the 
focus of only geographical study, had been neglected and pushed to the background. 
It has recently regained its position. As of today. Environmental issues are no 
longer confined to geography and allied disciplines but have also drawn the attention 

of the common man. 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• explain the meaning of environment 
• explain the relationship between man and his environment 

• explain bio-sphere and socio-sphere; and 
• explaintheeffectsofenvironmentonhumansociety. 
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Socifh' and Our Environment 

22.1 MEANING OF ENVIRONMENT 

Environment is viewed in different ways and angles by different groups of people 

and disciplines. It may be safely argued that environment is an inseparable whole 
and is constituted by the interacting systems of physical, biological and cultural 

elements which are inter-linked individually as well as collectively in many ways. 

Physical elements (space, landform, water bodies, climate, soils, rocks and minerals) 
determine the variable character of the human habitat, its opportumties as well as 

its limitations. Biological elements (plants, animals, micro-organisms and man) 
constitute the biosphere; cultural elements (economic, social and political) are 
essentiaUy man-made features, which go into the makingof cultural milieu. 

The term ‘environment’ originates from the French word ‘environ 
or ‘envjonner’ meaning ‘around’, ‘round-about, to surround 

or‘to encompass’. ___ 

22.2 TYPES OF ENVIRON.MENT 

The environment is bofri physical and biological concept, it includes both the non¬ 

living (abiotic) and living (biotic) components of the planet earth. Thus based on 
basic structure, the environment can be divided into two basic types i.e. 

1) Physical or abiotic environment and 

2) Biological or biotic environment. 

Based on physical characteristics and state, abiotic or physical environment is sub 

divided into three broad categories- 

(i) Lithosphere (solid earth) 

(a) Hydrosphere (water component) and 

Cdi) Atmosphere (gas). 

The biotic components of the environment consist of plants (Flora) and animals 

(Fauna) including man as an important component and micro orgamsms. 

22.3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MAN AND 
ENVIRONMENT 

The study of relationship between man and environment has always attracted 
attention. The relationship of man and enviomment has also influenced the 
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development of human society. It may be noted that, ofaU the organisms, man is 

the most skilled and civilized and therefore, it is significant to note the following 
three aspects of man.: 

(i) Ph^ical man is a component of die biological community and as such, requires 

basic elements of physical environment such as air, water, food and habitat 
etc, like other biological population and release wastes in the eco-system. 

MODULE - m 
\SocUU Change Socialization 
land Sociat Control 

Notes 

(u) Social man establishes the social institutions, fornis the social organizations 
and formulates laws and policies to safeguard his existence, interests and 
welfare. 

(iii) Economic man derives and utilizes resource from the physical and biological 
environment with his skills and technologies. 

The changing relationship of man with the environment from pro-historic to modem 
times can be divided into the following four periods: - 

(a) Hunting and food gathering. 

(b) Animal domestication and pastoralism, 

(c) Plant domestication and agriculture. 

(d) Science, technology and industrializatiotL 

(a) Period of hunting and food gathering 

This period is related to the most primitive man when he had been basically a part 
of natural environment and was functionally as a ‘ biological man’ or ‘physical 
man’ because his basic requirements were limited to food and shelter. The natural 
envirortment satisfied all his wants. The relationship between man and the 
environment was very friendly. Man was leading a nomadic life. Then a stage 
came when he leamt to hunt animals. The disco very of ‘fire’, which was accidental, 
taught man to cook animal flesh before eating. So we can say that the discovery of 
fire and subsequently, invention of tools and weapons made man capable of 

exploiting natural resources for his benefit. Some would also conclude by aying 
that “fire was the first major ecological tool used by man to change the environment 
for his own benefit. 

(b) Period of Animal Domestication and Pastoralism 

With the passage of time, primitive man leamt to domesticate animals firr his benefits. 
In the beginning, he might have domesticated some milch /cattle and animals for 
meat and slowly his herd of domesticated animals must have increased. 
■Domestication of animals might have given birth to group or conununity life among 
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j. and Social Controa early people in order to protect their flock and themselves from wild ammals. 
They still stuck to nomadic way of life, as they had to move from one place to 

other in search of water, food for themselves and fodder for animals. 

(c) Period of Plant Domestication and Agriculture 

Ifomesticationofplantsfotfoodbecameahallmaikinthedevelopnientofhuman 

skills of taming and controlling the biotic component of the natural envuonment 
system. Domesticationofplants initiated primitive type of ^culture and sedmlaiy 

settled Ufe of people who were nomads. Cultivation of food crops rented in the 
formation of social groups and organizations. Now man started s^ing down m 

the river valleys due to availability of water and fertile land which came to be 
known as ‘river-valley civilization’. From here onwards started the journey of 

farming practices resulting in gradual increase in human ^pulation. This Irf to 
clearing of forests to have access more agricultural land. With the passage of tune, 
mandevelopedhisovmcuhuralenvironmentbybuildinghousesandereatingtowns i 

and cities, constructing toads and bridges. 

(d) Period of Science,Technology and Industrialization 

The advancementofindustrialrevolutionin late nineteenth century and emragerire 

of science and development of sophisticated technology, embittered the ftiendly 

relationship between man and his natural environment. The impact of 
technology on natural environment is highly complex and controversial. Highly 

advanced technoic^es ano scienuuu --- 
of natural environrnentwhichhavecreatedrnostofthepresent day environmentel 

problems 
From the days of early primitive man till today, manhas venerated nahTO in differom 

forms(ttees, plants, animals, rivets, mountains etc). Nature worship commands 
greatsanctityintnostoffoecommunitie5.ThaearBCOinmutiities,whiciihaveto^ 

reverence towards nature-‘Bishnoi’ ftomR^asflianinlndiais one subgroup. In 

the Indian tradition, nature and man form an inseparable part of the life support 

system. The five elements 4.e., air, water, land, flora and fauna are mter-related 

and inter-dependent 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate words fiom bradcets; 

fl) The word environment is derived fiom-- 

French] 

word. [Latin, English, 
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(ii) Environment can be divided into types. 12.4.6.7] 

(iii) Physical environment contain 
components] 

. IBiotic. abiotic, both the 

(rv) Biological components contains 
components] 

. IBiotic. abiotic, both the 

(v) The changing relationship between man and environment has been divided 
in_phases. [6,8,4,5] 
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22.4.1 The Biosphere 

Biosphere is a life-supporting layer, 

surrounds fee earth and makes 
plant and animal life possible without 

any protective device. It consists of 
all the living organisms (the biotic 

component), energy (energy 
component) and physical 
environment (abiotic component). 
There are continuous interactions 
between living organisms and 
[feysical environment and also among 
fee living organisms themselves. The 

averse thickness of the biosphere 
or Ufe-suf^rting layer consists of air, 

water, soil and rock is about 30 km. 
The Biosphere of earth 

The igjper limit offee biosphere is determined by fee availability of oxygen, moisture, 

temperature, and air pressure with increase in height in the atmosphere limits the 
upper boundary ofthe biosphere. The lower lirtrits of the biosphere are determined 
by the availability of reqirired amount of oxygen and light, which can sustain life. 
Thus, the depth of the biosphere over the land is rmto the depth of the deepest 
roots ofthe trees or the depth unto which can live fee burrowing organisms or the 
depth at which lie the parent bedrocks. The biosphere extends unto greater depth 

in the oceans. 

The existence of life has been detected unto a depth of9000 m in 

the deep oceanic trenches and deep-sea plains. 
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22.4.2 Socio-Sphere 

Man is a social animal with the inbuilt instinct to be with his group. Since man is 
most communicative, his behavioural concerns relate to his fellow beings. Thus 
man’s attitudes to life and value system are shaped by the size and quality of the 

group to which he belongs. 

Groups of people living together on a certain territory form a community. It 

comprises a composition of species, a characteristic food network and energy 
flow pathway. Communities thus form the living components (rfliving components 
of eco-system. Over the time, species in each community carve out a special 

place for themselves. Community is not stable but dynamic, changing regularly 

over time and space. 

A community has its own composition, structure, and developmental history. 

Environment and society are closely related and inter-dependent. Different social 
groups and social structures like industrial, agricultural, political, cultural, religious 
andaesthetic etc. haveevolved and developed during various stages of development > 
ofhumancivilizaticm and these social structures represent man’sacoimulaled cultural 

resources primarily based <Mi natural environment. Environment has been changing 

over aperiod oftimedue to 

(i) Variations in climatic and physiographic factors, and 

(ii) The activities ofthe species of the corrununities themselves. 

These influences teing about a marked change in the dominance of the existing 
community. Human behaviour has been known by its characteristics, social 

organizations, social processes, economy and culture depend upon geographical 
environment. Density and distribution of population, social differentiation, cultural 

variations, character of economic, political, social, religious orgmizations and all 

social phenomena contribute in the making of the socio sphere. 

IM EXT QUESTIONS 22.2 

Tick true (T) or felse (F) 

1. Biosphere is a life-supporting layer, which surrounds the earth. (T/F) 

2. The average thickness of the biosphere is about 50km. (T/F) 

3. Biosphere consists of territorial and aquatic biomes system. (T/F) 

4. Group of people living together on a certain territory form a community. 

(T/F) 

5. Environment is stable and dynamic. (T/F) 
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22.5 EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENT ON HUMAN 
SOCIETY 

EfiEects of environment on human society has been emerging as a maj or challenge 
for quite sometime. Development was for long associated with under exploitation 
of natural resources. It was little realised that obsession with under exploitation 
may result in over-exploitation. We seemed to have believed that natural lesomees 
are inexhaustible. Environmental process includes those physical processes, which 
operate on the surface of the earth both internally and externally. Though man 
began to interfere with the natural processes right from the beginning of sedentary 
life, it assumed greater in proportion after the industrial revolution. 

MODULE. Ill 
facial Change, Socialization 
land Social Control 

Notes 

The impact of modem technology on environment is varied and highly complex 
as the transformation or modification of our natural condition and process leads to 
a series of changes in the biotic and abiotic components of natural environment 
process. 

We have seen that man, equipped with modem technologies ani^ ~d-.anced sdentilic 

knowledge, has become an important factor in changing the enviromnental 
processes. It has to be realized that disturbances in one of the elements of nature 
(ie. air, water, land, flora and fauna) gives rise to an imbalance in others. Natural 

processes or human fectors sometimes aggravate natural environmental process 
to cause disaster for human society like(earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, 
cyclones etc). They result in heavy loss of life and property. Environmental hazzads 
for human health are as follows: 

(i) Airpollutioncauses respiratory diseases. 

0i) Water pollution causes enteric diseases. 

(iii) Solid waste pollution causes vector-bome diseases. 

(iv) Toxic waste causes cancer and neurological disorders. 

Water Pollution causes environment hazards and entric diseases 
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Notes 

Boai 

Therefore, okication must arouse awareness about the effects of enviroiiment, as 

clean environment is precious for humai society; 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 22.3 

Tick trae (T) or false (F). 

1. ManhasiievermterferedwithenviromiieiiL (T/F) 

2. Effects ofenvironment on society are always positive. (T/F) 

3. Extreme events are not disastrous for human society. (T/F) 

4. Education must be broad based to create awareness 

About environmental effects. 

• Environment refers to the sum total of conditions, which surtoundman at a 

given point in space and time, 

• In the past, the environment of man consisted only of physical aspects of the 
planet earth (air, water and land) and the biotic communities. 

• Howe ver,*in due course of time and advancement of society, man extended 
his environment through social, economic and political fiinctiorts. 

• Theenvironmentisbothidiysicalandlnologicalconcqttandincludesboththe 

non-living (abiotic) and living (biotic) components of planet earth. 

• On the basis of this structure, environment is divided into two types (i) physical 
or abiotic environment or (ii) biological or biotic environment. 

• Therelationshipbetweenmanandtiieenvironmenthaschffligedovertbeye^. 

It is interesting to note the three aspects of man (i) physical, (ii) social (iii) 

economic in relation to environment 

• TtiP rtinnging relatinn.«ihip of man with the environment fiom pre-historic to 
I modemtimescanbedividedintofourphases. 

i) Hunting and food gathering. 

ii) Animal domestication and pastoralism 

fii) Plant domestication atxl agriculture. 

rv) Science technology and industrialisaticm. 

and animal life possible without arrypotective device. Social, economic, cultural 

and political elements make the socio-sphere. 
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• Man,beinganactiveagentofenviiDnmentchangepiocess,niodiiiesth£eco- 

system through exploitation of natural resources. Effects of environment on 

human society are a major challenge. Modem technology and advanced 

scientific knowledge has become an important factor in changing the 

envinximent 

MODULE - in 
|£ocf<i/ Change^ Socialization 

land Social Control 

Notes 

GLOSSARY 

0 £nv»-o/»nenf-surroundingsofextemalconditions,influencingdevelopment 

or growth of people, animals or plants, living or woiking conditions. 

(n) Bio/ie-livingcomponentsofplanetearth. 

(III) .dhiortc-non-livingcomponentsofplanetKuth. 

(IV) Lithosphere- the relatively then solid crust or outer layer of earth. 

(V) h^eio^/iere-thewaler^herei^tpliedtoallthewaterontheearth’ssurface. 

(VI) Atmosphere- the gaseous envelope surrounding t'.w earth. 

(VII) Flora- all the plants of particular area and period of time. 

(VIII) Fauna- all the animals of particular area and period of time. 

(IX) Domestication - to keep animals under control. 

(X) rerreifr/a/-plantsoranimalsgtowingonland. 

(XI) .dguarfe-growing, living or found in water. 

(XII) Eco^sfem-relationship between environment and surroundings. 

(XIII) Biomes - the whole complex plants and animals ,of a particular special 

type. 

(XIV) ^cies - a group of animals, plants and human beings or organisms sharing 

common attributes that forms a subdivision of genes. 

(XV) Vector borne—a transmissible disease. 

terminal exerclse 

Write answer in 100-250 words 

(I) What is an environment? (100 words) 

■ (H) Describe the stages of relationship between man and environment. 
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INDIAN SOCIAL THINKERS 

MODULE - IV 
Indian Society 

Notes 

In this lesson, you will learn about the contributions that Indian social thinkers 

have made to the understanding of Indian society. You will also leam about their 

religious and intellectual contributions to the culture of India. We shall acquaint 

you with a brief account of the central ideas beginning with the Indus Valley 

Civilization till the advent of Swami Vivekanand. 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• the history of early religions and philosophy of India; and 

• understand the salient contributions made by some Indian social thinkers. 

23.1 OVERVIEW 

23.1.1 The Earliest Civilization: Indus Valley 

Civilization (3000-2000 B.C.) 

The early begimrings of social droughts in India can be traced to the discoveries at 

Mohenjo-daro, where a city was built about five thousand years ago. From the 

traces drat have been discovered, some ideas about the way of life of the people 

who lived at that time may be understood. Among the rema'itrs, there are tenacota 

icons (figures) of the mother goddess (shakti), phallus (the male genital, lingo), 

and a male god seated in the posture of a yogi. Many scholars regard this god as 

the earliest form of Lord Shiva. Some archaeologists say that there is enough 
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indication that the worship of Shiva in the form ofphallus might be traced to the 
IndusVaD^. 

23.1.2 The Vedas 

We know about the Aryans civilization and its social thoughts fiom the sacred 

books called the Vedas. The term Veda denotes the four collections of verses 

called Samhitas. They are Rigveda, Yajur Veda, Sama Veda, and rVtharva Veda. 

The term Ve^c literature denotes the A^ole mass of literature that the Aryans 

produced during the first thousand years or more of their settlement in India The 

Vedic hteiature comprises Samhitas, Brahmanas, Aranyakas, and Upanishads. 

These four are placed in a chronological (time) sequence. They represent the four 

MM^ve stages in the devdopmentofVedic literature. The earBest text is Rigveda 

Ofthese.theR/gl'erirwasthelirsttobecomposed.Itisregardedas the foundation 
of the Vedic Uterature. The Rig Veda is divided into ten chapters or books, called 

mandalas. The hymns were composed by Vedic sage or rights over very long 

penod of time. The Rig Veda hymns are simple expressions ofveryday desires of 

theeariy Vedic i^ple forsuch material gains as cattle, horses and food. Sometimes 

they also contain prayers for victory in war, for rain or for children. They ate 

addressed to such Rig Vedic deities/nr^oi^gTr/, Varuna,Swya and others We 

therefore, leamfiom the AgKeohaboutthereBgiousbeKefearKl social andeconor^^^ 
life of the early Vedicperqrle. For example, the prayers for many sons will indicate 

the importance of the male child in the ftmily. 

The Sama Veda, which was composed in the later Vedic period, is a collection of 

thoseportionsofthe/bgFerfo which weremeanttobe sung during the perfonnance 

ofa Yoja. Since itismostlythehymnsofthe Rig Veda whichhavebeenieprtxluced 
mto the Sama Veda, the literary and historical value of the latter is lesser. But the 

importance of Sama Veda lies in its rhtym or melody which is supposed to possess 
a kind of magical power. 

The Yajur Feda has come down to us in two forms: ^ShuUa Yajur Veda and 

Krishna Yajur Veda. The main difference between the two is that whereas the 

formCTcoiitains only formulas or spells called Yajus fiom which the nhme Yajur 
Veda IS denved, the latter contains discussions on therituals connected v^thyigans 

ThsAtharva Feaizwhichwasthelasttobecomposed,ismainlyacomprlation of 

ranging fiom the cure for some disease to the winning of the ibver’sheartSotneof 
these ideas and beliefs may have been adopted by the Vedic people from the 

indigenous people with whom they came into close cultural contact. 



Indian Social Thinkers 

The next fonn ofVedic lileiatiire are the Biahmanas. They aie written in prose and 

are in the form of commentaries on the four Vedas. The Aitareya, Kausitaki, 

Jaiminiya, Satapatna and Taittiiiya are some of these Brahmanas. 

The concluding portions or appendices to the Brahmanas were called Aianyakas 

or texts coipposed in forests. Perhaps, their content was of so secret a nature that 

they could be composed and studied only in the forests. They deal mainly with the 

subject of mysticism of the Yajna rituals. They give philosophical interpetation of 

these rituals. 

MODULE - IV 
Indian Society 

Notes ‘ 

The Rig, Sama, Yajur andAtharva are the four Vedas. The Aranyakas were 

probably composed in forests. The Upanishads form the major base of the later 

jdiilosophical thinking in India. 

23.1.3 The age of rethinking 

The period that followed the early Upanishads saw the emergence of belief in a 

personal god to be worshipped with devotion (bhakti). This view was opposed 

to the one of an impersonal God (brahma) to be realized throrrgh meditation and 

knowledge. This age also saw the rise of Buddhism and Jainism. 

Gautam Buddha & Mahavir 

Gautama Buddha, the founder of Buddhism, was bom in a royal &nily. He lived 

for eighty years, dying in 487 B.C. He attained errlightenment (i.e., he became the 

Buddha) at the age of thirty-five. During the years 532-487B.C., he systematized 

the fundamental principles of his thought, which came to be known as Buddhism. 

Vardhmana Mahavira, usually regarded as the founder of Jainism, was bom in 

Vaishali. He attained supreme knowledge at the age of forty-two. The effective 

period of his religious life may be placed between497 and 467 B.C. But Jainism 

claims to be much older than this period. Jains believe that there were twenty- 

three ‘teachers’ (tirthankara) before Mahavira, and Mahavira was the last 

tirthankara. Jains have a rich tradition of tales woven around their twenty-four 

lirthankaras. 

Buddhism does not acknowledge the presence of any supreme god. The ideas, 

therefore, built aioimd god have no place in it. Neither does it have the idea of a 

personal god, one with wiiom one has relations of love and affection. In Buddhism, 

the only way to attain salvation (nirvana, i.e., permanent release fimn the cycle of 

birth and death) is by following a set of ethical and moral principles. It refuses to 

accept the principles of the Hindu social order, i.e., the varna andjati system, It 

does not lend support to the system of animal sacrifice. 

SOCIOLOGY 
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Jainism also consists of many of the elements that characterize Buddhism. It 

championed the practice of‘non-violence’ (ahimsa), which is central to its ideology. 

Jainism puts a lot of emphasis on carrying out those practices (sUch as fasting, 

abstinence from sex, etc.) that purify human beings, because it believes that each 

mdividual’s soul is eternal. There is no idea ofoneetemal soul in which the individual 
souls are believed to merge. 

Impetus (driving force) to Jainism came from the Nanda kings and the emperor 

Chandragupta Maurya (321-296 B.C.). During the latter’s rule, Jainism spread 

over the whole of India. But its expansion was also marked by the emergence of 

two sects, namely Digambara, whose ascetics remained ‘sky-clad’ (i.e., ‘naked’), 

and S vetambara, whose ascetics wore white robes. Buddhism obtained a rinminant 

position in India under the patronage of Emperor Ashoka (273-236 B.C.), the 

grandson of Chandragupta Maurya. Under Ashoka’spatronage, Buddhism spread 

not only all over India but also far outside its boundaries. With the dominance of 

Buddhism, Jainism lost its stronghold in eastern India, but found a shelter in the 
south and west. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 23.1 

Fill in the blanks: 

1. The beginnings of social thoughts in India may be traced to the ^ 

civilizatioa 

2. The scared books of the Aryans are collectively known as the 

The termyajna means ‘_’. 

The basic features of Hinduism flow from the works called the 

The founder ofBuddhism was bom in a_ family. 

6. 

7. The term 

wasbominVaishali. 

_ is used for the twenty-four teachers of Jainism. 

8. The concept of non-violence isknown as 

9. Chaturvarna means the division of Hindu society into 

23.2 HE-SLIRGENCE OF BRAHMANISM 
Historians regard the fourth century A.D. as an important turning point in India. 

From that time, the Brahmanical religion (Hinduism) graduaUy became rinmlnanr 

Both Buddhism and Jainism declined. By the twelfth centuiy A.D., Buddhism had 
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almost vanished from India, and Jainism was reduced to the position of a local 

sect in western and southern India. With the decline of Buddhism and Jainism, the 

Brahmanical religion gradually rose into prominence. 

However, it was not homogeneous. It consisted of different sectarian groups, such 

as the Saiva, Sakta, and Vaisnava. As we know, Saivism dealt with the worship of 

Shiva. Saktism was concerned with the worship of the lemale counterpart of Shiva. 

Vaisnavism was based on the cult of Vishnu and his incarnations. 

Notes 

23.3 KAUTILYA’S STATE CRAFT 

The earliest systematic treatise (a body of thoughts) on the science of politics is the 

Artbashastra, written by Kautilya, who was also known as Chanakya and 

Vishnugupta. By birth, he was Brahmin Bom and probably educated at Taxila, he 

began his career as a practitioner of medicine. He was a man of profound learning 

and was familiar with Greek and Persian intellectual traditions. He was a friend, 

counsellor, and prime minister of Chandragupta Maurya. He was the principal 

architect ofthe Maurya administration. His Artbashastra, atext divided into fiftegi 

books iadhikarana), might probably be a product of the later part of the f jurth 

century B.C. The original text was believed to be lost in the beginning and was 

known from its quotations by later authors. In 1909, the full text of Artbashastra 

was recovered and published. 

A study of Artbashastra makes it clear that the art of the administration of state 

must have developed over a long period of time. Kautilya himself acknowledges 

the contributions of his predecessors to the science ofpolitics. He compiles their 

theories, and adds his comments onthemHeopenshis text with acktrowledgements 

to two political thinkers, namely Sukra and Brahaspati. He also refers to four or 

five schools of thought, a dozen authors, and also to his teacher (acharyd), whom 

he does not mention by name. 

Kautilya says that the state has to perform two functions, namely, first, to protect 

and ensure the welfare of people, and second, to consolidate itself. The first function 

ofthe state is tantra, and the second, drapa. Artbashastra is arranged in a manner 

where tantra is taken up first, followed by drapa. 

We said earlier that Artbashastra is divided into fifteen books. Books I to V deal 

with tantra. These books deal with the discipline and training ofthe king, his 

duties, the exercise of coercive authority (danda), bureaucratic set up, duties and 

responsibilities ofthe heads of various departments, hierarchy of officials, revenue 

accounts, civil and criminal laws, suppression of anti-social elements and payment 

of officials, etc. Books VI to XIV deal with drapa. Characteristics of the state; 

foreign policy; dangers and calamities that may befall the king; natural disasters. 
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such as drought and flood, military campaigns and employment of secret agencies 

against enemies, are the issues discussed in these books. The last book of 

Arthashastra contains a glossary of the technical terms used in the science of 
politics. 

^thashastra is concerned with politics {raja-niti), political philosophy (raja- 

dharma), and the laws of punishment (danda-niti). But, an important observation 

IS tlMt Arthashastra treats economic aspects as an integral part of the state and 

social relations. Because of this, some experts say that Arthashastra is a text in 

political economy. One of the jmnci^ duties of the king is to manage the wealth 

of the state. The word ariha has come to refer to economy and the financial 
aspects of the state. 

Commentators on Arthashastra also say fliat Kautilya gave almost unlimited powers 

to the state. For him, each king should be considered as a potential world conqueror 

{chakravarti). The government regulated the economic life of the country. AU the 

important industrial enterprises were the property of the state, which also owned 

mines, fisheries, farms, forests, fields and shipyards etc. The state should work 

directly with the labour of criminals and slaves. The enterprises could also be 

given to the contractors for running. Police secret agents and spies infiltrated all 

walks of life. Punishment was the orderofthe day. Punishment of criminals was 
ricromn« 

IMEXT Ql ESTIOiNS 23.2 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate word or words: 

1. The Code ofManu is called_ 

2. There are  _verses in Manu-smriti. 

3. The last orrama is called_ 

4. The-was entrusted with the responsibility of ensuring that the social 

system continued without problems. 

5. The earliest systematic treatise in the science of politics is written by 

6. The other names of Kautilya were_and 

7. Kautilyawasthechiefatchitectof_adminiciTat;.^^ 

8. Arthashastra is divided into_books. 

9. Because economy isan integral aspect of the state administration, therefore 

some scholars say that Arthashastra is a text in_. 
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23.4 .MANU 

In this section, we shall provide a short account of the contribution of Manu. 
Manu’s work, the Code of Manu, as it is called in English, is known as Mamt- 

smriti, Manava-dharmashastra, and Mam-samhita. The present text possibly 
took its forai during the Biahmanic revival in the first century B.C. 

MODULE - IV 
Indian Society 

Notes 

Manu-smriti consists of2,685 verses. It is divided into twelve books. The first 
book carries an introductory section on creation. The second book gives the 
sources of law. It describes the first of the four ‘vocations’ (asrama) of life, i.e., of 
the ‘celibate-student’ (bratuamchari), and gives an account of his duties. The 
third and fourth books deal with the second asrama, i.e. of the householder 
ijgrahastd), and the duties that should be followed. The occupations of the 

householder are also detailed out here. The fifth book describes the rules concerning 
women. The sbcth book deals with the last tvra asrama, namely of forest dwelling 
(vanaprastha) and renunciation {samnyasa). Books seven, eight, and nine are 
concerned with the legal system, the sources of law, general political rules, duties 

of longs, civil and criminal laws, and domesticlaws. The tenth bookpertains to the 
origin, development, and rules of caste. It describes rales for the merchant caste 

(Vaishya), the menial caste(Sudra),and mixed castes. The general lawsofmorality, 
the nature of good and evil, gifts and sacrifice, and sins arc the subject matter of 

the eleventh book. The last book comprising Manu-smriti takes up for discussion 

the future consequencesof good and bad actions, the natureoffoe soul,the concept 
of release from the cycle of birth and death (called moksa), and the theory of 
re-birth. 

Manu advises man to take control of his self-interests. This, however, does not 
imply that he should abstain from pleasure. Rather, the system of ideas Manu puts 

forward is that one must enjoy and derive pleasure in life, fulfilling one’spassions 
(ferma), and also achieving worldly success {artha). But, man diould realize that 
forma and artha are hot everything that man wants. Although one does not hold 

negative views towards pleasure and worldly achievements, one also realizes that 
the final aim of life should be to achieve permanent release from thd world. This is 
possible when one adopts the ascetic life, the life of asamn)iasin. But one should 
move to the existence trf a forest dweller (vanaprastha), the stage before the life 

of asamnyasin, after having fulfilled one’s duties as a householder. 

Manu rationalized the existencepf several social groups, in addition to the four 
varnas, to hypergamous and hypogamous marriages among the varnas. He called 
these social groupsyohs and assigned specific occupations to each one of them, 
thirs ensuring employment for everyone. The social grorrps were rrt^ually placed, 
but each individual was important because he contributed to the entire system. 
Each social group followed its duty (svadharma), including occupation, and 
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enjoyed a monopoly over if. However, it was dependent upon others for 

various services. Social solidarity (unity) resulted from the inter-dependence of 

these groups. One of the jobs of the king was to ensure the functioning of the 

system. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 23.3 

Write the answer in one sentence: 

1. NamethesixsystemsofphilosophythatacceptedthcauthorityofVedas. 

2. To which religion did Emperor Chandragupta Maurya lend his support? 

3. Names the two sects of Jainism. 

4. Who was the grandson of Chandragupta Maurya? 

5. What do you understand by the term Saivism? 

6. Name the emperor under whose patronage Buddhism flourished in India. 

23.5 VAISNAVA TEACHERS 

Many reform movements have taken place in Hinduism. Vaisnava teachers made 

a significant contribution to the culture of the medieval age. They spread the message 

in local language for the benefit of people. They ignored the caste distinctions, 

admitting even the lowest castes in their folds. They rejected rituals and laid stress 

on morality and purity. Barring (excluding) saints like Ramananda and Chaitanya, 

the others altogether discarded the worship of idols and images. The disciples of 

Ramananda had their followers from different castes and classes. 

One of the disciples of Ramananda, Kabir, was a Muslim weaver. Dadu was a 

cotton-cleaner,' and Ravidasa was a leather worker. Their disciples were also 

from different castes and classes. For instance, Dharmatlasa, a disciple of Kabir, 

was a merchant by caste'. In turn, their followers were not only from different 
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castes and classes, they were also frontj^Gaent religioits. Beefflec 
began a process of leveling and creating e*}us^ty belweeii people, biit flHs 

only some parts of the society. Otherwse, the communities- such as the Hindus 

and Muslims-maintained their seclusion. 

23.6 SIKHISM 
The doctrine of one God was revived in the thoughts of Nanak (1469-1539), 

who is regarded as the founder of what has later come to be known as Sikhism. 

Nanak believed in the idea of one true God, without any name. He also believed 

that there is no intermediate agency between God and his subjects (the people). It 

discredited all rites andritualsaspartof religion. There is no prophet He put feith 

in one self-existent creator, whose true nature can not be expressed in words. 

God can be comprehended not by meditation but by faith and grace. Here, we 

trace the influence of the Bhakti cult on his thoughts. 

Notes 

23.7 THE THOLGHTS OF THE NINETEENTH 
CENTURY _ 

The eighteenth century was marked by the influence of Western thought. It led to 

certain religious reforms the nineteenth century. As a result, Brahmo Samaj, Arya 

Samaj, and the Theosophical Society were founded. Towards the end of the 

nineteenth century, Ramakiishna Parmhamsa gave a distinct direction to Hinduism. 

His disciple, Swami Vivekananda. developed the Vedanta philosophy. We shall 

read about his contribution later in this chapter. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 23.4 

Which of the following statements is tree or false. Write T after the statement that 

is true and F after the statement that is false. 

1. Vaisnavateachets ignored caste distinctions. 

2. Ramananda’sdisciplescamefiomhighercastesonly. 

3. Dadu was from the priestly caste. 

4. Guru Nanak is regarded as the founder of a religion that has come to be 

known as Sikhism. 

5. DharmadasawasadiscipleofSwamiRamakrishnaParamhamsa. 



■fte temi Buddha means ‘enlightened’, one who has attained the knowledge of 
hfe. Buddhism denves fiom the teachings of Siddhartha Gautama, a Hindu prince 
In a small kingdom in South Nepal in the sixth centuiy B.C. 

The central principle of Buddhism is that a particular way of life would lead to 
salvation (nirvana, nibbana), i.e., liberation from the life cycle Buddhism 
recognizes the four ‘noble truths’ : 

• Life is suffering. 

• The cause of sufferings rests in desires (trishna, lobha), the emotions of 
attachment {moha), and ignorance {avidya). 

• As the desires cause jealousy, anger, and hatred, thus yielding sorrow, their 

elimination is a necessary condition for salvation. 

Therefore, one should follow the path leading to the state of desirelessness, 
because it is the only way to hapjgness (sukh), which is liberation: 

Because human beings have desires, they are chained to the wheel of destiny, and 
pass from one body to another, suffering each time. At the end of their lives, most 
people have so much of desires left with them that they are reborn in another 
body. Once again, they start the cycle of desire and sorrow. 

In order to start one’s joun^ey along the path of liberaUon, one should follow the 
Eightfold Path (asthapatha). It consists of right views, right attitude right speech 

light conduct, ri^tmeraisoflivelihood,right effort orpuipose,right mind control,’ 
and right meditation. This pafli will lead one from the slate of selfishness (aliamkara) 

to tta of compassion (koruna). It is by following apath of moral living that one 
wll be able to break from the chain of re-birth, old age. and death. In Buddhism, 
there IS neither, as we have read earlier, a concept of god nor of any attachment to 

any personal god. Besides the Eightfold Path, one must adhere to the five 
principles: 

• Refiain from injuring living things. 

• Refiain from taking what is not givea 

• Refiain from all forms of sexual desires (fermo). 

• Refiain from ail forms of falsehood, i.e., lies, in word and deed. 

• Refiain fiom worldly enjoymente: no dmgs, no drink, and no larinec,. 

The Buddhist should try to raise himself to a state of bralimavi/iara, i.e where 
I his body is inhabited by the divine entity. For this, he follows the four rules of: 
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Loving kindness (melta): A Buddhist acquires a complete understanding of 

his fellow beings. He regards them as his own relatives, whose sufferings he 

knows. 

• Compassion (koruna): Once the Buddhist knows that he is one of the elements 

in the entire existence, he tries to help others in their sufferings. He tries to help 

them come out of that. 

Notes 

• Joy (mudita): The Buddhist shares the joy he gets with all those who ate in 

need of it. The Buddha is said to have said repeatedly: ‘Let all be happy. ’ 

• The state of being calm in mind and temper (upekkha, upeksha): Nothing 

must be allowed to disturb the clarity of the Buddhist mind. All strong emotions 

are harmful. Death does not ftighten those who ate not attached to life. In 

other words, one t^o is enlightened feats no one. 

All this would guide one to the state of liberation. 

23.9 KABIR, A SAINT OF THE BHAKTI TRADITION 
Kabir was a saint of the fifteenth century. Both Hindus and Muslims respect 

him. Although not much is known about his birth and biography, he was probably 

bom in a family of Muslim weavers (julaha). His words have been compiled in a 

text called Veijak, and some of them have found a place in the Gum Granth 

Sahib of the Sikhs, which Guru Arjun compiled in the Punjab around 1604. 

Liberal Hindus and Muslims see him as the champion of Hindu-Muslim unity. 

However, Kabir outrightly rejected the dichotomy of these religions. For him, 

there could be no revealed religion. He warned people against searching for truth 

in holy books. He also rejected the value of yogic exercises in reaching god. He 

believed in a simple and natural life. He himself wov^Jcloth and like any other 

weaver, sold it in the market. For him, religious life did not imply a life of idleness. 

All men should work, earn their living, and help one another. One should not 

accumulate money, because accumulations would give rise to corruption. Iherefbre, 

wealth should remain in circulation. Kabir’s view of the world is expressed in 

simple thoughts and in the language of the people. 

Kabir’s notion of gtxl seems to go beyond the notion of a personal god, despite 

the fact that one may call him Ram or Khuda. They are just names for the all- 

pervading reality. Kabir speaks of the satguru, a teacher who speaks from the 

soul. The difference among faiths is only due to difference in names, but eveiywtee 

people are looking for the same god. Therefore, Kabir asked, why should there 

be quarrels between people of different faiths. 

Because of his attacks on holy men, Kabir became an ideal of the downtrodden 
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people. He was regarded as a great mystic, whose ideas cut across different 

religious groups and faiths. When Kabir was dying in a small town called Magahar 

(near Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh), his Hindu and Muslim followers wanted to talee 

his body for a funeral in accordance with their religion. So, the story goes: Kabir 

retired in a tent and died, and his body also disappeared. Instead, that place had 

a heap of flowers, which was divided into two. The Muslims buried their share of 

flowers in Magahar, whereas the Hindus cremated their share at Kabir Chaura 

Math in Banaras. Today, members of both communities respect him as the 

messenger of truth, despite his views in favour of a universal religion. 

i INTE.XT QUESTIONS 23.5 

Answer the followit^ questions in one sentence. 

1. What is the meaning ofthe term Buddha? 

2. Whose teachings comprise the body of Buddhism? 

3. Give the principles ofthe E^tfdld Path that Buddhists should follow. 

4. TowhichcenturydidKabirbelong? 

5. Who was Kabir’s teacher? 

6. When was Gum Granth Sahib compiled? 

7. Who compiled Gum Granth Sahib? 

8. In which town did Kabir die? 

23.10 SWA.VII VTVEKANANDA 

Swami Vivekananda was bom as Narendranath Dutta, on 12 January 1863 in 

an aristocratic Kayastha family in Bengal. In adolescence, Narendranath grew 

up to be a rationalist, that is, he would not accept anything on faith, but wanted a 

valid proof At an early age, he came in contact with Keshub Chandra Sen, a 

member of Brahmo Samaj (the ‘Society of God’), and rvas considerably 

impressed by his ideas and teachings, especially the idea that human beings can 

perto tfiemselves by their own efforts. Narendranath suRrorted the social reform 

prograrrunes of Brahmo Samaj, but did not accept the idea ofrejecting the ascetic 

pathofaszetics. 

In November 1881, it was accidentally in the house of a devotee of Brahmo 

Samaj that Narendranath had a meeting with the great saint of Dakshineswar, 

Ramakrishna Patamhamsa (1836-1886), a devotee of goddess Kali. After 
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tliat, he had a series of meetings with Ramakrishna, in which he often remained 

unconvinced about the spiritual experiences of the great ascetic. Finally, in one 

meeting, a mere touch of Ramakrishna made Narendianath gave an unforgettable 

spiritual experience. In 1885, Narendianath accepted Ramakrishna as his teacher 

and thus began a period of intensive religious training for him that lasted until 

Ramakrishna’s death in April 1886. 
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Narendianath became a renouncer and proceeded on a pilgrimage. During this 

period, he developed an ideological position that combined the Vedanta i^iilosojrfiy 

with the devotional insights of Ramakrishna. Alt this was not supposed to remain 

at a theoretical level. Narendianath tried to combine this with social concerns that 

he identified with the Buddha and modem reformers. The most significant 

breakthrough in the life of Narendianath came in 1893 when he represented 

Hinduism in the World Parliament of Religions held in Chicago. 

In his address at Chicago, and the other lectures that he delivered, he sought the 

support of the West for the revitalization of Hinduism. He accepted all religious 

faiths as tme, but declared that the ‘ mother of all religions’ was Hinduism. All 

forms of doubt and disbelief had a place wnthin the Hindu thought. Vivekananda 

created a world wide religious movement based on the principles of Hinduism. 

With that purpose in mind and with the help ofhis Western disciples, he founded 

the Vedanta Society in New York in 1895, which had its of&hoots in London and 

Boston. After spending four fiuitful years abroad, Vivekananda returned to India 

in 1897. He founded the Ramakrishna Mission on 1 May 1897, which now 

has hundreds of its centers all over the world. 

Vivekananda opposed child marriage, oppression of lower castes, and subjugation 

of women. He stressed the need for service to the poor, illiterate, and the sick. He- 

believed that no religion or law was higher than ‘service to mankind’. He called 

his religion ‘practical Vedanta’, because for him, religion must be put into practice 

only. Vivekananda’s mission was to create a ‘European society’ with India’s 

religion, i.e., a religious society where the needs of all were fulfilled. In other 

words, Vivekananda tried to combine in his thoughts both the ^riritual and material 

aspects. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 23.6 

{•f) Tick mark the correct answer and X the wrong statement. 

1. The worldly name of Swami Vivekananda was Narendianath Dutta 

2. Swami Vivekananda was a Brahmin by birth. 
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:. Swami Vivekanandadid not accept an idea unless there was a proof for it. 

. Ramakrishna Paramhamsa gave the idea of‘muscular Hinduism’. 

. Keshub Chandra Sen founded the Theosophical Society. 

The growth of various social thoughts in India. 

Asurveyofthese ideas right from the beginning ofthe Indus ValleyCivilization 
to the recent times. 

The contributions that Manu, Chanakya, Buddha, Kabir, and Vivekananda 

have made to the Indian soeial thoughts. 

The Upanishads are tte collective works of scholars in different times 

The penod that followed the early Upanishads saw the emergence of belief in 

a personal god to be worshipped with devotion (bhakti). 

During the period between 400 and 200 B.C., six systems of philosophy 

(namely, Nyaya, Vaisesika, Samkhya, Yoga, Purva-Mimamsa, and Vedantal 
emerged. 

Historians regard the fourth century A.D. as an important turning point in 

India. From that time, the Brahmanical religion (Hinduism) gradually came to 

a dominant place. Both Buddhism and Jainism declined. 

Christian communities were present in India as early as second cenUuy A.D. 

The followers of Zoroastriamism called Parsis were in India from the tenth 
century A.D. 

The doctrine of one god was revived in the thoughts of Nanak (1469-1539), 

who is regarded as the founder of what has later come to be known as Sikhism! 

Btahmo Samaj, Atya SamaJ, and the Theosophical Society were founded 

towards the end ofthe nineteenth century. Ramakrishna Parmhamsa gave a - 

distinct direction to Hinduism. 

The Code of Manu, as it is called in English, is known as Manu-smriti, 

Manava-dharmashasira, and Mami-samhita. 

^e earliest systematic treatise (a body of thoughts) on the science of politics 

is the Arthashastra, written by Kautilya, who was also known as Chanakya 

andVishnugupta. 
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• The term Buddha means ‘enlightened’, one who has attained the knowledge 

oflife. 

• Kabir was a saint of the fifteenth century. Both Hindus and Muslims respect 

him. 

• Swami Vi vekananda was the religious name ofNaiendranath Dutta, who was 

bom on 12 January 1863 in an aristocratic Kayastha family in Bengal. 

• Narendranath supported the social reform programmes of Brahmo Samaj, 

but did not accept the idea of rejecting the ascetic (hermitlike) path. 

• Vivekananda’s mission was to create a ‘European society’ with India’s religion. 

Notes 

TERMINAL EXERCISE 

1. Who was the founder of Buddhism? What are the four noble troths of 

Buddhism? Describe it 

2. Which religions came from outside? Describe them in your own words. 

3. With which ideas does Manu-Smriti deal with? Discuss. 

4. What does Kautalya’s Arthashastra tell? Describe in your own words. 

5. Why did Kabir become an ideal for lower classes? Discuss. 

ANSWER TO INTEXT QUESTIONS 

23.1 

1) Mohanjodaro 2) Hinduism 3) Vedas 

4) sacrifice 5) Upaitishads 6) royal 

7)VardhamanaMahavir 8)titthankara 9)ahimsa 

10)tburpuarnas 

23.2 

2) Jainism 

3) Digambara, Svetambara 

4) Emperor Ashoka 

5) Saivism deals with the worship of Shiva 

6) Christianity, Zoroastrianism, Islam 
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Notes 

7) Paisis 

8) End of seventh century, 712 A.D. 

9) Ashoka 

23.3 

1)T 2)F 3)F 

4)T 5)F 

23.4 

1) Manusmriti 

2) 2.685 

4) king 

5) KautiIya 

6) Chanakya and Vishnugupta 

7) Mauiya 

8) fifteen 

9) political economy 

23.5 

[.enlightened ' 

2. Siddhartha Gautama 

3.,Right views, right attitude, right speech, right conduct, right means of 

livelihood, right efforts or purpose, right mind control and right meditation 

4. fifteenth century 

5. Ramananda 

6. 1604 

7. GuruAiiun 

8. Magahar 

23.6- 1)T 2)F 3)T 

4)F 5)F I 
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UNITY AND DIVERSITY 

/n this lesson you will learn about the basie characteristics of Indian society. For 

this, you should tcnow about the concepts like cultural and national unity, diversity, 

pluralism and integration etc. India is a vast country, having a geographical area of 

3287263 sq.km, and a population of little mote than one billion people. Based on 

the generous concept of Vasudhaiva Kutumbkam (the world is one family), we 

have a great cultural heritage. This has accommodated and integrated many 

communities and their ways of life ftom time to time. Human settlement in India 

had begun from early Stone Age and so far it has been the homeland of many 

conrmunities who have contributed to its rich cultural heritage. India harboured a 

great civilization, popularly known as the Indus Valley Civilization, which produced 

acontimarmbetweenrutalandiirbanculUtres, Furdier.Indiaproducedauniversally 

respected compendium (collection) ofknowledge in the form ofVedas, Upanishads 

and great epics. It provided a suitable atmosphere for a number of religion and 

religious ideas to flourish, different languages to develc^ and diverse ideologies to 

take root. India shelters many religions coming from outside its boundaries. All 

these, over millennia, interacting with each other have produced a cultural fribric 

that is tuiique in its characteristics and exclusively Indian in nature. 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• explain the main characteristics of Indian Society; 

• explainthediversitiesintetmsofregion,languagfiteligi(Ki,cultuteandcastB;and 

• describe the nature of socio-cultural unity in ancient, medieval and modem 

India. 
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24.1 CHARACTERISTIcToFiFnjiAivllHBP 

Our society has been projected as a traditional society based on spiritualism, 

giving less importance to materialistic grovrth. But this has been only the opinion 

of others. Today things arc changing fast and we are marching ahead towards a 

strong, secular and modem natioa Undoubtedly the Hindu way of life with its 

Western society, but die Indian way of life continues. 

The traditional Hindu society believed in ascribed status, it was hierarchical in 

nature where upward mobility was difficultand slow. TheconceptofPurusharthas 
(go^ of life) gui^ the life. TTiey are dharma (morality, the path of righteousness, 

duties of the individual, etc.), Artha (pursuit of wealth and well-being), Kama 

(pursuit of bodily desires, particularly sex), and Moksha (salvation). The Hindus 

believed in four Ashrams or ‘stages of life’ which are related to the above four 

goals of Ufe. They are Brahmacharya (student life), Grihastha (the householder’s 

life, earning livelihood and wealth, firlfiHing sexual desires and repnxlucing children) 

^ar5prafrfe,(theherrnit’sUfewithgiadualdetachraents),and&ap.as(renunciation 
uom fknily and worldly dungs). 

Besides these, there is a notion of‘Rina’, i.e. owing debt to the gods, to the 

sages, to ancestors and to the society. One has to repay these debts through 

performance of duties. Further there was the doctrine of Karma, which is mainly 

based on the notion of‘rebirth’. It means one’s deeds in the past life influence the 
present life. 

The above aspects are found more in the ideal s and less in practice today. Today 

if we look at tradition, we find certain features are still continuing. They are ritualired 

way of life, i.e. rihials are observed not in a rigid manner but in a flexible manner. 

It is not only limited to the Hindu rituals but also extended to the rituals of other 

communities. The seculardoctrine can be found fiom the fact that all major rituals 

of all religions have been declared as national holidays. Today Holi, Deepawaii, 

Dusser^ Eid, Eid-ul-zuha, Good Friday, Christmas Day, Gum Nanak Jayantl, 

Mahavir Jayant and Budh Poomima etc. are all occasions of celebrations for all of 

us. Even these can be compared to RepubUc Day celebrations and Independence 

Day celebrations. The point here is that any flexible and modem Indian is not 

Ixitteed about fee rigidity in observance ofritual, but is more interested in raijoying 
it with the community. 

Today India finds a place in the world in every aspect including dance, music, 

mowes, philosophy and astrology etc. Bharatnatyam, Kudiipudi, Kathakali, 

Odisi, Manipun, Mohini Attam, Kathak and many other folk dances like Bhangra 
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and Garba, etc. have become globalised phenomena. 

Yoga and transcendental meditation have a great appeal in the western countries. 

In fact, Maharishi Yogi has built the first Vedic city in New York. Ayurveda, the 

science of lifg and other types of herbal and aromatherapy has influenced the 

world widely. Thus retaining our Indianess we ate matching ahead with a modem 

outlook. Our modernity is not simply the imitation of the west but is an integration 

between the indigenous tradition (like the emotional family bond, spiritualism, 

alternative medicine) with the modem goal-oriented and rational outlook. As many 

as six Indians have received Noble Prize. They are Rabindra Nath Tagore, Sir 

C.V.Raman, S. Chandrashekhar, Mother Teresa, H.G.Khuranaand Amartya Sen. 

Besides this, several Indians have won Booker’s Prize and other international 

Awards. 

24.2 NATURE AND EXTENT OF DIVERSITV 

Diversity in India is found in terms of race, religion, language, caste and culture. 

Sociologists say that Indian unity has been both politico-geographic and cultural in 

nature. The diversities have remained, but simultaneously provided a mainstream 

culture. It is estimated that there ate 4635 communities found in India. Out of 

which 751 are scheduled caste communities and 461 are scheduled tribe 

communities. The highest number of Scheduled castes is found in Uttar Pradesh. 

Scheduled caste communities are not found in Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh, 

Meghalaya, Mizoram, and Andaman & Nicobar Islands. Scheduled tribe 

communities are not found in Delhi, Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh, Goa and 

Pondicherry. There is tremendous diversity ofcommunities in living in all the states. 

As you already know, the Indus valley civilization is one of the earliest known 

civilizations of the world, a part of which is now found in Pakistan. With rich 

material culture it was having, developed variety of art and craft, plarmed cities 

with underground drainage system. Port Township, agriculture and religious 

organisations. It also had a script, which is yet to be deciphered (unreadable). 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 24.1 

Answer in True or False 

1. IndusValleycivilizationispartlyfoundinBangladesh. 

2. Higjiest number of Scheduled Caste is found in Uttar Pradesh..., 
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3. In India about 600 Scheduled Tribes are found. 

4. Highest number of communities in India is found in Tamilnadu and Andhra 

Pradesh . 

5. IndusValleycivilizationscripthasalreadybeenread. 

24.2.1 Religion 

Rehgious diversities are found in India. Thereareeigjitni^orreligiouscommunities 

found in India. Populationwise Hindus are found in majority i.e. about 83 per cent 

followed by Muslims (11.8 per cent), Christians (2.6 per cent), Sikhs (2 per cent), 

Buddhists (0.7 per emit), Jains(0.4 per cent), Zoroastrians (0.3 per cent) and 

Jews (0.1 per cent). Besides these eight religions, some tribal communities have 

their own religion. They have their own deities and rituals. Out of the eight major 

religions, Hinduisni, Sikhism, Buddhism and Jainism are indigenous leligions, 

whereas Islam, Christianity, Zoroashianism and Jewcame firan outside India. Ail 

the eight leligions are foithm sub-divided into different sects. 

The Hindus worship a wide range of deities. Broadly, there are four types of 

woishipeis; Vaishnav(woishiperofVishnu), Shaivite(worshiper of Shiva), Shakta 

(worshiper of Shakti or mother Goddess in different attributes like Kali, Dutga 

etc.) and Smarta(wDrshipcrof all the above three gods). Besides these, the cults 

of Gurus and saints are widely prevalent among the Hindus (such as Shivanand, 

Chmmayanand, Anandmayi etc.). BiahmoSam^andAryasamajarealsoapart 

of Hinduism. In this manner Hinduism provides a broad canvas for all types of 

believers. 

Muslims are divided into two major groups i.e. Sunni and Shia, out of which 

Sunnis are found in a majmity in India. Christians are of two broad denominations: 
Catholics and Protestants; whereas Buddhism has two divisions: Mahayana and 

Hinayana which are based on doctrinal differences. Jains are of two types: 

Digambaia(uncIothed)and Swetambara(white robed). BothBuddhism and Jainism 

came into being as protest against the Brahminical supremacy and the caste systems. 
The Parsis and the Jews in India are very small communities. Parsis live mostly in 

Maharashtra and Gujarat but have contributed largely into the industrud 

development of the country (for instance Jamsh^ Nashei^i Tata, ^ fodtx^ 

of Tata Group of Companies and the Codr^). The Jews are majiily fouhd in 

Maharastra and Kerala. Sikhism is based at Punjab. After partition, Sikhs have 

spread all over the counhy and their generous tradition of Gurudwara and Icmgar 

(fiee food to all) have become pan-Indic today {Gurudwaras are found in 

almost all towns, cities and big villages throughout India). 
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24.2.2 Language 

Linguistic diversttiesmindiaaiie well known. A large number of languages/dialects 

are spoken in India. There were 544 languages, however, most of them did not 

have script. Atpresentthereaie five language families fotsidinlndiarAiKlamanese, 

Austro-Asiatic,Dravidian,Indo-Aiyan(andDaitlic)andTibeto-Bunnan. Sanskrit 

is one of the oldest and important languages of India. To a greater extent it has 

influenced almost all-Indian languages. Analysing any modem Indian language one 

canfindaliberalsprinklingofSanskritvocabulary. IndianConstitution in its Eighth 

Schedule included 19 languages, which is used for official purposes. They are 

Assamese, Bengali, English, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Kashmiri, Konkani, 

Malayalam, Manipuri, Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, Punjabi, Sanskrit, Sindhi, Tamil, 

Telugu, and Urdu. For official prrrposestrihfiari fi)rmula(or three language formula) 

i.e. Hindi, Et^ish and one of the regional languages is followed. Out of all the 

languages Hindi has been most popularly spoken in India (43 per cent) followed 

by Bengali, Telegu and Marathi (eight percent each), Tamil & Urdu (six per cent), 

Gujarati (five per cent), Malayalam, Kannada and Oriya (four per cent each), 

Punjabi (three percent) and other languages (Assamese and Kashmiri amounting 

to one per cent each). 

Notes 

24.2.3 Caste 

Caste system is unique in India and originally found among the Hindus. It started 

with the Vama-Vyavastha during the Vedic period (about 1500 B.C. to 1000 

B.C.). There were fourvamas: Brahmin, Kshatriya,Vaish, and Shudra. They 

were broadly dividedinto the fourstrataintermsoftheiroccupations. Purity and ■ 

pollution have been the main bases of vatna vyavastha and it applied to all spheres 

including occupation, ford habits, clothing and language (You will have the details 

in subsequent chapter). During the Vedic period untouchability was not a 

phenomenon, it came into being during the later Vedic era (around 1000 B.C.). 

Later on occupational diversities gave birth to various jatis. There are about 3500 

jatis found in India, out of which 751 are Scheduled Caste communities. The Jati 

system provided a unique system of cooperation through the economic system of 

jajmani. Ja/ffiani provided the bases of social stmcture. It means exchange of 

goods and services between various jatis. ItisbasedonapaUon-clientrelationship. 

The patron is known as Jajman who used to be a landlord (economically well 

oS). The client is known as Kamin (flora the service castes). The Kamin used to 

provide services to the Jajman and in return was given rewards in terms of kind 

(food grains, and many other considerations like flee residential plot, free food, 

aid in litigation, use of animal and instruments, etc.). Hovieveijajmani system is 

gradually fading away with the advent of market and monetary economy. Jati; 

system is gradually becoming less rigid in the urban areas in terms of its norms. 
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1. How many world religions are found in India? 

2. Why Hindus are called a majority community? 

3. How many languages are found in the eighth schedule of the constitution? 

4. How many Vamas are found in India? 

5. What isJajmanisystem? 

24.3 HISTORY AND TRADITION OF UNITY 

Indian society in ancient, medieval and modem times always exhibited an undaiying 

unity that created a composite culture, which is decisively pan-Indian in nature. It 

produced a mainstream culture, which rulers in different periods of time never 

interfered particularly in their internal dynamics. The cultural system has always 

maintained its own status independent of the political system. Various kingdoms 

were frequently involved in wars at the regional level, but the aspect of cultural 

unity at the country level remained intact. The notion of Chakravarfi Raja and 

Aswamedhayagnaisindicativeofpolitical unity. Many kings extended their empires 

to cover large geographical territories. Kaniska, Kharavela, Ashoka and 

Samudragupto were powerful monarchs who controlled extensive empires. 

Ashoka’s greatness is well known. He ruled from Pataliputra. He conquered 

Kalinga. The bloodshed in the Kalinga war turned him into a benign Buddhist. 

The kingdoms in the south such as Cholas, Chera, Pandya Rastrakuta, Chalukya, 

Pallava, Vijay Nagar and the Sunga, Satvahana, Kushan, Gupta, and Vakatakas 

in the north, worked towards the promotion of regional cultures. Most of them 

were great builders. Due to their patronage, temple architecture reached to glorious 

heights in South India. 

Later in the medieval times, Islam made its inroads into the Indian culture. Bengal, 

Lucknow and Hyderabad, besides many other places, provide testimony of 
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integration ofislamic cultures and traditions into the Indian culture. Islam does not 

believe in idol worship. It is a monotheistic and non-hierarchical religion. Tlie 

impact of Islam on Hindu traditions has been analysed in three stages: (a) During 

the Muslim rule, (b) During the British rule upto 1930, and (c) Between 1930- 

1947. In the first phase the Muslim rulers destroyed the Hindu temples and tried 

to spread Islam and eonverted the Hindus. This was a period marked by conflict 

and tension as well as some type of cultural adaptation. For e.g. Sufism influenced 

the Hindus. Akbar’s Din-e-Ilahi was a mixture of many religions, which promoted 

national integration. During the British rule several reforms are found which largely 

influenced the Hindus. Islam lost its liberal tendencies and gradually the Islamic 

tradition was highly politicized. Ultimately in the third jhase, i.e. during the fag end 

of freedom movement, sharp divisions were drawn between the two religions, 

which gave rise to the birth of a separate Islamic nation i.e. Pakistan. 

In the modem period, British rule brought in the westem cultiire into India. Western 

institutions like bankrng system, administratiorr, military organization and modem 

medrcme, etc. brought in several changes. The western education system broadened 

the outlook particularly the rational and secular spirits in the people. The western 

xience and technology, transport and corrununication influence the people to raise 

their style of life in terms of material development. A sense of entreprenerrrship 

and development paved the way for India to become an industrialized nation. The 

democratic form of government, adult suffrage and human rights, etc. gave India 

opportunities to lace the challenges of the world. In this manna: through out ancient, 

medieval and modem times cultural unity was of paramount importance. 

iJi 

Notes 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 24.3 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the brackets: 

1. Tlie Indian ralers did not interfere in the __sphere (cultural, 

religious, psychological). 

2. Ashoka conquered IPatalinutra- Kalinga, Vijay Nagar) 

3. The modem educational system in India has the impact of_(Muslim, 

British, French). 

4. The Chola, Chera and the Pandyas belong to_part of India (South, 

East, West, North). 
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24.4 PROCESS OF UNITY 

The process of unity in India can be viewed fiom two angles: (a) unity inherent, 

and (b) unity threatened. The latter is found largely afterihe partition of the country 

in 1947 into India and Pakistan. Communal forces, fundamentalists and vested 

interest have strengthened this process. Communalism is the result of inter¬ 

community intoleianoe and suspicion. Such conflictit^ situations are not conducive 

to the nation building fooeess. They called for mass awareness programmes and 

proper educational prograrrunes. 

On the other hand urrity has been the main focus of the nation building process. 

The idea of unity is attached to concepts like the “melting pof“cultural mosaic” 

and “plural society”. The above three concepts came from the western thinking. 

Melting pot indicates autonomous cultures juxtaposed in a particular area and 

have autonomy but melt into a single national culture. In other words, they melt 

into a composite whole in a “pot” that symbolizes the rration. It means different 

cultures sink their differences and project a single identity, with a common language 

(this concept can not be applied to the Indian situation where diversities persist.). 

The concept of cirltuial mosaic is woven around the idea of coexistence and 

projecting a single national identity despite cultural differences, This can be very 

well applied to India. But the critics point out that India is not a cultural mosaic 

since it has not produced a mainstream culture. Finally the concept of plural society 

indicates pluralism in all primordial (fundamental) aspects like food habits, culture, 

dress pattern, language, region and religion, yet a shared political identity. However, 

India is ottly integrated politically and not otherwise, can not be accepted. This is 

the thinking of the westerners. 

The reality as perceived by Indians is that India has a distinct national identity in 

spite of its composite culture. The process of integration tells us for a larger goal, 

i.e. attaining nationhood, various cultures in spite of autonomy integrate into a 

composite whole. The composite whole projects the Indian Mainstream Culture, 

symbolically resembling a spread out banyan tree whose branches are named as 

the Bengali culture, Oriya culture. South Indian culture and Awadhi culture etc. 

Various religions have coexisted in Indiapeacefirlly for centuries together. Village 

studies by prominent sociologists show that in village India the Muslims ate apart 

of the well-knit socio-economic system. The instance of Mool Dwaraka can be 

cited here. 

In Mool Dwarka (in Gujarat), one of the four chief religious centres of 

Hindus, five graves are found. The Muslim regard them aspanchpirs 

(five saints) and offer green chador (shawl) and the Hindus regard them 

as panch bir (five warriors) and ofier yellow chadar._ 
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There are several local Muslim deities, which have both Hindu and Muslim 

followers. Examples of such deities are Saiyad Baba in old Delhi, Deva Sharif in 

Barabanki, Uttar Pradesh and Ajmer Sharif in Rajasthan etc. 

The widely accepted traditions that great religious merit accnie out of a pilgrimage 

made on foot covering the four Dhams located in four directions of the country 

(Badnnath in Uttaranchal in norths Dwaraka in Gujarat in west, Rameswaram in 

Tamilnadu in south, and Puri in Orissa in east) project the oneness of the great land 

mass now called India or Bharat. The twelve Shiva lingas (Jyotirlingas) are 

distributed throughout India. Other prominent centres like Tirupati in Andhra 

Pradesh, Kamakhyapitha in Assam, Gaya in Bihar, Vaishnow Devi in Jammu, 

Pushkar in Rajasthan, attracting people finm every comer of the country, personify 

the integration process. Satya Saibaba in Puttipurthy, Sai Baba of Shirdi, 

Maharashtra, Srimaa and Aurobindo in Pondicherry' have become the rallying 

point of Indians in spite of the di fferences of religion, language and region. The 

architectural wonders such as Taj Mahal of Agra, Jama Masjid, and Lai Quila of 

Delhi, Charminar of Hyderabad, Bada Imambaraof Lucknow drawa large number 

of visitors from all walks of life. In this maimer, Indians unity is not only politico- 

geographic, but also cultural in nature. 
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^ . INTEXT QUESTIONS 24.4 

Match the following; 

(i) Ajmer Sharif 

(iij Imambara 

(iii) Sindi 

(iv) Kanyakumari 

(v) Puri 

Lucknow 

Orissa 

Andhra Pradesh 

Rajasthan 

Tamilnadu 

WHAT YOU HAVE LEARXT 

• In this lesson you have leamt about unity and diversity of a great nation called 

India 

• Despite several diversities in terra of religion, language, culture, caste, and 

communities, India has maintained unity in the past, present as well as vrill 

continue to be united in the future. 

socwLoav 
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Notes 

Die history draws that various kingdoms have always promoted and maintained 

this processes of unity by creating a rich architectural and cultural heritage. 

Today our varieties of cultures and language maintain their identities within the 

all-India fiamework. 

The whole world has started recognizing the progress oflndia in various fields, 

not by imitating the west but ly retaining our Intlianness. 

TERMINAL EXERCISE 

1. Whatismeantbyunityindiversity? 

2. Discuss the diversities found in India in terms of religioa 

3. Describebrieflytheconceptofmeltingpot. 

4. Discuss the nature of coexistence of various communities with examples. 

5. How unity is maintained in India? 

ANSWER TO INTEXT QITSTIONS 

24.1 CO False 05 Tme (m) False 

(iv) Trie (v) False 

24.2 CO Eight 

(ii) 83% people in India are Hindu 

(lii) Ei^teen 

Civ) Four 

(V) Exchange of goods & services between various jatis. 

24.3 CO Cidtural Oi) Kalinga 

Ciii) British . Ov) South 

24.4 & Rajadhan 00 Luckrraw 

Ciii) Andhra Pradesh (iv) Tamilnadu 

(v) Orissa 
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NATIONAL INTEGRATION: 
CONCEPT AND CHALLENGE 

you fill up a form for admission or af^ly for a job, there is a word nationality 

or nation. In fiont of that column don’t we write ‘indian’. That means we know 

that India is our nation and our nationality is Indian, Our nation is not only a 

geographical entity, it is a body ofpeople sharing the sentiments of belongingness. 

Whenever our nation faces threat or, some major calamity happens, don’t we all 

stand togefoer with a sense of emotional oneness to fight against evil forces and 

unnatural situation?. We try our best to help our nation in our own way, inespective 

of region, language, religion and creed etc. Thus we aU play a vital role in national 
integration. National integration is a positive belief, which hfclps in progress, 

development and social. Even our Constitution, our flag and national anthem make 

the whole counhy one. But at present our national integrity is feeing challenges in 

thefomiofleft extremism and terrorism. Besides these, regionalism, communalism, 
religious fenaticism and linguism are challenging national intimation. In this lesson, 

we aregoing to study about \ihatwemean by nation and whatisnational integration 
and what challenges does it face in our country. 

OBJECTIVES 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• define nation and national integration; 
• recognise the concept of communalism; 

• understand the concept of regionalism; 

• explain the concept oHinguism; and 

• state the challenges before National Integration. 
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Notes 

25.1 CONCEPT OF NATIONAL INTEGRATION 

Before coming to the concept of nation and national integration, let us define both 

the terms. 

A Nation is a country with a unified social and political structure. ANation denotes 

a body of people who have a feeling of oneness. This feeling of oneness is built on 

the basis of common history, society, common values and culture. Above all, the 

feeling of oneness among the people bind them together into a nation. 

India is a nation. It is a land inhabited by people of different communities. They live 

in different regions and speak different languages. They practise different religions 

and have different life styles. But underlying all these diversities we feel that we are 

Indians. The feeling of oneness is strengthened by economic and political inter¬ 

dependence. 

National integration is a positive aspect. It reduces socio-cultural and 

economic differences or inequalities and strengthens national unity and 

solidarity, which is not imposed hy any authority. People share ideas, values 

and emotional bonds. It is feeling of unity within diversity. National identity is 

supreme.Cultural unity,Constitution,terri1ional continuity, common economic 

problems, art, literature, national festivals, national flag, national anthem and national 

emblem etc. promote National Integration. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 25.1 

Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the bracket 

1. A nation is a country with.social add political 

struculre (unifiedAm-unified) 

2. The people of a nation have a.belief of oneness (common/ 

uncommon) 

3. National integration creates.feeling (regional/national) 

4. National integration is a feeling of.(unity withimdiversity/ 

diversities within unity) 

5. National integration is.of communal out look by national 

out look (taking up/giving up) 
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25.2 COMMl NALISM 

Communalism means placing ones own community above others, even above the 

nation. Yon might have seen temples, mosques, gurudwaias and churches where 

Hindus, Muslisms, Sikhs and Christians visit to ofifer luayeis and worship. As you 

know Hindus celebrate Durgapuja, Diwali, Holi and Ramnawami. You would 

have seen Muslims celebrating Id, Bakrid and observing Ramjan. Sikhs celebrate 

Gurupumima as Gurparb, Christians celebrate Christmas and Easter. You would 

have also seen shrines dedicated to Lord Buddha. These indicate clearly that the 

people of different religions live in our country. Our government has delcared 

these occasions as national festivals. There is no harm in practising one’s own 

religion because it does not indicate that an individual practising his own religion is 

less secular. The fault lies in placing ones own community above the others and 

forgetting /loyalty. The term communalism has always been used in a negative, 

destractive and harmful sense. Religious hindamentalism and fanaticism practised 

by some people in different communities pose serious threat to our national 

integration. 

Unfortunately, our country has witnessed ugly scenes of conununal riots on many 

occasions not only between two communities, but between communities. Massive 

communal riots had taken place in 194647 at the time ofpartition of our country. 

Our country has also witnessed Hindu - Sikh riots in 1984 after the assasination 

of Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi. Again our country witnessed a wave of 

communal riots in 1992 after the demolition of the Babri mosque. The recent 

2002 Gujrat riot has tarnished our secular image before the world community. 

In the wake of communal riots, we forget our national identity and start behaving 

as fanatics. We breed hatred and jealousy towards the people of other religions. 

The people of religious group damage life and properly ofother religious group. 

Both groups involved in comunal riots forget their common national identity. Just a 

feeling of hatred is there. 

Notes 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 25.2 

Write tme or false for the following. 

1. Conununalism means placing ones own communis above the others (Trae/ 

False) •' 

2. Muslims celebrate Id and observe Ramjan (Troe/False) 
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3. Easterisafestiva]ofChristians(TnK/False) 

4. Incon]muiialriots,wefcirgetournationalfeeliiigaiidnationalidentity(Ttue/ 

False) 

5. We breedjealousy and hatred in communal ritos(Tnie/False) 

25.3 LINGLIS.M 

Linguism is excessive love and bias in favour of people who speak a 

particular language. You mi^have met people speaking Hindi, English, Bengali, 

Kannad, Tehigu, Malayalm, Marathi and Gujrati etc. Different languges spoken 

by die people of our nation reveals clearly that India is a mhlti-lingual nadorL We 

have 18 different languages in schedule Vm ofourOmstitution. Hindi and English 

ate our official languages. Each language has its literature and script. Linguism 

Limits die people ^teaking the same language. 

Language and culture ate inseparable. Language is the carrier of culture. It carries 

culture from one generation to the next and from one group to another. The 

teaching ofa language to people speaking aitother language promotes the feeling 

of integratioa But conflict often occurs over the relative status of languge. This 

parochial tendency destroys the feeling of national integration. Our country has 

witnessed lingual riots inTamil Nadu in 1964 and Assam 1967. 

Like communalism, the terra iinguisra is used in ■ negative sense. Lingual 

patterns pose a threat to national integration. 

18 principal languages and their percentage in total population ate being jxesented 

to make die learners understand the lingual situadonof our nation. 

SI. No. Langauge 

1. Hin£ 

2. Bengali 

3. Tdugu 

4. Marathi 

5. Taral 

6. Urdu 

7. Gqatad 

8. Malayalam 

Speakers percentage 1981 

(census) 

42.9 

8.3 

8.2 

8.0 

7.6 

5.7 

5.4 

4.2 
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9. Kannad 4.2 

10. Oriya 3.7 

11. Purgatu 3.2 

12. Assamese 2.2 

13. Smdhi 1.6 

14. Karinniri 0.3 

Choose the correct one fiom the following; 

1. Lit^fual riots in Tamil Nadu had taken place in the year, 

a) 1963 b)1964 c) 1965 d)None 

2. Lingual riots in Assam had occurred in the year. 

a) 1966 h)1967 c) 196* d)None 

3. ThepercentageofpeoplespealdngHmdiinourcoutryis 

a) 41.0 b)42.0 c)42.9 d)None 

4. OurofBcialLanguageis 

a)Utrlu b)San£krit c)HindiandEnglish 

5. What do we breed in communal riots? 

a)Love b)Nati<xialLoyality 

c) Hatred and Jealousy d)None 

d) None 

MODULE - IV 
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25.4 RLGION.M.; 

Regionalism is a feeling of pride and loyalty that people belonging to a 

region have. It is sometimes associated with a feeling of superiority of 

belonging to one region as compared to those belonging to other regions. 

Region is an area the inhabitants of which have a sense of unity on the basis of 

language, culture and economic interests. Regionalism is regional loyalty in place 

of national loyalty. Regionalism gives a negative feeling among the people of a 

region towards the people of other regions. Regionalism encourages the demand 
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of regional autonomy. It also leads to the demand for the creation of new state. It 

favours the son of soil theory. 

We Indians live in different States and Union territories. Each State or Union 

Territory has its own geographical boundary. Each state also has its own natural 

and human resources. But within the State, demands for the creation of separate 

small States are being raised. Regional political parties demand for the creation of 

separate State are based on narrow personal interests. They also lay emphasis on 

the imbalanced growth and developementofthe regions in which they live. They 

place emphasis upon the son of soil theory for employment and organise movement 

for regional autonomy and creation of new States. 

In November2000, three new States viz, Chhatisgarh, Uttaranchal and JhatWiand 

were created. The creation of these new States was based on strong regional 

feeling and loyalty ofthe people of these regions. Even after the creation of these 

States, the demands for the creation of more new States have emerged. In the 

state of U.P., the demands for the creation of Harit Pradesh and Purvanchal are 

being raised. In the state of Maharashtra, there is a strong demand for the creation 

of a new Vidarbha state. In the State of Andhra Pradesh, the people of Telangana 

region ate demanding a new Telengana State. Similiarly, in the State of Assam, 

there is demand for the creation of Bodoland. In the State of Bengal, too, the 

demand for the creation of Gorkhaland is being raised. The regional parties and 

leaders associated with the creation of these new regional States are organising 

movements, dhama and protests etc. in support of their demands. Sometimes, 

they come in conflict with the people of other regions. They forget their national 

identity. They get ready to do or die for their regions. They forget their national 

identity. Such regional loyalty is really very dangerous fornational integratioa 

I - INTEXT QUESTIONS 25.4 

Answer the following questions in one sentence. 

1. What is regionalism? 

2. How is regionalism a negative term? 

3. What does regionalism lay emjftiasis on? 
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4. When were the three new states were created? 

5. In which state is the demand for the new Telagana state being raised? 

25.5 CHALLENGES TO NATIONAL INTEGRATION 

MODULE - IV 
Indian Society 

Notes 

Communalism, linguism and regionalism are the main challenges to national 

integration in our country. These are negative terms. 

So far, in this lesson youhave understood the meaning ofnation, itational integratuHi, 

communalism, linguism and regionalism. Now let us discuss the challenges to 

national integration. There is no doubt that national integration is the feeling of 

oneness among the people of a nation beyond caste, teligoin, region and language. 

In other words, it is feeling of unity within rli versity. It is above religion, lingual and 

regional loyalty. But it is unfortunate that the feeling of oneness is hurt by religious, 

lingual and regional loyalties. On many occasions, communal outlook, lingual favour 

and regional loyalty pose a serious threat to national integration. So, communalism, 

linguism and regionalism are the main challenges before our national integration. 

In our country the feeling of oneness between Hindus and Muslims have been 

challenged on many occasions. Although there have been minor cottununal riots in 

Bihar, U.P. and oAer States, but the most cruel scenes of riots had appeared in 

1947 and 1992 which had touched almost entire length and breadth of our nation. 

In communal riots, the people forget that they are Indians. They forget that the 

people whom they are going to kill are also Indians. They are not influenced by 

national identity. Religious fundamerrtalists and fanatics guide them. Some political 

and religious leaders add fuel to communalism to promote vested interests. Thus, 

communalism is a challenge to national integration. 

Like commuttalistn, linguism also poses a threat to national integration. Lingual 

loyalty is against the feeling of oneness among the peqjle of a nation. In linguism, 

the people forget about their national identity and attach more atxi mote importance 

to their lingual identity. For the relative status of individual languages, they come in 

conflict and behave like enemy. They develop jealousy and hatred towards the 

people speaking other languages. They cause damage to lives and properties of 

other lingual groups. TlKy behave as if they are not Indians. The people of south 

Inriian states ptefa English in place of Hindi language. That is Why both Hindi and 

English have been declared as official languages. 

Regionalism, like communalism and linguism, is also a challenge to national 

integration. Regional aspirations of the people articulated by their leaders threaten 
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National Inttoratioii: t oiRoptandl lialK-not 

inte^oa Regionalism is responsible for the existence of a number of regional 

political parties. Ithas ^nsored the demand ofregional autonomy. It has created 

new States and is working for die creation of more states. 

!Mi:XT Ql l-STIONS 25.^ 

Match the following column A with B 

A B 

I) Nationalmtegrancmis I) foeltocommunalism. 

II) Communalism,linguismand n) the demand ofregional autonomy, 

regionalism are 

ni)PoUticalandreligiousleadersadd III)totheirlingualiden%. 

IV) Regionalism has sponsmed IV) negaive terms 

V) Inlinguismpeopleattachmorc V)feelingofuni1ywithindivetsity 

and more importance 

WU.XT \ or H.W F. LEARNT 

In this lesson, you have leamt about the following: 

• Natonal integration is feeling ofoneness. which is not imposed by any niirtv^riiy 

Thought, feeling and action in ftis regard come fiom within. 

• Communalism is placing ones own community above othes, even above the 
natioa 

• Linguisra is excessive love and bias in fevour of the people who speak ones 
OWD language 

• R*«ionalismisastrongfeelingofunityamor®thepeoideofar^onbasedon 
lanpage, culture and economic interests. It in encour^eous the demand of 

regional autonomy and creation of new states. 

They hurt foe feelings of oneness and national iH^ntiiy 
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m TERMINAL EXERCISE 

2) Whatiscoinmunalism?'Why isitathreattoNationalliitegiaticni? 

3) Whatislinguism?In«4iatwayitishannfi]ltoNatioanIntegra>ion 

4) What is regionalistn? How it is a challenge to Nadonat int^pration? 

5) What promotes our National integration? 

iMODULE - rv 
Indian Society 

Notes 

GLOSSARY 

ConnotalicHi - Meaning 

Identity - . Recognition 

Linguism - excessive liking and support for the people 

speaking same languge 

Nation A body of people bound together by common 

feeling of oneness. 

National Integration - Feeling ofbeing togedier des]»te cultural, lingual, 

regional relational divasities. 

R^kmlian Excessive love and bias for the people of one’s 

owniegiotL 

Secularism - No distinction on the basis o^ligion. 

Secular - Above religiotL 

ANSW ER TO IM EXT Ql ESTIONS 

2S.1 (OUmfied (lOcoranKm 

(DQnationalUnitywidiindiveisity (IV)givingup 

2SJ (I)Tnie (II)Tnje (ni)True 

(IV)Ttue (V)True 
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■Natimial InUfiriitimi: Concept and Challcn"e 

Notes 

H,' 

25.3 (I)b, (11) b, (Ill)b, 

(IV) c and {V)c 

25.4 (I) Refer to 9.19, (H) Refer to 9.1.1, (111) Refer to 9.1.9 

(TV) Refer to 9.1.9 (V) Refer to 9.1.9 

25.5 A(i)-B(V)-B(rV), A(ni)-B(I), A(lV)-B(n), A(V)-B_(I11) 
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26 

INDIAN SOCIETY: TRIBAL, RURAL 
AND URBAN 

/ndian society has been broadly divided into tribal, rural and urban societies on 

the basis of their geographical surroundings and socio-cultural charactenstics. Tribals 

live in relative isolation mariced with distinct culture, language and religion. In the 

contemporary world, they are considered to be socio^onomically backward. 

On the other hand, rural societies are village societies, which arc mainly based on 

caste, attachment to the past, as well as having agricultural economy. Urban 

society is based on non-agricultural occupations like the industries and the service 

sector. However, there has been a continuous interaction between these three 

kinds of societies and we can not put them into watertight compartments. 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• explainthecharacteristicsoftiibalsociety; 

• analyse changes among tribal societies; 

• identify the tribal problems and know about the development measures being 

caried out for them; 
• recognise the characteristics of vill^e societies; 

• explain changes taking place in vill^ecommumties; 

• explain the meaning and charardcristicsofurban society; and 

• analyse the linkages between rural and urban societies. 
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A tribe can be defined as a community living in hilly forest or well riemarriitpH 

_ areas having its own culture, religion, language, and strong ethnic identity. 

Anthropologists have explained tribe as a social group vrithtenitorial affiliation, 
endogamous in nature, with no specialization of fimctions, ruled by tribal chiefs, 

hereditary or otherwise, united in langm^wdialect, recognizing social distance 

with other tribes or castes,folIowingteiMtl3StiMis,beUe6andcustoms, conscious 
of their ethnic and territorial horaogemty.' 

26.1.1 Characteristits of Tribal Society 

From the above definition, we may list file foBowing diaracteristicsof tribal society. 

i) They have usually a well-demarcated geogi^hicalteiritoiy. 

it) Generally they live in forests or hilly areas. 

in) Their teiritoiy is relatively isolated or semi-isolated compared to other social 
group 

iv) They have their own culture, folklore, cosmology and belief system. 

v) Economically they are self-sufficient, i.e. their economy is based on 

suhsistencelevelwhaethereisnoconceptofsurplus. Theyclingtoiximitive 

technology. They lack monetary economy. Their economy is dependent on 
barter exchange. 

vO They are more interested in earning their todays need and do not bother 
about their future retpiirements. ' 

vii) They have their own language; generally do not have any script. 

/rii) They have their own political system, i.e. both stateless and state. Earlier 
they had stateless system, i.e. without any tribal dtief. Thqrman^ their law 
and order system through family and kinship ties. Later on, came the state 
system, when tribals nominated or elected their own chiefs. Today, of course 
this autonomy has been lost and they have become part of the local 
administration. 

ix) Tribal societies are known as simple societies because their social relationships 
are primarily based on femily and kinship ties. Besides they do not have any 
rigid social stratification 

x) They have their own religion, i.e. having their own deities( gods and 

goddesses) and belief system. Their forms of religion are known as animism 
(worshipping the soul w ancestors), animatism (worshipping any non-living 
body like stone or wood), totemism (worshipping a tree or any animal as the 
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m) 

founding ancestor), and naturism (vvoishi[^ing objects of nature like river, 
stream, sun ,moon,forest, etc.). 

They have a sense of belongingness to their ovm community, they feel that 
they are the sons of the soil and hence they have a strong ethnic identity. 

Notes 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 26.1 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate words ftom the brackets. 

6) Tribal communities live mosdy in_areas (hilly, urban, 
industrial) 

(ii) Economy of the tribals is found at_level (advanced, developing, 
primitive). 

pH) Tribals have_religion (their own, Hindu, Christian). 

0v) Tribal society have_form of inequality (intensive, little, 
moderate) 

26.1.2 Distribution of Tribal Communities in India 

There are about 461 tribes found in India distributed throughout the country. Their 

populationis about 8.1 croresaccordingto the census 2(X)1 of India (constituting 
to 8.1 % of total population). Their distributions can be Ixoadly divided into the 
following five regions. 

Region MajorTribes 

North East, Sikkim and Himalayas Naga, Mizo, Adi, Lepcha, Gaddi, 
Khasi, Gam, Jaintia, Raji, Bhotia, 
Tham 

Seheria, Bhil, Girisia, Rebari, Dang, 
Mina,Wotli 

Munda, Oraon, Santhal, Gond, Ho, 
Chenchu, Bhuraij, Bithor, Kondh, 
Saora, Poroja 

Irula, Toda, Badaga, Paliyan, 
Cholanaicken 

Great Andamanese, Jaiawa, Onge, 
Sentinnclose, Shompen, 
Nicbbarese 

Table 26.1: Distribution of Tribes 

mm 

Western 

Central 

South 

Island Communities 
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Population-wise Goods are found highest in number (about 8 lakhs), followed by 
Bhils (about 7.5 lakhs), Santhal (about 5 lakhs), Mina (about 2.2 lakhs) and Oraon 
(about 2 lakhs). The lowest number among them are the Jarawa (about 50), 
Onges(about 100), Andamanese (about 150), and Arandan (about 250). 

26.13 Linguistic Classification Among Tribes in India 

Most of the tribal communities speak non-Aryan language which ate divided into 
four linguistic families: Austro-Asiatic, Tibeto-Chinese, Dravidian and Indo- 
Eihopean. 

Linguistic Family 

Austro-Asiatic 

Tibeto-Chinese 

Major Tribal Languages 

Khasi, Nicobari, Santhali, Ho, Mundari 

Bhotia, Lepcha, Abor, Miri, Dafla, Garo, Naga, 

Lusbai 

Dravidian 

Indo-European 

Korwa, Badaga, Toda, Kota, Kui (by Kondh), 
Gondi, Maler, Oraon 

Hajong,Bhili 

Table 26.2: Linguistic Distribution of Tribes 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 26.2 

Write short answers; 

(i) Name five major tribes of India? 

(ii) Name one major tribe who speaks the dravidian language. 

(iii) Where are the Onges found? 

(iv) Name three tribes of Western region. 

26.1.4 Tribal Social Structure and Stratification 

Most of the tribes are patrilineal and patriarchal in nature, like the Kondhs of 
Orissa, Santhalsof West Bengal and Bihar, Bhils of Madhya Pradesh. Patriliny 
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means inheritance of property, authority, residence, and line of descent is passed 

ftomthe fether to the son. In these societies male dominance is found. However, 

extreme patriliny is not found among them today. Compared with the non-tribal 

communities in India, the tribals have greater equality among the sexes. In the • 

absence of industrial economy and formal structure, the tribal social structure is 

based onkinshipgroupslikeclans,lineagesand6miIies. Some tribal communities 

are matriarchal, also such as Garo and Khasi of Meghalaya. Initially, social 

stratificationwasnotmaricedamongthem. There used to be Ixoadlytwodivisions:: 

the rulii^ clans and others. Economically they are termed as an egalitarian society. 

Later on due to contact with outsiders and non-tribals some forms of inequality 

are apparently noticed. 

MOPULE-IV 
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Notes 

26.1.5 Tribal Problems 

Certain types of tribal problems emerged with their contact with outsiders. Before 

theMuslimTule,thetribalslivedfeirlyinisoIation. During Muslim rule the process 

of revenue collection started. However, the Muslim rulers did not interfere with, 

the tribal customs and traditions. Exploitative contact started during the British; 

rule. This vras found mainly because of three reasons: 

(a) The Britishers wanted to rule over the tribals. 

(b) They wanted to syphon off resources from tribal areas, which were rich in 

mineral resources. 

(c) TheywantedtopreachChristianityunderthepretextofrationality. 

Cultural contact came into being because of the following reasons: 

(a) Existence ofmineral resources in the tribal areas 

(b) Entry ofadministrators and missionaries into tribal areas. 

(c) Entry of specialists like medicine man, agents and vendtHS into the tribal areas. 

(d) Development of transport and communication in the tribal areas, which 

&cilitated the entry of outsiders. 

(e) Displacement of tribal population from their traditional habitat due to 

construction of industries and hydro- electncity and irrigation projects. 

In this manner most of the tribal inoblems have emerged due to cultural contact. 

There are several tribal problems, which are as follows: 

a. lamd alienation caused due to the introduction of monetary economy. For 
every c«isumptionneed,Aetribalsneededmoney,lMt did not have any source 

ofeaming. Theymortgagedlandorsolditoffland. -Besides,outsiderserqrloited 
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then and grabbed away their land. Further industrialisation also resulted into 

acquisition ofland by dte state. Various State govenunents have passed several 
acts to abolish transfer or sale of tribal landtonon-tribals. 

Indebtcdiiesa cropped in due to lack ofadequate sources of income. Private 
moneylenders (like mahajan ot satmkar) are readily available in tribal areas. 
They provided persotud loan on heavy raty of interest. The consumption 
patterns of the tribals include tegular consumption of liquor, bride price during 
maniage and fine for any deviant behaviour. All these require money. Hence 
they go to the moneylender. Inthismannerthey are heavily indebt. Effective 
measures have been taken by various State governments to curb the entry of 
sahukars into the tribal areas and arrangements have been made to secure 

loans on nominal rate of interest fiom the banks and co-operative societies. 

c. Bondedlabourisa serious problem, which came in due to rampant poverty 
and lack of stable income. In fact, land alienation, indebtedness; bonded labour 
and poverty are inter-related problems. 

Lack of money leads to taking loan fiom money lender by mortgaging land. 
The tribal community is unable to repay, hence serves as a bonded labourer. 

d. Shifting cultivation among tribal is a problem since it involves large-scale 
deforestatioa Shilling cultivation is known by various names such as Swidden 
(slash and bum)cultivation, Jhum (in the North East Tribes), Khqllu (among 
Maler of Bihar), and Podu (among Khonds and Parajas of Orissa). 

Shifthig cultivation involves clearing of a plot, usually in hilly or tenace area, 
i.e. cutting plants & shrubs and then broadcasting (sprinkling) seeds (usually 
of aihar jnaize,bajra and baibati (beans). It does iwt involve plough cultivation. 
The area is cultivated for one or two years and then is left hallow for five to 
seven years to allow the vegetatiuon to grow densely and to repeat the cycle 

c. Illiteracy among tribals is a major hindrance towards their development. 
On account of inaccessible habitat among tribals, education has not spread 

test among them. TheschooltimingsusuallyclashwithtiKtimingsofeconomic 
and agricullutal operations. However, several progrtanmes have been launched 

to provide educational access by establishing a pimary school within a radius 
of OIK kilometer. 

t ProUcm of health and uutrition among the tribals has been found mainly 
duelolackofpropermedicalandsanitaty ficilities and poverty. Theirpractice 
of indigenous mediciiK and magical practices fortreatmentshave been veiy 

goodinthepasL But today things have changed considerably. Disease range 
belwieen diarrhea, jaundice, small pox, malaria, filaiia to AIDS, heart ai Inrents 
and hypertension etc. They require ptqrer treatment in well-equipred hospitals 
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or dispensaries.Efforts are being made to establish primary health centres in 
every village. 

IN rrXT Ql I STIONS 26.,1 

Write short answers; 

Notes 

(i) Whatisthechiefcauseoflandalienationamongtribes? 

(5) What is shifting cultivation? 

fiii) Why the tribals have less interest in formal education? 

(iv) What is the cause ofbonded labour among the tribals? 

26.2 Rl R.\r SO( IF IX 

Rural society means society that lives in village, and is dependent on natural 
aivitonmenL Ruraleconamyrestspredominandymagricultureandalliedactivities. 
These societies have a low density of population, intimate group relationships and 

have oral traditions. Rural societies are rich in culture and tradition. However, 
fiom the contemporary point of view, they are considered to be socio-economically 
less developed. Therefore, several development activities have been undertaken 
in our country to improve their socio.economic conditions. 

26.2.1 Characteristics of Rural Societies 

The village community has the following characteristics. 

(i) Agriculture’is the predominant occupation among them. It is not the only 
source of income but also the way of life for the villagers. 

Ca) The village conanunity is small in size. It means they live in small geographical 
areas with lower density of population as compared to the towns. 

Ciii) They have primary group behaviour, i.e. face-to-face relationship is foimd 
among the members of the village. 

(iv) Their social structure is based on kinship and family relationships. Here the 
role of lineage (Vcmsh) is very important. 

(v) Mostly they live in joint foraily. AJoint family is a group of people who live 
under one roof, eat food cooked at otK hearth, have joint property, participate 
in conunon worship and are linked to each other through kinship ties. The 
joint family has a greater generation bondage than the nuclear family. 
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(vi) They aie more conservative and tradition oriented towards the performance 
of rituals as well as belief in deities. 

(vi^ Group feeling and mutual cooperation is more evident among them. They 
have a brotherhood feeling. They co-operate with each other in times of 
exigencies. 

(viH) Theircultureisalso known as folk culture, i.e. consisting of customs, rituals 
and norms, etc. wdiich are unwritten, but orally transmitted and learned. Since 
they have a common socio-economic background, they do not have 
differences in ideology towards life. Hence they are homogenous in nature. 

(ix) Traditionally,th^economyisbasedonagriculturehavingprimitivetechtK)logy 
and mono-cropping pattern. Itwas less productive. Lackofpropermarketing 

facilities and introducricHi of monetary economy has resrrited in poverty. 
Firrther, decline in cottage industries has pushed them to migrate to 
neighbouring towns. 

(x) Village India is largely based on caste system, which has a hierarchical (castes 
ate ranked according to their purity and pollution,their religious customs and 
practices and the nature of their occupation) base. For example, Brahmins 

are ranked as highest one because they do the purest occupation of performing 
rituals and teaching, whereas, shudtas is ranked lowest because ofhis impute 
occupation of working as scavengers .They follow the above hierarchical 
system intensely. 

(xO Modem way oflivit^ and thinking (based on achievement of the individual 
and their rational thinking) is lacking in rural society. They still follow the 
ascriptive model of life, hence their mobility is restricted. 

(xii) Any deviant behaviour is dealt with strictness in the rural areas. 

(xiii) Since modem technology has not gained firm ground in rural areas, people 
are still folio wirtg the age-old methods of cultivation as well as solving the 
related day-to-day problems. It involves hard woric throughout the day as it 
is a labour intensive occupation. 

(xrv) They have a relatively self-sufficient economy particrrlarly in terms of 
production and consumption. 

(xv) They have a static economy, since they lack modem technology, modes of 

investment and a market economy. 

(xvO They cling to conservative and traditional style of living: They have a strong 
tradition and is known as the little tradition. Their attachment to the past is 
strong. 
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LNTEXT QUESTIONS 26,4 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the brackets; 

(i) Rural areas are dominated by ______ occupation (agricultural, industrial, 
professional). 

(ii) Villages have_^density of population (higher, lower, moderate). 

(iii) Village economy is_ 

(iv) Indian villages have 

(developed, less developed, primitive). 

system (caste, class, estate). 

MODULE - 
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26.2.2 The Indian Village Community: As a Social Unit 

British administrators held that village communities in India are like littlerepublics. 
It means they have every thing they want within themselves, and they are not 
dependent on outsiders for their existence. But this has been proved to be a myth 
by Indian sociologists after the scientific study of Indian villages. Village in India is 
an integrated unit. There have been inter-connections and inter-dependence 
between villages on socio-economic and religious terms since ages. A study of 
Haryana village indicated that at least 300 villages are linked through marriage 
ties. Several consumption items like salt, edible oil, various tools cloth and jewelleiy 
were not produced in every village. All types of services were not available in 

every village. 

Besides, for political purposes villages were always a part of some kingdom .feudal 
lords and used to pay revenue to the king. Further, various cultural and the pilgrim 

centres have attracted people to travel throughout the country. For example, the 
Char Dham concept of Hindus for attaiiunent of Moksha by people has been 
popular. Besides, trade practices have linked the villages with world. Therefore, 
we cannot say that villages are in isolation, but they were always a part of the 

larger society. 

26.2.3 Changes in Rural Society 

After independence, the community development programme was started in 1952. 
It meant an all round development of village communities. The involvement and 
participation of community was the main aim. Later on in 1959 Panchayati Raj 
(Local Self Govt.) was started. Both the programmes are running successfully 
even today. However, Integrated Rural Development Programme has replaced 

the Community Development Programme in 1979. 

The rural and urban societies have a continuous interaction among them. The 
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4 Notes 

villager visits the urban areas and comes into contact with the urban people. Some 
urban culture enters into the vill^es. Gradually some sense of heterogeneity 
becomes imminent in the rural areas by urban influence. It is said that Indian cities 

have retainedsomeoftherural characteristics. Primary food and rawtnateiial are 
supplied by the villages to the towns, hence both have relationship of ailinter- 
dependence. Thus it is termed as rural urban continuum (continuous interaction). 
Construction of roads and transportation have brought about lot of social and 

economic changes e.g. Caste System is weakening. Now, there is more mobility 
and it is becoming cash maiket from barter system etc. 

26.3 LRB.4\ SOCIETY 

Urban society includes the town^ cities and metros with a specific way of life. An 
urban society can be defined as an area having higher density of population, people 

engaging mosdy in occqtations other than agriculture and domestication of animals, 
having a distinct ecology and culture different from that of the large society’s 
culture. 

26.3.1 Characteristics of Urban Society 

Urban societies have the following characteristics: 

a. The cities and towns have a higher density of population than the rural areas. 

b. Cultural heterogeneity is found in the urban areas because people from various 
areas having different cultures mi^te to the towns in search of employment, 
education and medical and health care. 

c. Cities have a distinct environment that is not'natural but a man made 
environment 

d. The occupation of the urban areas is mainly non-agricultural, i.e. based om 
manufacturing, trade & commerce, professional and governance, etc. 

e. In urban areas more social mobility is found in the sense people gradually 
adapt to class structure (lower, middle or upper class based on economic 
criteria). 

f Formal social control is found in the urban areas in the form of courts, police 
and other administrative bodies. 

g. In urban areas interaction among people is based on secondary contactand 
not primary contact It means face-to-face and individual to individual 
interaction is tx>t possible in the urban areas. 

h. Peopleinthecitieshaveanurbanwayoflife. Which means they have fonnal 
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interaction, impersonal behaviour, non-kinship relationships, cultural 

exhibitionism, passing leisure time in clubs, parks, restaurants, cinema halls or 

markets. 

L Theurban^conomicotganisationisbasedonmatketarxlmonetaryeconomy. 

j. Civic facilities like roads, electricity, water, communication, park, hotels and 

cinemas, etc. are found in urban areas. 

MODULE-IV 
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k. Anonymity is a feature of urban societies. It means people do not know each 

other in the city as in the villages. 

INTEXT QL ESTIO.NS 26.5 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the brackets: 

(i) Urban societies have mostly_occupation (agricultural, priestly, non- 

agncuhutal). 

(H) _is the important feature of the urban societies (personal 

contact, anonymity, kinship). 

(lii) Urten societies have_economy (monetary, agricultural, batter). 

(iv) In urban areas people have cultural_(homogeneity, heterogeneity, 

[dutaiism). 

26.3.2 India’s Urban Communities 

In India the urban area has the following Characteristics; 

a. AnareahavingsomeurbanadministrativeunitlikeaMunic^rality.Metropolitan 

Council, Notified Area Council or Cantonment Board, etc. ‘ 

b. AnareahavingmorethanlOOOOpopulation. 

c. 75% ofpopulation engaging in non-agricultural occupation. 

d. ShouldhaveadensityoflOOOpetsonspersq.mile. 

e. Havingsomeutbanamenitieslikeaniiidustrialarea,alatgehousmgsettlement, 

having centre of entertainment and tourist importance or having some civic 

amenities. 

On tiM basis of population, India has the following types of cities: 
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Nomenclature Popirlation 

Metro 10,00,000+ 

Class ICi^ 1,00,000+ 

ClassIITown 50,000+ 

Class ni Town 20,000+ 

Class rv Town 10,000+ 

Table 263: Types of cities in India 

263.3 Urban Social Problems 

Urban society has several social problems such as congestion of population, slums, 
crime, and acute shortage of resources and facilities (such as water, electricity). 
Certain problems emerge fiom anonymity in cities, where personal relation and 

primary group have broken down. It causes tremendous mental pressure and 
tension. That is why; psychological ailments are numerous in cities. Because of 
large migration to cities unemployment is found in large number in the urban 

areas.This happens due to push and pull factors. Thiscauses a lot of frustration 
among the people. 

Push factor means that lack ofemployment in the villages pushes the villagers to 
the towns in search of jobs. Pull factor means the relatives in the town invite their 
close people and try to give them jobs. Besides, the entertainment aspect of urban 
life attracts or pulls the people to the towns. 

The migrants in the cities do not have a respectable place to stay. They generally 
settle down as clusters on the outskirts of the cities. These clusters grow into 
slums. Their conditions detoriate from bad to worse with the passage of time. 
There is a high incidence of crime in the cities. It is maittly foimd because of 
unemployment, and frustration among the yorrth and also due to the large density 
ofpopitlation. 

IMEXT QUESTIONS 26.6 

Write short answers. 

(i) What is the rrrintmum population of a metro? 
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Cii) Why some people in urban areas have mental problems? 

(li^ WhatispushfectOTofmigr^irai? 

(iv) What is the cause of unemployment in urban areas? 

• In this lesson you have learnt about the tribal, rural and urban communities of 

India, particularly in terms of thek co-existence. 

• TheseflireesocietiesarefoundinIndiawithperfectcotiesian,inter-dependeiKe 

and cooperation. 

• The tribal and rural societies are relatively economically backward than the 

urban societies. 

• However, through various economic development programmes their socio¬ 

economic status is being improved upon. 

• These societies have a distinct culture with a natural environment 

• People from urban areas usually miss the simplicity and non-polluting 

environment of the rural areas, 

• The cities of India have attracted people from throi^out the country as well 

as abroad because of the distinctive civilizatiort 

• However, because of the large density of population and heavy migration 

from rural areas, some problems like unemployment and growing slums have 

occurred in the cities. 

i. 

1 TERM1^AL EXERClSi: | 

1. Why tribal societies are called simple societies? 

2. Describethemajortrialproblems inindia. 

3. What are the main criteria ofan urban area in India? 

4. Describe briefly the changes that have taken place in rural society after 

independence. 
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CASTE SYSTEM IN INDIA 

Notes 

A^er understaoding the basic features of Indian society and its various aspects 

like tribal, rural and urban, in this lesson you will go through an important aqiect of 

Indian social institutions, i.e. caste system. In this lesson you will learn the basic 

features of caste system, the differences between Varna and Jati; Caste and Class, 

the changing aspect of caste system and concepts like sanskritisalion, westernisation, 

and dominant caste. ThewotdcastehasitsoriginfromtheSpanishword'casta’, 

meaning ‘race’, or ‘a group having hereditary quality’. The term was applied to 

people of India by the Portuguese to denote ‘Jati’. The word caste has created 

confusion in the sense that it is used to denote both Vama and Jati. As you must 

have known, people saying that there are four castes — Brahmin, Kshatriya, 
Vaishya,Shudra. InfactthesefourarenotcastesbutareVamas. Whatwefind 

today are not Vamas but Jatis. There artfour Vamas and a^>out 4000 Jatis (the 

distinction between Varna and Jati will be clear later on in this chapter). We use 

the term caste here in this chapter to denote Jati. 

OB.ItCTIVRS 

After reading this lessen, you will be able to: 

• define caste system; 

• describe the features ofcaste system; 

• difiterentiatebetweenVamaandjati; 

• differentiate between caste and class; and 

• state the changes in the caste system. 
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Castt Sy stem in India 

27.1 DEFINATION OF CASTE 

Caste can be defined as hereditary endogamous group, having a common name, 

common traditional occupation, common culture, relatively rigid in matters of 

mobility, distinctiveness of status and forming a single homogeneous community. 

However, in the changing situation caste has adapted to many new features like 

having formal organisations, becoming less rigid and having a link with politics. 

Thus we may list ftom the above the following features of caste system. 

(D Segmental division of society - It means Indian social stratification is 

largely based on caste. There are various castes having a welWeveloped 

life style of their own. The membership of a caste is determined by birth. 

Thus caste is hereditary in nature. 

(ii) Hierarchy—Itindicatesvariouscastesaccordingtolfaeirpurityandimpurity 

of occupations, are ranked fiom higher to lower positions. It is like a ladder 

where pure caste is ranked on the top and impure is ranked at the bottom. 

For example the occupation of Brahmins is that of performing rituals and 

leaching. It is considered to be the purest occupation; hence they ate placed 

at the top of the hierarchy. On the other hand Sweeper whose occupation 

is cleaning and scavenging, is placed at the bottom of the hierarchy because 

of impure occupation. 

(iii) Restrictions on food, drink and smoking—Usually different caste do 

not exchange food and drink, and do not share smoking of hukka among 

them. For instance. Brahmins do not take food from any other caste. It is 

a complicated process. For eexample in Uttar Pradesh, among Kanyakubj 

Brahmins, there are many sub-divisions. Each sub-division does not take 

food from other sub-division. There are two types of food: ‘pucca ’ (food 

prepared in ghee likepuri, kachodi andpulao) and kuchcha (food prepared 

in water like rice, pulses, and vegetables curries). Some castes exchange 

only pucca food among themselves. Invariably, the high caste does not 

take anything from the low caste. The same principle is applied to smoking. 

(iv) Endogamy - It indicates members of the caste have to marry within their 

own caste only. Inter-caste marriages are prohibited. However, among 

educated people, particularly in the urban areas, inter-caste marriages are 

gradually increasing. 

(v) Purity and pollution - It is one of the important features of caste system. 

Purity and pollution ate judged in terms of deeds, occupation, language, 

dress patterns, as well as food habits. For example liquor consumption, 

consuming non-vegetarian food, eating left-over food of the high castes, 

working in occupations like leather craft, liftittg dead animals, sweeping and 
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carrying garbage etc. aiesiq>posed to be unpine. However, in recent times 

some high caste people are today doing all the above jobs, like working in 

a shoe-shop, shoe-factory, cutting hair in a beauty parlour etc. 

(vi) Occiqiational association -Each caste has a specific occupation and can 

not change the occupation. For instance, Brahmins do p^esthood and 

teaching, Kayasthas maintain revenue records and writing. Bai%as «e 

engaged in business and Chamars are engaged in ieatherwork, etc. With 

newjob opportunities available due to industrialisation and urbanization 

some people have shifted from their traditional occupation. However, in 

rural areas traditional occupations are still followed. Such cases are also 

found in urban areas like a barber has a hair-cutting saloon where he cuts 

hair in the morning and evening and simultaneously works as a peon in 

someolEce. 

MODULE - IV 
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Notes 

(vii) Social and religious disabilities and privileges of a few sections - 

The lower caste are debarred from doing many things like they are not 

perrrritted to enterthe temple, do not use literary language and can not use 

goldomamentsorumbrellaetc. However, things have changed considerably, 

these restrictions are hardly found today. 

Diffirent castes doing different occupation 

(vin) Distinction in custom, dress and speech—Each caste has distinct style 

of life, i.e. having its own customs, dress patterns and speech. The high 

caste use pure language (sometimes use literary words), whereas, the low 

caste use colloquial (local) language. 
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(ix) Conflict resolving mechanisms — The caste’s have their own conflict 

resolving mechanisms such as Caste Panchayats at the village and inter- 

vill^ levels. 

INTEXT 01 ESTIONS 27.1 

1 Fill in tile blanks with Eqjpropriate words fix)m tiK brackets: 

® Pirecfl food is prepared in (leaves, water, ghee) 

00 The occupation of Brahmins is fleatherwork. prie.sthnnrf, 
business). 

(nO Untouchables are today identitied as (OBC. Savarana. DalitsJ 

fiv) Membershipofacasteis (hereditary, achieved, transferred). 

I 27.2 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN \ .\RNA AND ,I.\TI 

As mentioned eailier there are four V amas. The first mention of Varna is found in 

Rig-Veda, i.e. in the Vedic era around 1500 BC. Varna means colour. Initially 

there were no untouchables. The Varna system was relatively not rigid during the 

Vedic era(1500BC- lOOOBC). Ehaing the later Vedic era, i.e. around lOOOBC 

there has been a mention of “Asat Shudra” (untouchable community). Thus 

untouchability started around lOOOBC. Around 2"‘‘century BC to Pcentury 

AD, because of diversified occupations, several occupational groups emerged 

and came to be known by different Jatis. Thus Varna Vyavastha is the textual 

model or book view of Indian social system, i.e. it is found today only in texts. 

Whereas, M is the contextual view or field view of Indian social system, i.e. we 

find Jatis in reality today and not Vamas. There are only four Vamas whereas, 

there are about 4000 Jatis. In each region about 200 Jatis ate found. The Varna 

had apan-Indic hierarchy, i.e. Brahmins are on the top, Kshtriyas ate at the second 

position, Vaishyas ate at the third position and Shudras are found in the bottom of 

the hierarchy. This hierarchy was uniform throughout India but in Jati a uniform 

hierarchy throughout India is not found. In the changing situation, in some areas 

Brahmins are on the top, in some other areas Thakurs (Rajput) are at the top. 

Tpi^y even the Dalits are found on the top in some areas. Thus secular criteria 

(econranic and political) ^ found in the Jati system. On the other hand in Varna 

vyavasthaiitualcTiteria(teligious) is found. In Varna vyavastha irrtiallyuntouchable 

are not found. They are placed outside the Varna vyavastha, whereas, in tire Jati 
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vyavastha untouchables are an integral part of the system. In Varna vyavastha a 

person’s status was not changeable, whereas, in the Jati vyavastha one can change 

one’s status with improved socio-economic condition. Thus one should not take 

Varna and Jati synonymously. 

27.3 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN C.NSTF A.ND CLASS 

While a caste is hereditary, a class is non-hereditary in nature. A class system 

allows both exogamy and endogamy, permits mobility either or down the system, 

and also allows an individual to remain in the status to which be was bom. Thus a 

class is primarily based on socio-economic criteria There are three major classes 

found: Upper, Middle, and Lower. Each class is divided into two sub-divisions. 

They are upper-upper, and lower upper; upper-middle and lower-middle; and 

upper-lower and lower-lower. A class is more open than the caste in the sense 

that mobility is allowed in the class system. It is not allowed that openly in the 

caste systeiir. Further, caste system is based on ritual criterion whereas, class is 

based on secular criterion. Ritual criterion means it is based on religious myths, 

secular means non-religious criterion like economic, political andsocial criterion. 

However, in changing circumstances caste is also adapting to secular criteria. 

Consciousness is found in the class but not necessarily in the caste. However, 

today castes are also changing into classes in urban areas particularly in terms of 

economic criterion. 

Notes 

INTE.XT QUESTION 27,2 

Match the following: 

ft) Pan-Indic ■ Jati 

(ii) Achieved status Class 

(iii) Untouchables Vama 

(iv) Four Thousand Groups Dalit 

27.4 CHANGES IN THE ( ASI E SV STE.M 

Changes in the caste system have been found in the last two centuries in general 

and in past 50 years in particular. Several processes like sanskritisation, 

westernisation, modernisation, dominant caste, industrialisation, urbanisation and 
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democratic decentralisation have made consequent changes in the caste system. 

They are as follows: 

Sanskritization: Itisaprocessby which any low caste could adapt to the 

behaviour pattern, sq^le of life, and cultuie ofhigh caste and claim membership 

in that high caste. But diey have to leave their unclean occupation and other 

iii^)urehabits]3cemeatealingandtaldng]i(^r,efc.Theuntoucliableswere 

not allowed to sanskritize their status. Thus only middle castes could 

sanskrhuethemsdves. For sanitization, acaste must have three conditions: 

(a) it should have a touchable status, (b) it should have better economic 

condition, (c) it should make a claim to membership into a high caste, by 

propagating some story or myth. It is a group process and not an individual 

process. It is a lengthy process and not an overnight process. It does not 

lead to any structural change, only leads to positional change. It means a 

particular low caste chariges its position into a high caste in a particular area, 

whereas the caste structure does not change. Through this process a few 

lower castes in difTerent parts of country have changed their status into higher 

castes. 

The Jatavs of Agra wanted to sanskritize in the 1940s. They are 

Chamars by caste. During the British period, demand on shoes 

went up and the Jatavs became economically well off. They 

claimed the Kshatriy a status by pn^xigaling a myth: in the Lomesh 

Ramay an written by S wami Atma Ram; it was mentioned that 

during Treta Yug the Jatavs were Kshatriyas. When Ptashuianl, 

was slaying die Ksbatriyart^ Jatavs hided in the ferestmidsteted^ 

working with leather ciaB to save themselves. Now that they have 

become economically better off, hence they want to get back 

their Kshatriya status. But the local Kshatriyas tefesed to accede 

to their claim since they were untouchables. Later on the Jatavs 

adqited to politicization and gradually became a vote bank in the 

areas. Today Jatavs are dominant in the area. Thus unsuccessful 

sanskritisadcHi led to politicization and iqiward mobility of the caste. 

pi) Westemisatioii: It indicates adapting to western style of living, language, 

dress pattern, and behayiourp^lmL In iacfei lately the British influence 

has been found. The featuresofwestmiisation are: (a) rational outlook 

(scientific and goal oriented outlook), (b) interest in material progress, (c) 

reliance on modem conununication process and mass media, (d) English 

medium educadon,(e) high social mobility, etc. The higher castes were first 
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to westernise themselves. Later on, the lower castes also aHapty^ to this 

process. It has largely inilu^ced the rigidity of caste ^^stem and changed it 

into a flexible system, particularly in the urban areas. 

(iii) Modernisation: Itisaprocesswhichprimarilyieliesonscientificoutlook; 

rational attitudes, high social mobility, mass mol^sation, empafliy, belief in 

liberty, equality and fiatemity; high level ofmotivation to do every thing vrith 

perfection; specialisation and super-specialisation in work; active 

participation; and dealingwith complex oiganisalions. Italsprequireschanges 

in institutional, structural, ^tiidinal, and organisational afreets at the social, 

cultural and personal level. This has affected greatly the caste system in the 

sense that it has become more flexible. In urban areas castes are gradually 

becoming classes. Inindiaweflndan emerging middle class with a rational 

outlook and goal orientation. Modernisation is a broader concept than 

westemisatioiL Any culture can modernise itself without ad^rting to western 

values. In our case we can modernise ourselves not by abandoning the 

tradition totally but by integrating the rational aspects of the tradition and 

suitable aspects of modernity. Our caste system has adapted suitably to the 

modem practices, i.e. educating people, fonrung formal organisations and 

making people conscious about their existence. 

(iv) Dominant caste: In the 20* century, the phenomena of dominant caste 

has emerged. It means some caste becomes economically and politically 

dominant and virtually rules over other castes in the region. A caste can 

become dominant by having the features like: (a) large land holdings in the 

area (good economic position), (b) politically dominant (becoming a vote 

bank), (c) having a large population, (d) high ritual status, (e) English medium 

education, (f) having a tradition in agriculture (not tilleis but landlords), and 

(g) baving a tradition of violence (for dominance muscle power is essential). 

However, today it is not limited to the high caste only but has been found 

among the lower castes also. 

(v) Industrialisation and urbanisation: Both these processes have affected 

the caste system. With the growth of industrial towns and other cities, 

migration to these areas has gone up. In these areas following strict caste 

rules are not possible. There are public places like parks, restaurants, 

canteens, hotels, offices and communication systems like buses and trains 

etc. where inter-dinning and sharing ofplaces are essential. Hence, a flexible 

approach has been adapted. 

(vi) Democratic decentralization: Through the introduction ofPanchayati Raj, 

local self-governments have been created in the villages. In the PaiKhayat 
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Notes 

reservation has been made for the lower castes. This has given an opportunity 

for the lower castes to empower themselves. 

(vu) Caste and politics: It is not a new phenomenon since politics is a part of 

life always. During the Varna vyavastha, Brahminical supremacy was an 

example of politics. Today it is said that castes have a close link with politics 

because castes have become vote banks, castes have become politically 

aware, there have been identification of castes with political parties and 

every caste has its own association. In fact, the link between caste and 

politics has led to an empowerment amraig the lower castes. These castes / 

never had any o[^rtunities to express themselves. Today they ventilate 

their feelings through elections and power lobby. Dalit politics is one such 

example, where the Dalits are trying to ass^ thdr identities and have become 

successful in capturing power in various States. However, the negative 

aspects of this link has bear found in fectionalism, i.e. the high castes always 

want to maintain their status quo. They ate not able to accept the changing 

dominant position of the lower castes. This has led to frequent conflicts 

between high castes and low castes in several regions of the country. 

However, this is only a transitional phase. Better education, mass awareness 

campaign and good employment opportunities would ensure smooth passage 

towards a progressive society. 

(viii) Caste and economy: Traditionally, it was said that caste system has been 

functional for the society particularly in the economic sense. It is nothing 

but the Jajmani system. It is a system of traditional occupation for the 

lower castes, particularly the service caste. The service caste is known as 

Kamin and they used to provide service to the higher castes known as 

Jtymans. The Kamins provided specialized skills and services to the 

Jajmans and in return used to get rewards in kinds (food grains). The 

relationship between Jajmans and Kamins used to be a permanent and 

hereditary relationship i.e. after the death oftheJq/mon, his son used to be 

a Jajman and the same principle applied to the .Kamins. Thus it was a 

functional relationship in village India. However, due to introduction of market 

economy and land reforms the Jajmani system gradually is being eroded. 

In this marmer, caste system has undergone many changes due to the above 

processes and it has adapted to the new socio-economic condition. In urban 

areas, today people do not adhere to caste norms. The only aspect where caste 

comes is that during marriage they still become endogamous. However, as 

mentioned earlier, some people have adopted to inter-caste marriage and inter- 

religious marriages. 
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Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word fiom the brackets; 

(i) Sanskiitisation means _caste becoming high caste (lower, 
middle, upper). 

(li) Westernisation means adapting to_values (Japanese, Western, 

Indian). 

(iii) Modernisation means having a_outlook (traditional, conservative, 

rational). 

(iv) A dominant caste has a_population (large, small, very small). 

Notes \ 

• In this lesson you have leamt about the main basis of Indian social structure, 

i.e. the caste system. 

• The caste system is an age-old phenomenon of Indian society. 

• In the past it produced harmony between various groups by exchange of 

goods and services. It exhibited a good division of labour of work. 

• However, the practice of untouchability was criticized. 

• Several changes have occurred in the caste system due to the processes of 

sanskritization, westernisation, modernisation, democratic decentralisation, 

industrialization and uibanisation etc. 

• The caste system has adapted to the above processes in urban areas. Caste 

system has also adapted to some of the features of the class systems. 

$1 TERMINAL EXERCISE 

1. What are the differences between Varna and Jati? 

2. Discuss briefly the differences bdtween caste arid class. 

3. Whatissanskritisation? 

4. Discuss the features ofa dominant caste. 
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(iO Class 

Clii) Dalit 

Civ) Jati 

27.2 Cl) Ghee 

(u) Priesthood 

(ii) Dalit 

Civ)”' Hereditary 

27.3 0 Lower 

(0 Western ? ■ i* 

Clii) Rational 
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Notes 

/iidia is a land of several rel igious cominimities. As hordes of people came to 

India in search of fertile lands, bettor resources and opportunities, and to escape 

from cruel regimes, they also brought with them their cultures, a component of 

which is religion. Broadly .speaking. Indian religions may be divided into two 

categories; first, those which are of local origin, and second, those which were 

introduced from other parts of the world. Under the first category, we may place 

Hinduism, and those rel i gious movements fnat emerged on the Indian soil and later 

became independent religions, such as Buddhism, Jainism, and Sikhism. Placed 

under the second category are Zoroastrianism. Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. 

In India, none of them could remain isolated. Rather, continuous interactions took 

place (and are taking place even now) between the local religious communities 

and those which came from outside. From these interactions there came up 

composite culture of India 

OB.JECTlVF,S 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• describe the characteristics of different religions in India; and 

• discuss the nature of interaction between different religious communities. 

28.1 MAJOR RELIGIOUS GROUPS 

We shall study the characteristics of each of the religions found in India in a time 

sequence, i.e., beginning with the oldest religion and moving to those that are 

reiatively younger. 
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Notes 

About eighty-three per cent of India’s population is Hindu. Besides India, Hindus 

are found in other countries of Asia, Africa, the Caribbean Islands, Fiji, and the 

United Kingdom. 

Hinduism is one of the most ancient religions of the world. Its roots can be 6306(1 

back to the Indus Valley Civilization, around 3000 B.C. Archaeologists point out 

that the worship of Shi va and the mother goddess (shakti) came into existence in 

the pre-Aiyan period (3000-2000 B.C.). Having such a long histoiy, it is obvious 

that Hinduism has developed over a period of time and is bound to show a far 

greater diversity in its thoughts and practices than any other religion. 

The doctrines of Hinduism are not contained in any one sacred book. Hinduism 

does not have a single historical fpunder. Hindus worship innumerable gods and 

goddesses. But at the same time, they also have the concept of one God, from 

whom everything emerges and in whom everything dissolves. At one end, if 

Hinduism is polytheistic (i.e., consists of many gods and goddesses), at the other, 

it is monotheistic (i.e., has the concept of one God). It is interesting that one need 

not believe in the existence of god in order to 

be a Hindu. Contradictory beliefs are 

contained in Hinduism. There are no particular 

beliefs or practices that are common to all 

Hindus. Hinduism comprises a vast body of 

sacred literature such as the Vedas, 

Upanishads, Dharmashastra, Puranas, 

Darsanas, Agamas and Tantras, etc. These 

texts deal with the philosophical issues; some 

of them deal with the performance of rituals in 

temples and households. As is true of the 

philosophical matters, in rituals also, there is a 

great deal of variation. 

Hinduism is intimately connected with Hindu 

society vrithlhe result Hat it is difficult to say 

where one ends and the other begins. Betause 

ofthis, some authors say thatJHinduism may be understood as a way of life. 
The social basis of Hinduism is found in caste system, which according to Rig 

Veda has a divine origia The four social categories, called vorna, emrtged from 

the body of the purusa, the first being who was sacrificed in a ritual. Social 

categories that at one time were regarded as untouchable were not part ofthis 

scheme. This model of caste with four vornas4s known as the chaturvarna 

system. 
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However, in reality, there are not four but innummble castes that are endogamous, 

i.e., marry within. They are known asjatis. Each of them has a monopoly over an 

occupation and claims to fall in one or the other vama. When Hindu sacred and 

legal texts speak of caste, it is mostly vama that they have in view and very rarely 

jati. The concepts of purity and pollution are central to Hinduism, and thus caSte 

system, although the strictness with which they are observed differs from one 

caste society to another. 

MODULE - IV 

Certain concepts central to Hinduism are dharma, karma, and moksa. The word 

dharma means ‘duty’, and each individual is advised to live according to the duty 

laid down for one’s caste, sex, and age. The net balance of good and bad deeds 

in previous births is called karma. It determines whether one will be bom ahuman 

or animal, or will be released forever from the cycle of birth and death. The 

permanent release from the world is called moksa (meaning ‘salvation’), which 

should be the aim of every Hindu. But one should think of one’s salvation after 

having accomplished one’s household duties as successftilly as possible. 

In the course of its history, Hinduism has undergone many changes. Certain Hinthi 

institutions, such as rmtouchability, sati (i.e., a woman following her husband to 

death), human sacrifice, female infanticide (i.e., killing of female children), were 

severely criticized by the British. One of the great reformers of the nineteenth 

century was RajaRam Mohan Roy, who founded a religious society called Brabmo 

Samaj in 1828. He saidaretum to Vedic Hinduism would provide an endtomany 

unjust practices that had developed in Hinduism. Dayananda Saiaswati, who 

founded Arya Samaj in 1875, also worked for a revival of Vedic Hinduism. Other 

changes have come in Hinduism because of secularizahorr, die ideology of equably, 

and rationality. 

28.1.2 Zoroastrianism 

With a history of almost three thousand years, Zoroastrianism is one of the most 

ancient living religions. It is the most important and best known religion of ancient, 

or pre-Islamic, Iran. The roots of Zoroastrianism can be located in an Eastern 

Iranian, tribal, and basically pastoral society. The religion originated around 1000 

B.C. and developed fiirther under the first Iraman empire. 

Zoroastrianism takes its name from diat of its founder, Zaradiushtra (or Zenoaster), 

who probably lived around the beginning of the first millenruum B.C. The story 

narrated about his birth in the Zoroastrian texts is that when the world had fallen 

into the hands of evil people. Mother Earth appeared before the Almighty in the 

shape of a cow. She requested the Lord to save her from die evil that had ^tead. 

Then, the Lord said he would send down a hero named Zaradiushtra who would 

rescue her. Soon after, the story goes, in the city of Rae, in Iran, a son was bom to 
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Prince Pounishaspa. He was named Spitama, who later became Zarathushtra. 

Because the Prince suspected that tyrant chiefi might kill the child, he sent him to 
his mother’s fether’shouse, where he grew up. Spitama began to preach at the 

age of fifteen, and his preaching constitutes the central body ofZoroastrianism. 

Another name for Zoroastrianism is Mazdaism. It is derived from the name of 

Mazda (‘Wise’) or Ahuia Mazda (‘Wise God’), who is regarded in Zoroastrianism 

as the Creator of the whole universe. Zoroastrians believe that there is but one 

God. They say: ‘Everything emanates fiom Ahura Mazda and merges back to 

Himattheend.’ AhuraMazdaisformless-ThecharacteiisticsoftheLoidandthe 

teachings of Zarathushtra are contained in texts called galhas. 

The earth has a significant place in Zoroastrianism. She is regarded as the mother 

who sustains all human beings. During life, the Zoroaslrian is in her charge, and 

after death, he returns to her. Fire (alar) is an outward symbol of Zoroastrians. 

Zarathushtra taught the Iranians to worship fire as the purest and holiest of God’s 
creation. This is the reason why Zoroastrians do not bum their dead, because 

contact with the dead and decay ing body would pollute the holy fire. For the same 

reason, they neither bury the corpse nor throw it in water. So, they build walled-in 

platforms of masonry, open to the sky. Known as the Towers of Silence 

(dakhamas), it is in h^e that the corpse is exposed, which the birds eat away. 

The bones crumble by the action of sun, tain and wind. The bone-dust is deposited 

into the large pit in the center ofthe tower, where all, people of different classes, at 

last mingle together in the bosom of Mother Earth. 

The followers ofZoroastrianism, called Parsis, came to India about the eighth 

century A.D. They constitute a small community in India, having a population of 

around one lakh individuals, settled mostly in the western part. Some of their 

femilies have attained great industrial success, like that of the Tatas. Most aspects 

of the Parsi culture, apart fiom their religious rites, are like that of the other trading 

communities of Maharashtra and Gigarat. Since the mid-nineteenth century, Parsis 

have been the leadetsof India’s modernization. Other modernizing groups in their 

regron and elsewhere in the country emulate their example. 

IM EXT ()l ESTIOXS 28.1 

Answer the following questions. 

1 What is the approximate population ofHindus in India? 

2 WherearefheHindusfoundinfiiewotld? 

3 To which civilization can the toots ofHinduism be traced? 
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4 Name the religion of pre-Islamic Iran. 

5 Where arelhe followers of Zoroastrianism found in India? 

28.1.3 Buddhism 

Buddhism acquired a dominant position in India under the rule of Emperor Ashoka 

(273-236 B.C.). As a consequence of the missionary propaganda. Buddhism 

spread all over India. Ashoka sent his son and daughter to propagate the teachings 

ofBuddha in different parts of India. Buddhism also embraced several communities 

outside India, thus becoming a world religion By the twelllhcentuiy A.D., Buddhism 

was on its way out from India. In northern India, Harshavardhana and the Pala 

emperors provided a lot of patronage to Buddhism. But the other royal families 

were staunch adherents of the Brahmanical sects. 

At one time, it was believed that once Buddhism had adopted the Tantric practices, 

it started degenerating. Today, this explanation is not held. The other reason given 

was that Buddhist communities were peace loving and defenseless. The monasteries 

were the strongholds of Buddhism. The hordes of Muslim warriors that invaded 

India destroyed the monasteries, leading to a crumbling of Buddhism. Another 

explanation is that Hinduism offered a colossal challenge to Buddhism. Many of 

the Buddhist ideas and practices were absorbed into Hinduism. Not only that 

Hinduism adopted Buddhist practices and ideology, Buddltism also adopted certain 

Hindu practices, thus began the process of the Hinduization of Buddhism. 

Besides these, there were some internal causes that led to its decline. Buddhism 

was dependent upon monasteries that did not have broad popular support but 

relied exclusively on royal patronage. So, when royal support declined, there was 

a subsequent decline of monasteries. F urther, Buddhist monks were more interested 

in their own salvation, rather than converting people to their faith. 

Today, Himalayan Buddhism of direct Italian ancestry remains only inNepal, where 

it is fused with Hindirism. Its priests are called Vajtachatya, who are Tantric priests, 

and they are trranied petsotts. Becairse of this, this kirrd of Buddhism is also known 

as Vajtachatya Buddhism. Buddhian ofTibetan origin survives in Ladakh, Sikkim, 

Bhutan, and also Nepal. It also survives with Tibetan refugees in India, whose 

settlements are in different parts. 

Certain focused attempts have also been made to revive Buddhism in the 

subcontinent. A Sinhalese monk, Anagatika Dharmapada, founded in 1891, a 

society fordie revival of Buddhism. The society was called the Mahabodhi Society, 

and one of its aims was to work towards Buddhist education. It also took the 

repair of Bodhgaya Temple. 
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Conversion to Buddhism on a mass scale took place after Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, 

the architect of the Constitution of India, embraced Buddhism on 14 October, 

1956inNagpur (Maharashtra), Along with him, thousands ofmenofthe community 

called Mahars, the community to which Dr. Ambedkar belonged, were also 

converted to Brrddhism. A commimity of leather-workers in Agra, called Jatavs, 

also embraced Buddhism a little later. These Buddhists are often known as Neo- 

Buddhists (orNav Buddhists). For some irrspired Buddhists, Dr. Ambedkar is 

‘Bodhisattva Ambedkar’. In contemporary India, Buddhists of all types corrstitute 

around 0.8 per cent of the total population. 

28.1.4 Jainism 

The Jairrs in India are a relatively small section, about one half of one per cent of 

India’spoprrlatiotL They ate spread in all parts ofindia, but their main concentration 

is in the states of Rajastharr, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, and Karnataka. Founded 

by Vatdhamana Mahavira, who lived fiom 540 to 468 B.C., Jainism has exercised 

a signiiicant ittlluence on India, and the world's history. 

In ancient India, both Buddhism and Brahmanism absorbed the central doctrines 

of Jainism of‘non-harming’ and ‘non-violence’ (ahimsa) and of vegetarianism. 

As a consequence, both ofthem became the primary principles of Indian culture. 

During the medieval period, Jain practices and doctrines also affected the major 

Hindu sects. In modem India, Jains have played a remarkable role in commercial 

and political life. Through its indirect effect on Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, 

Jainism has given the principle of‘non-violence’ to the world. Hence, thor^ the 

followers of Jainism are fewer in number, their impact has been tremendorrs. 

Jairrs have practiced their 6ith for more than twenty-five centuries. They have also 

produced a large scriptirral literatirre. One of the deeds of religiorrs merit for Jain 

monks is to copy arrd preserve their manrrscripts, and this is one of the reasons of 

a large ntrmher of seriptures that they have. The basic idea of Jaitrism is that the 

acts carried orrt by an individual are important for his salvation. The status one 

acqtrites by birth (ascribed status) is unimportant. Jains share a common belief in 

the concept of‘three jewels’ (triratna), which are right faith, right knowledge, 

and right conduct. If one follows these ‘jewels’, then one will be able to attain 

liberation fiom the world. 

Jains are the members of the four-fold orgarrization (samgha), cranpOsed of monks 

and nuns, laymen and laywottrea The monks and ntrtrs observe stricter discipline, 

ta laymen arrd laywomen try their best to live according to the rules laid down in 

their scriptures. Jains must abstain fiom injuring life, making false speech, taking 

what is not giverr, leading an impure life, and taking food and drink at night They 

also do not eat root vegetables such as potatoes, onions, garlic, or those that have 
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a multiplicity of seeds. Although Jains are divided into two main groups, namely 

Digambara and Svetambara, most of the doctrines are common to them. The 

basic difference between them is that the Digambara male saints (muri) are ‘ sky- 

clad’, meaning they remain naked, whereas the Svetambara monks (both men 

and women) wear white robes. This division of Jains came into existence in 79 

A.D. 

Jains are divided into numerous castes. Some scholars estimate that flrere are 

certainly not less than sixty castes among Jains. Many Jains are tradespersons, but 

some are in other occupations as well, such as cultivation and service. Jains in 

South India divide themselves in four groups, headed by those who are temple 

priests. This priestly caste is like the Brahmin caste among Hindus, with the main 

exception that even these highest among Jains will interdine with all other Jains of 

their region. Among Hindus, members of different castes do not have inter-dining 

relations. Jains have also adopted the characteristics of the area where they have 

chosen to reside. For instance, in Gujarat, some Jain castes have taken up the 

system of hypetgamy (anuIoina\ i.e., taking women fiom lower castes in marriage 

rather than giving theirs. 

Many reform movements have arisen in the long history of Jainism. They have 

insisted to revive true Jain traditions and to marry within (i.e., remain endogamous). 

Jains have long inter-married with counterpart Hindu castes, but these reformers 

say that inter-marriages be arranged among Jain castes rather than with Hindus. 

The worship of certain Hindu deities, which has been taken up by some Jain 

groups, should be abandoned. These movements have been successfiil in some 

parts of India. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 28.2 

Which of the following statements is true or false? Write T after the statement that 

is tme and F after the statement that is false. 

a) Harshvaidhana and the Pala emperors provided a lot ofpatronage to Buddhism. 

b) Some scholars regard Buddhism as peace loving and defenseless. 

c) Twenty percent population ofindia is of Buddhists. 

d) Jains believe in twenty-four r/rtfernto'a. 

e) TibetanrefugeesinlndiafollowJainism. 
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28.1.5 Christianity 

Christiamty is a monotheistic faith. Everything in it is related to the acts of mercy 

accomplislied and in^ired by Jesus. Christianity is a historical religion. It came 

out of Judaism. The belief of Christians is that God spoke directly and acted 

decisively in the life, death, and revival (resurrection) of Jesus, seen as the ‘Clirist’. 

Resurrection is a term that Christians use for the event or time when Jesus became 

alive ^ain three days after his death. Jesus is seen as the chosen one of God. It is 

with Jesus that the history of Christianity takes its start. 

Havingahislotyofmorethan 

two thousand years, 

Christianity has tnarrifested a 

great variety of expressions 

in different parts of the 

world. It continues to be 

highly heterogeneous, for its 

adherents are more than a 

billion people in different 

countries. In spite of this 

diversity, some of its 

principles are commonly 

held. Christianity believes 

that God has told human beings what is good for them. Anyone who comes to 

God must believe that He exists and He gives rewards to those who search for 

Him. One of the central beliefs of Christianity is that three things are everlasting: 

faith, hope, and love, and the greatest of ail is ‘love’ for everything tlrat exists in the 

universe. One should depend upon the Father of Jesus Christ, i.e., God, who is 

the source of all good in this life and in the life to come. 

Christianity is of greater antiquity in India than in any otlier country in the world 

except Palestine, it is older in India than in Rome itself. Christianity came to India 

in two main movements, which are separated by a period of almost one thousand 

years. The first movement occurred in the early centuries after Christ when Christian 

travellers, following the trade routes, settled along the coast of Kerala. They 

converted the loeal people and established permanent groups of Christians there. 

The members of the various Chtrrches of the Thomas Christians are convinced 

that the Apostle Thomas himself founded their church in its original forni. There is 

reliable evidence that churches existed in India from fourth century A.D. These 

churches maintained their distinctiveness by retaining Syriac as the language of 

worship and receiving their bishops fiom Mesopotamia. These Christians ate known 

as Syrian Christians. 
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The second movement began in the sixteenth century when Europeans gained 

political control over trade centers and later, over the entire subcontinent. The 

Portuguese occupied Goa in 1510. They regarded commerce and conversion as 

intimately related. Missionaries, who were professionally dedicated to converting 

local people, carried out the second introduction of Christianity into India. Notes 

By the end of the sbdeenth century, as a result of the special privileges for Christians, 

a great maj ority of population had become Christian, members of the Roman 

Catholic Church. With the support of the King of Denmark, the Protestants entered 

the field in 170'?. Expansion began in 1858 when the British government took 

over mle from the East India Company, Today, Christians number about three per 

cent of India’s population. 1 

Christian missionaries were generally against the traditional social order, i.e. caste 

system. How ever, they were not able to provide feasible alternatives. Converts 

vsere made n lairrly from lower castes, but even after they had embraced Christianity, 

their social ranking did nor change. Higher castes treated them in the same way as 

they had treated them earlier. Not only were the lower castes converted to 

Christianity in certain parts, missionary activities were also active in tribal areas, 

especial ly of the north-eastern part of India. As a result, qualitative changes have 

come in the lifestyles of people who had embraced Christianity, The level of 

education is higher among tliem. Christian missions also provided legal help to 

tribals whose land had been forcibly taken away by outsiders. Many tribal languages 

in the northeastern part found a script in Roman because of the efforts of the 

missionaries. In other words, Christianity has been a source of long-lasting changes 

in India. 

28.1.6 Judaism 

T he followers of Judaism are known its Jews. Tlie ancie.nt Indian settlements of 

Je\v.s are in Cochin and Maharashtra. Both the settlements are small in number 

having a combined popularion of not more than twenty fnousand individuals. 

The Jews of Cochin have firmly maintained their religious identity for at least a 

millennium. It was around 1020 A. D. that the Kii^ of Cochin gave the Jews the 

right to live arid enjoy privileges, such as the right to ride elephants and to go with 

a state umbrella, etc. Later, the Jews came to be divided into two groups—the 

White Jews, who were generally lighter in their skin colour and traced their kinship 

to the original migrants, and the Black Jews, vyho were dark skinned. There existed 

no relationship of marriage or eating food together between these two groups. 

By comparison to the Jews of Cochin, those in Maharashtra are large in number. 

Today, these Jews are known as Bene Israel, i.e., the Sons of Israel. They live in 
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several Konkani-speaking villages as oil-pressers. Since oil-pressing is not a 

prestigious occupation, they do not rank high in their villages. As they do not work 

on Saturdays, they are also known as Saturday Oilmen. They observe Jewish 

festivals. There is also evidence that they have tried to improve upon their status 

by purifying their diet and prohibiting the remarriage of widows. Like those in 

Cochin, these Jews are also divided into White Jews, those who claim pure Jewish 

ancestry, and Black Jews, who are of mixed origin. The White Jews py.- 

themselves above the Black. Some scholars say that these two groups are like the 
tvro castes. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 

Fill in the blanks. 

a. Christinityisa_faith. 

b. The followers ofJudaism are called_. 

c. The Jews ofMaharashtra are divided into_and 

<!• _is seen as the chosen one of God. 

e- In_.Portugueseoccupied Goa. 

f Many tribal communities in northeastern part of India have 

28.1.7 Islam 

In this section, we shall fuovide an aceount ofthe adherents of Islam in India, who 

number about thirteen per 

cent of India’s population. 

Besides Indonesia, India has 

the largest population of 

Muslims than is fee case with 
any other country. 

The toot j/ffi in Arabic means 

‘to be in peace, to be an 

integral whole’. From that 

comes the word Islam, 

which means ‘to surrender 

. 1 1 ; 

fi,_ 
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to God’s law and thus to be an integral whple.’ One who so sunendosto God’s 

laws is called Muslim, the followers of Islam believe that God has revekl^ His 

message regarding how humankind should live. Through all ages, God has^mt 

His messengers as the guides of humaii beings. The first Pro{^et was Adam. He 

was the firsthuman being as well. The last ihdie chain of PiDfjiets was Muhammad, 

the Prophet of the sixth century A.I>. Some Prophets received the holy messages 

from God in the form of scriptures. The last such scripture was the Quran, the 

revealed book of Muslims. 

MODULE - 
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Throughout the ages, the basic doctrine of Islam has remained the same. It was 

organized in Arabia in the early^venth CMtury A.D. The three basic concept^f 

Islam are; the oneness of God {af-Tawhid), the concept of Prophethood (a/- 

Risala), and the concept of life hereafter (al-Akhirah). The idea of Islam is summed 

up in the idea of‘There is no deity, bftt God’. It afimms Grrd to be one and ortl^ 

one. God of Quran is transcendent, powerful, and merciful. There are five 

constituents of the Islamic feith (imOn), ttamely belief in God, in angels, in revealed 

books, in Gtxi’s messertgers, and intli^last day, when everything will come to an 

end. Corresponding to thepi, a five-fold practical doctrine was formulated. These 

five aspects constitute the ‘pillars’ of Islarrk'They are: 

• Bearing witness in public at least once in one's lifetime that ‘There is no God 

but God and Muhammad is His Prdphet’ Islam’s fundamental ideas are the 

oneness of God and the finality of the Prophet. 

• Praying five times a day (before sunrise, early afternoon, late afternoon, 

immediately after sunset, and before retiring), while ^ing the Ka’bah at Mecca 

• Paying welftue tax (iakai) for poor. 

• Facing during Ramadan (the ninth month of the Islamic lunar year) with no 

eating, drinking, smoking, or sexual intercourse fiom dawn rmtil sunset. 

• Performing the armual pilgrimage to the Ka’bah once in one’s adult lifetime 

provided one can afford the journey and has provision for one’s family. 

In India Muslims live both in town^and villages. Some tribal communities also 

adhere to Islam, such as Gujars. In all social contexta Muslims are a part of the 

wider units. In villages, for exampla they ate regarded and regard themselves as a 

caste (/ttfr). They provide occupational services - of weavers, otltnan caste, bangle 

sellers, waterman caste, etc. — to the other castes. They are a part of the patron- 

client relations, i.c.Jajmani system. The fact that there are inter-community 

relations does not imply that Muslims in villages ate trot aware of their identity. 

Muslims in Indian villages are aware of the distinctiveness of their religion. They 
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pemiit cousin marriages. They allow greater inheritance rights to women. Also, 
their women have stricter rules of seclusion. Often, wherever there is a Muslim 
settlement, there is a mosque, where all of them, irrespective of their class and 
occupational differences, assemble to pray. They participate in ceremmries together, 
such as Id or the Prophet’s birthday. Hence, even when there are sepmate (often 
endogamous) groups within Muslims, their religion brings them together, to share 

the same mosque and participate in community festivals. Social diffirentiation among 
Muslirrrs has a connotation different from what it has fra- Hindus. 

28.1.8 Sikhism 

The word Sikh is derived from the Pah word sikha and the Sanskrit word sisya. 

Both these words mean ‘disciple’. Sikhs are the disciples of ten gurus (teachers), 
beginning with Guru Nanak (1469-1539) and ending with Guru Gobind Sipgh 
(1666-1708). A Sikh is one who believes in the ten gurus and the Guru Granth 
Sahib, a scripture which their fifth gum, Arjun Dev, compiled in 1604. Sikhism 
was an offihoot of the bhahi (devotional) cult ofVaisnava Hinduism. Gum Nanak 
was the Punjab’s chief spokesman of bhakli tradition. 

Nanak was the son ofa revenue official in the village ofTalwandi (forty miles fiom 

Lahore). He was bom in the caste of Khatris, who regarded themselves as 
Kshatriya. At the age of twenty-nine, he had a mystical experience, as a result of 
which he pronounced, ‘There is no Hindu; there is no Muslim.’ He rejected all 

social distinctions among his followers. He went on various journeys wherein 
each one he spread the message ofhuman equality. People in the villages ofPunjab 
remember him in the following words: ‘ Gunt Nanak, the King of religions, to the 
Hindus, a guru, to the Muslitrts, a saint’ 

Nanak accepted most of the traditional beliefs of Hinduism, but attacked the practice 

of untouchability. In his thought, God is the father, lover, master, and the great 

giver of all gifts, God is formless (nirankara) and without quality {nirguna). He 

may be known by different names, such as Rab, Rahim, Govinda, Murari, and 

Hati. Nanak first called God Aumkara, but later referred to him as Sat Kartar (the 

‘true creator’) or Sat Nam (the ‘trae name’). In Sikhism, the symbol of God is 
Om. 

In order to create equality at the practical level. Guru Nanak established free 

community kitchens (langar) at which all his believers, irrespective of their caste, 

ate together. This institufion of/ongor iscentral to Sikhism. Besides this, the institution 

ofgumship is at the core ofNanak’s religious system. No one can achieve salvation 

without the guru, who must be respected and consulted. But the honour given to 

the guru does not imply that he should be worshipped. Sikhism makes a clear 
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distinction between God and guru. The latter is a teacher, not an incarnation of 

God. Nanak called himself a ‘slave and servant of god.’ Beginning with him, there 

is a chain of the nine other gurus, namely Guru Angad (1504-1552), Amar Das 

(1479-1574), Ram Das (1534-1581), Guru Atjun (1563-1606), Hargobind 

(1595-1644), Har Rai (1630-1661), Har Kishan (1656-1664), Teg Bahdur 

(1621-1675), and Gobind Singh. Each one of them made his own distinct 
contribution to the development of Sikhism. 

Notes 

Nanak strongly disapproved of asceticism and putting one’s body to pain as a 

step towards enlightenment. He propagated the vocation (asroma) of the 

householder (grahastd). One should spend one’s time in the company of holy 

men {sadh sangat). One should repeat the name (nam) of God and participate in 
devotional songsinging (kirtan). Through them, one would succeed in attaining 

salvation 

Almost two per cent of India’s population belongs to Sikhism, mainly concentrated 

in the Purgab. As the community of Sikhs has been highly enterprising, its members 

have been abl^to control business not only in other pare of India but abroad as 

well. Sikhs.mmtain matrimonial ties with Hindus, but assert their independent 

identity. The institutions of community kitchen and guruship sustain it, as we saw 

earlier. In modem times, Sikhs have also set up political bodies (spch as Sri 

OurudwaraPrabandhak Committee, Akali Dal) that perform the function of creating 

a separ^ identity for them. The studies of Sikh villages point out that they comprise 

socialunits, placed in some kind of ranking, which act like castes. The place of 

worship (guradwara) is open to all Sikhs, irrespective of their social standing, but 

marriages across them are rarely practiced. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 28.4 

Answerthe followii^ questions. 

1 Whatpercent^eoflndia’spopulationfollowslslam? 

2 What is the meaning ofthe term Islam? 

3 Are Muslims a part ofthejajmimi system inindianvillages? 
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4 What is the meaning oftiie term Sikh? 

5 How many gums do Sikhs recognize? 

• India is a multi-retigious society. 

• India is a secular country comprising various religions of the world, which are 

further divided into several sects and cults. It is not only that there are different 

World religions represented in India, but also, these religions are divided into 

several sects and cults. 

• Each one ofthem claims a sizable membership. 

• Hinduism contains in its fold hundreds of gods and goddesses, and several 

dozens of sects and movements. 

• Muslims are divided inttrShias and Sunnis. 

• Digambara and Svetambara are the two groups within Jainism. 

• The other religions are also similarly fiagmented. 

• The local religious movements have begun mainly because of two reasons. 

Either, they opposed the principle of social organization that Hindus held, 

namely caste system. Or, they emerged around a religious leader who promised 

a different path of salvation. The leader did not necessarily attack the caste 

ideology. We may think of the Osho cult (which Acharya Osho Rajneesh 

founded) and the cult of transcendental meditation (founded by Maharishi 

Mahesh Yogi) asexamples ofthe second type, 

• Bycomparison,theindigenousieligiousmovemaits,vdiichlalerbecamedistinct 

religions (like Buddhism, Jainism, and Sikhism), arose as reactions to caste 

inequality and the denial of salvation to many groups. 

• Religions entering into India (like Christianity and Islam) also attacked caste 

inequality and they tried to create a society in which all human beings were 

equal. 

• These religions, whether of local or external origin, had to convert the local 

people for their membership. Many local communities were attracted to them. 

For instance, Jats were attracted to Sikhism. The members ofthe merchant 
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caste (Vaishya) were attracted to Jainism. Lower castes were attracted to 
Christianity and Islam, the religions in which they saw an alternative to emerge 
out of caste inequality. 

• These religions claimed to provide equality to their members,but the reality 
was different. The original members avoided any interaction of food and 
marriage with local converts. The earlier caste relations and practices continued 
with the converts. So, those who were from upper castes avoided any social 
intercourse with the converts from lower castes. 

• SufismisanimportantinstitutionthatunitesdifFetBntcommunilies.BothHindus 
and Muslims worship Sufi saints. Along with the other saints of the Bhakti 
movement, they have played a crucial role in creating the composite culture of 
India. 

■ I TERMINAL EXERCISE 

Answer the following questions, in 100-200 words 

1 Give reasons for the decline of Buddhism. 

2 What is the central belief of Islam?Give an account of the five ‘pillars’ of 
Islam. 

3 What is the central belief of Jainism? • 

4 Name the sects in which the Jains are divided. 

5 What are the properties of God according to Sikhs?Describe the idea of the 

‘community kitchen’? 

ANSWER TO INTEXT Ql ESTIONS 

28.1 1) eighty three per eent 

2) Asia, Africa, the Caribkean Islands, Fiji and United Kindgom 

3) Indus valley civilization 

4) Zoroastrianism 

5) Maharashtra and Gujarat 
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a) T 

b) T ' ■ 

c) E 

d) T 

e) F 

a) inoiiotheisdc 

b) Jew 

c) White Jews and black Jews 

d) Jesus 

e) cfanstianity 

1) Thiiteenpacent 

2) “Tosurrender to Ood’s law and thus to be a integral vAole.” 
* 

3) Yesth^are s 

4) It means disciple 

5) TenGuius 
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MAJOR SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF 
INDIA 

JSvfety socie^ contiiiues to change with time. The process of shredding the old 

and acceptii^ the new dispensation creates problems of adjustmmt Our country 

is also confionted with some major social problems. 

You might have heard the term illiteracy, which Mahatma Gandhi held to be a 

severe blot on our culture. But unfortunately, 35 percent people of our country are 

illiterates even after 57 years of our indepWence. Literacy enables an individual 

to differentiate between tight and wrong. 

Our population has trebled after independence. This explosion has affected our 

deveio[vnent adversely. 

In recent times, cormption in different walks of life has growti tremendously. This 

has seriously undermined our progress and social life. 

You must also have seen a large number of people living in huts, in a semi-clad 

state and suffering from hunger and want. Thus poverty is also one of the tnajor 

problems before our country. 

In this lesson we are going to leam about literacy situatiorr, pt^xilation explosion, 

corruption and poverty as prevalent in our society. 

I - OBJECTIVES 

After reading this lessor!, you will be ab(e to: 

comprehend literacy situation in India; 

• urrderstand population explosion mid its problems; 

• explain corruption as an evil; and 

• describe poverty and its causes. 

Notes 



Major Social Problems of India I 

29.1 LITERACY SITUATION IN INDIA 

You might have seen people putting thumb impression in banks, jxjst offices and at 

the time of casting votes. You would have also seen people approaching someone 

to get letters read, or written. Have you ever thought as to why they do so? The 

simple reason is that they ate illiterate. They are neither handicapped nor sick, but 

they are not able to read and wnte. Thus, illiteracy is a curse for modem society. 

It leads to ignorance, superstition, dejaivation and even wrong thought and action. 

Literacy, on the other hand, makes one to read and write and even a blind can 

read and under stand. It leads to proper thoughts and action 

Literacy is ability to read, write and understand any language and 

illiteracy is inability to do so. 

Literacy takes everyone on the road of education and development, acqiuie superior 

skill for a better life. The pre-literate or non-literate people suffer from lack of 

awareness of rights and duties, ignorance of healthy practices and benefits of 

sanitation and they cling to superstition. Such a person is unable to grasp better 

skills for development or act as model and guide to younger generation. There are 

many avenues which Uteracy and education open in one’s life. One can learn more 

about scientific skills and perfonn his job in a better way. He can also opt for new 

jobs and enhance the quality of life of his family. 

Now let us have a look at literacy situation in our country. As per 2001 census 

report, 65 percent persons of our country are literate. It means that 35 percent 

citizens ate still illiterate. The male literacy is 76 percent against 54 percent female 

literacy. The present literacy situation in our country as under: 

Persons 

As per 1991 census report among States and Union Territories, Kerala occupies 

top position with mote than 90% literates, while the State of Bihar occupies lowest 

position in literacy with only 38% literates. Literacy among STs is 29% (41% 

males and 18% females). 

Nearly one-third of world’s illiterates reside in our country. Altogether, there are 

19 crores of children in the age group 6-14 years in which 4 crorc (25%) have not 

seen the fece of school. Nearly 50% children leave school after enrolment. Children 
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Notes 

The number of illiterate children in the age groiq) of 6-14 yearn in our country 

k 

a) 3 crores 

b) 4crores 

c) 5 crores 

d) 6. crores 

29.2 POPULATION EXPLOSION 

Populating explosion is^ rapid growth of population. It reveals increase in 

population at an alarming rate. The growth rate ofpopulation is basically difference 

between birth rate and death rate. Population problem is an inevitable result of 

reproductive behaviour of people in a society. But this view has been rejected by 

the population experts. They bold that population e!q>losi(xi is transitoty phaioniena. 

It occurs due to rapid fall in death rate without a corresponding fall in birth rate. 

Future rate of economic progress would, inter alia, depend on 

our power to control population_ 

According to them, every country passes through three stages of population 

transition. In first stage, both birth rate and death rate are high. So, population 

remains more or less stable. In villages, prevalence of traditional norms and lack 

of education result in high birth rate. Lack of medical facilities result in high death 

rate. 

The second stage begins with industrialisation, which brings educational development 

and medical aid. As a result, there is check on death rate. Since society remains 

primarily, agrarian and education remains limited to few sections of the society 

only, attitude towards size of family does not change. So, birth rate remains high. 

This gives rise to population explosion. Our country is in this state oftransition. 

In the third stage, birth rate decline significantly due to education and adoption of 

birth control measures. This puts a check on population explosipn. 

Population explosion is one of the major issues which our country is facing. At the 

rate of 31 new babies every minute, we are adding 45,000 persons daily to our 

population. In this way, every year we have nearly 16 millions more people to 

feed, edueate, provide shelter and find jobs for them. The growth rate ofpopulation 

is 2.0 percent per armum. 

SOaOLOGY 



After China, Indiais the most pc^ulas coimtiy ofthe world. As per 2001 census 

preliminary report, total population ofour country is 102.72 crores. 16.8% of 

total world’s pc ulation lives in our country, but land area is only 2.4% of the 

world. India’s population has increased r^idly in 20* century. 

29.2.1 Socio-Economic Problems of Population Explosion 

Population explosion gives birth to a number of socio-econmnic problems such as 

lack of shelter, landlessness, poverty, illiteracy, low standard of living, 

unemployment, malnutrition, undo'nourishment, ill health insufBdditinfiasliuctute 

over growing migration and crimes. 



Laige famUies have ctealed problems of housing and home-stead land. It creates 

the situation of landlessness due to division of land in each generation among 

brothers. Landlessness results in poverty. Poverty increases illiteracy because poor 

femilies send their children to work irrstead of sendirrg them to schools. It comes in 

the way of proper nutrition and nourishment of farttily members. In fact, quality of 

life is adversely affected by population explosioa It also brings health problems. 

Frequent births affect the health of mother and children. It also affects feeding and 

nourishment processes. Rapid increase in population creates situation of 

unemployment and low wages. It also leads to crimes. 

INTE.XT Ql ESTIONS 29.2 

Tick Trae or False for following statements: 

L Population explosion is irtcrease in population at alarming rate (True/felse). 

a. In population explosion, there is rapid fall of birth rate and death rate (True/ 

felse). 

in. Population explosion is transitory phenomenon (True/felse). 

iv. The growth rate of population of our country is 2.0 percent. (True/felse). 

V. India is the second most populous country of the world (True/felse). 

Let us examrne what corrrqrtron mearrs. Simple meaning of corruption is an act of 

characterless-ness, moral degradation and rmlawfel practices. In other words, it 

means earning money and positions by hook or crook, without caring for duties 

and responsibilities towards people, society and nation. 

Corruption is an act by someone who is ready to do dishonest 

and illegal things in return of money or for something else they 

want, or behave in a way what is considered morally wrong. 

Corruption, in our country is all pervasive and omnipresent. India is largest 

democracy of the world. It k the second populous country of the world. India had 

cherished honesty, morality and also high values from time immemorial. With 

passage of time and fest socio-economic changes in the country, corruption has 

effected all walks of life. 
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You must have observed that a number of public servants, politician’s government 

servants, bureaucrats, industrialists, traders, etc. have been sent to jail on cianqidon 

charges. But these punitive steps have not been able to put a eheck to this social 

evil. People still compromise with principles. It has taken away our social virtues 

and has made us selfish and inhuman. It has, almost, become a way of life. Notes 

Manifestation of Corruption: 

In our country corruption is existing in eveiy sphere oflife. The practice of nepotism, 

favouritism, dowry, dishonesty, immorality and foeticide arc examples of social 

corruption. 

Payment of illegal gratification for getting work done in offices is the most common 

form of corruption. Making money fi-om misuse of office and power to contest 

election, utilising criminals to win election, looting poUii^ booths, giving tickets to 

criminals, giving bride to legislators to get requited number fcamaking and unmaking 

a government, etc. are political forms of cotiuption. 

Taking bribe and commission for getting the fund sanctioned, looting public money 

with the trader, etc. are examples of bureaucratic and admirustrative forms of 

corruption. 

Admission on donation, fiee degree, diploma and certificate, mass copying, leak 

of question papers, bribing examiners, supply of answer materials from outside 

and all kinds of cheating are examples of educational ctxroption. 

Corruption prevalent in development progranune is example of developmental 

corruptioiL 

Smuggling, black marketing, hoarding, profiteering, firod adulteration, production 

of duplicate items and spurious medicines are examples of commercial corruptioa 

Corruption found in judiciary, medical institutions and service commission reveals 

professional form of corruptioa 

I Raising funds in the name of building religious centres, religious discourses, 

performing yagya and worship, but spending otherwise, reveals form of corruptioa 

29.3.1 Causes of Corruption 

A number of causes are associated with die prevalence of corruption in our society. 

Some oftiremare-to make illegal tilings legal on the basis ofbtibe or commissioa 

to acquire more and more wealth and consumer goods, high aspirations from 

jobs, toenhance status in tire sode^, to pay dowry, to meet eiqieixlitute on technical 

and higher education of children, to erect modem and beautiful house, to get 
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required number fixrconstitutiiig and nmoing die gDvennoent, to collect moDQrini' 
figbtingdection,etc. 

l.M tX r QL ESTIONS 29.3 

Fill in blanks with suitable wtHids from the brackets: 

0 ComqjtionismakingweaMilhrough...Acts(legaifflegal) 

(i) CoiTuption is prevalent in.;.comers of our country (few/eveiy) 

^ In our country comqttion.prevalent at high places (itAs 
not) 

fiv) In ourcounby educational institutions are...fimncmnqition 
(fiee/notfiee) 

29.4 1'0\ERT\ 

Poverty is an universal problem. It is a condition of an individual in vsWch his 
income is so low that he is unable to feed or provide shelter for himself and his 

frmily members. Those who do i»t have such income are called poor. 

Poverty is also an inaUlity to earn sufficient income to airange two square meals a 
day for himself as well as frunily membeis. A sizable section of the population of 

our country &ils to earn stxji income. So, they are considered to live below povmty 
line. 

You might kmwtiiat die urban poverty is the result ofmigrationofrutal people to 
urban areas frrr work and wages. They live in slum areas in uiihygienic condition. 
Rampant unemployment isalso responsible foruibanpoverty. 

On the basis of human factor, poverty can not be measured only on economic 

tarns. It should also be measured terms of deprivation. So, human poverty can be 
measured on the basis of three elemerrts ofhuman life ^ longevity, knowledge and 
decent standard of living. In this sense, human poverty is denial of tolerable life. 

•29.4.1 Causes of Poverty 

Main causes of poverty are as follows: 

1. Social causes: In our society, scheduled castes occiqried lowest poisitiba 
T^ did not posses any property. So, .they remained poor for centuries. 
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graieration after generation. Heavy expenditure on performance of social 
customs, traditions, rituals also make many person poor. Petrie selj their land 
and jHOperty to pay dowry and perform shradha (death rituals) etc. 

2. £conomiccaiises:Unequaldisttibutiaaofland,unemplQyinent,lowwag|S, 
and indebtedness are responsible for poverty. In our society, a matdra’ of 
families are landless dr near landless. They are dependent on others for work 
and wages. They do not get work round the year. They do not bargain for 
tiieir wages. They have to work at low wages. They have to take loan at high 
rate of interest. If they are not able to repay loan and interest, they have to 
work as bonded laboirr on ttominal wages. 

3. Political causes: Improperpolidesinthepastarealsote^nsibleforpoverty 
in our country. We have now opened ottr market for foreign countries. The 
production system in our country has now to match Hs production with them. 
Heavy irxhistries have adverse influence ontutal and cottage industries. Lack 
of proper marketingsystem for agricultural produce and forest produce has 
also resulted in poverty among agriculturists and fraest dwellers. The jobs are 
also very few even for educated youths. Migration of rural youdi to urban area 
for work is increasing year'by year. It has created slum areas in towns end 
cities. Slum dwellers do not have proper house and sanitation. They live in an 
unhygienic cortditioa This affects their health which ultimately causes poverty. 

4. Religioas causes: Religious beiieft and practices also adds to poverty in our 
country. People spend good amount on performing religious rites and rituals. 
They even take loans at high rate of interest fiom the money-lenders. When 
loan and interest is not paid, they have to mortgage or sell land, ornaments 
and other kind of property. Those who do not have landed property have to 
work as bonded labour on nominal wages. All these bqipen because one has 
to follow sodo-religious norms of the society. 

5. Natural causes: Natural calamities like flood, cyclone, drought, eartiiquake, 
and epidmnic, etc, cause poverty in our country. Each year some parts of our 
country have to &ce the situation of flood, or drought or cyclone. As a result 
of such natural causes, income of the people of the area is reduced to such an 
extent rbat they become unable to fted and cloth themselves. 

6. ' PlqFsicaIcanses:I%yacalcauseslikedisease,illness,physicallyhandictqq>ed, 

accident, suicide, death of earning member, mental illness, alcoholismand 
drug abdueiton cause poverty in our society. These are personal causes of 
poverty but th^ ultimately affect ftunily and society fiom the view point of 

poverty. 

7. Illiteracy : Illiteracy is also responsible for poverty in our country. Due to 
illiteracy, people ate ignorant and show extravagancy on the occasion of 
coenonies, rituals, wmship, witch doctm, etc. this leads ultimately to poverty. 

1 

Notes 
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8. Population Explosion: It leads to division of paternal property and ultimately 

causes, landlessness, unenqtloyment and poverty. 

INTE.XT QUESTIONS 29.4 

Match the colurtm‘A’ with‘B’ 

A 

(T) Fromtheviewpointof 

income, poverty is 

® Fromhumanpointofview 

poverty is 

On) Percentage of people below 

poverty line is incur countiy 

Ov) Adult illiteracyrate incur 

country 

(v) Besides social, ecoiwmic 

religious, natural and t^ysical 

causes 

B 

(a) poverty has political causes, too. 

(b) is 43.5 percent. 

(c) in sufBcient income to meet 

both ends meals of a day. 

(d) denial ofloiigevity, knowledge 

and decent standard of living. 

(e) is 43.0. 

|[y-^ V\ IIA l \ Ol HAVE LEARNT 

• Litercy situation in India reveals fliat 34.62 percent people are still illiterate in 

our country. 4 croies of children in the age group of 6-14 years have not seen 

the face of school. In male, literacy rate is 75.85%against 54.16% in females. 

Kerala is most literate state in our countiy and Bihar and Rajasthan are most 

backward from the pointof view of literacy. 

• Population explosion is on the increase at an alarming rate. It occurs due to 

rapid M in death rate without a corresponding fall in birth rate. It gives birth to 

iaridlesaiess,povetty,illitetBcy,unen?)loytneiit, malnutrition, under nourishrnerit, 
ill health and low standard ofliving. 

• CoriuptionismakingwealthandtaisingpositionlhrDughillegalandimmoral 
acts. It is individual behaviour related to gain in cash and kind. Corruption is 

I»evalent in every part ofour country. It exists in social, economic, political, 

r^ous, administrative, commetcial, and professional fields. Desitetn become 

rich soon, high expectation from job, dowry, costly technical education 
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possession of commercial goods, political system, etc. are causes behind the 

prevalence of corruption. 

• From the economic point of view, poverty is inabi 1 ity to have such income 

fiom which expenditure on both meals of a day is not met But from the human 

point of view, poverty is demal of longevity, knowledge and decent standard 

of living; Poverty has social, economic, political, religious, natural, physical 

and educational causes. 

Notes 

GLOSSARY 

BirthRate - 

Comiption - 

Death Rate - 

Demogr^rfiic - 

transition - 

Demogr^hic Transition- 

Denial - 

Familyaze - 

Human Poverty - 

Dlitetary - 

Illiterates - 

Literarty - 

Literates - 

Literacy rate 

Population 

Population Explosion - 

Poverty - 

Number of births per thousand population of a 

eommunity. 

giving up motali^ and characterfragainiDg wealth. 

Number of death per thousand population of a 

oixnmrrni^. 

Related to population. 

Change. 

Population change. 

RelitsaL 

Average number of family members in a 

oommunity. 

Denial of longevity, knowledge and decent 

standard of living. 

Inability to read and write. 

Those who do not know to read and write. 

Ability to red and write. 

Those who are able to read and write. 

Number of literates per hundred population of a 

ooirtmuni^. 

Number of persons in a community. 

Rapid increase in populatiorL 

Situation ofnot meeting expenditure on both ends 

meals due to very low income. 
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Ramification - Spread. 

Rural poverty - Poverty situation prevalent in rural areas due to 

unequal distribution of land and low wages. 

Urban poverty 

\JL L__ 

^ Poverty situation prevalent in urban areas due to 

migration of rural youth for work and wages and 

wiemploynientinurban youth. 

TERMINAL EXERCISE 

E WhatisUteracy?LiteiacyrateofA^chstateis1hehighest 

2. What is meant by populatioD explosion? 

3. Name five socio-economic problems related to population explosion. 

4. Whatdoyoumeanbycoiiuption?Nameitsfivetypes 

5. Whatispoverty?Howitisdiflercntfiomhumanpoverty? 

ANSWER TO INTENT Ql ESTIONS 

0)True 

(iv)Tnie 

(ii)False 

(v)True 

(m)Tiue 

@nie®al 

fiv)is 

(ii)eveiy 

(v)notfiee 

(i) a-c, b-d, c-e, d-b, e-a 
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PROBLEMS OF SCHEDULED 
CASTES AND SCHEDULED TRIBES 

Notes 

Do you know what a social problem is? You might have heard this term because 

it is fiequently used by sociologists. Our society is divided into a number of 

sections based on easte, age and sex. Some sections have been resourceless and 

powerless in comparison to other dominant sections. But when they &il to adjust 
themselves to the changing times, the result is social disorganization leading to 

social {xoblems. Thus a discriminattHy and inhuman behaviour qtpears in society. 

This gives rise to social problems in the form of deprivation. Social problems ate 

community and requires immediate attention of the administration and wider 

community for speedy solution. 

Social problems thus are a condition afiecting a significant number of people in 

ways considered undesirable, and about vtdiich it is felt that something can be 
dtxie dirough collective social action. 

In our society scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, other backward classes (OBCs), 

women and children constitute deprived sections. They are denied their due rights 

and fieedom. It should be noted that a situation becomes a problem only after 

people become aware of it In this lesson, we ate going to leam about problems of 

those deprived sections, which are known as scheduled castes and scheduled 

tribes inourcountry. 

socioLoav 
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Problems of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• define social pioMan and deprivation; 
• etqplainunlouctiajl^^; 

• state the problems ofscheduled castes; and 
• explain the problems ofscheduled tribes. 

30.1 TUI. PROBLKMS OF SCHF.DULED CASTES 

Do you know who Scheduled Castes are? Scheduled Castes (SCs) are those 
castes which were placed at the bottoirl In the traditional caste system. Usually, 
they used to perform unclean occupations. So, they were treated as polluted or 
impute. The concept of pollution attached to them had made them untouchable. 
Various names appear for them in literature dealing with the Scheduled Castes, 
e.g., Shudra, Das, Chaandal, Malezhha, Untouchables and Harijans. On the 
recommendation ofthe Government ofindependent India, the President in October 
1950 included a numbo- of castes as ‘ Scheduled Castes', in the constitution Indian 

Under Art. 341 (SC) and 342 (ST). With this, they enjoy benefit of development 
and welfare schemes. Thrae arc more than 700 scheduled castes in our country. 

Chamar, Dusadh, Oom, Past, Mehtar, Mahar, Balai, Adi-dravid etc. are numerically 
dominant Scheduled Castes. The schedulated castes now identify themselves as 

DaliL It is the change of social norms in independent India that has elevated them 
to die posts of Chief minister of States like Bihar and UP., and the President of 

India. SCs constitute neariy 15 percent c^total population ofthe country. Punjab, 

HimachalPiadesh, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, WestBengal, Bihar,shovya maidmum 
concentration of SCs. Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal and Bihar each have a scheduled 
castes population exceeding ten millions. The state of Punjab has 29.6 percent 
and the state of Himachal Pradesh has 21.2 persent SC population. In fact Indo- 
Gangetic plain alone has 51 persent of total SC population in the country. The 
mountainous tegiorrs of-U.P., HP., all north-eastern States, Karnataka and 

Maharashtra have low concentration of Schedule Castes. SCs have been given 
reservatibns in educational institutions, jobs, state assemblies and the Parliament. 

We can understand the problems of Scheduled Castes under the following three 
sections: 

a) Problem of untouehability (poHution) 

The Scheduled Castes had to perform such unclean occupations as carrying night 
soil and dead animals, cleaning urinals and cattle shed, washing clothes and 
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perfoi^ ce^ duties at places of cremation. These occupations were treated 
as polity or impure. So, people performing these occupations were treated as 
untouchables. On account of the practice of untouchability traditionally the 

Scheduled Castes had to suffer fiom the following typesofdisabilities. 

1. No physical contact: The persons belonging to untouchable Scheduled 
Castes did not participate in village meeting and worship. They lived in a 

s^te hamlet Theirchildiendidnot attend school and play with children of 
higher castes. They had to play drum to pass through village streets. 

2. Ban on the use of common weUs and tanks: The members belonging to 
Scheduled Castes were not allowed to use common village wells and tanks i 

of some are to pour water in their kitchens. 

3. Prohibited from entering the Temple: The Scheduled Caste persons were 
not aUowed to enter the temple for offering worship. They were not supposed 
to hear religious discoursces, offer prayer, and study religious texts. 

4. Did not receive service from other occupational castes: Priests, artisan 1 
castes, dhobi (washer man) and dom (death ritual performer) did not render 

their services to the persons of untouchable castes Scheduled Castes. 

5. Non-acceptance of cooked food: The food cooked by so called (Shudras) 

ScheduledCasteswasnotacceptedbyhighercastes. Water from the hands 
of Scheduled Castes was also not acceptable. 

6. StatusincongruenceanddepcndencepronenesstPersistenceofstigma 
of untouchability and the Constitutional status of scheduled castes were not 
congruent They were dependent HKin others for livelihood and survival, 

b) Problem Poverty Generated by 

TheScheduledCastesweredeprivedoftheireconomicrights.Sotheyremained I 
poor anddependent upon others. The problems associated with the poverty of I 
Scheduled Castes are as follows; 

!• Material Deprivation; The Scheduled Castes were not allowed to have | 
house, land, animals, ornaments ,etc. So, they were deprived of material 

2. Landlessness: The Scheduled Castes did not own land for the purpose of I 
residence and agriculture. They lived in huts erected on the land of the master [ 
and worked as agricultural labour as good as a bounded labour. 

3. Educational Backwardness: Due to deprivation and poor socio-economic j 
condition, the Scheduled Castes did not attend school and remained backward 
educationally. After independence, schools have been thrown open for them. 

(MODULE - 
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Problfms of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled i ribes 

But it has not been possible to enroll all children of SC in schools. 

4. Employment and Government Service: After independence, some of them 

have been employed in government jobs like sweepers, watchman, peons 
etc. Now, some of them have received higher education and are well placed. 
But majority ofthem survive as agricultural labouieis,wliere they are exploited 

in the payment of wages. 

5. Indebtedness and Bonded labour: A majority of families of Scheduled 
Caste are not in a portion to take two meals daily. So they have to take loans 
for the purposes of consumption. Banks do not give them loan for it. They 
have to take loan from their employers at a high rate of interest. Because of 
their indebtedness, their inability to pay the capital with interest, they end up 
becoming bonded labourers. They lose fieedom of all kind and receive nominal 

wages. 

6. Health and Nutrition: The house of a SCs may not have window, urinal, 
latrine and drain. They live with cattle in the same room. They discharge urine 
and night soil on the street. They throw cow dur^, ash and domestic waste in 
the street. They do not have pucca wells and hand ptunps for drinking water. 
They live in unhygienic conditions. Because of poverty, they are often victims 
of malnutritionandundemourishmenL 

7. Atrocities: The Scheduled Castes have to face problem of atrocities. Their 
houses are burnt; their animals, goat and chicken are snatched away, women 
are subjected to humiliation. They are beaten mercilessly. They are also 
murdered and killed in groups. These are the forms of atrocities to which they 
are subjected to when they dare to resist arxl demarxi their social, economic 
or political rights. 

C) Untouchability (OHences) Act 1955 

Article 17oftheConstitutionoflndiadeclaresabohitionofuntouchability. An Act 
untouchability (offences Act 1953) was also promulgated declaring untouchability 
an offence. This Act has banned the practice of untouchability in the matters of 
employment, drinking water supply, offering worships, services in tea shop and 
hotels, journey by bus or train, use of public places, meeting of Gram Panchayat, 
refusing to sell goods (S' rendering serviees and admission in hospital. The Act has 
made the practice of untouchability imnishable in the forni of fine and punishment. 

The untouchability (offences) Amendment and Miscellaneous Act 1976 has 
enhanced the punishment. For first time offence, minimum and maximum 

imprisonment are one month and six months respectively. The minimum and 
maximum fines are Rs. 100 and 500 respectively. For second time offence ftie fine 
is of Rs. 200 to 500 and imprisonment of six months. For third and subsequent 
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offences, imprisonment is of one year and fine of Rs. 200 to 10,000. But in spite 
of all such prohibitive measures, untouchability is stiU being practised. In rural 
areas, it is still a social reality. In urban areas too, it is prevalent, at least at the 
mental level. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 30.1 

i) Deprivation is .rights and freedom the poor and 
dependents (providing/snalching away) 

h) Scheduled Castes performed.occupations (clean/unclean) 

Si) Scheduled Castes had to suffer from a number of disabilities due to 
.(touchabilily/unlouchability) 

iv) Food cooked by Scheduled Castes was.by higher castes 
(accepted/not accepted). 
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v) Scheduled Castes used water of.wells and pond (common / 
private) 

1 30.2 THE PROBLEMS OE SCHEDULED TRIBES 

Have you heard about the Scheduled Tribes? Scheduled Tribes are those 

communities who are outside the caste system of our society. They live in hills, 
forest and coastal and desert areas, and even on islands. They have their own 

culture and social organizatioa They also had their own political system. In couise 
of time, some of them have adopted Hinduism, Islam and Christianity. Tribal art, 
dance and craft still have an intrinsic value polygamy and both monogamy are 
prevalent among tribals. But some tribals also 
practice polyandry, for example, Toda and 
Khasa of launsar Bawar. A large number of 

tribal societies are patrilineal, but malriliny is also 
prevalent among few tribes like Khasi, Jaintia 
and Garo. The traditional economy of tribals is 
characterized by gathering, hunting, fishing, 
shifting cultivation and agriculture. They have 
their weekly markets called haat. Previously, 
they practiced barter, but now money has 

become medium of exchange. The traditional 
economy of tribals is for subsistence, not for 
profit. 
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There are around 461 Scheduled Tribes in our country. Among them, 75 most 
backward communities have been identified as Primitive Tribal Groups (PTGs). 
Identification of PTGs has been made on the basis of low population, low literacy 
and pre-^cultural technology. STs reposent a{^ximatety 8 percent prqrulation 
in our country. 

Most of the Scheduled Tribes today are followers of tribal religion, Hinduism, 
Buddhism, Islam and Christianity. The adr^on of other religious ^thshas fiitoed 
them to give up tribal customs, traditions, festivals, art, dance, et6. A number of 
tribal cultural traits have become extinct or are in disuse, for example, the institrrtion 
of Akhra and youth dormitory. The marriage of tribal girls with non-tribal boys is 
also taking place. Entry of outsiders in to tribal areas and division of tribals in to 
different religious group has resulted in the identity problems. Culture contact, 
industrialiaation and urbanisation have also resulted in loss of tribal vrays of life. 

They are also demanding autonomy ofthe region in which they live arrdemploymrait 
of local people in employment andjobs. 

1. Problems Related to Forest: In the forests, STs lived, enjoyed hunting, 

gatheringandshiftingcultivation and artefocts made fiom forest-material. But 
fotest policies and regulations have snatched away traditional rights of S.Ts. 
over forest. Due to this, economic activities of tribals like food gathering, 

hiffiting, shitting culfivation aid cottage irxhjslry have been affected adversely. 
It has brought the question of existence before a number of tribes living in 
fotest based economy. 

2. Problem of Agriculture: Some tribals practice agriculture and are known as 
agricultural tribes such as Munda, Oraon, Ho, Santhal, etc. Agricuhutal lands 
of tribals ate located near the hills or at foot hills and fotest. Lands cultivated 
ate known as ate Don (downland) and Tanr (iqiland). In Donland good variety 
of paddy are cultivated by wet cultivation method. But in Tanr land maize, 

mille, marua arahar, Tisi, Mustard etc. are sown by dry cultivation method. 
There is no assured means of irrigation. So, cultivation of Rabbi crops and 
Gatma crops is negligible. In this way, agriculture too does not provide them 
employment round the year. It also does not provide sufficient food for fire 
family round the year. Agricultural crops are sometimes destroyed by wild 
animals. PTGs. Gond. Bhil Mina, Santhal; Oraon and Munda etc. are 
numedcally dominant tribes of our country. 

As ST, they avail benefit of development and welfare programmes of the state. 
Special programme called Tribal Sub-plan has been introduced in our country in 
the Fifth Plan period, whidi is stilt going orL 

ScheduledTribes are found in Himalayan region. Middle India, Western India, 
South India and Island region. Nearly half of the total tribal population reside in 
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Middle Indian regianconiptising four states 
viz Madhya Pradesh, Chhatisgarh, 
Jharkhand, Orissa and West Bengal. 12 
States/U.Ts have more than one million 
tribals. The states Punjab, Haiyana, Delhi 

and Union territories of Chandigarh and 
Pondichery do not have any tribal 
population. Six States, Madhya Pradesh,. 
Chhatisgarh, Maharashtra, Orissa, 
Jharkhand, Gujarat and Rajasthan have 
more dian five million tribals each. Madhya 

Pradesh with Chhatisgaih alone has 15.4 million tribals, i.e. 22.7% of entire tribal 
population of the country. Manipur state with 94.75%has arnavim.'m percentage 

of tribal population while U.P. has a minimum percentage (only 0.21 %) of tribal 
pop^tion in the State. Bhil, Mina, Gond and Santhal each bave mote than three 
million populations. STs enjoy benefits of reservation in educational institiitmn» 

jobs, state assemblies and Loksabha. 
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3. Land Alienation: Right from the British days, the tribal lands have been 

acquired for road, railways, oflfices, colonies, market, hospital, post office, 

etc. The outsiders, contractors and money lenders have also purchased lands 

oftribals.Matriageoftribal girls withnon-tribal also resulted in land alienation. 
Rich tribals are also purchasing the land of poor tribals. In this way, land 

alienationhasresultedin landlessness among tribals. The State enforced tenancy 
laws to protect landlessness of the tribals e.g. the Chotanagpur Tenancy Act 

1908 and the Santhal Pargana Tenancy Act 1948. But even these laws have 
not been able to prohibit the incidence of land alienation in tribal areas of 
Chotan^pur. 

4. Indebtedness and Bonded Labour: Earning daily wages are only a means 

through which a good number of tribal families are surviving today. But as 

labourers, they do not get work round the year and the payment is neither 

regular nor proper. ^ a result, a majority of them are imt in aposition to meet 

lx)th ends. Naturally, they have to take loan from the Mahajan at a high rate of 

interest. When they express inability to repay their loan and interest, they are 
made to repay it by working as bonded labour at nominal wage. 

5. Problem of Health and Nutrition: Through the practice of food gathering 

and hunting, tribals were able to get nutrient like vitamins, minerals, protein, 

carbohydrate, etc. But ban on hunting and gathering coupled with the depletion 

of for^ has resulted in malnutrition and under-nourishment. The income of 

majority of tribal fimilies is not enough to feed &mily members properly. This 

soaoLnav 
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ke^ them in the state of semi starvadoiL The environment in which diey live 

is also unhygienic. These affect their health adversely. They visit the local 

traditional healers for seeking a cure of their ailments. Lack of money does not 

allow them to visit [mvate clinics or even public hospitals for their treatment. 

6. Lack of Communication; The tribals live in remote areas. Hence, one has to 

face a great problem in commuting. It takes much time for news related to 

welfare and develojnnent to reach them. As a result, they are not conscious of 

their rights and ignorant of a number of development programmes. 

7. Miration and its Eflects; The STs have to migrate at different places inside 

the State or outside the State for work and wages. They go to work at 

construction sites, brick-kilns, small industries, agriculture, etc. As migrant 

labour, they are exploited and oppressed. They do not get wages as per the 

Minimum Wages Act, revised by the Government finm time to time. They 
have to wodc for long hours. 

8. LackofEducation:A good number oftribal Emilies have to struggle hard to 

maintain their existence. For them, bread is more important than education. 

Our Government has opened Ashram schools for them. But it has not been 

possible to enroll their children. Enrolled children too have to work in their 

houses, adding to the problem of absenteeism and dropouts fiom the schools. 
The case of female illiteracy is mote acute. Literacy and education is higher in 
converted tribals ton non-converted ones. 

9. Displacementoftribab: S.Ts. have to fece the problem of displacement for 
the establishment of majm- industries, thermal power and hydraulic projects. 

For setting up HEC at Ranchi, Bokato Steel City, Jamshedpur Industrial 

Complex, Patratu Thermal Power, Durgapur, Bhilai and Routkela Industrial 

Complexes, tribal villages had been acquired and the tribals displaced. They 

were given compensationmoney and covered under the rehabilitation schemes. 
They neither received compensation money nor were rehabilitated properly. 

Some of their femilies became extinct and some are leading a dismal life in 
slum areas. 

10. Problem of Identity: The Scheduled Tribes are conscious of their identity 

since the British period. They had organised movements against zamindars, 

Jagirdto and British rule, in the forni of revolts. Chotanagpur in the then Bihar 
state had witnessed Maler revolt (1770), Ho revolt (1821), Great Kol revolt 

(1 S31), and Santhal revolt (1855). The tribalsalsotookpartinthe freedom 
struggle of1857. 
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INTEXT QUESTIONS 30.2 

Write true offelse for following: 

i) ScheduledTribesaremostlyfouDdinplainaieas(Tn)e/False) 

fi) The largest concentration of STspopuIationisinCentralIndianiegion(True/ 
False) 

iii) Hunting and gathering was econornic activities of tribals(Tiue/False) 

iv) Low land is called Don (Tme/False) 

v) Tribals have to fece the problems of land alienation and displacement (True/ 
False) 

Notes 

WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNT 

• Scheduled castes were integral pari of our society but on account of their 
engagement in unclean or impure occupations, they were treated as 
untouchables. They were deprived of theirrights and fieedoms. They suffered 
fium anumber of social disabilities, 

• Scheduled Tribes were not an integral part of caste system. They were 
indigenous people who lived in hilly, forest and coastal areas. They lived in 
forest and lands situated around and in forest. 

• Scheduled Castes were made poor because they were not allowed to have 
house, land, domestication of animals, and material possessions. Scheduled 
tribes were made poor by land alienation and displacement due to the 
establishment of towns, industries, big projects ,etc. 

• For Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes a number of poverty alleviation 

and welfare programmes have been launched by the Government, but they 
are still backward educationally and economically. 

■ I TERMINAL EXCERCISE 

1. Define social problems. Give examples. (100 words) 

2. Explain Deprivation. (100 words) 

3. Define untouchability? Enumerate five disabilities related to it? (200 words) 
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4. Who are scheduled castes? Name five problems related to their poverty. 

5. WhoareScheduledTribes?Listtheirfivehnportaiitproblems. 

ANSWER TO INTEXl QUESTIONS 

I) Snatching away ii) unclean iii) untouchability iv) Not accepted v) private 

I) false ii) Tnie iii) True iv) Tnie v) Tme 
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PROBLEMS OF OTHER DEPRIVED 
SECTIONS 

In the previous lesson, we have learnt about the problems of two such sections of 

our society whichhavebeenlistedby the President of India as Scheduled Castes 

and Scheduled Tribes. In this lesson, we are going to leam the problems of other 

deprived sections of our society, viz. the OBC (Other Backward Classes), women 

andchildroi. 

OU.MX l l \ F,S 

Aflerreadingdiislesson,youwillbeableto: 

• leam the problems ofOther Backward Classes (OBCs); 

• leam about the problems of women; and 

• leam about die problems of children. 

3i.l nil. I'ROISLFM OI ( nil DKI N 

CHILD IS THE FATHER OF MAN. The foundations for life-long learning 

and human developnent are laid in the most crucial years of early childhood. An 

oppottumty of early childhood development determines the present and foture of 

a nation. The Consbtubon of India has laid down certain specific safeguards to 

ensure their survival, protection and development 

In day-to-day life, you might have seen children going to schools wearing school 

uniform. On the other hand, you would have also seen children in semi-naked 
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state and picking up tags in the street. Their parents never care for their food, 
clothing and education. Have you ever thought as to why these children do not go 
to school? The simple reason is that they come from lamilies which are below 
poverty line. For them, food is mote important than education. They can survive 
without education, but cannot survive without food. They struggle hard to maintain 
themselves and give some siqtport to their frmily. 

We can state the problem of children under the following sections: 

a) GM children: A girl child has to suffer discriminatoiy behaviour in our society. 
Being girl, she is deprived of educational opportunities. The girls may not be 
enrolled in school. Rather, they are engaged and trtoned in household works, 
specially in rural areas. They do not go to school and compromise with their 
fete as an assistant to mother in the house of fether. After marriage, they perform 
their duty as housewife in the house of husband. 

According to a beliefprevalent in some sectors, based on myth of our society, 

the marriage ofa dai^ter must be held before puberty. This belief encouraged 
child marriage. Child marriage also deprived girls of their educational rights. 

Child marriage resulted into motherhood at an early age. It created several 
health problems includirtg early motherhood and maternal mortality. 

Another belief prevalent in rural India is that the edueation of girls creates 
complexity in the settlement of marriage. As such good number of parents get 
their daughter married soon after matriculation. 

The girls of the poor femilies have not only to perform work in the house, but 
they have also to earn wages as maid servant and child labours. They are 

exploited physically as well as economically by their mtster, craitiactois, agents, 
etc. 

The girl children are also sold in poor families of our society. For the poor 

femilies, girls aieasouieeofirKome. Affluent people purchase girls for working 
as maid servant, kept, and in some cases also as marriage partners. 

It is generally said that the period of childtiood is full of pleasure. But for the 
girl children in rural India, it is a periodof neglect, abuse, exploitatimi and 
oppression. No one looks after the healfti of a girl. Only when the problem 
becomes acute, she is taken to a drxrtor or hospital. 

Thus we observe deprivation and discrimination of a girl child in food, education 
and health care. 

b) Street Children: Somechildrenofpoorfamiliescometotownsandcitiesin 
search of work. They do some small work like boot polish, as helpers garages, 

newspaper hawker, etc. They also find out such work where there is not need 
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of any coital, for example rag picking and begging. These children have to 

face the problem of accommodation. They cannot hire house or rooms in big 
cities due to high rent As a result, these children have to spend day and night 
in the street. So, they are known as street children or rag pickers. Specially 
during the night, they use public places like railway station, bus stand, garden 

and patk etc. for their stay. According to an estimate, five lakh children live on 
the street in the cities of Bangalore, Mumbai, Calcutta, Delhi, Hyderabad, 
Kanpur and Madras. 

These street children do not have any guardian to guide or control them. They 
are free to do anything. As result, they fall victims of intoxicants like Biri, 
Cigarettes, tobacco, Ganja, Bhang, liquor etc. Intoxicants spoil their health 

and life. These children also frill victim of sexual exploitation. The street children 
come in contact vrith the criminals of the cities. They are trained in picking 
pockets and stealing goods from the public and crowded places. The street 

children when caught in cormection with crime, are sent to jail. In jail, they 
come in contactwith veteran criminals. In this wt^,lhey also becomecriminals 
in late life. 

From the above account, we come to understand about the following points related 
to the street children: 

1. These children are run away or trapped children. 

2. They are orphans or separated from the families. 

3. These are victims ofpoveity, illiteracy and malmarition. 

4. These childien are also victims of physical andsexual oppressions. 

5. Theri made ofworking is disorganized and episodic. 

6. They generally perform unskilled labour. 

7. These children make encroachment on goverrrment land and are uprooted 
time to time. 

8. In bad comjxaiy, these children start taking liquor and thugs which spoil their 
health and life. 

9. They are also involved in crimes and are sem to jail. 

c) Child labour: You might have seen children earning wages at an age when 
they are expected to attend school. They belong to age group of 5-14 years 
They generally come from families below poverty line. Their parents do not 
have sulBcient meatts or itKome to feed and cloth them, so their parents send 
them to earn wages, in place of sending them to school.They are known as 
child labours 
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The employment areas of these child labour are hotels, domestic servants, 
caipet indushy, dye indusny, bangle industry, lac industry, foot-bteal indusliyi 
leaf plate industry, papad industry, flour indushy, biri industry, mines, fireworic 

industry and car garage ceramic industry etc. 

Poverty, illiteracy, absence of earning member in femily, exploitation and 
opression by land owners, inhuman treatment by parents, temptation to earn 
more money and btty consumer goods, low payment to parents, no regular 

work to parents, landlessness etc. are the main reasons behind the persistence 
of child labour. 

The child labour has to face a number of health problems because they have 
to renderlabour in unhygienic condition. They are found to be suffering flora 
asthma, T.B., respiratory track infection, burning, arthritis, eye disease, ear 
disease, skin disease siliconsis, neroloical ptobletrrs and sexual diseases. They 
have also to face the situation of accident and death. The child labour are 

abused physically by the owners, contractors and agents. They do not resist 
because they are afiaid to lose employment. Frequent sexual abuses rrrake 
them abnormal. 

Child labotrters are profitable for the masters because they work peacefully 
and for more hours per day. Child labourers are paid low wages. They are not 
paid^perChildLabourAct. <vyarenoi 

In India, nearly one-third partofthepopulationis represented Ity the children 

below Myearaofage. Tlieirnumberisneariy 30crores.Ourcoun(ryoccin)ies 
first position in the rvumber of child labour in the world. But the percentage of 
the child labour in the total poprrlation of the country is only 5.2. In India 

88.64 percent child labours are found in rural areas, and 11,36 percent child 
labourers ^ found working in urban areas. 

Child labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1986 has considered the child 

labourtoaperson who has less than Myearsofage but earns little wages. 
The Act has prohibited child labour to work in Railways and its campus Biri 

making, carpet making, cement production, weaving, dyeing andprintim of 

clothes,ptepatationofexplosivetnaterials,lacindustty,so^industty Wtw 
rndustries and building construction. The Act has decided 6 houi4 as the 
maxrmum hours of service rendered by a child labour per day with a rest 
period of half an hour. The Act has forbidden services of child labour fiom 7 
P.M. to 8 A.M. In the Act, there is provision of one-day holiday per week 

Keepmg of employment register and age certificate of child labour have been 

made mandatory. Theoffendets are liable to punishmentin the form offine 
and rrnpnsonment. In case of first time offence, the imprisonment is of two 
rnonths to one year and a fine of Rs. 10,000 to 20,000 or both. For second 
tune offence, the imprisonment is six months to two years. 
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In yow family you would have such kin as mother, sister and grand mother. After 

marriageyouwouldhavesuchkinas wife and daughter. These kin are women on 

the basis ofsex status. In every society, womenconstitute nearly half thepopulatioa 
It ts also true with our Indian society. In our country, male-female ratio as per 
1991 census is 929. It means that sex ratio is not balanced. It is ..nfnrt..n.t. that 

womenaiB denied equality with men and are deprived of their rights and fieedom. 

Women are the custodian of our family traditions and culture. Mothers are the first 
teacher in the family. In our literature, we find them as incarnation of Lakshmi, the 

Goddessofwealth. But inpractice, we find them deprived offtreiightofinheritance 
and possession of any kind of property. We hear that wherever women are 
worship, the gods and goddesses reside. But in practice, we find that women 
ate subjected to torture and violence. 

Wecan explain the problem ofwomen under the following sections: 

a) GenderDrscrimination:Sexisanaturalthing.Forftecontinuationof6mily, 

lineage,instance succession and community the importance ofboth sexes is’ 
eqi^. But it is unfortunate that sex has been a basis of discrimination in our 
society. A majority of communities in our country, excepting some tribal groups, 

arepalrilineal.Inpatrilinealsociety,lineage,clan, inheritance and succession 
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are patrilateral. In this type of family, son continues family name from one 
generation to the next. Girl is treated as other’s property (Parqyadhan). 

Due to different value associated with both sexes, gender discrimination is 
prevalent in our society. The most unfortunate scene is involvement of women 
in the discriminatory behaviour against women. Generally birth of son is 

celebrated. Whenawomanbecomeswidow,she does not have that prestige 
as she had earlier. But when a man becomes widower, he does not los^ylhing. 

b) Domestic violence; When man and woman are bound together as husband 
and wife to reproduce children, they lay the foundation of a family. But it is 
very unfortunate that majority ofwomen have to face the situation of domestic 
violence. Domestic violence takes place in tlje form of torture, beating, 
poisoning, burning, drowning and rape. It is not that domestic violence is 
prevalent only in rural areas, but it is also prevalent in urban areas. It is found 
not only in S.Cs, S.Ts and O.B.Cs, but also in the upper castes. So, the 
incidence of domestic violence on women is above caste religion and region. 

According to Human Development Report 1995, two-third of the married 
women has to face domestic violence. The UNICEF Report 2002 puts the 
number of domestic violence more than that. India has witnessed a278 percent 
increase in domestic violence from 1989to 1999. 

In our society, domestic violence on women has existed since time immemorial. 
But in recent years there has been tremendous increase in domestic violence 
due to the temptation towards consumer goods. This has added fuel to the 
incidence of domestic violence. 

In order to protect women from the incidence of domestic violence, ttiOT is a 
need to formulate effective Act. Our Government has prepared, protection 

from the Domestic Violence Bill (2001). But this Bill is being opposed by the 
women organizations due to weaknesses in the Bill. 

c) Dowry: You would have heard the term dowry at the time ofmaniage in your 

6mily or neighbourhood. Dowry is payment in cash and kind to flie family of 
bridegroom by father of bride at the time of marriage. The payment of dowry 
was prevalent in upper castes previously. But now-a-days, the demand and 
payment of dowry have entered almost in every section of the society in one 

form or the other. Modem education has played significant role in increasing 
the rate of dowry. The more the educated the boy, higher is the demand of 
dowry. Involvement ofwomen in the demand of dowry is most unfortunate. 

Giving dowry on own’s will is different from taking dowry by force. Each 

family has a budget for the marriage ofa daughter. Every family has a wish to 
send its daughter to a family so that she could live happily. But when the 
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demand of dowiy exceeds its budget, it feels helpless. Another inhuman 
behaviour is demand of dowry »ven after marriage. 

In our country 4215 dowry deaths were reported in 1989. They have increased 
to 6699 in 1999. It is very unfortunate that seven thousand married women 

have to meet dowry deaths each year in our countiy. 

Our Government is fiiUy aware ofdiis unlawful and inhuman b^iaviotjr prevalerrt 
in our society. The Government has made Dowry Prohibition Act, 1976. 

Accoidingtolfais Act, giviitgaidfliaigdoswnf have bam triadepinM^ 
the form of fine and punishment. When the Act came into force, some ^wry 

givers and takers were punished. But dowry was not eradicated. In recent 
years, temptations for wealth and consumer goods have made the demand 
and payment of dowry more complicated, exploitative and oppressive. 

d) Exploitatioir: Women are subjected to exploitation due to socio-cultural 

practices and poverty. They are exploited in mheiitarrce, possession of property, 
disposal of property, ornaments and mode of payment. They cannot sell the 
property of husband. When she becomes widow, the husband’s brothers 
provide her only food. When she demands a share in the husband’sproperty, 
she is abused, beaten and in few cases killed, too. 

Women belonging to the S.Ts, S.Cs and some O.B.Cs families are major 
work force in ^cultural and unorganized sectors. But they are discriminated 
in the mode of payment. They do not get equal wages for same types and 

paid as per minimum wages Act'revised fiom time to lime by the government. 

e) Awareness of Legislation for Women; Our Government was awaze of 

--. — UViUC 

attempts were also rpade during the period of British rule in this regard. Sati 
was prohibited in 1829. Slavery was banned in 1843. Child maniage was 
forbidden from 1929. Widow Remaniage was legalized in 1856. 

After independence. Special Marriage Act, 1954, Hindu Marriage Act 1955, 
Hindu Succession Act 1956. Tetmination of Pre^iancy Act 1971 and Anti 

Dowry Act 1976have been passedtoimptove the condition ofindianwomea 
The Hindu Marriage Act 1955, legalizes a marriage between Hindu, Sikh, 
Buddhist and jaim It permits inter-caste marriage, and marriage between 
relations who are prohibited under traditional Hindu law. It provides right of 
divorce to wife equally. Hindu Succession Act 1956 provides equal right of 

inheritance to daughters. Anti Dowry Act 1976 has made giving and taking of 

dowry punishable offince in the form of fine and punishment. The mairiage of 
girl before 18 years of age is punis^ble offence. Sexual harassment at work 
place has been banned by jhe Supreme Court. 

iTiv/ucrajEi - 
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But majority of women of our country do not have knowledge about these 
Acts. They know some of the Acts, but then are restricted only to the 
inheritance and succession. The attitude of women towards these Acts is also 
not positive. Want to provide equal right to women. They want to establish 
control over women flnough different prohibitions and taboos. Tardy source 
of knowledge also comes in the way of exploitation in different forms. 

Tick True or False for the following; 

t;) DaughteisenJoylheinheritanceandsuccessionrighlsinpatrilineal6mily.{Tnie 
/False) 

H) Domestic violence on women is above caste (Tme / False). 

iii) Giving and taking dowry is punishable offence as per ar^i dowry Act 1976; 
(True/False). 

tv) Women labourers ate exploited in mode of payment (Tme / False). 

v) Majority of women ate aware of Act related to prohibition oftheir exploitation 
and deprivation of rights (Trae / False). 

-^1.3 PROBLKMS OF OTHF.R BACKWAUI) 

Do you know who are the Other Backward Classes? In our caste system all 
castes do not occupy equal position. There are several castes whose position in 
the caste system was in the middle, i.e. in between higher castes and lower castes. 

Most ofthem had traditional occupations. They used to render service to other 
castes under Jajtnam system. They were known as agricultural, trading or artisan 
castes. All castes whose position in the caste system was below the upper castes 

butabove the lower castes, have been termed, politically and Constitutionally,the 
Other Backward Classes following the report of the Mandal Commission. 

Previously, only Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes were given the benefit 
of 22.5 percent reservation in Central Government jobs. A 27 percent reservation 

for Other BackwardClasses{O.B.Cs)in Central Government Jobs was introduced 
on the recommendation of Mandal Commission. The demand for the reservation 
of seats in Government jobs by the O.B.Cs got momentum in early seventies. In 

1979B.P.\fandalCotntnission was instituted inl979. The taskofthis Commission 
was to identify O.B.Cs and to suggest the percentage of reservation for O.B.Cs in 
Government jobs. The Commission submitted its report in 1980. The commission 
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in its report suggested 27 percent reservation of posts in Go vemmentjobs for the 
O.B.Cs. The Commission also identified 3743 castes as O.B.Cs. 

The Mandal Commission’s report was implemented in 1993 with the concept of 
(creamy layOr). Thereafter, 

O.B.Cs emerged as powerful 

political force in our country. They 
captured power in the states like 
U.P. and Bihar. 

In 1999, the Vajpayee 

Government has added 127 more 
castes under the categories of 
O JB.Cs. Thus, the total number of 

castes under O.B.Cs has gone upto 3920. It is a reality that the benefits of 
reservation have been availed more by the castes of Annexure II. So political 
attempts are being made to divide the castes of O.B.Cs into three categories; 
namely, most backward, more backward and backward. But this has not been 
possible as yet. 

We can idenfify main problems of the O.B.Cs as follows: 

1. Lack of Interaction: In vUiages, O.B.Cs live in separate hamlet. The 

of upper caste5,do not have interaction with the childtaa of OJB.Cs. There is 
also no interaction between women oflughercastes and OJl.Cs. Iheymaiger 
generation of O.^.Cs take it ill because they are also advanced now 

economically and'educationally. This leads to a conflict between forward 
castes and backward castes. 

2. Dependency on Higher Castes: It is true that the Backward Castes of 
Annexure. The economically and educationally advanced castes are not 

wwM-o lui uKu uvcuiuuu. out a gooa numoer orextieamly 
backward economically and educationaUy backward casts of Annexure-1 are 

fully dependent igxrn higher castes fijrtheirlivelihood e^jecially inniral areas. 
They work as casual labour. They also render services under jajmani system. 

Problem of Sharecropping: Undoubtedly, a good number of O.B.Cs of 
Atmexute-n own sufficient land. But it is also true th^ a majority of O.B.Cs 
of Annexure-I are marginal and small farmers. They do not have sufficient 
land for cultivation. They take land fiom higher castes for sharejciopping. 

They do cultivation by labour of dieirfiBmlyiiteinbetsanddo the rsebangeof 
labour with the neighbouring anulies for it. But, as share-croppers flisy have 
to renew tenancy each year. The declaration of the government to imptemmf 

Share-Cropping Act (land to tillersjhas snatched away even fills ftcility fiom 

IMODULJE • IV 
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them. The backward - forward caste conflict has also made many O.B.Cs 
labourers from share-croppers. 

4. Indebtedness: There is no doubt that the O.B.Cs of second category are 

well to do. But theO.B.CsofAtmexure-I are poor. They feed and cloth their 
fefflily members by wage labour and little land they owtl Naturally, they are 
not in a position to itjeet their various needs from their income. So, they have 
to take loan from the land owners, or money lenders. They take loan for the 
piupose of, marline, festivals, death ritual and feast etc. Th^ have to pay 

. heavy interest on loan. Whenthe loan plus interestisnotrepaid, they have to 
repay it by working as bonded labour. / 

5. Health and Nutrition: Majority of castes of O.B.Cs under the Annexure-I 
live in tuihygienic condition. They do not have proper house to live. Their 
houses do not have urinal, latrine, kitchen, drain and window. In the same 
room, they live with cow, buffalo and goal They use street for urinating and 
defrxation. They clean utensils outside ttieir houses. They do not have clean 

wells and hand punqrsfrx- drinking water. Such unhygienic environment affects 
their health adversely. As feey are not well off economically, they ate i»t able 

■ toprovidenutritiontotheirbodyproperly.Manyofthemarebelow poverty 
lirEL 

IN n XT Q( KSTIONS .T1..T 

Fill in die blanks with suitable words frr>m brackets: 

0 O.B.Cs occupy_jiosition in caste system (middle/lower) 

9 O.B.Cs of Annexure-I ate_developed economically and 
educationally (less/hmre) 

i^ Mandal Commission was instituted in_(T979/1989) 

iv) Mandal Commission’s report was inqilemented in_(1990/1993) 

v) MajotityofO.B.CsofAnnexure-Iare_(Zamindars/Marginal 
and small fermets) 

m 
\MiAT \(n HAM I r.AkNT 

• OB.Csoccupiedamiddlepositionincastesystem.TheywerBmosUytenant 
cultivators and dependent on higher castes. But to day, they have emerged 

snr^mwrtr'v 



powerful politic^ly. O.B.Cs of Aunexure-I are less developed educationally 
and economically, so the benefit ofieservation is taken away by O.B.Cs of 
Anhexure-H. 

Women constitute nearly half of the population of our society. But in ^ite of 

dieir numerical strength, they are dependent upon moL This d^iendency le^bs 
to their deprivation of rights and freedom. They are subjected to gender 
discrimination, domestic violence, dowry death, and oqrloitatioa 

Children are backbone of society and childhood is regarded as most joyful j 
stage of life. But poverty has forced a good number of children to survive as 

street children and child labour. They do not go to school and struggle hard for 
foeitsurvival. 

tf.r.minai. i:xkrc isk 

1. Who are the O.B.Cs? Write about Aiuiexure-1 and Annexure-U (200 words). 

2. Namefivetypesofgenderdiscriminationsprevalentinoursociety?(200woids) 

3. What is dowry? Why it is an evil social practice? (200words) 

4. What is domestic violence? What are causes of domestic violence prevalent 
in our society ? (200 words) 

5. Name four problems ofgirl children (200 words) 

6. Who are street children? What are their problems? 

7. Who are child labourers?. 

ANSWER TO INTEXT Ql ES I IONS 

31.1 a-c, c-e, d-b, e-a 

31.2 (i) False (ii) True (iii) True (iv) True (v) False 

313 (i) Middle (ii) Less, (iii) 1979 (iv) 1993 (v) marginal and small formers^ 
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STATUS OF WOMEN IN INDIAN 
SOCIETY: A SOCIO-HISTORICAL 

PERSPECTIVE 

Notes 

Fot a sociological understanding of women’s status it is important to keep in 
mind social institutions such as class, caste, family marriage and kinship in rural 
and urban India. Students are advised to bmsh up the reading material on these 
institutions before studying this lesson. 

In the year 19S0, the Constitution oflndiacanieintoexistence.lt not only declared 
that ntoi and women are equal, but also prohibited any fcihd of discrimination 

againstwomen. Whatmesst^edoesthisconveytoyou;thatmenandwornertare 
equal! Is it not? Then you might start wondering why is it necessary to talk about 

status of women, in particular. Yes, it is true that in our constitution provides that 
men and women should have equal opportunities. The movement for gaining equal 
opportunities has a history of more dian two centuries. Due to the efforts of social 
reformers, women’s movements and the Constitution ofindia, hurdles to women’s 
liberation have been removed. But in reality, the obstacles to the emancipation of 
women have not all been eliminated. This is because, many of the problems, which 
women have been feeing, are not yet solved. Women have been facing problems 

for several centuries. It is not easy to find exact answers to questions such as: 

• When did women start losing their status? 

Or 

• Who was responsible for this situation? 

socioLocr 



A Socio-llistoriciil Perspecthel 

With the help of available sources of information we can try to construct a 
picture of the way the status of women saw ups and downs during different 
periods ofhistoiy. In fact, tracing the status of women in India fiom a historical 

perspective is not aneasy task because systematic documentation (records of 

facts) on the position of women in different social gtoiqis at different points of 
time began only recently. Using authentic (reliable) sources of information an 
attempt is made in this lesson to analyseihe status of women during di fferent 
perio^ ofhistory. We have divided the^mto three major periods: Ancient, 

Medievaandt Modern. 

vSi Oll.H Cl l\ KS i 

Ailerstudyingthislessonyouwillbeableto: * 

• identify the different periods in history through which our society passed; 

• state the position ofwomen during the Vedic and Epic periods; 
• describe the status of women during the period of Dhannashastras; 

• visuali2e the situations ofwomen during the Medieval age; 
• explain what changes took place in the position ofwomen during the British 

period; 

• analyse the position of women in India after Independent-,.; 

To understand the status ofwomen during different periods of time we will have to 
go through each period separately. Let us begin with the ancient period. 

.^2.1 S I A 11 .S OK WOME.N IJIHING THt AiNClENT 
PERIOD 

Status ofwomen during the ancient period is presented under four broad sub¬ 
periods listed below. These, however, do not follow a chronological sequence 
Ancient Indians are changed with a lack of historic sense. They did not write 
history as it is written today. 

D The Vedic Period 

iO The period of the Epics 

in) The period ofjainism and Buddhism 
iv) TheAgfeofDharmashastras 

32.1.1 The Vedic Period 

The earliest known source of information available about ancient India is the Rig 

Veda. The period between 1500-1000B.C. is identified as the early Vedicor the 
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Rig Vedic period. Though we can not clearly state that this age was chacacteiued 
by total equality between men and wcnnen, it is evident horn available data.sources 
that many liberal attitudes and practices pertaining to women existed during this 
period. Women took part ip religious and social activities and-they had some 
fieedom to choose their partner in marriage. Marriage was not compulsory for 
womea The dau^ter was not considered a liability or an unweleome guest in her 
parental household. Girls would alra be initiated into Vedic studies. 

The Rig Vedic Aryans were patriarchal. The position of a husband was conridered 
siprerior to that of his wife. Polygyny was permissible. A widow was permitted to 
many as is demonstrated by the prevalent practice of a widowmanying the younger 

brother of her deceased husband. In short, it can te said that to an extent women 
in the early Vedic Period lived in a liberal social ahnos{diere. 

32.1.2 The Period of th^ Epics 

MODULE-V 
Status of Women 

Notes 

Dated broadly to twelfth cenPny B .C., the Mahabharata is older than the Ramayana, 
believed to be dated tofiflh century B.C. Do not we all know the story ofRamayana 
and Mahabharata? The two greafqrics, Ramayana and Mahabharata have played 

key roles in moulding (shaping) the ideology (beliefi) oYHindus as well as their 
attitudes towarrjs women. It thus becotnes important to discuss the portrayal of 
women in the two epics when we ate discirssing the status of women. The two 

great epics Ramayana and Mahabharata have a strong influerxre on Indian society. 
Even today girls are being brought irp to follow in the footsteps of Sita, the wife of 

Rama. Sita is considered the ideal Hindu woman because she surrendered all her 
personakdesires and followed Rama to the forest. On the other hand, Draupadi 

the central fertrale character of Mahabharata is a woman who exhibits a greater 
sense of independence and courage. Sita of Ramayana and Draupadi of 
Mahabharata are well known today. In spite of their subjugated stahrs vis-a-vis 
their husbands, ^ey are universally respected and have become tple-models. The 
self imposed bhndness of Gandhari as a mark of respect of her blind hitsband did 
not lower her ^tus as a queen. In fact, she gives oirt the message that a respectable 
wjfe is one who humbles herself vis-a-vis her husband. Ancient India’s march to 

civilisation wasaccompained by the growthofsocial discriminations. 

INTI XT QI F.S ITONS .12,1 

Answer the following Quesdonsjn One Sentence 

1. WhichperiodoftheVedicageisknownastheearlyVedicperiod? 

SOCIOLOGY 
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2. Name the two great epics. 

3. What imposed blindness on Draupadi? 

32.1.3 The Period of Jainism and Buddhism 

Jainism and Buddhism took roots around the h* century B.C. Both the religions 
emerged as potent religious reform movements. The post-vedic vama divided 
^lety and the ritualistic domination ofthe priestly class of the Bralimanas led to 
the emCTgence of Jainism and Buddhism as protest movements. Jainism emerged 
as a religion distinct fiom Hinduism. Though it recognised the existence of the 
gods. It placed them lower than the Mahavira (Jina). Jainism made the first serious 
attempt to mitigate the evils of the vama order and the ritualistic yedic rel igion. 

Wonren were admitted to the rcligiousoider and couldgive up family life to become 
^tics. During the time of Mahavira, a large number of women drawn from 
different backgrounds joined the monastic order. In Jaina literature there arc 

references to women whohad achieved remarkable successas ascetics. Buddhism 
did not recognise the existence of god and soul (atman). This was a kind of 
revolution in the history of Indian religions. It appealed to the common people It 
^icularly won the support of the lower orders as it attacked the vama system 
Buddhism permitted women to participate in religious discourses and seek 
membership m^ngha. Many women monks composed verses, which came to. 
be known as Therigatha. 

Btehighstatus.vromeneajoyedduiing the earlyRigVedicperiockgtadually started 
detenoratmg m the late Vedic period between 1000 and 500 B.C. Women began 
to be conned to the household. Because of the importance given to values such 
asp«ri/y(r/ma/cWmess)and;ro//«rion(nV«n/,m;,„„-^ 
women began to be considered impure during certain periods of their life. They 
were kept away fi-om many religious and social occasions. Lineage began to be 
traced in the male line and sons were the sole heirs to family property As the 
economic and^ial status of sons began to rise, the position of women saw a 
steep decline. The strong beliefofthe day was that only a male heir could .save hi.s 
parents from the cycle of rebirth. Since a daughter left her parental home after 

maraage,itw^thesonwhowasleftwiththeresponsibifityofcaringf^^ 
their old age. This further added value to the sons. 

A woman's place was the home and her primary responsibility was to bear sons 

and ensure thecontinuity ofthe family lineage.Ahusband’srightsover his wife 
were total and he had the fieedom to go for another marriage, if his wife failed to 

beget sons.AwomanwaskeptconstantIyimder male control and lost herrightto 
seekknowledge.Overapenodoftime,mairiageableage was also lowered. 

Though there wasageneral decline in the statusofwomen in the post Rig Vedic 
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period. But there were still instances of women intellectuals who showed great 
scholarship. Gorgi Md Maitreyi are the most well known women scholars ofthis 
period. There are also references to women studying the Vedas and going through 
initiation rituals. But by and large the position of women went on witnessing a 
steady decline and reached an all time low during the age of the Dharmashastras. 

32.1.4 The Age of Dharmashastras 

During the age of Dharmashastras codes of cowiiict, which ser\se(ia&4»e base fi>r 
prescribing behaviour norms also for womendier^evolve^. to a 
large body of secular literature, compiled in 500-200 B.C. This period saw the 

exclusion (leaving out) of vromen liom both economic and religious sphere. Since 
education was virtually denied to women they had to be dependent on men for 
their survival and maintenance. The concept that women were inferior to men 
gained ground and women were pushed to a state of utter despair and ignorance. 
This period was also characterized by consolidation of religious customs and caste 
system assuming rigid proportions. 

The Dharmashastras prescribed codes of conduct, which regulated not only family 
life but also life in society at large. They also prescribed punishments for violation 

of these codes of conduct. The two most important authoritative law codes ofthis 
period were Manu Smriti and Yagnavalkya Smriti. Manu Smriti upheld the 

view that a woman did not deserve freedom at any point of time in her life (Na 

StreeSwatantramarhati). Manu’s view was that ‘a woman, in her childhood is 
dependent on her father, in her youth on her husband, and in her old age on her 
son’. This view of Manu was not just a theoretical idea but also a practice followed 
in toto by the society of that period. The same Manu also saidtbat ‘where womw 

are respected, there the Gods delight’. This is a statement, which is in clear 
contradiction of his pronouncements about women not deserving any freedom. 

Yagnavalkya laid down that parents who did not get their dat^ters maiiied before 
they attained the age of puberty would be committing an unpardonable sin. The 
Dharmashastras planted the impression that an unmarried woman could never 
attain salvation from these worldly obligations if she remained single. As a result, 
marriage came to be considered an unavoidable ritual fora woman. While girls 
had to be married at a very tender age no such restrictions were imposed on men. 
The husband was even given the right to enforce the obedience of his wife by 
resorting to physical punishment. 

During the period of Dharmashastra, child marriage was encouraged and widow 

mamage looked down upon. The birth of a girl camefr) be considered an ill omen 
and many parents vrent to the extreme extent of killing their female infants. The 
practice of Sati became quite wide spread because of the ill treatment meted out 
to widows. 

Notes 
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It was during the period of fee Dhannashastras feat the status of women completely 
deteriorated. Women kd a life of total suljugation (subordintaion) and had virtually 
lost all hopes of emancipation (freedom). This situation more or less continued 
until the 19* century when the social reform movements launched a struggle to 
improve the conditions of women. 

!MT \ I on; 

State whetherthe following statements are ‘true’ or ‘false’ 

1. The Dharmashastras prescribed codes of conduct. 

2. Yagnavalkya said that a woman does not deserve freedom at any point of 
time inher life. 

3. Buddhism did not permit women to participate in religious discourses. 

Tme False 

4. During the late-Vedic period women’s status began to decline. 

The 11* Century saw the emergence of Islam, which created hopes of promoting 

the interestsof the oppressed groups, but it also introduced certain values and 
practices, which did not help toenhance the status of women or emancipate them 
fiom their bondage. The system of Purdah (using a veil to cover the head/face 
/entire bo^/mostly remaining indoors), which was generally prevalent among 

sprrad to other classes also. These customary pratices of the upper castes, 

particularly the twice bom castes were considered as the practices of al 1 Hi ndiis 
The lower-castes gradually adopted upper castes customs. The strict observance 
ofpurdahresulted in the seclusirai of women from men who did not belong to their 
femily and also fee wm-ld outside. 

Marriage was a contract among the Muslims and it was a man’s prerogative to 
divorce Ms wife. Ina Systran, where there was no provision for payment of alimony 
(maintenance after divorce), the wife was left to fend for herself. Among the 
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Muslims marriage, divorce or inheritance questions are decided as per the provisions 
contained in the I^uslim Personal Law (Shariat). Even today, in the absence of a 

uniform civil code. Shariat governs Muslim fiimily life. The fact that a large number 
of Muslim women have still not been able to access opportunities for education 
leaves them at the mercy of rigid patriarchal values and practices. 

During the medieval period, practices such as polygyny (the marriage in which a 

man has more than one wife), sati, child marriage, Ol-treatment of widows already 
prevalent during the Dharamashastra age gained further momentum. The priestly 

class misinterpreted the sacred texts to their advantage and created an impression 
that all these evil practices had religious sanction. Since women were denied the 

right to education and kept away from participation in life outside the home, they 
could neither know the reality nor question the existing practices. 

Notes 

323 THE MODERN PERIOD 

The modem period began with the onset of the 19“> century. The Briti sh came to 

India in 1600 A.D. For nearly 200 years in their East India Company incarnation 
there was no real effort made to address questions of social inequality or social 
oppression. Social evils such as sati, suppression of widows, denial of the right to 
education for women, and child maniage flourished unchecked. With the dawn of 
the 19'" century an era of change began and it was during this period that many 
efforts were made both by the British rulers and progressive sections of Indian 
society to put an end to social evils. 

The Modem Age can be classified into two periods. These are: 

i) The British period (1800-1947). 

ii) The Period after Independence (1947- till date). 

Let us start with the British Period first. 

323.1 The British Period 

The British set in motion an era of social reform when they imposed a ban on the 
inhuman practice of sati (the practice ofselfor forced immolation of a widow 

on thejuneral pyre of her husband) in the year 1829. The famous social reforaier 
Raja Rammohan Roy’s fight against sati received a positive response from the 
then Governor General Lord William Bentick who took the lead in enacting the 
Sati Prohibition Act. Religious fundamentalists and traditionalists put up a stiff 
resistance to this Act by claiming that the British government had meddled with a 
custom sanctioned by religion. Butthe voices of reason prevailed and the British 
government refused to withdraw the Act. However, a distinction was made between 
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voluntary sati and forced sali. Also, the passage of this Act did not put aii end to 

the practice of sali. 

British government and reformer Raja Ram Mohan Roy try to put ban 
on the inhuman practice of Sati 

Because of the ban on widow marriage and lack of opportunities for education, 

women who were rescued from the practice of son' had to undergo a great deal of 

suffering. Many widows preferred to die, because life held no meaning tor them. 

It was this plight of the young and tortured widows that moved West Bengal's 

great reformer Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, who led the movement for lifting the 

ban on widow marriage. Due to his efforts the Widow Remarriage Act of 1856 

was passed. Though there was no significant increase in the number of widow 

marriages, the passage of this Act paved the way for ending a longstanding 

oppressive custom. Social approval of widow marriage was also not forthcoming 

immediately. Vidyasagar had to often bear the wrath (anger) of hostile 

fundamentalists, who did not even hesitate to hurl physical assaults on him for his 

role in lifting the ban on widowmaniage. But the great scholar and a truly prog!e.ssi ve 

human being, that he was, Vidyasagar went ahead with his progressive reforms. 

The role of Vidyasagar in promoting the cause of women’s education also deseives 
special mention. 

The social reform movement, which started in West Bengal, spread to other parts 

of India too. Jyoti Ba Phule the great reformer from Maharashtra dedicated his li fe 

for the cause ofwomen. He started a school for girls in 1848 and in 1852 established 

the first school for Dalit girls. He also supported widow man iage and started a 

home for protecting tire children of widows. Women’s education got a li 11 ip (bonn) 

in Maharashtra fromMaharshi Karve who was apioneer in establishing educational 

institutions for girls and women. This period saw immense philanthropic 

(humanitarian) activity by many Indians in different parts of the country. 

There were also a number of other progressive pieces of legislation during the 
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British period, prominent among these being the Child Marriage Restraint Act 

of1929. Many of the woes of women were rooted in chiid mairiage. Leave alone 

child mamage, there were even infiint marriages. The Act ofl929 fixed theniinimum 
age at mmage for girls as 14 years and for boys as 18 years. Harbildas Sarda 
took the initiative in leading the campaign for increasing the age at marriage and in 
recognition of his role the Act also came to be known as the Sarda Act. Today the 

minimum age at marriage for a woman is 18 and for a man, 21 years. These 
changes were brought about by the Child Marriage Restraint {Amendment) Act, 
which was passed in 1976. 

The pre-independence era of the twentieth century was also remarkable for one 
more reason. The large-scale participation of women in the freedom movement 
both as visible and invisible freedom fighters was a standing testimony not only to 
their courage but also their capacities. Gandhij i, under whose leadership women 

participated in the nationalist movement opposed such practices as child mairiage 
and dowry. Swaraj without social reform was not a meaningful proposition’ was 
Gandhiji’sview. 

Women participating in the national freedom movement 

pie British period saw the rise of social refonri movements which took up the 
issue of gender inequality, primarily by passing laws that removed barriers to 

women’s emancipation. Though wide spread chaitges did not take place, the stage 
was definitely set for launching a struggle for creation of a gender just society {a 

society in, which laws give equal treatment to men and women. In cases 

relpting to women courts must give judgments in such a way that the interests 

of women are protected). Independence brought new hopes and led to the creation 
of departments and launching of schemes, meant exclusively for improvement in 
the status of women. 
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INTEXT QUESTIONS 32.3 

Choose the correct Answer: 

1. In which year did the British government pass the Sati Prohibition Act? 

a) 1829 b) 1830 c) 1856 d)l880 

2. What is the name of the reformer whose name is associated with the Child 

Marriage Restraint Act of 1929? 

a) Harbildas Sarda b) Dayananda Saraswathi 

c) Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar d) Raja Rammohan Roy 

3. Who among the following said ‘Swaraj without social reform was not a 

meaningful proposition? 

ajGandhiji bjLokmanyaTilak 

c) G. K. Gokhale d) Sardar Patel 

4. Who started the first school for Dalit girls in Maharashtra? 

a) Maharshi Karve b) Jyoti BaPhule 

b) Dr. B. R. Ambedkar d) Pandita Rama Bai 

32.3.2 The Period after Independence 

After India got her independence the Constitution of India laid the foundation for 

creating a social order where men and women are treated as equals. While Article 

14 of the Constitution conferred equal rights and opportunities on men and women. 

Article 15(1) prohibited discrimination against any citizen on grounds of.sex. The 

Constitution, through Article 15 (3) also laid down that the state can make special 

provision for women. According to Article 16 (2) no citizen shall be discriminated 

against in respect of any employment in office under the state. 

The Directive Principles of State Policy prescribed that: 

0 Men and women equally have the right to adequate means of livelihood. 

fi) There is equal pay for equal work for both men and women. 

in) The health and strength of women workers cannot be abused. 

iv) Provision should be made for securing just and humane conditions of work 

and for maternity. 
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A number of laws were also implemented for liberating women from oppressive 

social customs and protecting their rights. Prominent of these laws are as follows: 

i) The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 (This Act made monogamy compulsory 

and created a provision for divorce. It had prescribed the minimum age at 

marriage as 15 years for a girl and 18 years for a man). 

rf) The Hindu Succession Act, 1956 (This Act confers property rights on 

women; but the provisions of the Act applied only to self-earned property and 

equal share is not guaranteed for women in ancestral properly). 

Hi) The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 and the subsequent amendments of 1984 
and 1986 (As you will read in the lesson: Some Problems of Women). 

iv) The Maternity Benefit Act, 1961 (This Act grar ts maternity leave with full 

pay for 135 days to women who have completed 80 working days in a given 

job and prohibits the dismissal or discharge ofa woman during the leave 

period. This Act extends to factories, mines, plantations, shops and 

establishments where 10 or more persons are employed). 

v) The Equal Remuneration Act, 1976 (This Act provides for payment of 

equal wages for men and women for equal work). 
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vi) The Indecent Representation of Women [Prohibition! Act, i986 (This 

Act prohibits indecent presentation of women in advertisements and media 

campaigns and makes it a punishable offence). 

Besides the Acts referred to above, there are also many legislations such as Hindu 

Adoption and Maintenance Act of 1956, The Immoral Traffic Prevention Act of 

1956 amended in 1986, The Family Courts Act of 1984 and The National 

Commission for Women Act of 1990 have been passed after theeountry became 

independent. 

Constitutional provisions and a series of laws have actually paved the way for 

bringing about major changes in the lives of women. Though women have been 

enfranchised, their age-long social subordination continues to prer'ail in many forms. 

In the 55 years following India’s independence, the position of women on different 

indicators of development such as education or life expectancy has improved 

considerably, but there are still gaps in such areas of access to health care or work 

participation. Tliere are yet several causes for worry. 

Let us start by taking a look at sex ratio. Sex ratio refers to the number of females 

per 1,000 males. Table 1 will give you information on how many women there 

were/are per 1,000 men during the different census periods. 

India’s sex ratio, which stood at 972 women per 1000 men in 1901. had declined 
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to 927 per 1000 by 1991. However, in the 2001, census there has been only a 

slight improvement to 933 per 1000 men. There are also wide variations between 

different states. Kerala is the only state in India wliere there are more women than 

men. The sharp decline in the number of female infants (0-12 months) and girl 

children (1-6 years) in almost all the states of the country is a cause for concern. 

Life expectancy at birth for females increased from 23.3 in 1901 to 61 .X years by 

1997 and this indeed is a heartening development. Improved access to health care 

and lower fertility ratios in some states are predominantly responsible for this 

phenotnenon. But this happiness is taken away, when we realize that maternal 

mortality (death of mothers in child birth) rates have increased froni 424 per 

100,000 live births in 1992to 540 in 1998. It is estimated that 80,000 wopien die 

every year in India during childbirth. The fact that even today only 34 per cent of 

births take place in medical institutions and lack of access to safe ante-natal caiv 

are primary causes for death of mothers during childbirth. Early marriage, fiec|iienl 

childbirths, poor nutrition and burden the of household work take a heavy lol I on 
women’s health. 

Table 1: India’s Sex Ratio 

Census ’I'ear Male Female 

1901 1,000 972 

1911 1,000 964 

1921 1,000 955 

1931 1,000 950 

1941 1,000 945 

1951 1,000 946 

1961 1,000 941 

1971 1,000 930 

1981 1,000 934 

1991 1,000 927 

2001 1,000 933 

Source: Census of India Reports orDifTerent Decades Table 1.1 

Female literacy increased from 39.42 per cent in 1991 to 54.16 per cent in 2001 

(an increase of nearly 15 per cent in a span of 10 years). In fact, it is only 
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during this period that a visible rise took place in the number of literate women. 

The data in Table 2 will show you that in the 50 years after the country became 

independent female literacy increased only at a marginal pace. 

Table 2: Literacy Rates in India 

CensusYear Persons Males Females 

1951 18.33 27.16 8.86 

1961 28.31 40.40 15.34 

1971 34.45 45.95 21.97 

1981 43.56 56.37 29.75 

(41.42) (53.45) (28.46) 

1991 52.11 63.86 39.42 

2001 65.38 75.85 54.16 

Note: Literacy figures for Census of 1951,1961 and 1971 applied to persons of 

five years ofage and above. From the Census of 1981 literacy percentages are 

being calculated for persons of 7 years of age and above. Figures in brackets for 

1981 indicate literacy rates in the five years and above age group. 

Sources: NIPCED, Statistics on Children in India, 1992. 

Annual Report 2001 -2002, Department of Women and Child Development, 

Government of India. ' 

Nptcs 

Improved access to education has helped many woiiren overcome the obstacles 

to their illiteracy. An increasing number of women are now getting opportunities 

for not only acquiring skills but also enhancing their income earning capacities. In 

spite of the increase in the percentage of literacy, there are differences among 

states in making use of educational opportunities. While states like Kerala, 

Maharashtra, Goa, Mizoram, Tamilnadu and many of the northeastern states and 

the Union territories liave recorded asignificant rise in literacy, states like Rajasthan, 

Jharkhand, are still on the lower side. It is also true that school drop out rates rise 

sharply in higher primary and high schoollevekThisis primarily due to the emphasis 

being given for preparing girls for shouldering family responsibilities. In spiteof the 
programme of free compulsory primary education being in existence for nearly 

fifty years, a large number of girls are not able to make use of these opportunities 

on account of domestic bimdens and economic constraints. 
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Work participation tates for women are still very low. It is only 23.3 for female.s as 

against 57.6 for males. Only 17 per cent of women workers are in organized 

sector {those jobs protected by labor laws) employment, while most women 

work in low paid and over worked jobs. 

While the law tightens its hold on offenders responsible for incidence of violence 

against women, in actual practice cases of violence against women are also on the 

mcrease. This is indeed a disturbing trend, which cannot be taken lightly. I lowevej-. 

it IS also tme that there is growing awareness among women of their rights and 

there is a strong women’s movement, which has been addressing questions of 

gender inequality and gender injustice. But, the movement for women's 

emancipation has to touch the lives of larger sections of India’s population ifihere 

has to be a real change in the position of women. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 32.4 

Choose the Correct Answer 

1. The Hi ndu Marriage Act of _ 

b)1955 

_created a provision for divorce. 

c)]976 d)l961 a) 1956 

2. What is the sex ratio in India as per 2001 census? 

a) 927 b) 933 c) 960 d) 929 

4. The female literacy rate according to the Census of2001 is_ 

a) 54.16 b) 56.37 c) 53.45 d)52.11 

5. The only state in India, where there are more women than men is 

a) Goa b) Kerala c) Sikkim djTamilnadu 

%. 

The status of women in India has been presented as existing in dilferenl periods of 

Indian histo^'. These are 1. Ancient 2. Medieval and 3. Modem. 

Ancient Period 

During the early Vedic period women enjoyedarelatively higher status, fhey 
could receive education and choose their marital partners. Evi 1 practices such. 
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as sati, child marriage or ban on widow marriage did not exist. 

• The two great epics Ramayana and Mahabharata have a strong influence on 

Indian society. Even today girls are being brought up to follow m the footsteps 

of Sita, the wife of Rama. Sita is considered the ideal Hindu woman because 

she surrendered all her personal desires and followed Rama to the forest. On 

the other hand, Draupadi the central female character of Mahabharata is a 

woman who exhibits a greater sense of independence and courage. 
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• During the period of Jainism and Buddhism women were treated with far 

greater respect than they were during the later Vedic period. Both these religions 

gave opportunities for women to participate in religious activities. Women 

could come out of their homes to seek religious knowledge. 

• In the late Vedic period a gradual decline took place in the status of women. 

This was primarily due to the increasing importance given to sons as the carriers 

of family lineage and inheritors of the family property. Women began to be 

confined to the domestic sphere. 

• Manu Smriti and Yagnavalkya Smriti, the two most well known Dharmashastras 

laid down codes of conduct, which placed heavy restrictions on woman’s 

mobility and fieedom. Evil practices such as early maniage, denial of education, 

ban on widow marriage and Sati relegated women to a position of total 

subordination. 

Medieval Period 

• The medieval age saw the rise of Islam in India. Owing to the practice of 

purdah women remained in a state of physical and social isolation. Since 

Muslim Personal Law governed rights of divorce, inheritance or maintenance, 

Muslim women too suffered heavily. Many Hindu women adopted purdah 

too. Jauhar or mass sati was also widely practiced by Rajput women. 

Modern Period 

• Though the British came to India in the beginning of the 17“' century, they 

started taking initiative for introd 'ing social reforms only in the 19"' century. 

• Due to the efforts of Indian social reformers such as Raja Rammohan Roy, 

Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and Harbildas Sarda, the British passed Widow 

Remarriage Act, the Sati Prohibition Act and Child Marriage Restraint Act. 

Women’s education also received great support from Indian reformers in the 

19"'century. 
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After India became independent, the-Constitution of India confera'd ec|ual 

nghtsonwomenandmenwithaviewtoabolishgenderdiscriminalion. 

The Govemmentofindiaimplementedanumberoflaws for liberating women 
from oppressive social customs. These include laws relating to divorce, 

inheritance, equal wages, maternity benefits etc. 

^ugh significantimprovements have taken place in the positionofwomcn in 
the 50 years following independence, women continue to suffer from problems 

such as Illiteracy, violence and ill health. 

It IS true Aat a numberof laws have been passed to change the conditions of 

women. But the culturally prescribed roles for men and women, project women 
as weak and submi^ve individuals. People generally tend to follow tlie gender 

rolem^els. Changing attitudes towards women is also veiyiinportant,ifilieii 
overall position has to improve. 

Answer the following questions in 200-300 words. 

1 • Explain the status of women during the early Vedic period. 

2. What were the factors responsible for the decline in the status of women 

durmgthepenod of the Dharmashastias? 

3. Expl^ the main features ofthe social reform movements during the British 
penod. 

4. Discuss the impact of legislation on women’s status in independent India. 

GLOSSARY 

1. Child Marriage Restraint Act: The Act, which was passed in I ‘P9 Used 

14y^astheminimumageatinaiTiageforagirlandl8yeai-slbrahoy.rhe 

HmduMamageact^sedinilOSSraisedtheminimumageatman-iageliira 
»rl to 15 years. In 1976, the Child Marriage Restraint Act was amended and 

the minimum age at marriage was raised to 18 and21 years, resixxlivelv for 
gn-lsandboys. 

2. Dharma Shastras; The religious texts, which prescribed Codes of Conduct. 

3. Epics: The two epics are Ramayana and Mahabharata. 
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4. 

5. 

Medieval Age: The period between 1100 and 1700 A.D. This age also saw 

the emergence of Islam. 

Patriarchy: The system, which upholds the superiority of a male. In a 

patriarchal society, the oldest male member is the head of the lamily, the lineage 

is traced through the male line and males enjoy the right to property inherit ice. 

Women’s identities are traced through men in a patriarchal social set up. 

Feminists see patriarchy as a major cause of women’s oppression. 

Notes 

6. Rig Vedic Age: The period of the Rig Veda is also known as the early Vedic 

age. 

7. Satr. The customary act of self-immolation ofa widow on the funeral pyre of 

her husband. The decision was either voluntary or forced. 

ANSWER TO INTEXT QUESTONS 

34.1 

1 Rig Vedic Period. 

2 Ramayana and Mahabharata. 

3 Fler loyalty to Dhrishrashtia. 

34.2 

1 True 

2 False 

3 False 

4 True 

34.3 

1 1829 

2 HatbildasSarda 
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3 Gandhiji 

4 JyotiBaPhule 

34.4 

1 1955 

2 933 

3 54.16 

4 Kerala 
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Notes 

GENDER DISCRIMINATION AND 
GENDER EQUALITY 

In Lesson number 10 you leamt about the status of womm in India during different 

periods. Though the Constitution has removed the obstacles to liberation of women, 

getKler discrimination still exists in different social institutions. As a result women in 

India are not able to enjoy an equal status. In this lesson you will see how gender 

discrimination is responsible for such a situation. 

Imagine these scenes: 

1. You are waiting for a bus at the bus stop and a yout^ man takes out a knitting 

needle and wool and starts knitting. A schoolgirl who is also waiting for a bus 

climbs a tamarind tree to took for raw tamarind. 

2. A couple lives in lyour neighbourhood. The husband stays at home and takes 

care of their two-year-old daughter and manages other household chores 

while the wife works in a bank as a manager. 

Do these events surprise you? Have you heard people reacting to#hese incidents 

by saying? 

i) Oh, look at this man knitting a sweater, as if he were a woman. 

ii) Being a girl ‘see how she is climbing a tree’! 

iii) Is not this man a ‘house husband’? Being a male, he should have gone out to 

work, while his wife stayed back at home to take care of the child and do all 

the housewoik. And look at that woman, does she not feel guilty about leaving 

her little child behind and make her husband toil hard? 
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What IS so umque about these scenes/events that people have to express their 

st^nse or pass such comments? Why cannotamanknitoragirlclimbatree^ 

^t IS wmngifaman stays athome and takes icsponsibilityforchild care and 

house work? Why cannotawoman give full time attention to her career? These 
images se™ to suipnse people because they are contraiy to the practices, which 

^yusuallyseemsociely.Nolawhaslaiddown that menand women should only 

door should notdo certain types of work. Itisour culture,which has builtmany 
s ereot^ {typical) images of men and women, and over a period of time most 

^pleWe come toaccqititastheright image. Simplybecause men and women 

tevedifent biological roles toperform, it is being interpreted that they haveto 
tehavediffeiently.ThismisconceptionwiUbeclearifyouundei^ 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• clarify the meaning ofthe term gender; 

• differentiatebetweentheteimsffcnrferandscr 

^lyseAephenomenonofgenderdiscriminationffomafeministpointof View, 3nG 

acWe"v^** meaning of gender equality and the ways by which it can be 

.meaning of the ter.m gendHT 

IfyoutumthepagesofanEnghshdictionaiyandiookforthemeaningofthewoid 
gender,youwllf.nditdefi„edas‘bei„gmaleorfemale^Anotherui^^^^^^ 
neutCT BuftheS' >'« applied when classifying nouns as masepline, feminine or 

The word gen^r cannot be used to refer to biological differences between males 
and females. That difference is best described by using the word sex. In other 

^i^thetemsexrefeis fothe biological characteristics by whichhuman beings 

Isthereth^THW Zir u 
Is there thenadifference between the words male and female and masculine and 
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feminine? Yes. Read the following sentences carefully. 

Gender is not detennined by an individual’s biological characteristics, but by how 

society looks at the roles of men and women. In other words, gender is socially 

constmcted. : 

Sex is determined by dififetences in biological characteristics. 

The foUowing examples will help you to understand the differences between gender 
and sex. 

Example ) r It is not a man who gives birth to a child but a woman. This is 

because a woman has the organ uterus or the womb, in which a baby develops 

before birth. Since aman does not possess this organ, he can not give birfli to a 

baby. This act of a woman giving birth to a baby and a man not being able to do 

that can be explained by the differential biological characteristics, wdiichmales and 

females possess. This difference can be understood by using the word sex. 

Example 2: A boy falls down while playing with his friends in the school ground. 

He is hurt badly and starts crying. Instead of giving him first aid, his fiiends start 

teasing him by saying ‘Aye! Look at him crying as if he is a girl. Go and get him a 

flock and bangles so that he can wear those and be a gfll’. Why should a boy not 

ciy? When there is physical or mental pain, human beings tend to give an expression 

to this pain by crying. It is more of a human reaction than a male or a female 

reaction. If a girl or a woman cries, it is accepted as a perfectly normal thing for 

her to do but if a boy or a man cries, it is considered unnatural behaviour. A man 

not crying or a woman crying has nothing to do with their differences in their 

biological characteristics. This is the way society has come to allocate (assign/ 

distribute) roles to them. Characteristics such as courage, strength, and 

independence are attributed to boys. Girls are supposed to be timid, weak and 

dependent. Such socially (attributed) rrrasculine or feminine characteristics can 

be understood by using the term gender. 

Activity: Identify two activities, where you notice gender differences in 

your day-to-day life. Write a note of250 words on how you can counter 

these gender differences. (The Study Centre has to take care of this 

‘Learning through Activity’ exercise. This should be a Teacher Marked 
Assignment) 

33.2 GENDER I)I.SCU1.MINATI()\-,M|;aMN(. 

It is true that men and women are biologically different, but keeping this as a base 

can thetwo sexes be treated differently? All childreninthe age group6-ll years 

must be in primary school, but why do we find more boys than girls in schools? Is 
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not education as important for a girl, as it is for a boy? Why should a girl be kept 

away from school and forced to work at home, while her brothers attend school 

regularly? Why should only a girl child do all the housework and her brothers be 

spared from this burden? It is this differential treatment {act/practice of treating 

men and women differently) of males and females in our society, which is called 

gender discrimination. A girl or a woman is denied an opportunity not because she 

IS incapable or incompetent but because she is a female. In talking about status of 

women it is gender discrimination that is borne in mind. 

33.3 HOW DOES GENDER DISCRMINATION 
OPER.ATE IN OLR SOCIETY? 

Seema and Sameerare applicants for a job in an engineering firm. Both have 

passed their engineering examination with distinction. In fact, Seema stood first in 

her University. She performed very v.ell in the interview. But, it was Sameer and 

not Seema who was given the job. Seema was really upset about this and went 

and questioned the manager of the firm. ‘Did I not do well’, she jhe 

manager’sreply was like this-'Ves, you did well.Infact your performance was 
better than that of Sameer. We preferred him because he is a male. Youmight 

leave the job when you get married, and even if you remain here, you will ask for 

maternity leave, whenyou have children. Wecannotaffoid to loose youor sanction 
leave’, Seema did not get this job only because she is a woman. It was not her 

ability that mattered, but the imagined fear of the employer that she may either 

leave the job or seek leave, which actually took away her chance. If Seema did 

iMt have the required qualification, she need not have been given the j ob, but even 

diough she was the most suitable candidate, she was denied this opportunity. This 

IS a clear case of gender discrimination. 

Gender discrimination is prohibited by the Constitution of India 

Gender discrimination was prohibited by the Constitution of 

India vide ArticlelS (1) when it declared ‘The state shall not 

discriminate against any citizen on grounds only of religion, 

race, caste,fex, place ofbirth or any of them’. 

INTENT QUESTIONS .T3.1 

► 

^ Notes 

Answer inone Sentence 

1. What is gender? 
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2. What is Sex? 

3. What is gender discrimination? 

4. Which article in the Constituritm of India prohibits gender discrimination? 

33.4 GENDER DISCRIVilNATION IN DIFFERENT 
_SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

Law treats men and women as equals, but in ptactice, gender discrimination exists 

in all social mstitutions. It begins in the family and spreads to other institutions in 

society. 

33.4.1 The Family 

Look at the way the family treats women and men differently. In most households, 

the fether is considered the head of the family and hence, the centre of authority. 

Women generally perform kitchen work, childcare and other domestic chores. 

Regardless of whether a woman is in paid employment outside the home or not, 

domestic work is considered a woman’s area or sphere. Since household work is 

unpaid, it is not considered as important as paid work, which is generally done by 

men. Even though there is a gradual increase in the number of women being 

employed outside the home in wage work, the image of a male as the ‘bread 

winner continues to persist. Though women spend a great deal of their time on 

households woik and childcare it is treated as ut^soducti ve labour. The distribution 

of work-roles in the family based on sex is called gender division of labour. 

While a woman’s place is primarily within the home and hence private, a man’s 

place of activity is mainly outside the home and is public. 

This gender division of labour also gives rise to an unequal division of power 

between males and females within the household. The male is generally the head 

of the family. Authority and property are usually transferred in the male line. As a 

result of the power, which a man who is generally the oldest among the male 

members of a fetmly enjoys, he achieves and maintains dominance over females 

and younger male members. This arrangement of relation^ips, which upholds 

male siqwriority and female subordination {submissiveness), is called Patriarchy. 

In a male dominated family set up, women are expected to merge {combine) their 

identity with that of a male member, be it the fether or the husband. Though women 
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play a primary role in the survival and maintenance of the household, their position 

in household decision-making is almost alwit vs secondary. In patriarchal families, 

inheritance rights are traced and passed on through the male line and women may 

not have a share at all or an equal share in the family property. 

In India, nearly 30 per cent of the households survive on the earnings of women. 

Such households are referred to as female headed households. However, this 

headship generally refers to the responsibility a woman assumes for running the 

family and not to the power she exercises over other members, especially her 

husband. Even where the wife takes the sole responsibility for household 

maintenance, it is not uncommon to see her being subject to physical or/and mental 

violence. Tbis is what is meant by unequal gender relations within the family. 

In many ways family socializabon upholds gender discrimination. Daughters and 

sons are braugbl up toperfoim different roles and acquire (learn) different qualities. 

Marriage and motherhood are prescribed as the ultimate goals for daughters, 

where as, for sons, a career is given the greatest importance. Family resources are 

not equally distributed among daughters and sons. One prominent example is the 

readiness of many families to spend any amount of money on providing the best 

education for sons and not daughters. The argument is that resources spent on a 

son’s education bring back returns to the family, but the daughter takes away 

family resources, including dowiy when she moves to another family upon mairiage. 

It is this kind of thinking, whichhas led to an increase in such practices as female 

foeticide, female infanticide and dowry. 

The family is thus the first source of discrimination. It is in the family that daughters 

and sons are socialized for playing different roles in society. This role allocation 

(distribution) is not based on ability but on sex. Such a pattern of preparing 

daughters and sons for playing different roles is known as gender-biased 
socialization. Since an mdividital’s first contacts are with his or her family, the 

seeds of gender inequality are sown in the family and are transferred to other 
institutions in society. 

33.4.2 Religion 

All over the world, religion has had a profound impact on human behaviour. Religion 

has a long past and religious texts have been mostly composed by men. Since 

women were not allowed to receive education for a long time, they could not read 

what was actually written in the religious texts. So these have often been used to 

discnminafe against women. There is little wonder that many values and practices, 

which suppress women, claim to have religious sanction. Many a time religion 

practices double standards, in that in one breath it says that women should be 
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treated with the highest respect, and in another it upholds such practices as 

humiliation of widows, child mairiage or sati. We have earlier read about one 

instance of this in Manusmnti. In many religious rituals women and men are not 

accorded equal status. A widow or a single woman is not allowed to perform 

certain rituals. A woman derives her status from her husband and, in his absence 

she loses that status. 
Notes 

Since religion has a large following, its influence in formulating social attitudes 

relating to men and women is very strong. 

33.4.3 Education 

Education has a special and unique role to play in all societies. It is the social 

institution, whichhasbeenentrusted with the iBsponsibiUtyoftransmissionofcullurc 
fom one generation to the other. Education is imparted both through schools and 

institutions outside the school, including the fiunily and the church/teni]fle. The 

school has a veiy strong influence in the fonnative years ofachild’s life. Tmag« 

a^ impressions created in the school have a long way to go in moulding a child’s 

views alwut gender. The National Policy of Education, 1986 had laid down that 

gender discrimination must be completely eliminated fiom the educational system. 

Yet, many school tetetbooks continue to present women/giris in negative images. 
Look at these examples: 

• Father is the head of the family; 

• Father is the breadwinner for the family; 

• Mother cooks in the kitchen, while the father reads the newspaper; 

• Some women also work as nurses or teachers; 

• Kamalahelps her mother in the kitchen while her brother Raja accompanies 
his father to the market; and 

• Leena washes the clothes in the backyard while her brother Ameer is studyine 
in the hall. 

The central ideas conveyed by all these examples is thatawoman’splace is in the 
liome and aman’s place outside. Such lessons also uphold the idea that domestic 

svoric is. the sole responsibility of a woman, and that the world outside the home or 

public spaces essentially belong to a male. This gender bias in school textbooks 

rffects young minds corrospondingly. In spite of the 6ict that a large number of 

wmen are engaged in gainful employment and contribute to the well being of their 
amilies, flieir contribution is overlooked. Even oflierwise, in most families these 

ire the images. Which children get to see day-afler-day and textbooks often 

itren^hen these gender stereotypes (projecting women and men in roles 
•onsidered typically male or female). Even today in many schools girls and 
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boys aie |iot permitted to play the same games or mingle fieely. 

At higher levels of education some courses are considered more suitable for women 

than men. No college will directly tell a woman that she can not apply for a certain 

course. But in practice women are not really welcome in many courses. Even 

though the entry of women in higher education is on the increase in recent times 

they are still concentrated in such disciplines as liberal arts, biological sciences, 

computers and electronics. These are considered ‘soft courses’ and hence, more 

suitable for women. Thus in so, many ways, education still upholds gender 

discriminatioiL 

Education should function as the most powerful instrument of social change. It is 

through education that new ideas are to be created and circulated, but in reality it 
does not always happen so. 

IMKXT QI LSTIONS 33.2 

FillintheBlanks 

1. Distribution ofwork roles based on a person’s sex is known as_ 

2. Families, which depend only on the earnings of women are called 

3. The Natioi^ Policy of education of_laid down that gender 

discrimination should be eliminated by education 

4. Lessons,whichconveythemeaningthataman’splaceisoutsideandawoman’s 
place inside the home are examples of__ 

33.4.4 Economic Institutions 

In the initial stages of history when men and women were moving from one place 

to another in search of food and shelter; there was no structured gender division of 

labour. Nevertheless,somescxtofdivisionoflabourdidexistamongtheforaging 
bands and hunting and gathering people. Men hunted, while women gathered 

roots and fruits. But when human beings began to lead a settled existence and 

adopted plough based agriculture,aclear division between the work spheres of 

menandwomenanerged. Whilemenploughedtheland, womenlatgelymanaged 

dom^c vrark and took the responsibility for child beating and rearing. Around 

this time work itselfcame to be divided into two s[*etes namely man’jBWf* and 

woman’s work. But the bouseholdcontinued to remain the unit ofboth production 

and consumption. It was with industry and manufacturing that the domestic unit 
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began to lose out as a production unit. The world outside the home became a 

nm’s world and the world inside the home became a woman’s world. A woman 

came to be referred to, as ‘housewife’ or ‘home maker’, wliile a man began to be 

recognized as a producer or the breadwinner. 

After industrialization swept the world, men got a fiirthet advantage over women 

because they had better opportunities to acquire education and skills. Since a 

large number of women stayed at home most of the time they did not have an 

exposure to the changes and develofments taking place outside. Even if women 

entered industries, it was mostly in the lower level jobs. 

MODULE- V 
Status of Women 

Notes 

In India today, the eeonomy is divided into two categories, namely organized 

{formal} and unorganized {informal) sectors. The organized seetor refers to 

jobs, which have a regular wage stmetore, through elaborate on labour laws and 

work related benefits. But the unorganized sector consists of jobs, which are 

neither assured of aprotected wage nor employment guarantee. The largest number 

of women who work outside their homes ate in the unorganized sector and are 

subject to exploitation of dilferent kinds. Though there is a law that equal pay be 

given for equal work, often women get lesser pay than men for the same work. In 

agriculture or construction woik, the jobs which women perform are paid a lower 

wage than those perfoimed by men 

Whether women work outside their homes or not, domestic woik is almost always 

a woman s responsibility. Though it is not possible to provide exact figures relating 

to the number of men who share domestic responsibilities, it is definitely true that 

in most families women take the sole responsibility for housework. Women who 

have to work both inside and outside their home thus suffer the ‘double buiden ’ or 

‘double dradgety’. In any case, it is a woman who works most and receives the 

least recognition and benefits. 

33.4.5 Political Institutions 

In all societies there is an arrangement for fotmation and implementation of law 

and order. In simple societies agencies of social control were laigely informal, for 

example, customs or norms. A council of elders ensured that members of a 

community followed the noims laid down by that community. As societies became 

more complex and formal, the state took over the responsibility of governance 

and institutions such as assemblies and Parliament replaced informal institutions. 

But whether it was the informal ^stem of political governance or the fornial system, 

the representation of women has always been very low. Democracy for most 

women means casting their votes in elections and not participating as people’s 

representatives. Politics is still considered as unsuitable for women because they 

have no experience of handling power. ! 
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It is surprising to in the Indian society which has had a few brave women rulers 

also, women still continue to be considered unfit for important political positions. 

Sinre men have held power in all institutions, they are not reallyprepared to accept 
the idea of shanng power with women. This phenomenon is not typical of Indian 
society, but is noticeable all over the world. 

The 73"'airf 74* amendments to the Constitutionofindia gave l/S"* representation 
to women in rural and urban local self-government {Panchayats, Municipalities 
and Corporations) and paved the way fornearly a million women entering the 

political decrsionmalcingprocess. However, the Women’s Reservation Bill which 

praises to give 1/3"'reservationto women in the Parliament and state assemblies 
is still wmting to be eleared by the legislature. Though women have proved their 

abilities in managing political responsibilities, it is unfortunate that the bill is still 
awaiting clearance. 

Note: A picture of women conducting and participating in a Panchayat meeting 
can be drawn and inserted here. 

[INSERT PICTUREI 

GendCT discrimmatron is thus found in all social institutions. For centuries, society 

has tri^ to deprive women of their rightful place in the public sphere by holding 

their bioiogical make-up as the primary reason. But feminism rejects the idea that 

women’s biological make up determines their abilities. Let us now see how gender 
discrimination is analysed by feminists. 

IN IT.Xr QL KSl IONS .33..3 

State whether ‘True’ or ‘False’ 

1. Majority of the women in India are employed in the organized sector of the 
economy. 

True False 

2. Women working both outside and inside the house suffer from a ‘double 
burden’. 

'True False 

3. All over the world, there are more women than men in politics. 

Tnie False 

4. Femimsts reject the idea that women’s biological make up determines their 
abilities. True False 
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33.5 GENDER DISCRLMINATION - A FEMEMST 
ANALYSIS 

Why is it important to extiBiine gender discrimination from a feminist viewpoint? 

Most people in this society take gender discrimination for granted. They accept 

gender stereotypes as the right images of men and women. What is wrong if 

advertisements for detergent soaps always show women washing clothes, they 

seem to ask? But there are many people, particularly women, who reject the% 

stereotypes. Th^y are called feminists. Now let us ask the question, ‘what is 

feminism?’ 

Notes 

What is Feminism? 

Feminism is both a concept and practice (Feminists do not just preach 

equality between men and women but also try to promote its achievement). 

Broadly defined, it is a state of awareness that women are oppressed and 

exploited in all social institutions. Feminism does not Just stop at recognizing 

that there is oppression of women. It believes in raising consciousness 

and initiating action for bringing about change. They raise questions and 

resort to protests when women’s tights and self-respect are hurt 

Feminism rejects the notion (idea) that biological differences between men and 

women should foipi the basis for treating them differently. They trace the roots of 

gender discrimination to the social inequalities that are inbuilt in human societies. 

Feminists use terms \ike patriarchy, male domination, female subordination 
and women’s oppression to explain gender discrimination, which operates in our 

society. Patriarchy as the word itself indicates, is a system where the fether or the 

patriarch has the control. This control gives him power over other members of the 

family and creates a belief that men have unlimited power over women.'Thd' 

classification of women’s role as reproductive and men’s roles as productm' 
has created a situation where the man came to be recognized as the person 

contributing to household survival. Even though child bearing and child rearing are 

very important for the survival and continuation of a society, these roles are always 

sidelined. This is done by giving women’s labour in these tasks vray minimal social 

and economic value. Besides reproductive work, women also run the household. 

Tasks such as cooking, cleaning, shoHjing, care of the sick and guest care involve 

a great deal of physical and mental labour. Just because this labour is unpaid and 

invisible it is not socially recognized. Feminists argue this distinctioD b^ween 

work as poductive and urqsoductive must cease to exist and WDBien’socHilributitm, 
paid or unpaid must be recognized as work. The feminist sloganA// women are 
workers is a clear indication of the need to recognize and respect housework as 

something as important as other types of work. 
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societtwvwwnenakeanactivepartmaetivitiesoi^thehninP Th..a.inf|ii(if 

csMjijuiacc? vvouidipiujeClica 

as perfoniung these rates. More often than not, you get to see women shown as 
VmmpmAlr^tw nii««Ae _ -£e_> < 

scnooiicacners. omce secietanesandcomputerprogrammere 
or tel^honeoperators. TherepresentafionofwDmeninnon-traditiona] jobs such 
^ business exe^ves, technicians, bus or engine drivers or pilots is still very low. 
So the popular impression is that women are not suitable for jobs, which involve 

hard physical labour.Butthisis not true. Have you not seen women stone-cuttere 
and construction-workers? After seeing the hard work, vrfiich thrg^ are doing do 
you stfll think women are tire weaker spc? Thus, feminists reject the idea of women 

as the weaker sex and raise the slogan a woman’s biology is not htr destiny 

{just because a person is born a female she need not be forced to play nor 

preventedfrom playing aptuticular role). 

According to feminists gender related prejudices (narrow-mindedness/ 

rnfo/ermtcej fflid practices ate deep rooted in aU social institutions. Gender division 
ofre^x^bilities, which was initially an arrangement worked out for convenience 
tun^ mm an oppressive tool over a period of time. It is true that during certain 
periods of their life such as pregnancy, cWldbirth and child tearing women are 

temporarily away tram active participation in public life. Over a period of time, 
this temporary separation was virtually converted to an exclusion from public life 
and women came to be relegated to a secondary position. A large number of 

'^oraeavXoytwowork-roiesibothashome-makersandpaidworkersoutside 
the home) in contrast to men who play a single work-role. Such women work 
for longer hours, yet social attitudes towanfathem are essentially biased. Women 

ate treatedprimarily as ‘wives’ and ‘mothers’ and not as ‘workers’ or ‘jaeducets’. 

Bwause feminists question and protest male domination, their goals are often 
misunderstood. They are dubbed as ‘man haters’, ‘home breakers’, or ‘destroyers 
of fatmly peace’. But, all these accusations are far fiom the truth. A feminist 

questions and fi^ts against a male dominated social system, of which women are 
^sooften part of. Their struggle is against injustices being done to women and all 
thrwe who awp i^«i._ nr. .... 

not to set women against men, but to create a gender sensitive society, which 
treats men ^ women as equals. The ultimate goal of feminism is to establish a 

society, which is committed to gender equality in thought, word and deed. 

.13.6 WIIAI 1S(,IM)| |< I g| Al ITV 

By nowyou must have understood that the term gender includes both men and 

socioi.f)f:r 
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which mm and women receive equal treatment in all social institutions. In a gender- 

equal society women and men have the fteedom to exercise their choices and 

treat each other with respect Neither is a woman discriminated nor a male prefmed. 

In a gender equal social order, both men and womm ate liberated firom oppressive 

social expectations and can live and function in a manner, vdiich satisfies themselves 

and not others. 

[NTE.XT QUESTIONS 33.4 

Fill in the Blanks 

1. A_questions and protests gender discriminatiort 

2. Housework is generally considered_. 

3. A family where the father has power and authority is called_ 

4. A society which treats women and men as equals, is refer red to as a 

_society. 

33.7 HOW COULD GENDER EQUALITY BE 
ACHIEVED 

It is needless to say that the first step towards achieving gender equality is the 

creation of a society where all forms of inequality between men and women are 

removed. In a gender-equal society, men and women will have the fieedom to 

exercise their choices to ‘do’ or ‘not to do’ certain jobs. Gmder equality is achieved 

when women neither feel inferior nor men superior. People should not feel that 

motherhood is a woman’s weakness on the contrary, it should be regarded as her 

strength. Both parents should take equal responsibility for child rearing. That is 

why feminists use the word i/«a/parenting instead of mothering orfathering. 
Dual parenting is a concept used to explain a situation in which both the father and 

the mother take responsibility for bringing up their childreiL 

Note; Draw a picture showing both parents bathing their children or helping them 

to prepare for school. 

[INSERT PICTURE] 

Ms and not Mrs. 

A woman’s identity will not be lost in a gender equal society. Irrespective 

of her marital status the prefix to a woman’s name is Ms. and not Mrs., as 
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is commonly used to address married women. When a male is married he 

never loses his identity and hence a woman has as much right to retain her 
identity as a female. 

In a gender equal social set up both men and women are respected for what they 

can do, and not treated with disrespect for what they cannot do. A male doing 

housework is as acceptable as a woman doing it. Violence, either in the form of 

physical abuse or mental torture cannot be tolerated in a gender equal society. In 

other words a gender-equal society is also a gender-just society. By gender 

justice, we mean a condition, where men and women are given respect and equal 

a^ess to opportumties from the time they are bom, and get opportunities because 

ot their competence and not because they are male or female. In the ultimate 

ysis, gender equality is achieved when women live with dignity and exercise 

freedom of choice to control their lives both within and outside the household. 

LEARNT 

• Sex is determined by biological characteristics, and gender is socially 

constructed (it Is the creation of society). 

• The denial of opportunities in society to a woman, not because she is not 

eligible but only by virtue of the fact that she is female is known as gender 
discrimination. 

• In theory, there is no gender discrimination in India because the Constitution 

oflndia vide Article 15<l)prohibitsit. 

• <^erdiscriminationexistsinallsocialinstitutions,prominentexamplesbeing 
family, religion, education, economy and polity. 

• Femimsm is an ideology that believes in the equality of men and women. 

Femimsts are aware of the fact that women are oppressed and exploited in all 

social institutionsandfight this disaimination The goal of feminism is to establish 
a gender equal society. 

• Gender equality refers to a condition in which men and women receive equal 

treatment in all social institutions. ^ 

Gender equality is achieved when obstacles to the liberation of women are 

removed and women andmen share responsibilities not only in the femilv but 
society at large. 



m TERMINAL EXERCISE 

Answer the following questions in 200-300 words. 

1. Distinguish between sex and gender with the help of suitable examples. 

2. What is gender discrimination? Discuss its causes. 

3. Define feminism and state its objectives. 

4. What is gender equality? With suitable examples dmw how it can be achieved 

inthefemily. 

Notes 1 

GLOSSARY 

1. Gender; The differences between men and women as created by society. 

2. Sex: Biological difference between men and women. 

3. Gender Discrimination: Differential treatment ofmen and women. 

4. Genderdivision of Labour: Distribution ofworic roles based on sex. 

5. Gender biased socialization: Preparation of boys and girls for playing 

different roles in society. 

6. Female-headed households: Households surviving on the earnings of women 
only. 

7. Organized sector employment; Jobs, which have aregular wage stracture, 

protection from labour laws and other work related benefits..lt is also known 

as the formal sector. 

8. Unorganized sector employment: Jobs, which are not assured of regular 

wages, employment guarantee, protection fiora labour laws and other work 

related benefits. It is also known as the informal sector. 

9. Double drudgery: Women’s work both inside and outside the household. 

10. Feminism: An ideology which recognizes the existence of gender inequality 

and protests against the same. 

11. Gender equality; A condition in which men and women receive equal 

treatment in all social instilutions. 

soaoLocr 
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Notes 

WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT AND 
EMANCIPATION 

\' 

must have heaid the word Women's Empowerment being mentioned 

eveiyvAere during theyear2001. You must have also seen in the newspqiers and 

on televisiraireportsofmany programmes organi2Ed in ewmectionwithfliB Women’s 

Empowerment Year. Did you ever wonder what tfiis women’s empowerment was 

all about? Many friends and students asked me this question - ‘Were women 

powerless all these years? We thought that women had all the righfirliat had, 

and now all of a suddett, we are told that one whole year is goittg to be dedicated 

to empowering women. Please explain’. These questimis ate perfectly justified. 

We will try to answer these questions in this lesson. By empowering women it is 

also possible to tackle and effectively solve all the prol^ems that were discussed 
earlier. 

..f: ■ OB.IECTn ES 

After studying this lesson, you will be able to: 

• explain the meaning ofthetenns empowerment and emancipation; 

• analysethen^foranpowetmaitofwDmen; 

• titicetfaehistoty<}fthestn^efi>rwomen’seniaicipdionfit»iidiel9‘cattuty 
upto 1947, wdien India gained indeperrdence; 

• discuss the efforts made in IndiaaftCTindependencetoempnwFTwnmpnti»th 
bjtthe state and voluntary groups and 

• review firom a critical viewpoint, the achievements and gaps in the efforts at 

empotvering women. 
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M«mcn> Lmp(meniK'nt;md Kniancipation 

35.1 WHAT IS \VO\lEN\S EMPOWERMENT? 

We all know that the Constitution of India has conferred equal rights oti ytomen 

and men. We are also aware of the fact that discrimination on the grounds of 

gender is prohibited!^ theConstitution. For the last 175 years, several laws have 

been passed to liberate women fiom the clutches of customs and practices which 

have been oppressing them for centuries. Yet, we see that many women face 

discriminahon fiom birth to death. Lams are no doubt very important to emar^qate 

women fiom oppression, but it is equally important to create an envirpnnieift in 

which equality can be enjoyed equally by all women. It is the creation of this 

environment \\4uch is tfie goal of empowermait 

^5.2 W HO IS AN F.MI'OW ERFI) WO.MAN? 

An empowered woman is one who: 

• Has the fieedom to make choices and take decisions in matters relating to her 

life as well as society at large. 

• Isnotavictimofviolenceeitherinherfamily orany othersocial institutional 
setting. 

• Can live her Ufe in such a way that her self-respect and dignity are protected. 

• Has equal access (equal chance) to opportunities in all spheres of activity. 

• Is in aposition to make use of the laws formulated for safeguarding her honour 
andrights. 

Mere provision of opportunities for women is not enough. They must have the 

freedom to make use of these opportunities. Let me give you an example. Six- 

year-old Leena lives in a village. She wants to go to the village primary school like 
her fiiends, but her faimly wants to send her to work as a domestic help in the 

neighbouring city. Being a citizen of India, Leena has as much right as any other girl 

in the country to go to school, but due to poverty and family pressure she is forced 

to give up her ambition. Leena is not empowered to maketise of her rights. So 

empowerment is a condition when women/girls have the fieedom to enjoy a right 
in practice and not just in theory. 

3.5..I Wll\ SHOI 1.1) WOMKN HE F\1 POWERED? 

Women constitute nearly half of India’s population. So, unless an environment is 

crea^ m which women are able to enjoy all their rights and live without fe^ or 

restrictions, India cannot progress. When women are empowered, an emancipated 
and enlightened (liberal/open-minded) society is created. Even today a large 
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nimiberof«wmen are forced to ct»&e(«inifrWoM-) their Uveswiflimfte four 
walls of their homes. Though there are no legal hurdles to their emimrir,t;,'n 

social and cultural iBsfoctions have prevented them ftom using opportunities for 
their development. 

Human history is foil of examples of women wholtevetAen lea(JetJ%positiraB 

andguidedfoedestiniesofftdrnatiQns.WorneBhavBiMrieaiW«c«co^^ 
forthesurvivalandsustenanceofeommunities. Women’s wrakbothinfoedDmestic 
sphere and outside has helped the society move ahead. Hence women need to be 

empowered both in their personal lives and as members of society. We can quote 
here the UNFPA {United Nations Fund for Population ActhUies) Report titled 

the State of World Population 1992, which said that there can be no sustainable 
development without development for women, because it is women who contribute 
more for the development of ehildren. Empowerment of women has multiple 

benefos not only for the environment but for humanity as well. Ensuring sustainable 
development tequires women’s empowement and their foil, equal and beneficial 
mvolvement in decision-making process related to sustainable development It 
also requires their participation as planners, managers, scientists and technical 
advisors in all fields. 

When wortien are empowered, they empower society. They have concerns not 
only for their families but also for the entire community. When women are given 

^es to r^urces they generally spend it on the well being of larger numbers, be 

It their family or neighbourhood. The example given below wifimakeitclear. 

Empowered women create an empowered society 

The elderly women of a vUlage caUed Shantigrame started a Day Care 
Centre for small children. They pooled their small savings and rented a 
small place to start this Centre. An NGO working in the vUlage also gave 

them some financial support*f»ejrewertNimnrtte»fym|ngglrla to this 
viUage who were forced to diitp otit ofschWH heeanw theyind to take 

care oftheir younger siblings. When theday care centre was started, the 
mfants and very young children were being left there and the young girls 
went back to school. The parents of the children gave asmalltokenamount 
to the elderly women who ran the day-care centre, and this small earning 

gave them resources to improve then-own Kves. SchootdropHnit numbers 
fenced considerably and in course of one year, life in the village changed. 
During the next four years, a high school and a junior college were also 

started in Shantigrama and every girl in the village attended school or 
college, as the case may be. Do you now see, how a few women who were 

empowered and encouraged to lookfor means of supporting themsekes, 
also empowered other women and girb in their viUage. 
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It is thus necessary to empower women. An empowered woman creates a better 
home and a better society. If she herself is in bondage, how can she help othfers? 
So a woman must have the strength and su{^tt to lead her life in a fiee and just 
atmosphere. 

.VS.4 IMA\( II*A I ION 

The term emancipation refers to a condition of release fiom any form of oppression 

or bondage (oppression/controt). The removal of hurdles or constraints for 
achievement of one’s goals in life can also be called emancipatioa Emancipation 
can be achieved throng legal or social action. Many a time social action leads to 
legalactioa 

Examplel; WiththepassageoftheWidowRemarriageActin 1856,thelegal 

hurdles to widow marriage were removed. Until this period, even if a 
widow wished to be married, she was not permitted to do so. Today, 
if a widow wishes to marry she carmot be legally prevented from 
doing so either by her family or social group. This is an example of 
legal action leading to emancipatioa 

Example 2: Mathura, a tribal girl, was raped in a police station. The policemen 

who were responsible for this act were not punished for tUs offence, 

because until then, tape in police custody was not included in the list 
of offences considered rape. But protests by women’s groups and 
the pressure built on the government to consider rape committed in 

poUce stations also as a punishable offence resulted in the inclusion of 
custodial rape as an act of rape, when the rape law was amended 
(See lesson 36.8, Section 36.8.2for details). 

Hsi&ISIBBSBSl 
FiOintheBlaidcs 

1. Theyear_was known as the Year of Women’s Empowerment. 

2. Freedom feom OHttession is known as _ 

3. When a woman has the freedom to take decisions and nrake choices she is 
identified as an_ 

4. An empowered woman builds an_society. 
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35.5 STRLC.GL1 S FOR | ||F IMANC II'A I ION OF 
WOMFN IN FNDIA - FIIK HK(,INMN(,S 

On eve of British conquest ofindia, tfie position ofviiomen was veiy humiliating. 
Social evils such as female infanticide, sati, child marriage, restrictions on female 

education, polygyny and ban on widow marriage flourished. In the name of religion, 
women were kept away from all efforts to seek empowerment. For mote than 

two hundred yeare after they setfoot in India, the British did not interfere with the 
religious and social life ofthe people they governed because of their policy ofnon- 

interference. But as their position in India was strengthened (iccamesft-ong), the 
British started responding positively to the efforts of enlightened rndi-n social 

reformers who had launched a straggle to emarreipate women finm the clutches of 

evil social practices and customs. The period between 1829 and 1947 saw the 

enactment of many laws, which aimed at emancipating women from the clrrtches 
ofoppressiye social customs. Indian social refonners had to work against heavy 
odds and stiff social opposition. A change-resistant (opposing change) society 

did not accept the banonSatior the legal sanction for widow marriage so very 

easily. Though salt was legally banned in 1829, incidents of sati continued and 

even as late as 2002 ca^ of sati were still being reported. If an inhuman practice 

like sati could exist even in the 21* century, when so much progress has been 

made in the fields of science and technology, you can well imagine how difficult it 

must have been to fight for women’s emancipation over one hundred and seventy 
years ago. 
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Lifting the ban on widow remaniage was another major step in tire struggle for the 

emanerj^on of women Whilethebanansarrwassomewhatefiective,flie\tfidow 

Reman^e Act of 18S6 could not be effectively implemented because of social 

opposition. But the fieedom, which tiie law gave widows to many was definitely 

an ^hievement in the struggle for women’s emancipation. With a ban i^sed on 
sari and the ban on widow rtrarriage retrraved, an envirorrment fra liberathig women 
was created. 

One of the greatest obstacles to women’s emancipation was child marriagp The 

enactment of the Child Marriage Restraint Act in 1929 prescribed the minimum 
age at marriage for a girl as 14 and a male as 18 years. Though 14 years is by no 

means the right age for a girl to be married, this Act at least took the bold step to 

put an end to the evil custom of infant marriages. When girl children did not have 

to be married off at an early age, they could go to sdrool which is a very effective 

instarmentofemancipation. The 1929Act was the single most significant piece of 
legislation that sought to emancipate women in the pre-independence eta 

Most of the social refonners of the 19* century strongly advocated women’s 

education, for they saw education as the single most important tool for liberating 

women. The opetiing of schools, especially meant for girls was a major step in 
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efforts at emmc^jatihg woraen. When women got ai q^xiitui^ to move out of 

their homes and also an expose te> the WMW at large, they were lifted out of 

ignorance. Thot^ conservative parents did Hot leally accept ftte idea of sendii^ 

dieir daughters to school easily, the &ct that effiirts began to te made for providing 

education to girls, was itself a mqor step in the direction of women’s emancipation. 

The social refinmmavementsofthe 19*centuiy, the efforts made in the early part 

of the 20* century and also the 19* century women’s movement in Europe and 

North America laid the frundationfiirdre emergence ofastrcngwomai’smovement 
in India The fieedom struggle brot^ht many women out of their homes and the 

newfoimd awakening created the right atmosphere for fighting for their rights. 

Liberation fiom colonial rule and fieedom fiom oppressive social customs were 

the twin goals of the struggles firr women’s emancipation. Initially the movement 

for women’s equality was spearheaded by men, but during the later years the 

leadership pess^ on to women Between 1880 and 1930, a numbw of women’s 

organi2ations sprang up all overthe country. By the time India won her fieedom, 

the stage was set firr launching the wcsnen’s movement on a firm fijoting. 

What is the women’s movement? 

Women’s movemoit refers to the struggles launched by individuals and groups for 

liberating women fiom the clutches (control) of social evils and also for establishing 

equality between men and women. Women’s movement is also referred to as the 

Women’s Liberation Movranent. The ideology of the women’s movement is that 

women have equal rights and opportunities available in society. Women’s movement 
believes in aedvian or action directed at ensuring that women get their rightful 

place in sodefy. The womoi’s movement fi^ts against oppression of women in all 
social institutions. It also acts as a pressure group (a group whose voices and 

actions irrfluence public policy and public opinion) and urges the state to enact 

laws, which give wtxnai their due share in the economic and political affeirs of the 

country. The uhimate goal of the women’s movement is to create an environment 

in which women’s self-dignity is safeguarded both in private and public sphere. 

Post€r made by the National Coordinating Committee, Kerala, for the, Fourth National Conference 

on Women’s movement held at Calicut, t^rala between December 28 tmd 31, J990. 
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Answo-intaief 

1. In ^^ch year was the most recent incident of fan'reported? 

2. Whatiswranen’smovemad? 

3. When was the Widow Re-Marriage Act passed? 

4. Whatwastheminimumageatmamagepresaibedforaboyandagiribylhe 
Child Marriage Restraint Act of1929? 

35.6 \VO\H N'S IMi'OWI RMlM f iKlklS IN 
INDl IM ND! N J INDIA 

The ongoing effijrtstoempower the womenoflndiaaremadely the stale, voluntary 
organizations and women’s gro^is. Voluntary women’s groiqis are also known as 
autonomous women’s groups. The common element in efforts being made both 
by the state and autonomous women’s groups is the recognition of the fact that 
there is gender discrimination in our society and thnt special emphasis be 

plac^ on eliminating it If the Constitutional guarantee of equal opportunities and 

prcdubition of discrimination has to become aieaUty(/n<r into j^actice), there has 
to be a constant effort to identify and remove gender inequalities. The approaches 
md strategies of the state and voluntary efforts, however, are different. So, it is 
unportant to study the two separately. Let us first see what the state has done to 
empowerwomc^ 

T.4T1: INIIIATIM.S 1T)r \\()M| N's 
:mpo\\krmi nI 

Law h^ been viewed as apowerful instrument of social change. The process of 

emancipating women fiom the clutches of oppressive social customs slai^ even 
before India became indqiendent Since 1829, wben&e Sati Prohibition Act was 

pBssed,aMiraberoflawshaveb«oipassedtoRsnoveare legal hurdlestowemen’s 
empowerment. We have also seen that amendments have been brought to many 
of the existing laws in order to make them stronger and more stringent. But law 

alone cannot bring about a change in the position of women. Constant and special 
efforts have to be made to imiwove their standards of living. This was mainly 

soughttobe done through the Five Year Plans. 
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35.7.1 The Five Year Flans 

The planning process was started in India in 1951 with the primary objective of 
removing the hurdles for emancipation for all sections ofindia’s population. Each 
Five-Year plan had identified certain priority areas, and improving women’s status 
was only one aspect of the plan programmes. We are now seeing the X Plan in 
operation and in order to understand what each Plan has done for women, let us 
go through the approaches and achievements of the different Five Year Plans. 

From Welfare to Development to Empowerment 

Over the years the planning strategies (line ofaction) for women have shifted 
fiom Wel&re to Development and to Empowerment. It is this shift which 

needs to be critically examined ifwewi^ to understand the role ofthe state 
inwomen’sen^xrwerment 

35.7.2 First to Fifth Five Year Plans 

The approach of the First Five Year Plan (1951 -56) was to provide adequate 

services to promote the welfare of women so as to enable them to play their 
legitirrrate role in &mily and community. Here, the emphasis was on welfare and 
hence women were treated as mere recipients of incentives, which the state chose 
to give. The Plan called for setting up of special organizations both at the central 
and state levels for jarnnoting the welfere of women. The Central Social Welfere 
Board was set up in 1953. It has its branches in the states. These boards have 

been supporting and cottducting a irumber of programmes, mainly with a thrust on 
(with an emphasis on) economic advancement. 

The approach of the Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth Five Year Plans was in no 
way different fi:om that of the First Five Year Plan. The welfare approach still 

guided poUaes and programmes, vduch were laundied for women’sdevelotxnent 
Only two special schemeswete inttoducedduring this period. These were, the 
condensed Course of Education and Women and Socio-Economic Programme 
introduced during the second Plan (1956-(6:i) and Working Girls Hostels and 
Short Stay Homes introduced during the Fourth Plan (1969-74). 

Towards Equality—A Report, which Actually Set the Government and 
Voluntary Groups Thinidiig 

In the year 1974, the Ctanmittee on the Status of Women in India submitted 
a report, which was aptly titled TowardsEquality. This Report, paved the 

way for serious tiiinking on the status of women in different social institutions 

in India, because it showed that women were for behind men in enjoying the 
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equal rights conferred on them by the Constitution. This Report led to a 
debate in the Parliament and showed the failure of the welfere approach, 
which treated women as recipients ofbenefits and not as equal partners in 
the development efforts. 

The new consciousness that emerged after the publication of Towards Equality 

has to the setting up of the Women’s Welfare and Development Bureau in 1976 
under the Ministiy of Social Welfere. Four separate working groups on employment 

of Women, Adult Education Programmes for Women, Women in Agriculture and 
Rural Development were also set up to work out strategies for action. 

Notes 

35.7.3 Sixth Five Year Plan; The Shift from Welfare to 

Development 

From the Sixth Plan (1980-85) onwards, a marked shift took place from the 
Welfare to a Development approach. How are the two different? While the wel&re 

approach treated women as beneficiaries or neceipents ofbenefits, the development 

approach recognired women as participants in development and not as development 
targets. It was not enough to introduce a few women specific schemes, but there 
was need to strive for an all round development of women. Look at the examples 
given below; 

Example 1: A woman in the village was given tailoring lessons under one of the 
government schemes. But, she had no other means of economic 
support to buy either a sewing machine or other accessories (items) 

needed to open a small tailoring business. So her training was going 
waste. She was treated as a target of a welfare programme and 

afterwards nobody asked her what she really wanted. This is an 
example of the welfare tqtproach with fixed targets. 

Example?: Before sanctioning women'sdevelopmentprogrammeinavillage,a 

meeting of the women who were residents of the village was called. 
They were asked to name a few programmes vriiich they thought 
would be helpful to them to better their economic status. They were 
also asked to give suggestions as to bow best these programmes 
could be implemented. Since the women identified the setting up of 

a milk-coqtetative and basket weaving as their priorities, the devel¬ 
opment agency started a milk cooperative and provided the initial 

funding. Training in basket weaving, especially keeping the market 
needs in view was also given. In this case women were not treated 
simply as beneficiaries or receivers of a welfare programme, but 
they were consulted about their choice of a programme and also 
involved in managing the faogramme. This is an example ofthe de¬ 
velopment approach. 
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Towards the end of the Sixth Five Year Plan i.e., in 1985, the Department of 

Women and Child Development was set up as part of the Minisby of Human 
Resource Development This Derailment was created to function as a central 
agency to formulate and implement plans, policies and programmes for the 
development of women and children. 

35.7.4 The Seventh Five Year Plan 

The SevenfliFive Year Plan (1985-1990) laid emphasis ongeneration(creariO«) 
ofemploymentopportunitiesfiirwomen.Twonewschcmes-Smx3itto Training 
and Employment (STEP) and Awareness Generation Programme for Rural and 
poor Women (AGP) were introduced. Three important Reports, which were to 

serve as useful guidehnes fcx future development programmes ofifae government 
were also released during die Seventh Plan period. These were: 

and Women in the Informal Sector). 

• National Per^iective Plan on Women (1988-2000). 

• SAARC Guide Book on Women in Development 

The Decade 1990-2000 ivas declared as the SAARC Decade of the Girl rhjH 

and as part of this ev«t, programmes laying special thrust on (giving special 
importance to the) die ovraaU development of girl chil&en were launched. 

35.7.5 Landmarks (highlights) of the Eighth Plan 

The Eighth Plan (1990-95) period saw the creation of two major organizations 
one aimed at social empowerment and the odier at economic development of 
women. The National Commission on Women is a statutory body constituted 
under die National Commission for Women Act 1990. Its main duties are the 
protection of the interests of women by safeguarding their rights. The Rashtriy a 

Mahila Kosh was set up in 1993 mainly to facilitate credit support and micro- 
finance to poor women. 

^EighdiPlanPeriodalsosawarevolutioBaiyainaidnienttodie Constitution of 
India, whidlixovided for file ieserv9tinnAfnnA_«K;ivir.4^*k^ _i_.. . 

mstituUons and urban loc^ self-governing bodies such as municipalities and 

ccKpMationstowoiiiemTbe73-and74* Constitutional am®iments,wM^^ 
this reservation possible, have gone down in the tiistoiy of womai’s empowerment 
m India as a ‘democrrtic revolution’. Today, there are more than 40,000 women 

would never have been possible, if a provishm for reservationof 1/3 seats for 
wom^ had not been made. 
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INTEXT Ql TSTIONS 35.3 

Answer in one word 

1. When was the First Five-Year Plan started? 

2. Name die aRHoach adopted by the First to Fifth Five Year Plan with reference 
to women. 

3. Name the Organization set up in the year 1990 to safeguard the rights of 
women. 

4. During which plan period were the 73"' and 74*' Constitutional amendments 
passed? 

35.7.6 From Development to Empowerment — The Ninth 

Five Year Plan 

It was during the period of the Ninth Five-year Plan (1997-2002) that two 
significant developments took place in the field of women’s development. The first 
relates to the shift that took place in the fiamework (outline) for chalking out 

women’s development programmes. Hitherto, women were either being treated 
as targets for development programmes or as participants. But not much attention 

was paid for creating an environment that would enable women to exercise their 
rights or enjoying their freedom. The Ninth Plan put forth the concept of 
Empowerment, which would create an enabling environment where, women can 
experience fi-eedom not just in letter, but also in action. To achieve this goal a 
National Policy fiir the Empoweiment of Women was accqjted by the Government 
of India in2001. The second significant development, which took place during the 
Ninth Plan period, was the adoption of a Women’s Component Plan. This Plan 

directed both the Central and State governments to earmark (set apart) atleast 30 
per cent of the fimds/benefits in all sectors for women’s development. 

Women’s Empowerment Year, 2001 

The Government of India declared 2001 as the year of Women’s Empowerment. 
Three primary objective were set to be achieved during this year. These were: 

• Creating and raising large scale awareness of women’s issues with active 
participation and involvement of women and men. 

• hiiliatingandacceleralingaictionforimprovingaccesstoandcontiDlofresources 
by women. 
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Creating an enabling environment for enhancing self-confidence and autononQ' 
of women. 

A number of policies and programmes were initiated during this year to ensure 
equal participation of women and men in the social, economic and political life of 
the nation. 

Two prominent schemes that were launched for women during 2001 were: 
Swayamsiddha and Swadhar. 

Swayamsiddha is an integrated programme, which supports the empowerment 
of women through a network of Self-Help Groups of women. It was hoped to 

bring together all the women related schemes of the central and state governments 
at the block level. The government also launched the Swashakti Project to help 

the setting up ofwomen’s Self-Help Groups in villages by giving financial incentives. 
In many villages, Self-Help Groups have been doing great work in not only 
encouraging savings but also mobil izing women to fight against opfxession in their 
families and villages. Self-Help Groups also offer easy credit to members to start 
or improve small-scale business enterprises. 

Swikdtar was launched to provide rehabi litatiun to women in di fficult circumstances 
such as destitute widows, women prisoners released from jail and without family 

support women survivors of natural disaster and victims of sexual crimes. Shelter 
homes are planned to be constructed in which rehabilitation programmes will be 
offered on a holistic basis. 

Activity: Visit a Self-Help Group, during one of its meetings and interact with the 
members. Prepare a report of about 250 words on their activities. 

35.7.7 The Tenth Plan 

The Tenth Plan (2002-07) became operational from April 1,2002. A Working 

Group on Empowerment of women was constituted to prepare a base paper, to 
provide guidelines for funrte programmes for women’s empowerment. This paper 
has made the following recommendations: 

• Womenmustbehelpedtoequipthemselvesto6cethechallengesbeingthrown 
up by globalization. 

• Even though a number of development policies and programmes have been 

formulated to empower women, not all women could make use of these 
ptogrartunes because of the prevailing social discrimination t^ainst them. So 
investments on health, education and capacity building must be stented up in 
future. 

• During the last 10 years there has been a decline in expenditure on health, 
education and welfare. Sirare this aflfects women's development seriously, efforts 
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must be made to increase investments on those sectors, which actually help 
women’s development 

35.7.8 The Plans Reviewed 

Since the planning period began in 1951, a number of programmes have been 
designed and implemented for women’s empoweiment But all these efforts have 

not been able to remove gender discrimination inherent in such sectors as family 
life, health, education, employment and political participation. Dedicating one year 
to women’s empowerment or one decade to girl children will not automatically 
bring about women’s emancipation. There must be a commitment to make all 

these programmes functional in a way as to remove gaps between men and women 
on the one hand, and among women of different groups on the other. The need of 
the hour is an Action Plan, which believes in action and not just in talking about 
women. We will have to wait and see what the tenth plan does. 
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Match the Following 

A 

1. Women’s Empoweiment Year 

2. Swayam Siddha 

3. Swadhar 

4. Beginning ofTenth Plan 

5. Women’s Component Plan 

B 

Networking of Self-Help Groups 

2001 

Setting apart 30% of the funds for 

women’s developmrait in different sectors 

Programme for women in difficult 
situations 

2002 

35.8 WOMEN'S EMI’OW FKMENT TMKOt OH 

\ OI IM ARY AC TIONS 

The women's movement in India has been a strong force in the struggle for 

empowerment of women. Prior to independence, oiganizations such as All India 
Women's Conference, Bharat Stri Mandal, Women’s Indiw Association, National 
Council of Women in India came into existence. These organizations no doubt 
raised issues of women's inequality, but their thought and action were not radical 
enou^ to question p^riarchy. However, they organized campaigns again^ child 
marriage, purdah and demanded voting rights for women. These organizations 
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were founded and managed niostly by women of middle or upper classes. By 

1940 wfien (he fieedom struggle was at itsheight, the All India Women’sCongr^ 
had raised this question. ‘Today our men are clamouring for political rights at the 

handsofan alien government. Have they conceded to their wives, their own sisters, 
their daughters, ‘flesh of their flesh, blood of their blood’, social equality and 

economic justice’. The sentiment echoed in this question is that political fieedom 
does not necessarily bring to women freedom from oppression. Though the pre¬ 

independence women’s movement could not organize the masses, it had definitely 
set the ^e for a strong women’s movement to emesge in India after the country 
gained independence. 

Even after independence, it took nearly 25 years for the emergence of women’s 

groups and organizations, which took women’s issues from a feminist viewpoint 
The observance of the International Women’s decade between 1975-1985 led to 
the starting of courses on women’s studies in many universities and colleges as 

well as action programmes organized by women’s groups to sensitize the society 
to Women s issues. A number of women’s groups emerged in different parts of the 

these inequalities. These groups, known as autonomous (independent) women’s 
groups did not have a connection with any political party. These autonomous 
women’s groups did not believe in simply submitting representations or sending 
delegations to meet political leaden and request for action. On the contrary, they 
created a forum for women to meet and discuss issues that were afiecting them 
arrf chalk out strategies to tackle all ftams of opjaession in society. Though educated 

middleclass women took the initiative in forming and managing these groups, they 
took up the problems of working class women, tribal women, peasant women 

anddalitwtMien. Yet another unique feature oftheautonoroouswomen’smpvement 
was the participation of women from all castes and classes. The autonomous 

women s groups also joined hands with other progressive movements, such as 
student movements, tribal movements, environment movements, anti-price rise 
movements or movements fijr equal wages. 

35.8.1 EmpowermeBt through action 

The autonomous women’s groups believe in fighting opi»ession, injustice and 
discrimination against women in all social institutions. The groups do not 
compromise their principles for any political, social or economic policies or 
programmes, which bring indignity to womat. They are not entirely dependent 

upon govemm^tfimds. They are fuHyawareofthe fact feat en^iowBiment cannot 
be adueved until basic gender inequalities in femily,econonty, education and political 
institution are removed. The autonomous women’s grotqw have two strategies for 

I women’sempowetment-awarenessandaction.Autonomouswomen’sgroups 
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have taken up issues such as dowiy, fiunily violence, alcoholism, sexual 

haiassment at wmk place add many-odiers. These groups aie veiy active in then 
areas of location and work, and are being approached by women in need of 
support and help. They interact with the police, government representatives, 

employers or politicians to seek justice for women and uphold their self-respect Notes 

Street play depicting victimization of women - A women‘s meet organized on 

women’sday 

The strength of the autonomous women’s grou{K has been realized by the state 
and its agencies, which often invite these groups to offer their advice on how 
matters relating to women could best be solv^. The Involvement of vromen’s 
groups is also being sought in creating awareness among different groups, vi*ich 
the state is trying to empower through its policies. Women’s groups may join 

hands, but only after they are convinced that their basic principles are not 
compromised. 

IMTM on S I IONS .ts.s 

State whetherthe following statements are‘True’or‘False’ 

1. The Intemationat Women’s Decade was observed between 1975-1985. 

True False 

2. Autonomous women’s groups do not interact wifli the police nor are they a 
part of the govenunent. 

True False 

3. Women’smovementismeantonlyforuibanwomen. 

True False 

4. Women’s en^weiment is an ongoing process. 

True False 
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35.9 VNOMKN’S ICMl’OVV EKMKNT IS A PROCKSS 

AM) NOr A HMSHF.D FRODLCT 

In a countiy, which has a history of3000 years of women’s oppression, the attempts 
at emancipating women from this oppression are only about 175 years old. Given 
the volume and diversity of the problems, which women face in India it requites a 
very committed and continued effort on the part of all of us to reach the goal of 
women’s empowerment Empowerment is a light, which ha^to be lit in every heart 
and only then will it become amass movement Neither the state nor the women’s 
groups, by themselves can solve all the problems, whidi women frice. For women 
to be empowered we need an enlightened society, and that includes each one of 
us, wherever we are. 

WIIADOU HAVE LEARNT 

• Forthepastl75yearsmanylawshavebeenpassedtofieeworaenfromthe 
clutches of oppressive social customs and practices. 

• Womencanexperienceliberationonlywhentheyliveinanenvironmenl,which 
enables them to enjoy the rights conferred on them. It is the creation of this 
conducive environment, which is the goal of empowermem. 

• An ^powered woman is one who has the freedom to take decisions in matters 
relating to her life. She is also free from violence in her family and all other 
social institutions. 

• Women must be empowered, so that not only do they enrich their lives but 
can also build an enlightened society. 

• Emancipation refers to freedom from all forms of oppression. But if a woman 
has to be emancipated from oppression, she has to be empowered. 

• The social reform movements of the 19* century such as the movements against 
rofI, removal of ban on widow marriage and ban on child marriage were the 
first systematic attempts to emancipate women from oppressive social customs. 

• Progressive laws did not bring immediate changes in the attitudes of people. 
Thou^ women became legally emancipated, there were still many obstacles 
to their emancipation in the true sense of the word. 

• After India became independent both the state and the autonomous women’s 
groups made efforts to change the situation of women. 

• Tfre state initiaUves came mainly through the Five Year Plans. Till date, nine 
Five Year Plans have been completed and the tenth Five Year Plan has 
cottunenced on April 1,2002. 

• Thefirstfiveplans adopted what was called the welfare approach in dealing 
with women’s issues and problems. This approach treated women as mere 
targets of welfare programmes and not as participants in the development 
process. 
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• FiomtheSixthPlanonwardsAeshifttookplacefiomwelfffl^todevelopment. 
Women were considered as key participants in the development programmes. 

• Towards the end of the Sixth Plan the Department of Women and Child 
development was set tq>. 

• DuiingtheSeventhandEighlhfiveyearplansthreemajordocumentsandtwo 
majorcommissionsrelating to women’s development were created. 

• DuringtheNmthPlantheshifttookplacefiomdevelopmenttoempowerment 
approach. The year2001 was declar^ as the Year ofWomen’s Empowerment 
and a number of progranunes were started during this year. Special mention 
may be made of Swt^amsiddha and Swadhar. Women’s Self-Help Groups, 
which areateal source of empowerment ofwomen, are doing great work in 
a large number ofindia’s villages in buildirig capacities ofwomen. 

• All over India, a number of autonomous women’s groups have been working 
to fight oppression of women. These groups do not receive financial support 
fi'om the government, but generally mobilize their own human and financial 
resources to fight for the cause of women. 

• Women’s empowerment is a process and not a finished product. The light of 
empowerment has to be lit in every heart. 

1^ TEUMINAL EXERCISE 

Answer the following questions in 200-300 words. 

1. What are the main achievements of the social reform movements of the 19* 
century in emancipating women? 

2. Critically examine the role of Five Year Plans in women’s empowerment 

3. Explain the role of autonomous women’s groups in the women’s movement. 

4. Show how Self Help Groups can empower rural women. 

GLOSSARY 

1. Autonomous Women’s Groups: Groups of women, which are independent 
of any form of state control or state financial support. They approach women’s 
issues fiom a feminia point of view. 

2. Emancipation: Freedom fiom any form of bondage or oppression. 

3. Empowerment: Freedom to make choices, take decisions and erijoy fieedom 
fiom violence in all social institutions. 

4. Five Year Plans: ThedevelopmentplansdrawnbythePlanningCommission 
to bring about all round development of Indian Society. 

5. Towards Equality: The Report submitted by the Committee on the Status of 
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Women in India in 1974, which showed that women were far behind men in 

enjoying equal rights COTfored on fliem by the Constitution. 

6 Women’s Movement: Straggles by individuals and groups for liberating 
women from the clutches of social evils and for establishing equality between 
men and women 

7. 73"' and 74* Constitutional Amendments: The amendments to the 
Coi^tution ofbidia, which reserved one third of the seats in local governing 
bodies suchas Panch^ats andmunicipalities for women 

A>.s\vi:u If) INTKXI QLiLSriONS 

3. empowered woman 

2. emancipation 

4. enlightened 

2. Straggle for women’s liberation. 

4.14 years for a girl and ISforaboy. 

2.Wel&re 

3.NationalCommissionon Women 4.VinPlan 

1. Women’s Empowerment Year 2001 

2. SwayamSiddha Networking of Self-Help Groups 

3. Swadhar Programme for women in difficult 
situations 

4. Beginning of Tenth Plan 2002 

5. Women’s Component Plan Setting apart 30% of the funds for 

women’s development in different 
sectors 

l.Tnie 

3. False 

2. False 

4. True 
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CULTURE: CONCEPT AND 
CHARACTERISTICS 

fVe all use the term culture quite fieely to mean different toings at different times. 
At times, we mean by culture the life styie of the people of upper stratum. At 

times, we refer some people as un-cultured meaning ‘rude’ or ‘uncouth’. The 
term ‘un-cuitured’ is not acceptable to sociology; because all human beings have 

one or the other type of culture-a way of living. Culture binds individuals together 
and keeps them in a group and also sets them apart from ‘other people’. Our 
culture makes us Indian and distinguishes us from the American or the German. 

Thus, culture is die distinguishing elementofasociety or giDiq>.Aculture is etqjtessed 
also ditDugh certain material products. It is also expressed throughlanguage, religion, 
economy and political system, etc. Culture is a way of life that is common to a 
group of people. It includes a collection of beliefs and attitudes, shared 

understandings and patterns of behaviour. They enable us to understand each 

odier. In this lesson, you wOl read more about culture, ih^coDcept and characteristics. 

B| 
1 ‘g’- On.HXTIVF.sl 

After studying this lesson you will be able to; 

• define culture; 

• unrterstarrd the concept of culture; arrd 

• recognise the characteristics of culture. 
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Cidtuicisanmtegralpart ofourexistence. Yet, itisdrCfetentfiompet^leto people. 

We can understand cuhtue better with die following example: \^ienever we meet 
a relation of ours or a fiiend, we greet him with folded hands (ruimaskar). We 
offer respect to our elders by touching their feet This is typical of Indian culture. 
Shaking hands, hugging and kissing are different ways of greeting friends and 
relatives in the western world. 

Now let us define eulture. A widely accepted and easily understood definition is: 

“Culture is that complex whole which includes knowledge, beliefs, arts, morals, 

laws, customs and any other c^jiabilities and habits acquired by man as a member 
of society” 

From this defit dtion we may conclude that culture has both learning and teaching 
capabilities. In oflier words, everyone in the groiqi teaches and leams capabilities. 
The details ofthe processes of learning and teaching vary fiom culture to culture, 
group to group, or fiom place to place. 

However, these processes may be centered <m certain universal aspects of human 
behavior and activities such as house building, food production, and preparation, 

clothing language, etc. The methods of fixxl production and preparation, the stiuctuie 
ofbuildings, the way pec^le clothe, flie way people ^reak and ccanmunicate varies 
fiom culture to culture. 

Capabihty IS the ability to cope with the environment, natural as well as man 
made 

Manx environment ^culture I 
32.1.1 Concept of Culture 

Culture- As said earlier, culture is the way of life that is common to a group of 
people. Now let us look at culture in its time-space jacket 

Time bound; Wearingofwatmclothes in winterandcanyinganumbteil^iao^ 
season are examples of behavioural change over a short period of time i.e. 
approximately a year. Over long periods of time, patterns of behaviour change 
due to fectors entering as contents of culture. Fw exanqrle, about 200years back, 
there wete-no railway facilities a hundred years ago there were ro aeroplanes. 
Twenty-five years back people were not etqxised to computers as they ate today. 

All these irmovations have influenced the way of life to such an extent that life 

without them is almost unthinkable. That is how time is a detennining fiictor in the 
cultural makeupofapeople. ' 



\Culture 

Notes 

Gr(g}hics <4a person peeling another person with raised fists. 

Space bound: We all greet our fiiends when we meet Item after a lapse of time. 
However; the way in which we greet varies flora culture to culture and place to 
place. Hie Indians greet wifli folded hands, the Fnglishmen greet hy shaking hnnH«! 

and the inhabitants of Tikopia, a small Polynesian island, greet by ^proachiiig 

each other with raised fists, which to an outsider rfipears as a prelude to fight This 
is how the human behaviour varies flora place to place. 

Culture has two broad components: One is material and the other is non-material. 
The material part includes everything that is made, fashioned or transfiiimed by 
human beings in society i.e. it is tan^Ue, peplougbs,siddes, digging slides 

Culture 

Material Non-material 

▼ 
Food, dress, omamepts, houses and Symbols, attitudes, ideas, beliefe, 
automolnles,etc song, dance and music etc. 

musical instruments, etc. If we look closely, we find that evenpeojde who have 

agriculture as their main occtqxition do not use smite agricultnialin^leiiieots. In 
hilly areas, hoes are used instead of ploughs. Here we see that the environment 
plays a vital role in conditioning the culture of a society. Thus, it may he said that 

the material expressionofman’sinleiaclionwifii environment is cuttuiaI.EnviniinKnt 
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is not the same every where. It varies fiom place to place. Hence, culture from 

place to place can also change along with the change of environment. 

Let us now move to the non-material aspects of culture. Non-material culture 
includes symbols, ideas that shape the lives of hpnian beings in relation to one 
another The most important of these ate attitude^ifeiefi, values and norms. For 

example, die belie& affect the rituals. Muslims observefisting for one motdfa (known 
as Ramzan month). During this period, they take food once a day, that is only 

alter seeing moon in die evening. On the last day ofRamzan, fasting breaks witha 
particular type of sweet dish along with other sweets which are also distributed 
among near and dear ones, ^milarly, food-related belie&and taboos (restrictions) 
govern our food habits and fixxl consumption at different jhases and occasions of 
life. For example, among die Oriyas, there is restriction on taking non-vegetarian 

fixxl during the month of‘Kartik’.It is believed that avoiding non-vegetarian food 
during this month prev^ts different diseases and helps leading a normal healthy 

life. Aiestricdon on food during noiYira/n'among north Indians is another example 
of non-fflaterial culture. 

Not entering the kitchen with slippers on observing forty days rest after childbirdi, 
ate other examples of non-material aspects of culture. Some of these practices 
have been found to have scientific basis also. For example, use of turmeric in 
almost every ritual and food preparation is said to be associated with its antiseptic 
quahty. This is common neatly among all communities in India 

IMTM (,)l I.S l IONS ,^2.1 

Match Coluitm ‘A’ and ‘B’ 

A 

1. Culturerefasto 

2. House, a plough, a cycle, etc., 

are examples of 

3. Knowledge, beliefe, arts, 
moral law and custom, etc., 

are examples of 

4. Every cu|ture has 

B 

1. Both material andnon-mateiial aspe^ 

2. awayoflife 

3. material cidtuie 

4. non-material of culture 

.i2.2 C lIARAt I I UlSIK S <)l CL L IT KL 

Let us now discuss the most common and inqxrrtant characteristics of cidture. 
Tbeyare; 



■f : ( (MK tpt rfiat lu rcri'-tits 

1. Cuttmeisuniveisal. 

2. Culture is stable, yet it is also dynamic 

3. Cultureisaleamedbebavior. 

(A) Culture is universal 

il- MODULE - V 
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An Oriya femily was residing in Bangalore. Once, when they were having their 
diimer consisting ofcAi^xitiand dh/inn,dieirneighbour,aTelegu speaking wmnan 
entered, she was rather surprised to see the Oriyas eating chapati and not rice, 
which in feet was essential to her own dinner. Thinking ^t peihaps the Oriyas 
had run out of rice, she offered to provide them the requir^ amount. To her 
request, the Oriyas said that it was not the case of running out of rice, hut they 
were accustomed to eating c/iqjwin' at night This example shows that while food 
is universal, what people eat how they prepare and serve it varies from one 
community to another. Culture is both univetsd and particular. 

The concept of man as the only culture-building animal makes culture universal 
and makes-it an attribute of all human beings. All humans have technology to 
manipulate their natural environment to sustain their life. They have some way of 
producing food and distribute it among themselves. All have institutions such as 
family and other kin groups. All people have some kind of system of political 
control and adjudication of law and justice. All have songs, r^ces and tales in 
different forms of arts. All have languages to convey their ideas. 

IM K.M QrKSTIONS ?; 

Put a tick (<0 for the right one and (X)) for the wrong one. 

1. Cultuieisnotuniveisal 

2. Culture is space bound. 

3. Eachcultureissimilartoothers. 

4. Univetsalityofcultureisanint^ralpartofhumanexistence 

(B) Culture is stable yet it is also dynamic 

A culture is also time bound .It changes over time .In other words, it is in a 
continuous state of flux. Cultme can be compared to a Sowing river. As the river 

flows down, fee water at a given qxit along the riva gets replaced by the second 
incoming flow. Howevo-, fee river remains as ever so. So is culture. The contents 

chai^ are modified, get replaced, but fee river of culture flows. It is a process of 
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continous change and continuity makes culture dynamic. Change in the cultme 

comes so steadily and stealthilythat we never suspect it until we project the presoit 
on the past Let us take the example of ourownphotogr^h .A present photogr^ 
of this year and another photogr^h taken few years back will definitely give an 

idea of change in culture either in hair style or in dress pattern .We can mark here 
how styles of clothing and hair have chatiged over years. In our daily life we can 
see many such changes. Yeats back, in our society, girls’ education was not 
encouraged wdrile early marriage was mostly encouraged. Girls were stayir^ at 
home, learning household activities till they were engaged and got matiied. Over 

years, we see girls have cmne out ofthe four walls ofihe house not only fiff formal 
education, but also for higher education. Now a d^s quite a number of young 
boys and girls are fiee to select their own life partners. Thus, we see every time 

something new is added to our culture while a bit fedes away. In fiiis way, culture 
is an ever-changing inocess. 

Now we can say that culture is stable but it is always changing. Another example 

will make it clear. The institution of marriage is fbutxl every where. But the pattern 
of marriage and practices associated with the marriage system are gradually 
changing. The marriage pattern among the Gujratis at the present and few 
generations’ back will definitely give us the changes that take place. Hence, it is 
now clear feat culture is stable yet it is also dynamic. 

Choose the right word and fill in fee Uaidrs with ai^mjpriate wads: 

a) Culture is. 

b) Culture is space and. 

c) Changes in culture come... 

d) Culture is ever.. 

(C) Culture is a learned behaviour 

-jj uoius. Du^ nave you seen a new oom oaoy 

folding its hands to greet ofeets?In other words, we can say that we have learnt to 
greetwith namaskar because we have seen others doir^ in the same manner or 
wehavebeentDldbyourelderstodoso.Bntdoesanybo^tellacrow to build 
its own n^ Even tailotbii* weave feeir own nests. These birds have not leamt 

They have to leam it fiom their femily members, mmhers of the group and the 
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socie^ Ihey live ia Thus cultute is a learned behaviour and not genetically inherited 
nw is it an instinctive behavioiff. It is acquired by human beings fiom the society in 
which they are brought up. Consequently, culture is unique to the human species. 
Learning of one geiw^on is passed down to the succeeding generation thiougha 
process called “enculturation”. 

Enculturation is a process of education without a formal school. It b learning 
about one’s own culture in order to become a member of one’s society. It is a 
process that differs horn one society to anotiier. Enculturation is a continuous 
process of teaching and learning of all aspects of culture. It is not limited to 
physical activities such as food or dress, nor does it limit to the language we 
speak. It includes values, norms, attitudes, morality and everything both mental 
and physical. Leamingthe culture begins fiombirthandccmtinues throughout life. 
Children bom to Indian parents in India learn an alien culture if they are 
encultured in alien environment fiom their childhood. Here, we should note that 
culture is a group phenomenon and not an individual one. It pertains to society or 
to the people whoshareawayoflifcthroughaprocessofleaming. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 32.4 

1. Write‘T’for true and correct the false one. 

O Culture is genetically inherited. 

' ii) Culture is a learned behaviour. 

it) Learning of one’s culture to become a member of the society is called 
oiculturation. 

iv) Culture is unique to all human ^recies. 

• Culture is the total way ofIi& shared by agtoiqrofpeople. It unites people of 
a group and sets apart one group fiom the other. 

• We have also learnt that culture is universal and is not culture time and space 
bound. 

Time and space dimensions make culture dynatrtic and that culture is man 
made 

• Itisalsoleamtcuhureisaleamedbehaviourashumanbeingsleamfiomtheir 
own culture. Thus we can say that culture establishes a pattern of life without 
which it is difficult to live. This example will make your understanding more 
clearly. We often feel very uncomfortable when we travel to another country 
and take to another way of life. Coming fiom a different cultural background. 
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leaving it far behind and adapting to a new cultural set up seems to be very 

difficult. This is because all cultures are not the same. They vaty fiom place to 
place. 

Each society has adifferent culture orwB may say culture dififecsfiom society 
to society. 

Another important aspect to be noted is that language plays a vital role in 
every culture. Finally, our culture reveals ourtotal life, thinking and bdiaviour. 

terminal E.XERCISE 

1. What do you mean by 

(a) Encuhmation 

(b) Culture 

2. Definecultureanddiscusstwoimportantcharacteristicsofculture. 

3. Writeabriefnoteontheconceptofculture. 

4. Cultureisaleamedbehaviourandjustilyitwithasuitableexaiigjle. 

GLOSSARY 

Culture : A way of life common to a group of people. It includes both 
mateiialand non-material aspects. 

Dynamic : Which b not static. In relation to culture it is ever changing and 
these changes are both time and space bound. 

Enculturation : Itisaprocessofleamingone’sownculture,tobeamemberof 
thesociefy. 

Taboo : Restnctionsorpiohibitionswhicharenotpemuttedbydiesociety. 

Flux : Flowing or constant succession of changes. 

Univeisal : It bpresait in every human society. 

Acquired : Not inherited but gained through effort or over time or both. 

Flux 

Univeisal 

Acquired 

ANSW ER TO IM EXT QUESTIONS 
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33 

INDIAN CULTURAL HERITAGE 

la the first lesson, we have discussed the meaning of cultuie, the concept and 

differait characteristics of culture. This lest tn will tell IB about the cultural herilage 
of our counhy. The knowledge ofour past traditions and practices is very inqmilant 

because by understanding these, we can understand our present culture. Our food, 
dress, langui^es, music and art forms etc. are all parts of our culture are transmitted 
form one generation to the next over years. All these are woven into an integrated 
whole and lend Indian cultirre its distinctiveness. 

OU.M ( IT\ ['S 

After studying this lesson you will be able to 

• explainthemeaningofcultutalheritage; 
• explainwfaatisencultutation;and 

• statedifferentfiicetsofculturefiomancienttomodemtimes. 

.^3.1 Ml AMNt. OK Cl I I I U\l. IIKKIT \(.l 

A nation is recognised through its achievements- past and present. The past 

achievements, which survive the onslaught of time pass into the realm ofheritage. 
Thus heritage is foat item of culture which is inherited 1^ foe postoity collectively. 
The Sim temple of Konark, foe pyramids of Egypt, foe Kumbha Mela, many 

rituals and beliefo assodated with day-to-day life and the Keobs are some exarrqiles 
of Cultural Hraitage. 
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We, the people of India, are the successors of a rich cultural heritage, created and 
left for us by our ancestors in different walks of life. 

India’s cultural heritage is not only one of the most ancient, but it is 
also one of the most extensive and varied. 

Throughout its history, people of diverse cultures have either temporarily come 
into contact with India or have permanendy settled here in to evolve a distinctive 
Indian Culture. As a matter of feet, Indian Culture presents a ^thesis of several 
ways of life. Over several generations, material components and intellectual give 

India its unique identity asanatim visible inmany aspects of our culture like food, 
dress, ornaments, architecture, sculpture language, literatute, science, teclmology, 
dance and music, art and painting, values and practices etc. The achievements in 
all these areas of activity that have come down to us defying the ravages of time, 
are termed as our heritage.In the following section, we shall discuss some of them. 

33.2 THE HERIT.AGE LITER.\TL RE OF INDI.A 
(BHAR.AT) 

We, Irrdians, ate the beneficiaries of a unique body of literature called ‘The Vedas’, 
the world’s earliest literary heritage. It is carbondated to 1500 B.C., though 
LokamanyaBal GangadharTilak, on the strength of astronomical evidence da^ 
the earliest part of the Veda to about 2000 B.C. 

The Xemtveda is coined from the root V/i/’meaning knowledge. The contents of 
the vedm were harrded down through generations orally/audially. Because of this 
practice, the Veds are also designated as Sruti, meaning something that is ‘heard 
or revealed’. It is believed that no one authored the Vedas. The contents wene 
revealed to the rishis; or they were flashed before their minds eyes in the depth 
their mystical experience; They were only the media to transmit to posterity the 
insight which they received. The transmissions were carried through verbally and 
were received audially. This is why, veda is synonymous with ‘Sruti’. 

The vedas are four in number. These are: the Rig, the Yajur, 
the Sama and the Atfaarva. The Rig-veda is said to be the iddest 
scripture of the world. It is a heritage, not of Bharat atone, but 
of the humanity, as a whole. 

The Rig-veda is largely a book of prayers. The Yajur veda deals with sacrificial 

rites. The Sama is a repetition of a part of the Rig-veda, set to music, to be sung at 
appropriate stages daring the sacrificial rituals. The Atharva Veda contains what 
later has come to be known as Science as well as morals and ethical codes to 
guide human behaviour. 
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Each veda is divided into two parts: The Mantra and Brahmanas (Ktogies in prose). 
The Mantra part is also called ‘Samhita’. The Brahmanas teach the ‘know-how’ 
of sacrificial rites. The Aranyakas teach meditation based upon the symbolical 

inteipietations of the liturgical rites. The Upanishads may roughly be described as 
philosophical treatises dealing with the ultimate problems of life and after life. By 
the tem Veda we mean only the Mantra or Samhita Part. Each Samhita has its 
own Brahmanas, Aranyakas and Upanishads having different and independent 
names. 

Each Samhita is divided into a number of parts - a part is called a “Mandala”. A 

Mandala is divided into “Suktas” (a group of related Mantras) and a Sukta contains 
a number of stanzas/mantras. 

Next in importance is the Bhagavad Geeta. It is an integral part of Mahabharata, 
set in the form of a dialogue between Sri Krishna (believed to be an incarnation of 
God Vishnu) and Arjuna, a warrior prince. The dialogue took place in the midst of 
a battlefield. It contains discussions on problems of lifo and death, duty, devotion, 
knowledge, meditation and solutions there to. Manliness and selfless devotion to 

duty are die keynotes of this great treatise. Distinct fiom the Sniti,thereisabody 
of literature known as Smruti, meaning ‘remembered’. 

Deriving their auttiority fiom the Sruti, the Smruti explain, elaborate and illustrate 

the ftmdamental teachings of the Sruti. They provide codes to regulate society. 
The chief among the smrutis, is that of Manu. The others are by Parasara, 
Yajnavalkya, Vasistha, etc. These are more than one hundred. 

Then there are'Ramayana and Mahabharata, technically called ‘the Itihas’, they 

contain the history of two most important ruling families, foe Kuru and Iksyaku, 
that shaped foe destiny of Bharat. Though they deal primarily with foe stoiy of 
Rama and that of the Kura dynasty, they are respected as the basic foundations of 
Bharatiya Culture. 

Then, foere are the Puranas - 36 in number, 18 Mahapuranas and 18 Up^uranas. 
These are stories woven a round some historical event or personality to inculcate 
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basic human values through concrete evidences. The Jataka tales of Buddhism, 
Jaina literature move around several incarnations of Buddha and also address the 
inculcation of values guiding healthy human relationship. 

There is another body of literature known as “Agama”. These are sectarian scriptures 
dealing with the worship of particular God and Goddess and prescriptions of 
disciplinefortheworshitqrer. , 

There flourished six systems of Philosophy in diflerent times of ancient Bharata. 

They are known as Dflraonfl meaning visions of truth. They are of Gautarrra, 
Vaiseshika of Kanada, SarMiya of Krgjila, Yoga of Patanjali, Mimansa of Jaimini 
and Vedanta of Badaraytta or Vyasa. 

The treatises on Nyaya and Vaiseshika are around the atomic theory of creation. 
Sankhy a propounds the animate soul and inanimate matter as the basic factors in 
creation. Yoga deals with the control ofthe mind and the body. Mimansa Isolds 

the Vedic ritualisrrr. Vedanta, meaning the culmination of the Vedas, is based upon 
theUpanishads. 

The Geeta, Brahmasutra (of Vyasa) and the Vedanta are known as ‘Prasthana 
Traya’, meaning three basic scriptures, leading to the highest goal. The Vedanta 
offers rational solutions to the fundamental problems posed by the Darshana. 

Apart fi’om these fundamental scriptures which are supposed to have regulated 

the Hindu way life for millenia, there are other literary creations of the ancient 
India, surpassing time and ^lace. They are ‘the Panchatantra by Vishnu Sharma, 
Rajatarangini by Kalhana, Kadambari by BanaBbatta, Meghadootaby Kalidasa, 

Artha Sastra by Chanakya, Astadhyayee (a treatise on Grattrmar) by Panini, Natya 
Sastra by Bharata, etc. There are also treatises on various branches of science, 
such as Charaka and Susruta Samhitas on Medicine and Surgery, Brihat 

Samhita on Astronomy by Baraha Mihir etc. 

Down in the recertt history, the Mughals were great patrons of literature and gave 

a considerable impetus to its development in different branches. Not only emperors 
but the ladies of the royal households fiom Humayun’s mother to Zebumrik, the 
famous daughter of Aurangjeb, tyere patrons of art and literatilres. Babar and 

Jahangir wrote their own memoirs. Many thinkers and scholars flourished and 
wrote interesting and important works under the patronage of Akbar. At Akbar’s 
court gathered a galaxy of poets and men of literature. Abul - FazI, was Akbar’s 
“friend fdiilosopher and guide” has written “Deen -1 - Akbari”. The schoIarPrince, 
Data translated the principal Upanishads into Persian. There had been drastic 
changes towards the latter half of the 19th century commencing from the time 
when India came in contact with the west 
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Great Indians, such as Raja Rama Mohan Roy, Swami Dayananda Sarswati, 

Isvrar Chandra Vidyasagar, Swami Vivekanand and Mahatma Gandhi and many 

others turned their attention to a critical examination of Indian social practices, 

such as Brahminical rituals, caste rigidity, plight of the widows and women and 

came out with ideas to weed the Indian culture fiom its dead wood. These led to 

great social and religious awakening and (aoduced literature in different regional 

Indian languages. Many Sanskrit works have been translated into English and 

other Indian languages. Widespread English Education has also introduced new 

ideology and western thought into the literature of regional languages. Various 

branches of literature - novel, story, drama, essay, and poetry - were enriched. 

Widi the advent of20th century, national awakening and freedom struggle introduced 

the sentiment of patriotism into Indian literature. Today we see in our literatures, 

an attitude of reabsm and an enlarged global visioa National spirit and patriotism 

deeply impressed die evolution ofmodem literature and consequenUy some of the 

best works were composed in this period. RabindraNath Tagore, Subtamanyam 

Bharatr, Dinkar, Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, to name only a few, belong 

to a galaxy of powerfiil writers whose works have already entered the realm of 

heritage was the pioneer in this field. 

(Photographs of Gandhi, Nehru, Tagore and Vivekanand Dinkar may be given) 

33..^ DA.NCE AND MLSIC 

Dance and Music have always been popular in Indian 

Culture, patronized by kings and nobles. However, 

Mohamrhad Shah liberally patronised music in the 

first quarter of 18th Century. Talented musicians like 

Adarang and Sadarang were femous for their Veena 

playing. RajaTuljaji of Tanjore (of South) himself 

was a well - versed njusician, patronised, musicians 

lib^ly. He has written a famous book on music 

“Sangeet Saramrit”. The bhtgans (devotional songs) 

of Tyagtaj of Tanjore were very popular in South 

India. Together with music, dance was encours^ed 

during modem India. The traditions of Kathkali, 

Manipttri, Bharat Natyam and Odissi have been 

popularised by great artists like Rukmini Devi, 

Menaka, Gopinath (Bharat Natyam), Madame Simaki (Kathakali), Raj Kumar 

atKlPriyaGopal0tlaniputiXd)ecorg}leofRaghunathPanigrahi,SanjuktaPanigrahi 

(Odissi) and the latter’s Guru Kelu Charan Mohapatrahave popularised both 

dance and music throughout India and abroad. 
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India is full of folk - dances and folk - lore. They are flourishing together with the 

classical dances. The popular and well known fi>ik dances are Bhil-Nritya, Sanfhal- 
Nritya, Naga - Nritya, Gajar (Bengali), Kajri (U.P. and Bihar) and Ahir - Nritya 

(U.P), the Chau of Orissa have been entertaining the people of India from times 
immemorial. The martial dance with sticks & words and strings are also popular 

throughout India. Dances of some tribal communities are stuunmgly colourflil. 

A large number of books have been published on folk - dances and other dances 
of India. “Shantiniketan” several institutions like of West Bengal have been 
contnbuting immensely to both song, dance and other forms of art The music is 
woven into the texture of the dance patterns. The Government of India has also 
been doing a good deal in this direction. The Sahitya Academy (the National 

Academy of Letters), SangeetNatak Academy (Academy of Music Dance and 

Drama) and Lalit Kala Academy (Academy of fine arts) are some of the {xominent 
Academies established by the Government of India for the development of Art 
and Culture. 

(Phtotographs of various dancers are to be given) 

INTl'.XT Ql KSTIONS .T.T.I 

Match colurtm‘A’wWr column‘B’ 

A B 

1. AdarangandSadarang Odissi 

2. RaghunadrlWgiahiand Katbakali 

SatyuklaPanigtahi 

3. RiioniniDevi Veena 

4. Madame Simak Bharatnatyam 

.TL4 ART ANi) I'AIMTNT; 

The paintings of ancient India are master-pieces of all times. The fiescor paintmgs 
on the walls and ceilings of the Ajanta and Eliora caves and those at Bagh in 
Gwaliar in the style pf Ajanta still attract admiration. The most important 

compositions are fire procession of elejAants and a dancer with vromen musicians. 
The Madbubani paintings ofMadhubani ofBihar and Poria Paintirtg of Orissa are 
sottre good examples of ancient art and painting. The R^ut paintings are sensitive, 
delicate and serene. They show close association with religion. 



During the Mughals, fine art rose to a standard of considerable exceUrace. Being 

lovers of fine art, the mughal kings patronised new styles and techniques where 

onecannoticeahappy mingling ofPersian and Indianelements. This synthesis has 
left a deep impression on painting, architecture, erabroideiy, jewellery and metal 

woik of file age. Painting made remaricable progress during the time ofAkhar. His 
Dersonal interie<;t In nnintTno — a.--._« 

towards foreign artists, his religious tolerance and active association with Hindus 

are noticeable in the paintings of his times. The best work of painting were 

undertaken when Akbar was staying at his new capitalFatepurSikri. All artistic 
creations oftiiis period breathe an air of luxury. 

-J--- 
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After file decline of the Mughals, the traditional continuity dis^jpeated. The creative 
powCTand file feculty of appreciating teal art had also declined. The painring^ and 

writings which ushered in a new beginning during the early decades of the 20th 

century mainly done by the Bengal Renaissance. Then gradually it spread to other 

parts of the countiy. Mention can be made of artists like Ravi Verma and M.F. 

33.5 ARC HITECTURE 

Ancient In^ was as rich in the domain of sculpture and architecture as in the field 

of art and Uterature. The Vishnu temple at Deogarh, the Sun temple at Konaik, the 

famous temple of Lord Jagannath at Puri are admired as gems of ancient Indian 

architecture. Hiajurajo temples in Bundelkhand built ofbufif- coloured sandstbnes 

ate still standing as loud witness to the outstanding architecture of ancient India. 

The Jain Dilwara temples of Mount Abu exhibit sculptural decoration of most 

niarvelous richness and delicacy. The temples of Orissa have special place in the 

field of Indian architecture. The Orissan temples are characterized by the absence 
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of pillais in the halls, an adorned interior and»lavishly adorned extraior. Among 
the finest of these are Lingaraj temple, Mulcteswara temple and Rryatam temple at 
Bhubaneswar besides the Sun temple of Konark and the Jagannath temple of 
Puri. The strong and magnificent forts of Chittorgaih, Gawalior, the grand fiirt of 
Jodhpur the Hawa Mahal, and Amar Palace of Jaipur, the palaces of Jaipur, 
Udaipur and Gawalior, and the towns like Jaisahnir, Kota and Udaipur ate some 
oftheexamplesofarchitectural skill ofindia 

Sun temple of Konark 

With die advent of Mughals, Indian architecture entered a new phase in vriiich die 

tugged and simple work of the earlier Sultans of Delhi is softened and beautified 

by Persian influence. Architecture under the Mughals attained a very high peak. 

Mughal architecture reveals a happy blending of Persian and Indian style. The Gol 

Gumb^ at Fatepur Sikti, the Taj Mahal in Agra, the Red-Fort, Diwan - i - Am 

and Diwar^-Jj- Khas and the Jama Masj id represent this style. The Mughals were 

fiimous for gardens. As per the Persian style, the gardens were to be geometrical 

in design containing, artificial lakes, channels, tanks and water - fidls, v(d]idt were, 

fieely provided. Another iirqrotlant innovation was the making oftenacesatdiftereiit 

levels. 

During the British rule, the western architectural styles became popular and ^nead 

all over the country. hi die beginning of 20th century, two distinct schools emerged 

inlndianarchitecture: 

a. Revivalistschoolwhichaimedatdierevivatofindigenousarchitectureand' 
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b. TTm progressive and nKxkmsdiool which inclined toward the western models. 
The latter had been more popular. 

TheconsliuctionsofVictoriaMemorialmKolkataandatNewDelhi were designed 
by Engineras. Incite of eaqjansion of western architecture, many Indian Princes 

7 
Notes 

magnificent buildings at Udaipur, Jaipur, Jodhpur, Mysore and other places are 

the best specimens of the art of Indian master - builders. The bathing Ghats of 

ofglass at Indoor and the Birla temple at Delhi and tteVidmu temple atNagda in 
Madhya Pradesh are those which were least influenced by the western ideas. 

They are the brilliant examples ofindian architecture set in modem times. 

.T.^.6 S( I l l’l l Ui; 

The Mafliura and Samath schools, paid special attention to the physical chann of 

the statues and to die dignity of their poses. Statura ofVishnu, Shiva, Buddha and 
other gods and goddess were sculptured in minute details. All the statues found 

inside the temples of Onssa (Pun, Konark, Bhubaneswar etc.) are characterized 

by a highly developed sense of thytbm and beauty. 

Modem India have maintained the sculptures of ancient and medieval India but 

there is no significant mark of advancement in sculpture in contempoiary TnHia 

IMTM Ql l.MTONS ,t.V2 

Write the name of the places where the following are situated: 

a. SunTenqrle 

b. VictoriaMemorial 

c. HawaMahal 
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33.7 NOkM.S ,\M) VALLES 

Every culture contains a lai^e number of guidelines vrfiich direct individual and 
groups conduct themselves in particular situations. A norm is a specific guide and 
action which defmes acceptable and appropriate behaviours and particular 
situations. 

Values, on the other hand provide more general guidelines. A vlue is 
a belief that something is good and desirable. It defines what is 
important, worthwhile, and worth striving for. 

Many norms can be seen as reflections of values. A variety ofnorms can be seen 

as expressions of a single value. 

Certain norms and values are essential for the opetadon ofhuman society. 

A great deal of attention was directed by the thinkers of ancient India to provide 

specific guidelines to individuals to conduct their inter-personal relationships in 
specific situations. 

The values and practices ofanciem India were of great importance. Ihese practices 
could be easily seen in institutions like marriage and rituals and languages. For 

example the Gihuya Sutras, lay down that the following rituals are essential for the 

marriage ceremony: Kanyadana, Agnisth^rana, Homa, Panigrahana, Lajja Homa, 
Agni Parinayana and Saptapadi. These rituals form an integral part of the traditiona] 

marriage ceremony. In addition to these, Lokachara or the customs prevailing in 

the community are observed. In case there is any doubt about these, old-women 
are normally consulted. This too has been foe pcactice all along. 

All human societies have foeir own rituals which ate considered important by their 

members. In Indian society, foe emphasis on rituals seems to be a bit high. There 

are numerous practices cormected with rites depassage, festivals, pilgrimages 

besides foe daily worship of gods and goddesses. For example millions of people 

from all comers of India congregate on specific occasions such as Kumba on a 

specific placelike Hatidwar and Allahabd without any invitation or announcement 

The values! beliefs attached to this practice is the same as these were years back. 

The religious practices and values associated with Indian culture are constantly 

striving towards “Samanvaya” i.e. reconciliation and concord. Cultural practices 

have been modified fiom time to time, but different environmoits, diversified racial 

contribution have not basically affected the continuity of Indian culture associated 
with its values and practices. 

1 
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33.8 SCIENC E AND TECHNOLOGY 

In ancient India, thcstudy of the Veda in addition to subjects like astronomy, 

geomehy, and arithmatic medicine and smgeiy (Ayurveda), agriculture military 

,science(Dhanurvidya).etc. were also studied with considerable interest. Sacrifices Notes 
had to be paformed as the sine-qua-non of the vedic way of life on an altar of 
described size and shape. This requirement gave rise to the science of geometry. 
The priests formulated rules for constructing squares equal in area to oblongs and 

obloi^ to squares; and, methods for making triangles equal to squares and oblongs 
and circles equal to squares; etc. Baudhayana, was the Mathmatician. Virddha 

Garga, Lagdha Aryabhatta the astronomers, have had a lasting impact on science 
in India. Aryabhatta authored two great scientific works “Aryabhattiya” - and 
“Surya - Siddhanta”. He was first to enunciate that the earth is round and revolves 
round the sun. He also explained the movements of the stars and analysed the 
causes of the solar and lunar ecUpses. Moreover, Aryabhattiya deals with algebra, 
geometry, arithnietic and trignometry. It also throws light on the numbers. The 
concept of zero has been his everlasting contribution to science and 

Vatahamihira was another great scientist of this age. He was the author of the 
&mous book “Bnhatsamhita deals wife astronomy, botany, geography and many 
other subjects. But its main subject is astronomy, a woric still considered to be an 
authority. 

Besides astronomy and mathematics, the science of medicine also flouiised in the 
Guptaperiod. Vriddha - Vagbhatta was perhaps the greatest physician of this age. 
The system of medicine that he adopted artd propagated was the same as that of 
Charaka and is considered an authority on the ancient system of medicine. 

Dhanavantariwasanother great medical authority in titesdenceofAyurveda system 
ofmedicitte. 

Brahmagupta was another famous mathematician of this period. He is credited 

wifli the discovery of the use of the zao and the iHofounder of the decimal system. 
These two discoveries revolutionised rnathematics. 

Thou^ India achieved temarkaWeinDgress in the field of science in ancient rimps 
it received a setback in the medieval age. But the contact with the West and the 

Indian Renaissance made Indians reafize that development of science, ■vipnrifip 
inventions and discoveries were responsible for unprecedented progress and 
materid prosperity of the west Sir Jagdish Chandra Bose made discoveries on 
plant-life in 1897 and startled the world by his demonstration in short waves 
wireless. In 1902, Prafulla Chandra Ray wrote the history of Hindu Chemistry, 

wliichacquaintedthe WestwithourprogressinthefieldofChemistry. In 1911 the 
Indian Institute of Science was founded by Tata at Bangalore for all research 
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work in physics, chemistiy etc. In 1914, Indian Science Congtess was started to 
promote the study and research in science, to acquaint people widi the progress 
of science, to create interest in science and establish close contacts.among the 
scientists. It has been doing admirable work in the field of science. As a r^t of 
this, Indians made remarkable progress in various branches of science and gained 
intemafional fame. In 1918, Stinivas Ramanujam startled the world by bis talents 
in Mathematics, discoveries of Jagdish Chandra Bose in Botany, contributions of 
C. V. Raman to Physics in 1930have all brought them international reputation and 
acclaim. In recognition of his researches, Raman received the Nobel Prize for 
Physics (1930). He established the Raman Institute of Science at Bangalore to 
promote the study ofPhysics. To fiirtherthe cause ofscience the National Academy 
of Science was founded at Allahabad in 1930. As a result of these institutiotrs and 
researcher therein, science gained popularity. In colleges and urriversities it became 
a subject of higher studies. 

After the political liberation, the Government of India had started a separate 
department to encourage scientific inventions and constituted an advisory body 
for it. Gradually, interest in foe scientific inventions and discoveries increased and 
the people and the Government both moved in this direction rapidly. Consequently, 
a large number of technical scientific institutions were established. Among these, 
the National Physical Laboratory at Delhi, National Chemical Laboratory at Pune, 
National Metallurgical Laboratory at Jamshedpur, Fuel Research Institute at Jharia 
Coalfields, Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute, Institute ofRadio Physics 
and Electronics at Calcutta, are well knowTL Besides these. Geological Survey of 
India, established in 1916, and Botarrical Survey of India are doing praiseworthy 
work in their own fields. All these institutions have trained scientists and keep on 
making valuable contributes to various branches of science. 

Also, we have fomous nuclear scientists like Dr. Raj a Ramanna who is known as 
the father of India’s nuclear science. Our space scientists, A.P.J. Abdul Kalam 
and Kalpana Chawla have made coimnendable contributions in their field. (We 

are proud to have Dr. A.P J. Abdul Kalam as the president of our country while 
recently we have lost Kalpana Chawla, the first Indian Wcanan who went to s{Kioe). 

IMLM I SriONS 3.3..3 

Fill in the Blanks ': 

a. _was a noted mathematician of ancient India. 

b. _is the author of the two scientific works named as 
“Aryabhattiya” and “Surya Siddhanta”. 
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c. _received the Nobel Prize for Physics. 

d. IndianInstituteofScienceatBangalorewasfoubdedby 

\ 

WIIAI \ ()l! IIAVI. LI ARNl 

• Indiahasarichculturalheritage. 

• The second section of the lesson discusses the various aspects of culture like 
literature, architecture, sculpture, art and painting, music and dance as well as 

science and technology in order to understand Indian Cultural Heritage ina 
better way. 

' • Indian culture, has absorbed various ingredients of the Aryan. Dravidian, 

Persian, Greek, Chinese, Muslim and various other cultures, and has become 
very wide and assimilative. 

• Today, we need such a human culture which may not only unify the ancient 
and modem Indian culture but also have synthesis of the East and the West. 
India is the only country where the East and West can interact happily and 
syntbesizB easily. 

• WehavetDachieveanewsynthesisinwhichtheculturalheritageofourancient 
land will be reconciled and enriched. 

• Nothing is more advantageous and more credible than a rich heritage. But 

nothing is more dangerous for a nation than to sit - back and live on that 
heritage alone. 

Notes 

• A nation carmot progress ifitjnerely imitates its ancestors; what builds a 
nation is creative, inventive and vital activity. 

1. Write briefly the meaning ofindian Cultural Heritage. 

2. Discuss any two aspects of our culture to know the Indian Cultural Heritage. 

3. Write notes on; 

a. Norms and Values 

b. Art and Paining. 

4. Write about ccaitributions ofindian scientist inbrief. 
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GLOSSARY 

a) Aichitectine-theartandsinceofdesigmngandeiectingbuildings. 

b) Sculpture - the art or practice of shaping figures or designs as by carving 
wood, marble or clay etc. 

c) Heritage-to inherit something passed down fiom preceding generations. 

d) Norms - a standard model or pattern regarded as typical for a specific group 
ofpeople. 

e) astronomy - the scientific study of the universe beyond the earth. 

^ Treatise-aformalaccountinwritingsystematicallyofsomesubjects. 

ANSW I U TO INTF.XT Ql F.STIOXS 

33.1 

1. AdarangandSadarangVeena 

2. RaghunadiPanigtahiatxl 
SanjuktaPanigtahi Odissi 

3. RukminiDevirBhaiatiiatyam 

4. Madame Simak:Kathakali 

33 J a. Konark b. Kolkata c. Jaipur d. Agra 

33J a. Baudhayana b.Aiyabhatta c.C.V.Raman d.Tata 

sociOLoar 
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CULTURAL PLURALISM 

Notes 

IVe have earlier discussed the meaning, concept and characteristics of culture. 
We are also acquainted with the ancient, medieval and modem aspects of Indian 

culture. In this lessffli we will understand the meaning of cultural pluralism, cultural 
relativism and cultural lag as well as the changes responsible for cultural lag. 

()B.IF,C ri\ KS 

After reading this lesson, you will be able to: 

• explairitfaemeaningofCultural pluralism; 
• discuss cultural relativism; and 

• explain culture lag and the changes responsible for culture lag. 

34.1 ,MI AM^C OKri l.Tl Ri; I’Ll UAI.ISM 

While discussing cultural pluralism, we should first understand die term‘pluralism’ 
which means marQ:. Cultural pluralism originatBS when two or mote culture groips 

occupyasinglegeograihical area, and participate in some common activi^/activities, 
braiow elements of culture fiom eadi otha*, but continue to maintain dieir reflective 
cultural autonomy. It is the co-existence of many dissimilar things or patterns of 

activity. In other words we can say cultural pluralism is a system vrfieiediffaent 
culture-groups co-exist and share a common cultutal platform without losing their 

respective identity. Some aspects ofcultural pluralism can be understood when 

SOaOLOGY 
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we look at our country as a whole. Our country has been divided into 28 states 

and 7 union territories. It extends fi(»n Kashmir in the North to Kffliya Kumaii in 
die South and fiom Kutch in Gujrat in the West to Kamrup in Atundiala Fradesh 
in the East We speak different languages. We dress differently. But, ine^iective 
of these differences we subscribe to a common national ethos, subscribe to a 
common political ideology, pay our homage to the same gods and goddesses. We 

visit the same places of pilgrimage, respecta common body offaeritage. Huts, we 

cultural whole; what Pandit Jawaharlal Ndmi inhis “Discovery oflndui” terms as 
“Unity in Diversity”. In India, past traditions as well as present circumstances 

finmurdiegnowdiofanovel type of nationhood vduchpramotesacomrnan national 

culture, but at the same time ensures various communities fieedran to maintain and 
develop dieir own cultural and religious traditions, so long as they tne not detrimental 
to die unity and general wel&reofthe nation. This is cultural pluralism. 

SOaOlOGY 
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a. Pluralism means_ 

b. The best example of cultural pluralismis_ 

c. CuttuialpluralismhasbeentennedbyPan<KtNehtuinhis“DiscoveiyinIndia” 
as_. 

d. India has been divided into_statesand_union 
tenitmes. 

34.2 Cl i;i I KK REL V rn ISM 

All people form judgements about ways of life different fiom their own. When 

systematic study is undertaken, comparison gives rise to classification, and many 

scholais have formulated different ways ofclassifying the ways ofhuman life. But, 

evaluation of cultures may stand or fall with the acceptance of the premises fiom 

which they derive. Also, many criteria on which judgement is based may be in 

conflict So the conclusions drawn fiom one definition of vdiat is desirable will not 
agree with those based on another foramlation. Whenever we study cultures or 

conqiare one culture with another culture, we have to evaluate cultures according 

to their functions of perpetuating the group and how they perform their essential 

tasks in their cultural context. Otherwise, societies wherein they exist would net 

survive. Before going to study cultural relativism, we have to understand fee term 
“ettmocentrism.” 

Human beings live ingroups. Each group has its own way of life that we broadly 

term as culture. Members of a group arrive at the way they conduct themselves 

through a continuous process oftrial and etror culminating inbeliefs, values, mores 

and folkways. Thus, each culture functions in the context of its own experience 

and environment. Consequently an individual looks upon his/her own culture as 

better than any other, and tries to judge other cultures through the standaids ofhis 

own culture. This tendency of judging other cultures through one’s own scale is 

broadly termed as "ethnocenlrism". Ethnocentrism is perpetuated directly or 

indirectly, consciously ortmcansciously through aprocess which tends to put down 

bfeer people’s way of doing things as biaarre or inferior. For example, cultures in 

which cross -cousin marriage is a norm, tends to look down upon the cultural 

practice in which a cross cousin is equated with a sister and vice versa. 

Notes ] 
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While studying different cultures and describing and comparing other cultures, we 
should and must remain neutral and should not make any judgement about the 
merits of one culture over anolhar. Cultural relativism is an ethical position in which 

all cultures are taken as equal, each being a separate unit with its own integrity that 
should not be eompaied to our own culture in terms ofhow it measures upto our 

standards. The history ofeach culture is distinct Became so (that way) as a result 
of its own development And, it therefore, can not be tanked against another 
culture with a different history. Each culture has changed over time, some more, 
some less in certain areas and some in response to pressures that the other did not 
face. Because each culture has a history of its own, culture cannot be compared 
on a scale of excellence in which the tanks are set according to the standards of 
one particular group. Throughout our study of other cultures, we should attempt 
to overcome as much of otn ethnocentrism as possible. We should try to become 

more objective about cultural differences, to be tolerant of other people. This 
attitude is knownas cultural relativism. 

Polygamy 

Polygyny Polyandry 

It is based on the idea that all values are relative and that there are no absolute 
standards that are valid in all cultural settings. For example, Muslims approve 
polygyny which is a taboo among many Hindu groups. Khasi, communities in 

northeast India are matrilineal Miereas the Naga are petrilineal. Many South Indian 
commumties prefer marriage with a cross - cousin, whereas in eastern India a 
cross cousin is equated with asister. Muslim prefer marriage even with a parallel 
cousin. These practices are acceptable in terms of values in the context of their 
occurrence. In other words, the east Indian practice of equating a cross cousin 
with the sister does not hold good to judge the South Indian praetice. Thus, a 
specific practice is related to a qiecific culhire. This is what we mean by ctdtural 
relativism. 

AA= OB A C = OD 

eA po Ag oh 

Chart of cross cousins 
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A is B,’husband 

C is D,’ husband 

BisC’ssister 

E and F are A and B’chldren 

G and H are C and D’s children 

E and F are cross cousins of G and H 

One of the most fiuitfiil discussions of cultural relativism is in the area ofvalues and 
morals. We tend to be much more defensive about our moral behaviour than 
about other aspects of our culture because it is so strongly ingrained in us from 

early childhood. Our morals and values are also based on the cultural and physical 

environment in which we grew up and cannot be separated &om it. In the conext 
of cultural relativism: “Judgemens are based on experience, and experience is 

interpreted by each individual in temis of his own encultuiatiaa. This holds true for 
all phases of culture Evaluatoins are relative to the cultural background out of 
which they arise”. 

IME.M QDKSTIONS 34.2 

Write answer in one sentence: 

What do you mean by 

a. Elhnocentrism 

b. Monogamy 

c. Cress-cousin mamage. 
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34.3 ( I l. l IIK VI. I A(, 

Hie term culture lag refers to a situation when ideas, values, and norms and belief 
used to regulate social life do not keep pace with changes in the technology of 
society. For example, development of nuclear weapons by a number of nations 

without an acceptable international system ofnoims and valuesto regulate, control 
and use.Inthiscase,a change in technology is yet to develop norms for its use. 
This is to say a change in values lags behind a change in the te^ological field. 

At diis moment of time, a large scale debate is going ondie ethics ofhuman cloning 
- to produce a human individual outside the natural process of reproductive 

medianism.Ahumanindividualis linkedtoeveryotherindividualofhis/tergroig) 
in a network of relationships defined by the culture of which he/she is a part How 
a cloned human being would fit into this culturally defined network or social 
relationship is yet to develop. This is, a clear case of cultural lag where 
developments in medical technology have outstripped the social field. 

IM \ I yrh.S I IONS .34.3 

WriteTfortme andFfor false 

a. Whenvaluesiegulatingsodallifedonotkeeppacewifiichangesinareaslike 
technology, it is called cultural lag. 

b. There are accepted international norms to regulate the use of nuclear weapons. 

WIIA I \<)l HA\ r. LKARNT 

As regards cultural pluralism we understand that it is a system where different 
culture groups co-exist and interact without losing their respective autonomy 

and identity as long as they are not detrimental to the national unity and general 
welfare of fee nation. 

• Wealsounderstoodthemeaningofethnocentrism,whichtendstoputdown 
other people’s w^ of doing things as bizarre or inferior. 

• Culturalrelalivismisanefeicalpositioninwhichallculturesaretakenasequal, 
each being a separate unit within its own integrity, feat should not be conqrared 
to other cultures in terms of ho w it measures upto their standards. 

• In this lesson we also learnt how culture lag arises due to differential changes 
in the society. 

socioLoav 
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• Tlius,'wecansiQr-Iiidia,M4uchprBseiitsaclearpictureor‘UnityinDiversity” 
is a case of plmalist sociely. 

• Hiere are many culture lags in our society (in every society) .Because of die 
changes that takeplace and we should not compare one culture with another 
culture as inferior or superior because the development of each culture is 

unique and each culture has a history of its own. 

■ In other words, culture is dynamic and holds many pnssihiliriffs ofohnii-K within 
i^fiamewDrk. 

£ 1_ 

Si 
1. What do you understand by cultural pluralism? Give asuitable example. 

2. l^diatisetbnocentrismaDdhowdoesitdifferfii(xnculturalrBlalivism?Discuss 
withexanqiles. 

3. Explainculturalrelativisminyourownwords 

4' Eiqilain culture lag with an example. 

GLOSSARY 

Cross Comm - Cross Cousins are the children i^iose parents are related 
as brother qnd sister 

ParallelCousin - Parallel Cousins are children whose parents are related 
either as brothers or as sisters. 

Monogangi - Mono means single, Gamous means marriage. Thus 
monogamy is a form of marriage \^en one man marries 
one women at a time. 

Polygamy - Poly means more. When marriage takes place between 
one man and more than one woman it is polygyny. When 
one woman marries more than one man it is polyandry. 
Together the practice is known as polygamy. 

Patrilineal - Patiimeans&ther.Whenthe&nilyline ofdescentistraoed 
throughthe &thertodie son,againfix>msontograndson 

■ and so on this i^lmown as patriliny( the noun form of 
pebOineal) 
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Main means mother. When the line of descent is traced 

through the mothers line, i.e. fiom moflier to daughter again 
fiomdaughtertogranddaughter and like wise, this is known 
asmatiilineal. 

Tocteateageneticdigrlicate of an individual \or an OTganism 
through asexual reproduction. 

TO IM KXT QUESTIONS 

c. 'UnityinDiva'^* 

d. 28 states and 7 union territories. 

2. a. Ethnocentrism isthetendency ofjudgingotherculturesthroughone’s 
own scale. 

b. Culturalrelativismisanethicalpositioninwhichallculturesaretakaias 
equal, each being a separate unit within its own integrity 

c. The example ofcrosscousih and parallel cousin can be given 

3. a. T 

b. F 

c. T 

d. T 

Notes 

Matrilineal 

Cloning 

1. a. many 

b. India 

■ANSWER 

xockirfiav 
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35 

IMPACT OF MEDIA ON CULTURE 

It. is not always possible to visit relatives and friends living in far - off places^ We 

want to send messages to them and also receive messages from them. The various 

means of communication like letters, telegrams and telephones help us to send 

written or spoken messages to people living in distant places. 

We all watch TV, read newspapers and magazines, and we also go to see films. 

These are different means of communication with our fellow human beings. Beyond 

the physical requirements of food and shelter, man has now another fundamental 

need: that is the need to communicate. The urge for communication is a primal one 

and in our contemporary civilization, it has become a necessity for survival. 

After studying this lesson you will be able to: 

• define media; 

• describe forms of media; 

• explain the role ofmedia in diffusion of culture and to; 

• describe the impact of media with special reference to (T.V) on Indian Society 

attd Culture. 

35.1 MEANING AND DEFINITION OF MASS MEDIA 

Communication is the art of transmitting infonnation, ideas and attitudes Irom one 

point or person to another. Each of us communicates with another individual by 
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directing a message to one or more of Ws senses - sight, sound touch taste speech 

or smell. When we smile, we communicate a desire for ifiendliness; the tone in 

which we say ‘good morning’ can indicate feelings all the way from hostility to 

warm pleasure, and the words we choose in speaking or writing convey a message 

we want to put across to other person. The more effectively we select and deliver 

those words, the better is our communication with him or her. 

Contempoiary society is far too complex to function only through direct 

communication between one individual and another. Our important messages to 

be effective must reach many people at a time. For example - ahousewife who is 

angry at the frequent load shedding of electricity may talk to half a dozen neighbours 

about organising a boycott. But if the editor of a local newspaper publishes a letter 

she writes, she corrununicates her idea to hundreds of women in a short time. We 

can take another example of a politician contesting for election, he spends much of 

his campaigntime visitingpeople personally, holding meetings in the hope ofwirming 

their votes. Now, he hires time on television and radio, buys space in the 

newspapers, trying to deliver his message to thousands of voters simultaneously. 

This is mass communication - delivering information, ideas, attitudes to a sizeable 

and diversified audience through the use of the media developed for that purpose. 

L.. MESSAGE A 
IN SEIECTED CHANNEL NOise 1 

The communication process: Communicator (C) places his message in selected 

charmel to reach audience (A) 

Let us now define mass media. The mass media is defined as the technological 

means of sending information, ideas, opinions etc. through the mass commurrication 

device to a diverse audience. In one sense, words and pictures are the media by 

which thought and feelings ate communicated but medium need not be restricted 

to this meaning. Medium means something intermediates, amiddle state, something 

that intervenes. For example - money is a medium of exchange between a buyer 

and seller. Stone isarttedium for sculptors’ recreation. Amedivanof communication 

can be any such item for transmission or transference of thought and feeling. Tlius 

we can say-, communication is an act or process involving transmission of information, 

ideas, emotions, skills etc., by the use of verbal or non - verbal means (words, 

pictures, figures, graphs, gestures, fiicial expression etc.). 
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Notes 1 
Mass communication for a given message of one moment in time is illustrated hete: 
Source (S) has his message reported by communicator (C) in channel controlled 
by editor (E); some audience members (A) receive the message directly, others 
indirectly, but some are inattentive; feedback interactions may occur along the 
communication route. 

INTEXT QI ESTIONS 35.1 

What do you understand by the following terms? Write each in one sentence. 

a. Mass Communication 

b. Intra Personal Communication 

c. Inter Personal Communication 

d. Mass Media. 

35.2 FORMS OF MEDIA 

A message can be communicated to a mass audience by many means. Hardly a 
day is spent without feeling the impact of at least one of the mass media. The 
various forms of mass media are: 

1. The oldest media are those of the printed word and picture, which carry their 
message through the sense of sight. These ate the newspapers, magazines, 
books, pamphlets and direct mail circulars. These may be collectively called 
the print medium. In newspaper, the focus is upon the community, the nation 
and sometimes even the world of large. Magazines provide background 
information, entertainment, ejqjtess opinions and display advertisements. Books 
offer a longer range and more detailed examination of subjects as well as 
MtertainmenL Pamphlets and direct mail pieces bring the views of commercial 
and civic organisations. 
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Impact uf Media on Culture 

Radio is the mass communication medium aimed at the sense of sound. Radio 

offeis entertainment, news and opinions, discussions and advertising messages 

and can bring direct coverage of public events into the listener’s home. This is 

an electronic medium. 

Television and motion pictures are appealing to visual and auditory senses. 

Television programmes are educative, informative and also offer wide range 

of entertainment and advertising messages. Films may inform and persuade as 

well as entertain. This also comes under electronic medium. 

There are important agencies of commumcation, which are adjuncts of the mass 

media. These are; 

1. Ibe press associations collect and distnbute news to the newspapers, television 

channels radio stations and newsmagazines. 

2. The syndicates offer background news and pictures, commentary and 

entertainment features to newspapers, television and radio and magazines. 

The advertising agencies, .serve their business clients on the one hand and the 

mass media on the other. 

The advertising departments of companies and mstitutions play merchandising 

roles and the publiciclations departments, serve m d 

inframation 

5. The public relations counseling firms and publicity organisations offer 

information on behalf of ^eir clients and 

6. Research individuals and groups help gauge the impact of the message and 

guide mass media for more effective paths. 

Simple entertainment is not the sole purpose of mass media. Reporting the news 

and offering interpretation and opinions based on news are the two main functions 

of mass media. The functions of news, opinions and entertainment are closely 

related in mass media and the various media are heavily dependent upon each 

other. 

INTEXT QUESTIONS 35.2 

Match Column A with B. 

A 

a. Radio 

b. News Paper 

c. Film 

B 

audio-visual 

audio 

print medium 
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Difiusion describes the spread of cultural trait from the point of origin throughout 

an area and into the neighbouring regions or to the neighbouring societies. 

We have noted in lesson -1 that, the items of culture include food habits .dress, 

religious beliefs, dance and language etc. 

The spread ofhabits of aeriated drinks [sofidrinks]’having tea coffee, smoking 

certain brands of cigarattes, using certain brands of toilet soaps, detergents Jiair 

oil, shampoo, tooth paste, tooth brash and hairdye is decidedly due to the impact 

of telivision in recent times. For example-scenes of revelry displayed in small 

screen in commercial breaks have definitely added to the widespread intake of 

aeriated drinks of different brands [i.e cocacola, pepsi, fixxiti etc ] covering almost 

every walk of life. Idli and dosa, supposed to be a south Indian preparation of 

light food, have now become almost international, largely because of mass media 

. Salwar — kameez, a wamains wear of Punjab and north - west India have 

spread, every nook and comer of the country. During the middle of the last 

century, cinema played a veiy sigttificant role in spreading a cult associated with 

the worship of‘Santoshimaa’. In the closing decades of the last century, the 

small screen played no less significant role in carrying messages ofRamayana 

and Mahabharata to almost every individual, irrespective of caste, religion, 

cornmunity, age and gender. Immense popularity of two dance forms viz 

Bhaiatnatyam and Odissi, beyond the centres of their origin, is definitely an impact 

firstly of the radio, then the large screen [cinema], and ultimately the telivision. 

The spread of Hindi language in the leangth and breadth of the country is mainly 

due to Hindi cinema, particularly the songs associated with them which ate regularly 

broadcast in the radio in certain specialized programmes like'VividhBharati’, 

and ‘Binaca’ .Later .telivision influenced deeply the people of all categories . 

Today, we see that, even in our day -to -day activities, certain words of our 

mothertongue have been replaced by certain linguistic expressions of the telivision 

like ‘break ke baad ‘ [after the break ]. Our children behave in the same way 

children in telivision behave vis-a-vis their parents. These are all cases of cultural 

diffusion, greately affected and influenced by mass media. 

. INTEXT QUESTIONS 35.3 

Write answer in one sentence: 

a. What is difiusion? 
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b. 

c. 

Write briefly two items of culture. 

Nametwo brands ofaeriateddrinksyoumostly see in telivision adveitisemenL 

d. GiveanexampleofreligiouspjacticethatisspreadthiDughfilmaDdtelevisioa 

35.4 IMP.ACT OF TELEVISION 

The influence of television in learning mechanism is considered to be very agnificant 

In an urban society, where a substantial portion of the population are compelled 
to communicate in a langu^eotherthan theirowaAvisualmediumlike television 
is considered to be a more usefiil means of learning and communicating 
cultural ideas than the spoken or a written word. However, tThe impact of 
television may not always be positive. Now, let us discuss the types of influence 
this medium exerts on our waysoflife. 

Most of us take a cup of tea soon after we get up in the morning. If we look back, 
how we have acquired this habit, it can possibly be traced to ancient China. 
However, the extent to which this habit has now engulfed almost every part of the 
world, can be traced to its commercial display in the television. 

Positive Aspect 

Television programmes are most informative and educative if we watch 
programmes like UGC programmes, quiz programmes and also group 
discussions.Thus, we can say that it is a medium for acquiring information, 
knowledge and understanding. 

Now-a-days, e ver)'where in our country, Hindi has become a household language 
.Every one starts speaking Hindi besides one’s own mother tongire whether it is 
Oriya, Bengali orTelugu. This is only because of regular watching of television. 
We can mix freely with others, exchange our views and ideas with other people of 
other than our own group. Television is thus, the need for strengthening contacts 
with femily, friends and others. 
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It satisfies our need to know what is going on in and around the world. Television 
reveals dresses of different communities, food of people fiom south India to north 

India and also the rituals and religious practices of people ftom different comers of 
the country. 

Tele vision is the source of entertainment topeopleofall categories. It provides 
company for the lonely, aged, and housewives. It gives topics for conversation to 
members of the family staying at home. For the working people it’s a tension- 
release mechanism, affording an easy diversion from problons and from routines 

of life. 

Today, Television focuses on Indian family and marriage system, Indian culture 
and emphasize, a great deal of sharing and tolerance. It$ Irrstitutions of rrrarriage 
and family have strengthened this notion. Joirrt iarrrily ^stemnotrrished these values. 

Tele serials provide models and values that we can identify with or use as a point 
of comparison. Thirs, we can say, television is a need for seif-corrfidence, stability 

and reassurance. 

Negative aspect 

Irrspite of all these, there are few areas where the irrfluence of television is not 
positive. It is found that the ttaked exposirtes to sensuality, the crirrrinal iterrrs and 
utrfair bossism by anti-social elements of society exercise the most adverse impact 
on children in particular and the youths in general. Many of the scerres and themes 
shown on TV in filrrrs, serials, advertisements, interviews etc. often run down the 
values and ideals, and cultural themes, for which our traditiorral national culture 
stood. But it dehumanizes the viewers by naked ejqxrsure to serrsuality, crirrrirrality, 

rrrilitancy, unfairness and several other negative aspects of it. 

The sheer amount of time spent in watching TV by the children is often too large. 
Thus they have negative impact in terms of their studies, socialization and 

participation in other entertainment activities. 

In oitr present day society, with an increasing wave of crime and violence we are 
begirrrring to look at the relationship between television programmes and crrltural 
values more clearly. In a recent study of T.V. programmes, in three metros of 

Irrdia, the following results were found. 

Out of3,500children, 79 percent prefer to watch cartoonNetwork as entertairrment 
ratherthan any educational pregratrrme; 1 l%preferNatiorral Geography chamtel, 
only 8 percent prefer family serials and 2 percent have no specification for any 

prograrrune.. 
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A maximum number of children prefer cartoon network as the main channel of 

entertainment. It is now time to telecast Indian cultural values through cartoon 

chatmels. Epics like Ramayana, Mahabharata, Bhagvat Geeta and stories of 

Panchatantra should come up in cartoon channels. Stories with strong historical 

Notes background like that of Tipu Sultan, Shivajee and Bhagat Singh should reach 

children through entertainment chaimels.Television is becoming increasingly 

important as an Instimtion for socialising the younger members of Indian society. 

The roleofTVinmouldingtheirmindsand teaching them Indian values and Indian 

way of life is growing at startling rate. 

I INTEXT QUESTIONS 35.4 

Write T for true and F for false 

1. Television programmes are informative and educative. 

2. Simple entertainment is the main purpose of television. 

3. Television has both positive and negative impact. 

4. Through television we can know what is going on in and around the world. 

• Modem men have built multi faceted mechanism for delivering their messages. 

• Mass communication is the way of delivering information, ideas, attitudes to a 

diversified audience through the use of media developed for that purpose. 

• Mass media, is thetechnological means of sending information, ideas, opinions 

etc. from the mass communicator to an audience. 

• The media therefore consist of newspapers, magazines and books (which 

collectively called the print medium), radio and television (the electronic medium) 

and motion pictures. 

• The most important role played by mass media is in diffusion of culture. 

• The work and beliefs of religious groups and a hundred others pertaining to 

the way human beings behave are constantly reported and discussed in the 

press, in books and on television and radio programmes. 

• The methods of {wesenlation of information and other contents vary widely. 
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• Media are the means for bringing different cultures together. 

• National and local media play sign' ficant roles in the develt^imait of cultural 

unity. 

• TV has both positive and negative impact. But the positive impact always 

overweighs the negative impact. 

MODULE - V 
Culture 

• The fact is that the impact can be bad or good depends upon what we watch 

and why we watch. 

TERMINAL EXERC ISE 

1. Define mass media and describe its difiEerentfoims. 

2. Write a brief note on the role of mass media in difiusion of culture 

3. The impact of television both positive and negative. Explain and elucidate. 

4. Write short notes: 

a. Print medium 

b. Electronic medium. 

GLOSSORY 

adjunct : associated with 

antecedent prior or before. 

campaign to gain publicity. 

sculpture art of stone carving. 

pamphlets leaflet, small unbound booklet 

persuade : to believe, to convince 

diBiision : act ofdiffiising or to spread out. 

crude : in natural state, unpolished. 

Revelry : merry making 

Merchandising coimnercial trade 
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ANSWER TO INTEXT QUESTIONS 

35.1 

a. Mass communication is the way of delivering inibrtnation, ideas, attitudes to a 

diversified audience through the use of media developed forthat purpose. 

b. If the communication is internal to an individual, it’s called intra-personal 

communication 

c. Iftheactorprocessconcanstwoormorepersonsinafaceto&cerelationship, 

it is interpersonal communication 

d. Itisthattechnologicalmeansofsmdinginfonnation,ideas,opinionsetc. Sum 

the mass communicator to an audience which consist of newspapers, magazines 

and books (print medium, radio and television (the electronic medium) and 

motion pictures. 

35Jt 

a. Radio audio. 

b. Newspaper isint medium. 

c. Film audio-visual 

35J 

a. Diffusion describes the spread of a cultural trait fi'om the point of origin 

throughoutanareaandintothe nei^bouring regions and orto the neighbouring 

societies. 

b. food,dress. 

c. pepsi,cocacola 

d. Santoshimaa 

35.4 

a T 

6. F 
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